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THE

PHYSICAL Lin 07 WOMAB
ADVICE TO THE

MAIDEN, WIFE, AND MOTHER.

ST

GEO. H. NAPHEYS, A.M., M.D.,
Member of Philadelphia County Medical Society ;

Cmrttponding Member of the Chfnacological Society of Bottom;

Author of " Compendium of Modem TherajmUic*" ^; <J^«

"J* TMix qn'une femme ait des elArt^ de tisnt"
MOUSBI.

SYNOPSIS OP THE BOOK.
It treats in detail three particular phases of woman's life, vis

:

maidenhood, matrimony and maternity. Under the first head, th«

subject of puberty, its dangers and hygiene, and of love, are dis-

cussed from a medical stand-point. Valuable advice is given on the
marriage of cousins, on the effects of marriage on woman and man,
on '' choosing a husband," on *' the engagement," on the right time
of the year to marry, on the wedding tour, and on many kindred
topics. The physiology of the marriage relation is then considered.

In the second part of the book, "the wife." It commences with
some salutary hints on the " wedding night.'* Such inquiries of

aniversal hygienic interest as. Shall husband and wife occupy the

game room and bed ? What kind of bed is most healthful 1 the dig-

nity and propriety of the sexual instinct, its indulgence, restraint,

and physiological laws, &c. , are decorously but plainly treated. Well-
eonsidered views are advanced in regard to over-production and the

limitation of offspring. The author also gives much useful advice to

sterile wives who desire to have children, and he answers the quea-

^ion, Oan the sexes be produced at will 1 in the light of the moat re-

cent scientiffc research. Many pa^es are devoted to the discussion

of inheritance, .uw to have beautiful children, twin bearing, &o.
Hm infomalaoQ in regard to the ligiui of pregauM7 and the tmnd*



FHTUflAL U1% 0* WOMAB.

ano0 of its dUeaaei and disoomforts, the prerentioa of **BK>ther'i

marks " and of misoarriage, is of incalculable value to every woman.
Minute, practical, and caroful directions ai'e la'd down as to the pro*

per preparations for continement, how to preserve the form niter

childbirth, etc. Under the head of *' the mother" the rules for

nursing, weaning and bringing up by hand, are copious, and would
benefit every mother to know. The volume closes with a consider-

ation of " The Perils of Maternity," and of the dangers and hygiene
of " The change of life."

TESTIMONIALS.

The following, among others, have been received, indicating Um
scieutiiio value and moral worth of this book :

—

SIR WM. STBRLINf} MAXWELL,
JtecenUy elected Lord Hector of Edinbwrgh Univeraity,

gave the usual address on being installed in that office. Among
other things he referred to the medical education of women, and said

he was in favour of teaching women everything that they desired to

learn, and for opening to them the doors of the highest oral in-

struction as wide as the doors of book learning. So long, he said,

as women would administer to their sick cliildreu and husbands, he
must hear some argument more convincing than he had yet heard
why they were to be debarred from leai'ning the scientific grounds
of the art of which they were so often the empirical practitioners or

the docile and luicliigent instruments.

VXOM FKOFSSSSOK JOHN 8. HART, LL.O.

Stats Normal School, Trbntox, N. J.

Gjso. H. Naphbys. M. D.—
Dear Sir : 1 have read with attention the advance sheets of youx

book, " The Pliysical Life of Woman," and take pleasure in saying

that you have handled a most difiicult and importaat«subject with
equal delicacy and ability.

Yours tsuly,

JOHN S. HA&T

OPINION OV MARK HOPKINS, D.D.,

President of Williams College.

" Toujr book is oonscientiously written, and will be likelj to do

food."
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WnOM THB V.Y. XTAjrOXUST, MOT. 18, 1860.

Hub is a plain and praotical treatise prepared by a physician ci

Akill and experience, m which he aims to furnish information to

women, in their peculiar oonditions and relations, married and sin-

gle, so as to wable thorn to preserve thoir own health, and perform

their duties to themselves and their children. The most delicate sub-

jects are treated in language so chaste as not to offend any pure mind.

KDITOKIAL VKOM PHILADELPHIA HHOIOAL AKD BCBddOAL BHPO&TKB,

It is a singular fact, that in this country most of the works on
medical hygienic matters have been written by irregular practitioners

in order to help on its legs some ism or pathy of their own. The
public is really desirous of information about the great questions of

life and health. It buys whatever is offered it, and cannot tell, of

course, the tares from the wheat. In fact, as we have said, there

has been very little wheat offered it. Scientific physicians do not
aeem to have taken the pains in this country, as in Germany, tc

spread sound medical information among the people.

We, therefore, welcome all the more warmly a work which, undei
i»ny circumstances, would 'command our praise, advance sheets of

which are now before us. The author is Dr. George H. Napheys,
of this city, well known to all the readers of the '* Reporter " as a
constant contributor to its pages for a number of years, a close stu-

dent of therapeutics, and a pleasing writer. The title of the book
14 " The Physical Life of Woman ; advice to the Maiden, Wife and
Mother." It is a complete manial of information for women, in

their peculiar conditions and rel itions, married and single.

The style is simple, agreeable, and eminently proper and delicate,

conspicuously so when treating of such difficult topics to handle in

b popular book, yet so necessary to be handled, as the marital rela-

tions of husband and wife, the consummation of marriage, etc.

We do not doubt that this work will find as large a sale both in and
out of the profession in this country, as the works of Bockh and
EQencke in Germany, and of Tilt and Ghavasse in England.

VBOM &BV. HO&AOB BUSHNELL, I>.D.

Hakxitobd, Gon., Sept., 18691
Geo. H. Napheys, M.D.

—

Dear Sir: I have read a large part of your book with interest. I

shrink from expressing any estimate of it, as respects its physiolo-
gical merit, but it seems to be a book well studied, and it is written
with much delicacy and a careful rear act, at all points, to the great
interests of morality. It will certamly be a great help to intelli-

I

genoe on the mbjeot, and ought, therefore, to be correspondingly

I

vsefoL very lespectfidly yours,

HOEAGE BUSHinCLL.
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laOM HAETIT L. BTRD, ILD.,

troft»»oro/ ObiMr%e$in the Medical Depwrtmeni of Wtuhirngton (Tut*

•enity of Baltimore, Maryland.

Baltzmobb, Sept., 1869.
Db. Gbo. H. Nafhxts, Philadelphia,

—

Dear Sir : I have examined with much pleasure and satisfaction

your work on " The Physical Life of Woman," and do not hesitats

to commend it most warmly to our countrywomen, for whose bene-
fit it is intended. I congratulate you on the felicitous manner in

which you have treated so difficult a subject, and would recommend
it to the public as supplying a want that has long been felt in this

country.

Omne verwm utile dictu, and what can be more proper, or more
aseful, than that woman should be made acquainted with the great

laws of her being, and the duties for which she was created ?

Very respectfully, your obed't servant,

HARVEY L. BYRD.

XTRAOTM rROM LXTTEB KSOBIVJtD IHOM EDWABD M. SITOW, lf.D., Of
PBOVIOBNOB, BHODB ISLAND.

Pbovidenoe, Sept., 1869.

Db. Naphets,—
Dear Sir: I have examined with much interest the advance

sheets of your book, " The Physical Life of Woman ;" 1 am
highly pleased with it. The advice given seems to me to be
generally correct and judiciously expressed ; and, in my opinion,

the wide circulation of the book would be a benefit to the

community. Truly yours,

EDWARD ML SNOW.

OPINION OP LLOTD P. SMITH,

Librarian PhUadelphia Library,

LiBRABT Co. OP Philadelphia, Fipth St. Bxk^ Ohxsnvt,
Philadelphia, Sept., 1869.

It i« an open question whether books de setreiit nwliirum
should be written for the g^eneral public, but there is no
doubt that when they are written, it shoidd be done by the
tegular medical faculty and not by ignorant quacks. Dr.
Napheys' "Physical Life of Woman" shows not only the
scientific attainments of the author, but also a wide range of

miscellaneous reading. The delicate subjects treated of are

handled with a seriousness and earnestness becoming their

importanoe, and the author'nt views are expressed in excelleni

English. LLOYD P. eiOTa.
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ORB, Sept., 1869.

ARD M SNOW.

omnoir or b. #. •utlbr, ild.,

^tUtor •/ (A« i*Ai^a</e;|>^Ml ** Medieai and Surgical Reportor."

I have carefully examined " The Phjsical Life of Woman," and
find it a work at onoe thoroughly representing modem science, and
eminently adapted for family instruction. It ia well suited to fe-

male readers, to whom it is specially addressed, both in the matter

it contains and in the delicacy with which points relating to their

physiological life are mentioned. W. BUTLER.

FROir RKY. OBOROB ALBZ. OOOKB, D.D., D.O.L.

Philadblphxa, Sept., 1869.

Da. Gbo. H. Naphbtb,—
Dear Sir: I have carefully read your work entitled "Thtt

Physical Life of Woman," and as the result, I must candidly say

that I believe the information it contains ia well calculated to

lessen suffering and greatly benefit the human race. I know there

are some falsely fastidious persons who would object to any work
of the kind, but ''to the pure all things are pure.'' You have
done your part fearlessly and well, and in a popular manner, and I

trust that your work may be productive of all the good you design
by its publication. Very faithfully,

GEO. ALEX. COOKE.

LBTTBR REOBITBD PROM RBT. OBO. BRINOHXTRRT,

Btctor of the P. E. Church of the Meseiah, Philadelphia.

Philadblphia, Sept., 1869.
Dr. Gbo. H. Naphbys,—
My Dear Sir: I have perused with considerable care and

pleasure the work on the " Physical Life of Woman," and feel

no hesitation in pronouncing it admirably composed, honest,
succinct, refined and worthy the companionship of every lady
of this age. I hail its appearance with latitude, and look upon
it as a valuable contribution to those efforts which are malung
in various directions to elevate the tone of morals of the nineteenth
century, and to enable mothers to discharge faithfully the duties
they owe to their children.

Sincerely yours,
' GEORGE BRINGHURST.

VBOM TMB mW TOEK MIDIOAL OAZBTTB, JAN. 8, 1870.

Though professedly written for popular instmetion, fhia book
will not ful to instruct, as well the professional reader. We
tordiflJly reoommend the perusal of Dr. Napheya' book to every
iroiiiaii unlriiifl m hdUr aoquaintanoe with her phyncal organiam.
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VmOM Tnil MRI»TOAL EBOORU, HEW TOEK, JAM. 16, 1870.

Doctor Napheyn, in his work on " The F^hjsioal Life oi

Woman," has acquitted himself with infinite credit. The snbject,
which for a work of its size takes a very wide range, is treated in

choice, nay elegant language, and we have not noticed a single

BxpreHsion upon the most delicate matter, that could offend the
most refined taste. There are, too, a g^eat many interesting

historical facts connected with the ^'eneral topic, both in an ethicfu

and physiological point of view, which show much discrimination
in their production, and a good amount of sterling scholarship.

To the medical reader there are many points in the book that are
worthy of attention, prominent among which are remarks bearing
upon the right of limitation of otTspring. We sincerely hope that,

for the real benefit of women, it may meet with a hearty reeep*
tion, and be productive of great good in preventing many of
those disorders, now so rife in the community, which ar«)

solely the result of ignorance of the ordinary laws of femalr
hygiene.

No one, however scrupulous, need fear to admit the work within
the pale of his family circle, and place it with confidence in tho
hands of his daughters.

FROM H. IT. BASTMAJf, M.D..

TtoftMHor of Practical Medici-M in Otii/ty^ M^^dical College.

Gknbva, Sept., 1869.

Gbo. H. Naphbys, M.D.,

—

Dear Sir: 1 have just completed a careful reading of youj
advance sheets of '* The Physical Life of Woman," and I un-
hesitatingly proTiounce it an admirable work, and one especially

needed at this ti me.

The book is written in a chaste, elevated, and vigorous style,

is replete with instructions indispensable to the welfare and
happiness of women, and should be placed in the hands of every
mature maiden and matron in our land.

H. N. EASTMAN.

FROM THK B08TON MBDIGAL AND 8UXOXOAL J017}UrAX, NOT. 25,
1869.

Most valuable for the perusal of mothers, and of those
fathers who may be equal to the task of advising sons liable to

eommit matrimony. The style—of the text—is unexception-
able. Words are not wasted, and those used are to the point.

The volume is not a mere retnmi of others' opinions ; but the
author has made tb^ topicn of which he trnata his own.
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N. EASTMAN.

mjUCAL, NOT. 25,

rioM nn kahkthiLii journal of MKDioiini and Bctuammr ron
HOTBMBRR, 1869.

The outiiide of ihii book is more Btylish and artiHtio than

any the market has owed to the prens this season. The type

and paper of the inside are in keeping with the elegant exterior.

The work contains much valuable matter, in a style peculiarly

attractive. It ia intended to treat woman as a rational being,

to let her know much about hemelf as a woman, that from
this knowledge she may prevent and therefore escape much of the

sofTering endured by her sex.

And who can do this but a physician f This may be regarded

M the first attempt of the kind in this country.

VROM THB CHIOAOO MEDICAL EXAMINER OF NOVEMBER 19, 1869.

This work is written in a plain and pleasing style well cal-

culated both to please and instruct. There is nothini^ of the

8e>isati(yncU or imaginative character in it. On the contrary, iti

teachix(<s are in strict accordance with scientific facts and good
sense. Though designed specially for females, yet a careful

perusal would be productive of much benefit to both sexes.

FROM TH> NATIONAL BAPTIflT,-r-PHILADKLPHIA, DIG. 30, 1869.

We join in the cordial welcome which this book has received.

There is no other work which tells so well just what ever)'

woman,—and every considerate man also,—ought to know<
Maternity is the one great function of woman, according to

God's ordinance, and for this marvellous and holy mission,

her physical, intellectual, and moral constitution has been
designed. Dr. Napheys, in his wise " advice to maiden, wife,

and mother," passes in review the cardinal facts respecting

woman's physical life. The book is written in a very clear

and simple style, so that no one can misunderstand it, while
there is nothing to disturb or offend the most sensative. A
judicious mother would do her maturing daughters great

service by first carefully reading this volume herseli, and then
have them read it under her guidance.

OranON OF DB. R. SHBLTON MAOKENZIB.

Philadelphia, Oct., 1869.,

Believing that each a work as Dr. Napheys' " Physical Life of

Woman," giving a great deal of valuable information, explicitly

and delicately, ia likely to be of very es»ential importance to

the fair lex, I cannot hesitate to express my favourable opinion
•f ita objeok and exMnitioa.
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OniflOK or MKt. B. BL OUUMOVf M.D.

Elmiba, N. Y., Sepi 1809.
The advanced aheeta of " The Physicad Life of Woman*

have been read with much interest. In thia book Dr. Napheya
has well met a real need o{ th« age. There are many things
incident to woman's physical organization which she needs to
know, and concerning which she still does not want to ask a

physician, and may not have one at hand when she most desires

the information. This book can be easily read and perfectly

understood by those not familiar with medical terms. All
matters of delicacy are treated with freedom, and still with a
purity of thought and expression which is above criticism.

For many years we have been often asked for just such a
book, and shall gladly commend it to the many wives and
mothers who want for themselves and grown up daughter
such a book of helps and hints for home life.

MRS, R. B. GLEASON.

mOM TUB NEW TOBK OHHISTIAK UNION, 3AJK. 8, 1870.

Society owes a debt of gratitude to this brave and scientific phy-
sician for the unexceptional way in which he has performed a work
that has, up to the publication of this book, been a paramount need,
not to be satistied anywhere in the English language. If the
volume contained only the chapter on the influence of the mother's
mind upon her unborn child, we would recommend its purchase by
every family in the land.

FROM RET. HBNRY CLAY TBUMBULL,

Sterttary of New England Department of MissionM of ike Amtricam
ikmday-achool Union.

Hartfobd, Ct., Oct., 1869.

Geo. H. Naphets, M.D.—
My Dear Sir : Understanding,from my long acc^uaintanoe withjron,

your thoroughness of mental culture, your delicacy of sentiment,

and your sound good sense, I was prepared to approve heartily the
tone'and style of your new work— *' The Physicw Life of Woman"—
when its advanced sheets were first placed in my hands.

A close examination of it convinces me that it is a book which can
be read by every woman to her instruction and advantage. Iti

manner is unexceptionable. Its style is remarkably simple. Ita

substance evidences your professional knowledge and your exten*

sive study, I believe it needs only to be brought to notice to com-
mend itself widely. I think you nave done an excellent work in

(ta preparation. SinovnlT your friiod.

a CLAY TRUMBUU,.
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It seems well to offer, at the outset, a few words explanatory

of the nature and object of this book. The author feels that

its aim is novel, is daring, and will perhaps subject him to

criticism. He therefore makes his plea, pro domo jud, in ad-

vince.

The researches ot scientific men Mthin the last few jears

have brought to light very many facts relating to the physio-

1< gy of woman, the diseases to which iibe is subject, and the

p'oper means to preveAt those diseases. Such information, if

universally possessed, cannot but result in great benefit to the

individual and the commonwealth. The difSculty is to express

one's self clearly and popularly on topics never referred to in

ordinary social intercourse. But as the physician is obliged

daily to speak in plain yet decorous language of such matters,

the author felt that the difficulty was not insurmountable.

He is aware that a respectable thongh diminishing class in

the community maintain that nothing which relates exclusively

to either sex should ^jecome the subject of popular medical

instruction. With uvery inclination to do this class justice, he

feels sure that such an opinion is radically erroneous. Ignor-

ance is no more the mother of purity than she is of religion

The men and women who study and practise medicine are not
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4he wone bat the better, for their knowledge of raeh matten.

So it would be with the community. Had every person a sound

understanding of the relations of the sexes, one of the most

ferdle sources of crime would be removed.

A brief appAodiz has been added, directed more especially

to the professional reader, who may desire to consult some of

the original authorities upon whom the author has drawn.

And here he would ask from his fellow-members of the medical

profession their countenance and assistance in his attempt to

distribute sound information of this character among the people.

None but physioians can know what sad consequences are con

Btantly occurring from the want of it.

This book but follows the precedent set by Dr. Bockh,

Professor of Pathology in Leipzic; Ernest Legouv^, of the

French Academy ; Dr. Edward John Tilt, M.E.C.P., Lond.

;

Dr. Henry Pye Chavasse, F.R.C.S., Eng.; and others who

stand in the front rank of the profession abroad.

In concluding, the anther oesires to express his thanks and

acknowledge his obligatio s ' > a medical friend, whose name is

well known in the literature of the profession as that of one

alike distinguished for his general culture and scientific attaim-

ments. It is to his very material assistance in the preparation

of the manuscript, and in the passage of the book through the

press, that any merit which this work may possess is in a great

measure owing.
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THE THIRD CANADIAN EDITION.

1m bringing out a new Canadian Edition of Dr. Naphey's invalu-

able Work, little need be said by way of Preface. No one can

read the book without profiting by it ; and no one need expect

to find in its pages a single word to offend any mind rightly

constituted. In the words of the New York Evangelist,

" the most delicate subjects are treated in language so chaste aa

aot to offend any pure mind ; and the highest authority we

Acknowledge declares, that ' to the pure all things are pure/
"

The work covers the whole ground embraced in the Table

of Contents : And on the great engrossing subject which lately

called forth such emphatic deliverances by the Kight Bev

Bishop Coxe, Eight Rev. Primate Spaulding, the old and

new school Presbyterian General Assemblies, &c., &c., it

utters no uncertain souud.

The facts, references, &c., are mainly applied to the United

States, where the book was first published, but they all tell

with equal force in our own country.

That the Work is highly appreciated where it is best known,

a sale of over one hundred thousand copies in a few months

imply proves.

T,OBomo, February, !B8i^
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PHYSICAL LIFE OF WOMAN.

KNOWLEDGE IS SAFETY.

* Knowledge is power," said the philosopher. The
maxim is true ; but here is a greater ti'uth :

" Know-
ledge is safety,"—safety amid the physical ills that beset

us, safety amid the moral ]»itfal]s that environ us.

Filled with this thought, we write this book. It is

r.he Revelation of Science to Woman. It tells her, in

language which aims at noUv'^g but simplicity, the re-

sults which the study of hei- nature, as distinct from
that of man, has attained. We may call it her physical

biography.

It is high time that such a book were written. The
most absorbing question of the day is the "woman ques-

rion." The social problems of chiefest interest concern her.

And nowhere are those problems more zealousl}'' studied

than in this new land of ours, which has thrown aside the

trammels of tradition, and is training its free muscles with
intent to givapple the untried possibilities of social life.

Who can guide us in these experiments ? What master,

speaking as one having authority, can advise us ? There
U such a guide, such a master. The laws of woman's
physical life shape her destiny and reveal her future.

Within these laws all things are possible ; beyond them,
nothing is of avail

Especiall}' should woman herself understand her owt>

aature. How many women arc tlierc, with health, beauty.
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meri'iment, ay, morality, too, all gone, lost forever, through
ignorance of themselves ? What spurious delicacy is thie

which would hide from woman that which beyond aU
else it behoves her to know ? We repudiate it, and in

plain but decorous language—truth is always decorous

—

we purpose to divulge those secrets hidden hitherto under
the technical jargon of science.

THE DISTINCTION OF THE SEXES.

The distinction of the sexes belongs neither to the high-

est nor to the lowest forms of existence. Animals and
vegetables of the humblest character have no sex. So it

is with s[)irits. Revelation implies that beyond this life

sexual characteristics cease. On one occasion the Saddu-
cees put this question to Christ : There was a woman who

, lawfully had seven husbands, one after the other ; now, at

the resurrection, which of these shall be her husband ; or

shall they all have her to wife ? He replied that hereafter

there shall be neither marrying nor giving in maniage,
but that all shall be " as the angels which are in heaven."

Sexuality im|)lies reproduction, and that is something we
do not associate with spiritual life.

It further implies imperfection, which is equally fai

from our iio|)cs of happiness beyond the grave. The polyp,

which reproduces by a division of itself, is in one sense

more compl«;ie than we are. The man is in some respects

inferior to the woman ; the woman in others is subordi-

nate to man. A happy marriage, a perfect union, they
twain one tlesh, is the type of the independent, completed
being. Without the other, either is defective. " Mar-
riage," said Napoleon, " is strictly indispensable to hap-

piness
"

There is in fact a less difference between the sexes than
is generally believed. They are but slight variations from
one original plan. Anatomists maintain, with plausible

arguments, that there is no part or organ in the one sex

but has an analogous part or organ in the other, similar
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{n structure, similar in position. Just as the right side

resembles the left, so does man resemble woman.
Let us see what differences there really are

:

The frame of woman is shorter and slighter. In the
ITnited States the men average, five feet eight inches in

height and one hundred and forty five pounds in weight

;

the women five feet two and a half inches in height, and
one hundred and twenty-five pounds in weight. Man has
broad shoulders and narrow hips ; woman has narrow
shoulders and broad hips. He skull is formed of thinner

bones, and is in shape more like that of a child. Its ca-

pacity, in proportion to her height, is a very little less

than in man; about one-tiftieth, it is said, which, so far

as brain-power is concerned, may readily be made up by
its finer texture. Her shoulders are set mrther back than
in the other sex, giving her greater breadth of chest in

front. This is brought about by the increased length of

her collar bone, and this is the reason why she can never

throw a ball or stone with the accuracy of a man. Grace-

ful in other exercises, here she is awkward.
Her contour is more rounded, her neck is longer, her

skin smoother, her voice softer, her hair less generally

distributed over the body, but stronger in growth than in

man. She breathes with the- muscles of her chest—he
with those of his abdomen. He has greater muscular
force—she more power of endurance. Beyond all else she

has the attributes of maternity—she is provided with
organs to nourish and protect the child before and after

birth.

PERSONS OP BOTH SEXES AND OF NEITHER SEX.

Nature is very sedulous in maintaining these differences.

It is the rarest thing in the world to find a human being
of doubtful sex. Many a physician disbelieves that there

ever has been a person of both sexes—^a true hermaphro-
dite. They are very scarce, but they do exist. There is '!,',(
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one nuw livinp^ in Gennany. ft bears a female name,

Catherine Hohman. bhe was baptized and brought up
a female ; but (>atherine is as much man as woman. The
learned j)rofe.ssor of anatomy, Rokitansky, of Vienna,

asserts most positively that this is a real hermaphrodite.

Her history is sad. feorn in huml^le circumstances, when
of marriageable age she loved a man, who wished her to

emigrate with him to America. J3ut when she disclosed

to him her deformity, he broke oil' the engagement and
deserted her. Then her afiections became tixed on a
young girl ; but how could she make her suit to one ap-

parently of her own sex ? With passions that prompt her

to seek both sexes, she belongs to neither. " What shall I

do here on earth ? " she exclaimed, in tears, to a man of

science who recently visited her. " What am I ? In my
life an object of scientitle experiment, and after my death

an anatomical curiosity."

There are also persons—very few indeed—who have no
sex at all. They are without organs and without passions.

Such creatures seem to have been formed merely to show
us that this much-talked-of-ditlerence of sex is, after all,

nothing inherent in the constitution of things, and that

individuals may be born, live and thrive, ol both sexes or

of neither.

THE SPHERE OF WOMAN.

Our province lies within the physical sphere of woman.
But we will here allow ourselves a momentary digression.

It will be seen that while these difi'erences are not radical

yet they are peculiarly permanent. They hint to us the

mental and intellectual character of woman. What opinion

should we hold on this muoh-vexed question ?

To this eliect : The mental faculties of man and woman
are unlike, but not unequal. Any argument to the con-

trary, drawn from the somewhat less weight of the brain
of woman, is met by the fact tliat the most able men ar«'

often undei-sized*
* with small heads. The subordinate
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place which woman occupies in most states arises partly

from the fact that the part she plays in reproduction pre-

vents her from devoting her whole time and energies to

the acquisition of power, and partly from the fact that

ihose faculties in which she is superior tt) man have been

I

obscured and oppressed by the animal vigour and selfish-

|ne.ssof the male. As civilization adv}inc<\^i, the natural

j

rights of woman will be more and more frroly conceded,

Mutil the sexes become absolutely etjual before the law;

and finally, her superiority in many respects will be
granted, and she will reap the bencvHts of all the advan-
Ituges it brings, without desiring to encroach on those avo-

Ications for which masculine energy and strength are im-

Iperatively needed.

The most peculiar feature of woman's life are hers for

limited period only. Man is man for a longer time than
Iwoman is woman. With him it is a lifetime matter ; with
ker it is but a score of years or so. Her child-bearing

)eriod is less than half her life. Within this time, she

)asses through all the phases of that experience which is

)eculiarly her own.
And these phases, what are they ? Nature herself de-

ines them. They are three in number—the Maiden, the
Yife, and the Mother. In one and then another of this

riaJ, her life passes. Each has its own duties and dan-
gers ; each demands its own precautions ; each must be
^tudied by itself

Let us at once commence this important study, and pro-

id in the order of time.

4
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PUBERTY.

At a certain jioriod in the life of the female, she cea^eM

to be a gill, and becomes a woman. Hitherto she haa

felt no distinction between herself and the boys, her play-

mates. But now a crisis takes place, which is for ever

after to heilge her round with a mysterious, invisible, but

most real btirrier from all '?7ia7ikind.

This period is called the age of puberty ; its sign is a

flow of blood recurring every month; its meaning, thf .

the female has entered upon that .portion of her life whose
peculiar obligations are to the whole race—no longer to

herself alone. The second part of her two-fold nature is

opened. Why is it that on her, the weaker sex, this extra

burden is laid ? Why this weakness, these pains, this

recurring loss of vital fluid ?

Perhaps it is a wise provision that she is thus reminded

of her lowly duty, lest man should make her the sole ob-

ject of his worship, or lest the pride of beauty should

obscure the sense of shame. But this question concerns

rather the moralist than the physician, and we cease ask-

ing why it is, and shall only inquire what it is.

To this, science returns a clear reply. In the anatomy
of woman there are two small bodies, in shape and size

like large almonds, called the ovaries. They lie one on each

side of the womb, and are connected with it by tubes some

four inches in length. These bodies are solid, but contain

a great number of diminutive vesicles, which by some
mysterious law of nature, mature one at a tim^, every

thirty days, for thirty years of woman's life. Wbeo
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uiature, the vosicle separates from the ovary, travci-ses

the tube into the womb, and is thonce expelled and lost

or becomes, by contact with the other sex, the germ of »»

Hving being. This procesH is accompanied by a disturb-

ance of the whole system. Wandering pains are felt ; a

sense of languor steals over the mind ; the blood rushes

with increased violence through the vessels, and more or

less of it escapes from the veins, causing that change
which we term raenstruation.

The ancients had a tradition that in the beginning of

things the world was made from an egg ; the naturalists

of past generations had this maxim : Everything living

comes from an Qgg ; and science to-day says the same.

For this vesicle we have mentioned is in fact an egy,

similar in structure to those which birds, tish, and turtles

deposit. The only differences are that the one is developed
out of the body, and the other within; the one has a
shell, the other has none.

Therefore, physiologists give this definition ; menstrua-

tion is ovulation—it is the laying of an Qgg.

WHAT IS THE AGE OF PUBERTY?

This has been a matter of careful study by physicians.

They have collected great numbers of observations, and
have reached this conclusion : In the middle portion of

the temperate zone, the average age when the first period

appears in healthy girls is fourteen years and six months.
If it occurs more than six months later or earlier than this,

then it is likely that something is wrong, or, at least, the

case is exceptional.

Exceptional cases, where this average is widely departed
from in apparently perfect health are rare. But they do
occur. We have known instances where the solicitude of

parents has been excited by the long delay of this consti-

tutional change, and others in which it has taken place at

an almost tender age, without causing any perceptible in-

jury to the general health.
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There is an instance recorded, on good authority, wher«
a French child but three years old underwent all the phy-

.sical changes incident to puberty, and grew to be a healthy

woman. But what children can ;=5urpass our own in pre-

cocity ? This French child-woman is quite left in the

shade by one described in a recent number of a western

medical journal, who froTn her birth had regular monthly
changes, and the full physical development which mark;!;;

the perfect woman

!

Thus sometimes, a wide deviation from the average age

we have stated occurs, without having any serious mean-
ing. Yet at no time is such a deviation to be 'leglected.

tn nine out of ten instances it is owing to some fault in

ihe constitution, the health, or formation, which should be

ascertained and corrected. Otherwise years of broken
health and mental misery may be the sad resiUts. Mothers,

teacherg, it is. with you tliis responsibility rests. The
Vyhousands of wretched wives who owe their wretched-
ness to a neglect of proper attention at this turning point

of their lives warn you how serious is this responsibility

The foundation of old age, says a distinguishf^d author,

is laid in childhood ; but the health of middle life depenas
upon puberty. Never was there a truer maxim. Th«
two years which change the girl to the woman, often seaU

for ever the ha} )piness or the hopeless mis^ery of her whoW
life. They decide whether she is to become a healthj*-

hopeful, cheerful wife and mother, or a languid, complain-

ing invalid, to whom marriage is a curse, children an afflic-

tion, and life itself a burden.

We reiterate our warning. Mothers, teachers, you to

whom children are confided at this crisis of their lives,

look well to it that you appreciate, understand, and ob-

serve the duties you have assumed. Let no false modesty
prevent you from learning and enforcing those precautioDi

to necessary at this period of life

early.

It oft<

Ha^

at wh
ditioni

The
In

nig
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WflAT HASTENS AND WHAT RETARDS PUBERTY.

k& a rule, we find that those who develop early, fade

early. A sliort childhood portends a premature old age.

It often forshadows also feeble middle life.

Having ascertained, therefore, what is the average age

at which ])uberty takes place with us, let us see what cod-

ditiond anticipate or retard this age.

The most important is olimate.

In hot climates, man, like the vegetation, has a surpris-

ing rapidity of growth. Marriages are usual at twelve

and foartoen yeai's of" age. Puberty comes to both sexes

as early as at ten an;j eleven years. We even read in the^

Life of Maiiomet, cnat one of his wives bore him a sow
when but ten years of age. Let another dozen years pass,

and these blooming maidens have been metamorphosed
into wrinkled, faded old women. The beauty of their

precocious yoi*th has withered almost literally like a flower

which is pluck >jd.

Very different is it in the cold and barren regions of the

far north. The man, once more partaking of the nature of

his suri'oundings, yields as slowly to the impulses of his

passions, as does the ice-bound earth to the slanting rays

of the summer sun. Maturity, so quick to come, so swift

to leave in the torrid heats, chilled b" the long winters,

arrives to the girls of Lapland, Norway, and Siberia, only
when they are eighteen and nineteen years of age. But, in

return for this, they retain their vigour and good looks to

a green old age.

Between these extremes, including as they do the whole
second decade of existence, this important change takes

I
ilace noi'mally in different latitudes. We have said that

in the middle temperate zone the proper age is fourteen

years and six months. Let us now see what conditions

ead to deviations from this age in our climate.

First on the list is that sacred tire handed down to us
from our ancestore, which w© call in our material language
the conatitviion.
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The females of certain races, certain families, it is oTUm
noticed, mature ear-ier than their neighbours. Jewesses,

for example, are always precocious, earlier by one or two
years. So are coloured girls, and those of Creole lineage

We can guess the reasons here. No doubt these children

still retain in their blood the tropic tire which, at compa-
ratively recent periods, their forefathers felt under the

vertical rays of the torrid zone.

Nor is this all. It is well ascertained, from numerous
observations, that brunettes develop sooner than their

blonde sisters ; thai those who will grow to be large wo-
men are slower than those whose stature will be small

;

that the dark-haired and black eyed are more precocious

in this respect tlian the light-haired and blue-eyed ; that

tlie fat, sluggish giri is more tardy than the slender,active

one ; that, in general, what is known as the nervo-bilious

temperament is ever ahead of that called the lympathic
or phlegmatic.

It is a familiar fact, that it is not a good sign to see this

change before the usual average time. It betokens a

weakly, excitable, diminutive frame. Hard labour, vigor-

ous, regular muscular exertion,—prime health, in other

words, never tend to anticipate this epoch, but rather to

retard it.

With this warning fresh in our ears, let us now rehears^

what causes constantly incline unduly to hasten puberty,

and thus to forestall Nature.in her plans for health and
beauty. They are of two kinds, physical and mental.

Idleness of body, highly-seasoned food, stimulant bever-

ages such as, beer, wine, liquors, and, in a less degree, coffee

and tea, irregular habits of sleep—these are the physical

causes of premature development. But the mental causos

are still more potent.

Whatever stimulates the emotions leads to an unnatU'
rally *arly sexual life. Late hours, children's parties, sen-

sational novels, " flashy " papers, love stories, the drama,
the ball-room talk of beaux, love and marriage—that at

r
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mosphere of riper years which is so often and so injudici-

ously thrown around children in the United States—all

hasten the event which transforms the girl into the wo-
man. A paiticular emphasis has been laid by some phy-

sicians on the j)ower of music to awaken the dormant
susceptibilities to passion, and on this account its too

general or earnest cultivation by cliildren has been ob-

jected to. Educators would do well to bear this caution

in mind.

How powerfully these causes work is evident when we
compare the average age of puberty in large cities and in

country districts. The females in the former mature from
six to eight months sooner than those in tiie latter. This

IS unquestionably owing to their mode of life, physicall}^

indolent, mentally over-stimulated. The result, too, is seen

with painful plainness in comparing the sturdy, weil-pi'e-

served farm-wife of thirty with the languid, pale, faded city

lady of the same age.

THE CHANGES IT WORKS.

Two short years change the awkward and angular gii*

of fourteen into the trim and graceful maiden of sweet
sixteen. Wonderful metamorphosis ! The magic wand of

the fairy has touched her, and she comes forth a new be-

ing, a vision of beauty to bewitch the world.

Let us analyze this change.

The earliest sign of approaching puberty is a deposit of

fat in the loose cellular tissue under the skin. This gives
roundness to the form, and grace to the movements. Ac-
cording to the distinguished naturalist (Butibn), it is first

observable by a slight swelling of the groins. Thence it

extends over the whole body. The breasts especially re-

ceive additions, and develop to form the perfect bust.

Parts of the body previously free from hair become cov-
ered with a soft growth, and that which covers the head
bcquires more vigour and gloss, usually becoming one or

iwo shades darker. The eyes brig'nten and acquire un-
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wonted significance. These windows of the soul betray

CO the close observer the novel emotions which are arising

in the mind within,

The voice, too, shares in the transformation. The pip-

ing, slender articulation of the child gives way to the rich,

melodious, soft voice of woman, the sweetest music man
ever hears. To the student of humanity, to the observant

physician, nothing is more symbolical of the whole nature

than the voice. Would you witness a proof of its power ?

Watch how a person born blind unerringly discriminates

the character of those he meets by this alone.

Beyond all external modifications, we find others, which
indicate how profound is the alteration now taking place.

The internal organs of the body assume new functions and
new powers. The taste for food chauges, hinting that the

system has demands hitherto unknown. Those organs we
have adverted to, called the ovaries, increase in size, as also

does the uterus. The very frame-work of the structure

does not escape. The bones increase iu weight, and those

around the hips expand, and give the female her distinc-

tive fonn, upon the perfection of which her life and that

of her children depend.

MENTAL CHANGES.

Such are the changes which strike the eye. But there

are others which are not less significant, and which demand
far more urgently our watchful heed. New thoughts,

strange desires, are invading the soul. A novel relation

is assumed to the world. It is vague, misunderstood, but
disturbing all the same.

The once light-hearted girl inclines to reverifes; she

seeks solitude ; her mother surprises her in causeless tears

;

her teacher discovers an unwonted inattention to her

studies, a less retentive memory, a disinclination to mental
labour ; her father misses her accustomed playfulness ; he,

perhaps, is annoyed by her listlessness and inertia. Wh»t
does it all mean ? What \b the matter with ih« girl ?

il
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Mother, teacher, father, it is for you to kno^ the An-

swer to these questions. You have guarded this girl

through years of helpless infancy and thoughtless child-

hood. At the peril of her life, and of what is of more
value than life, do not now relax your vigilance. Every
day the reaper Death reaps with his keen sickle th*e flower

of our land. The mothers weep, indeed, but little do they

realize that it is because they have neglected to cherish

them, as was their duty, that the Lord of Paradise ha^

taken them back to Himself.

THE COMPLETION OF PUBER'IT.

The symptoms increase until at length the system has

acquired the necessary strength, and furnished itself with
reserve forces enough to complete its transformation.

Then the monthly flow commences.

In thoroughly healthy girls it continues to recur at regu-

lar intervals, from twenty-five to thirty days apart. This

is true of about three out of four. In others a long inter-

val, sometimes six months, occur between the first and
second sickness. If the general health is not in the least

impaired, this need cause no anxiety. Irregularities are

found in the first year or two, which often right them-
selves afterwards. But whenever they are associated

with the slightest signs of mental or bodily disorder, they
demand instant and intelligent attention.

It used to be supposed that the periods of the monthly
sickness were in some way connected with the phases of

the moon. So general is this belief even yet in France,

that a learned academician not long since thought it worth
while carefully to compare over four thousand observa-

tions, to see whether they did bear any relations to the

lunar phases. It is hardly worth while to add that he
found none.

We have known perfectly healthy young women who
were ill every sixteen days, and others in whom a period

3£ thirty-five or thirty-six days would elapse. The
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sons of such differences are not clear. Some inherited

peculiarity of constitution is doubtless at work. Cli-

mate is of primary importance. Travellers in Lapland,

and other countries in the far north, say that the women
there are not regulated more frequently than three or four

times a year. Hard labour and phlegmatic temperament
usually prolong the interval between the periodical ill-

nesses.

An equal diversity prevails in reference to the length

of time the discharge continues. The average of a large

number of cases observed in healthy women in this coun-

try, between the ages of fifteen and thirty-five, is four

days and a fraction. In a more general way, we may say

from two to six days is the proper duration. Should it

diverge widely from this, then it is likely some mischie*

is at work.

In relation to the amnount of the discharge, every wo-

man is a law unto herself. Usually it is four or five

ounces m all. Habits of life are apt to modify it materi-

ally. Here, again, those exposed to p olonged cold and
inured tcj severe labour escape more easily than their sis-

ters petted in the lap of lu.xury. Delicate, feeble, nervous

women, those, in other words who can least fiord the loss

of blood, are precisely those who lose the most. Nature
who is no tender mother, but a stern step-mother, thus
punishes them for disregarding her laws. Soft couches, in-

dolent ease, highly spiced food, warm rooms, weak muscles

—these are the infractions of her rules which she revenges

with vigorous, ay, merciless severity.

It is well-known, too, that excitement of the emotioni,

whether (»f anger, joy, grief, hatred, or love, increases the
discharge. Even the vulgar are aware of this, and. misin-

terpreting it, as half knowledge always does, suppose it a
sign of stronger animal passions. It bears no such mean-
ing. But the fact reads us a lesson how important it is to

cultivate a placid mind, free from strong desire or fear,

Kod to hold our emotions in the firm leash of reason
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Physicians attach great importance to the character of

the discharge. It should be thin, dark, watery coloured,

and never clot. If it clots, it is an indication that some-

fching is wrong.

THE DANGERS OF PUBERTY.

Wc have shown that there are constantly individual

deviations, quite cjnsistent with health, from any given

standard. They only become significant of disease when
they depart decidedly from the average, either in the fre-

quency of the illness, its duration, the amount of the dis-

charge, or the character. More or less j)ain, more or less

prostration, and general disturbance at these epochs, are

universal and inevitable. They are part of the sentence

which at the outset He pronounced upon the woman, when
He said unto her :

" I will greatly multiply thy sorrow
and thy conception." Yet with merciful kindness He has
provided means by which the pain, may be greatly les-

sened, and the sorrow avoided ; and that we may learn

and observe thcje means, their neglect often increases a
hundred-fold the natural suffering.

At this critical period, the seeds of hereditary and con-
stitutional disease manifest themselves. They draw fresh

malignancy from the new activity of the system. The
first symptoms of tubercalar consumption, of scrofula, of

obstinate ana disfiguring skin diseases, of hereditary in-

sanity, of congenital epilepsy, of a hundi-ed terrible mal-
adies, which from birth have lurked in the chil4, biding
the opportunity of attack, suddenly spring from their lairs,

and huiry her to the grave or the madhouse. If we ask
why 80 many fair girls of eighteen or twenty are followed
by weeping friends to an early tomb, the answer is, 'chiefly

from diseases which had their origin at the period oi?

puberty.

It is impossible for us to reheai-se hete all the minute
symptoms, each almost trifling in itself, which warn the
jrractised physician of the approach of one of these fearful

:W\

I
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foes in time to allow hini to make a defence. We can dc

little more than reiterate the warning, that whenever, at

this momentous epoch, any disquieting changes appear, be

it physical or mental, let not a day be lost in summoning
ahilled competent medical advice.

There is, however, a train of symptoms so frequent, so

insidious, fruitful with agony of mind and body, that we
shall mention them particularly. They illustrate at orce
how all-iuiportant is close observation, and how signifiv;ant

to the wise physician are trifles seemingly light as air.

If you notice a girl of fourteen or sixteen, who, in wi^lk-

ing always gives one arm in preference to the other to

her companion ; if, in sleeping, she mostly lies on the same
side ; if, in sitting, she is apt tx) prefer a chair with low
back, and throws one a,rm over ita back ; if you perceive

that she always sits with one foot a little in advance of

the other ; if she, on inquiry, confesses to slight, wandering
pains in one side of her chest, do not chide her for awk-
wardness. These are ominous portents. They mean
spinal disease, than which a more fearful malady is hardly

known to medicine.

Not less stealthy is the approach of disease of the hip

joint, of white swelling of the knee, of consumption, al]

curable if taken at the very first, all well-nigh hopeless

when they have once unmasked their real features.

Apart from tiiese general dangers, to which those of

thoroughly sound constitutions are not exposed, ther« ar«<

disordeis called functional, to which all are subject.

GREEN SICKNESS.

When we speak of "green sickness," we mention ])er-

haps the most common of all, and one of which every
mother has heard. Doctors call it chlorosis, -which also

means greenness ; for one of its most common and peculiar

symptoms is a pale complexion with a greenish tinge.

It never occurs except at or near the age of puberty,

und wnn long supposed to be merely an impoverishment
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af the blood. Now, however, we have learned that it id

a disease of the nervous system, and one very often con-

founded by physicians with other complaint'!.

Its attack is insidious. A distaste for exertion and
society, a fitful appetite, low spir'to—these are all the

symptoms noticed at first. Then, one by one, come pal-

pitation of the heart, an unhealthy complexion, irregula-

rity, dyspepsia, depraved tastes,—such as a desire to eat

slate-pencil dust, chalk, or clay—vague pams in body and
limbs, a bad temper; until the girl, after several months,

is a peevish, wretched, troublesome invalid.

Then if a physician is called in, and gives her iron, and
tells her there is nothing the matter, or is himself alarmed

and imagines she has heart disease or consumption, it is a

chance ii she does not rapidly sink, out of mere fright,

and over-much dosing, into some fatal complaint. Let it

be well understood chlorosis, though often obstinate and
obscure, is always curable if properly and promptly
treated. The remedies must be addressed to the nervous
system, and can be administered with intelligence only by
a competent medical adviser. It can be prevented by a

hygienic mode of life; and as its most common causes are

anxiety, home-sickness, want of exercise, or over-work at

school, nothing is so salutary in its early stages as a

change of air and scene, cheerful company, a tour to the

mountains or some watering-place, and regular exercise.

Many young women suffer considerable pain during

their monthly illness. This may arise from many difler-

ent causes, such aa congestion, inflammation, malforma-
tion, or a wrong position of the parts, or over-sensitive

Qerves. They can only be successfully treated when the

cause is known ; and they must rest assured that this

suffering, in nearly every case, can be removed.
Sometimes a girl grows to the age of eighteen or twenty

without having her periodical changes. We have already

said that this is not unusual in some climates, and in

lome feunilies ; so, as long as the general health is good,
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and the spirits cheerful—always an important pointr—

h

needs cause no anxiety. But if the health grows poor,

and especially if there are pains and weakness recurrins

monthly without discharge, then something is wrong, and
the doctor should be consulted.

HYSTERICS.

There is a disease of the nerves to which girls about the

age of puberty are very subject, particularly in the highei

circles of society, where their emotions are over-educated

and their organization delicate. It is cajled hysteria, and
more commonly hysterica. Frequently it deceives both

doctor and friends, and is supposed to be some dangerous

complaint. Often it puts on the symptoms of epilepsy,

or heart disease, or consumption. We have witnessed the

most frightful convulsions in girls of fourteen, which wore
brought on by this complaint. Sometimes it injures the

mind, and it should always receive prompt and etficient

attention, as it is always curable.

This disease is apt to produce a similar affection in other

girls of the same age who see the attacks. For this lea-

son, hysterical girls should not be sent to large schools

but cured at home. Often a strong mental impression

restores them. The anecdote is told of a celebrated sur-

geon (Boerhave),who wascalledtoafemale seminary whore
there was a number of hysterical girls. He summoned
them together, heated a number of iron instruments \)e-

fore their eyes, and told them that the first one who h.%d

a fit should be cauterized down th^ spine. They all i«

covered immediately.

SECRET BAD HABITS.

We now approach a part of our subject which we wonld
gladly omit, did not constant experience admonish us of

our duty to speak of it in no uncertain tone. We refer to

the disastrou3 consequences on soul and body to which
young girls expose themselves by exciting and indulging
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ntdriAd. passions. Years ago, Miss Catherine E. Beechet
Botinded a note of warning to the mothers of America on
'^his secret vice, which leads their daughters to the grave,

the madhouse, or, worse yet, the brothel.

Gladly would we believe that her timely admonition
had done away with the necessity for its repetition. But
though we believe such a habit is more rare than many
physicians suppose, it certainly exists to a degree that de-

mands attention. Surgeons have recently been forced to

devise painful operations to hinder young girls from thus
ruining themselves ; and we must confess that, in its

worst form, it is absolutely incurable.

The results of the constant nervous excitement which
this habit produces are bodily weakness, loss of memory,
low spirits, distressing nervousness, a capricious appetite,

dislike of company and of study, and, finally, paralvsis,

imbecility, or insanity. Let it not be supposed tnat there

are many who suffer thus severely ; but on the other hand
let it be clearly understood that any indulgence whatever
in these evil courses is attended with bad effects, especi-

ally because they create impure desires and thoughts which
will prepare the girl to be a willing victim to the arts of

profligacy. There is no more solemn duty resting on
those who have the charge of young females than to pro-

tect them against this vice.

But, it is exclaimed, is it not dangerous to tell them any-
thing about it ? Such a course is unneccessary. Teach
them that any handling of the parts, any indecent lan-

guage, and impure thought, is degrading and hurtful.

See that the servants, nurses, and companions with whom
they associate are not debased ; and recommend scrupu-
lous cleanliness.

If the habit is discovered, do not scold nor whip the

child. It is often a result of disease, and induced by a
disagreeable local itching. Sometimes this is connected
with a disorder of the womb, and very freauently with
worms in the bowels. Let the case ne saDmitted to a
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judiciouB skilful medical adviser, and the ffirl will yet be
HAved. But do not shut your eyes, and reiuse to see this

fact when it exists. Motners nre too often unwilling to

enteitaiii for a moment the thought that their daughters
are addicted to such a vice, when it is only too plain to

the physician.

THE HYGIENE OF PUBERTY.

Concerning the maladies of puljerty, we may broadly
say, that if we are obliged to have recourse to medicine,

it is because we have neglected hygiene. That the period

requires assiduous care, we gnuit ; but, given that care,

drugs will be needless.

In a general way, we have already emphasized the dan-
ger of indolence and the benefits of exercise or labour

;

the perils of exciting the emotions, and the advantages
of a placid disposition ; the impropriety of premature
developnient,and the wisdom of simplicityand moderation.
This is an old story—a thrice-told tale. Let us go more
into minutiae.

One of the most frequent causes of disease, about the
age of puberty, is starvation. Many a girl is starved to

death. Food is given her, but not of the right quality,

or in sufficient quantity, or at improper hours. The
system is not nourished : and, becomint^^ ."feeble, it is laio

open to the attacks of disease, and to no form of diseasi

more readily tha^n to consumption.
To coiTCct this, let the food be varied, simply prepared,

and abundant. Good fresh milk should be used daily,

while tea and coffee should be withheld. Fat meats and
vegetable oils, generally disliked by girls of this age, are

exactly what they need ; and were they partaken or more
freely, there would be less inquiry at the drug-stores for

eod-iiver oil

A modern writer of eminence lays it down as one of the

most common causes of consumption in young people that

just at the age when their physical system is nndergoiiig
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euch important changes, that invahiable :urtic1e of diet,

milk, is generally dropped, and nothing equally rich in

nitrogen substituted in its place.

Exercise, whether as games, the skipping rope, croquet,

walking, dancing, riding, and calisthenics, or as regular

labour, is hi^^hly beneficial, especially when it leads one

into the fresh air, the sunshine, and the country. A j> ir-

ticular ki^id of exercise is to be recommendea for those

who.e chests are narrow, whose shoulders stoop, and who
have a heroditai,ry predisposition to consumption. If it is

systematically practised along with other means of health,

we would guara.ntee any child, no matter how many rela-

tives have died of this disease, a^^ainst its invasion. It is

^roluntary inspiration. Nothing is more simple. Let her

3tand erect, throw the shoulders well back and the hands
behind ; then let her slowly inhale pure air to the full

capacity of the lungs, and retain it a few seconds by an
increased effort ; then it may be slowly exhaled. After

one or two natural inspirations, let her repeat the act, and
«o on for ten or fifteen minutes, twice daily. Not only is

this simple procedure a safeguard against consumption,

but, in tne opinion of some learned physicians, it can even
nure it when it has already commenced.
At first the monthly loss of blood exhausts the system.

Therefore plenty of food, plenty of rest, plenty of sleep

are reqtiired. That ancient prejudice in favour of early

rising should be discarded now, and the girl should retire

early, and, if she will, should sleep late. Hard study,

care, or anxiety should be spared her. This is not the
time for rigid discipline.

Clothing is a matter of importance, and if we were at

all sure of attention, there is much we would say of it.

The thought seriously troubles us, that so long as Ameri-
can women consent to deform themselves and sacrifice

their health to false ideas of beauty, it is almost hopeless

to urge their fitness for, and their right to, a higher life

than ibcy now enjoy. No educated painter or sculptor is
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ignorant of what the model of female beauty is ; no
fashionable woman in America is content unless she de-

parts from it as far as possible.

Now beauty implies health, and ugliness of form is at-

tained not only at the expense of aesthetics, but of com-
fort. The custom of fastening growing girls in tight

corsets, or flattening their breasts with pads, or distorting

their feet in small high-heeled shoes, and of teachiiug them
to stoop and mince in gait, is calculated to disgust every

observer of good sense and taste, and what is of more con-

sequence, to render these girls, when they become women,
more liablj to every species of suffering connected with
child-bearing.

Some young women suffer more, some less, during then
periodical illnesses. Both classes should be equally cau-

tious to do less than usual at that time. Over-exertion

is a most fruitful cause of disease. Long-walks, shop-

ping, dancing, riding, labour, should be avoided, or dimin-
ished. Iced drinks, exposure to dampness or to great

heat, are likewise perilous. If there is much pain or de-

bility, or an abundant discharge, they should rest on the

sofa or bed. If the discharge is delayed, soaking the feet

in hot water, a tumbler of hot ginger tea, a brisk walk or

a gentle laxative will often bring it on. But under no
circumstances should more violent means than these be
used. Properly, thereis no great suffering connected with
this function, and when such is present, the physician

should be consulted.

THE AGB OP NUBILITY.

It does not follow because a girl is capable of marriage,

that she is fit for it. Science teaches us many valid objec-

tions to too early unions. It goes farther, ard fixes a
cei J^ain age at which it is widest for woman tr marrv.

This age is between twenty and twenty-five years.

Anatomists have leam<id that after puberty the bonti

of * woman's body undergo important modifications to
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her for child-bearing. This requires tirae, and before

twenty the process is not completed. Until the woman
is perfect herself, until her full stature and completed
form are attained, she is not qualified to assist in perpetu-

ating the species.

We might urge that up to this moment neither does
her self-knowledge qualify her to choose a life-companion,

nor can her education be finished, nor is her experience
sufficient for her to enter on the duties of a matron. But
we do not appeal to these arguments. There are others

still more forcible. If her own health, life, and good looks

are of value to her, if she has any wish for healthy, sound-
minded children, she will refrain from premature nup-
tials.

A too-youthful wife finds marriage not a pleasure bufj

a pain. Her nervous system is prostrated by it, she is

more liable to weakness and diseases of the womb, and,

if of a consumptive* family, she runs great risk of finding

that fatal mala<!iy manifest itself after a year or two of

wedded life. It is very common for those who mariy
young to die young.
From statistics which have been carefully compiled, it

is proven that the first labours of very young mothers are

much more painful, tedious, and dangerous to life than
others. As wives, they are frequently visited either with
absolute sterility, and all their lives must bear the re-

proach of barren women, or what to many is hardly
less distasteful, they have an excessively numerous
family.

What adds to their sufierings in the latter event is that

the children of such marriages are rarely healthy. They
are feeble, sickly, undersized, often with some faul of

mind or body, which is a cross to them and their parents

all their lives. They inherit more readily the defects of

their ancestors, and, as a rule, die at earlier years than the

progeny of better-timed unions
These considerations are fom^idable enough, it would ^''li!
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seem, to prevent young girls from marrying, without the

need of a law, as exists in some countries. Moreover, they
are not imaginary but real, as many a woman finds out to

her cost.

The objections to marriage after the age of twenty-five

are less coi(ent. Thej'^ extend only to the woman herself.

She should know that the first labours of wives over thirty

are nearly twice as fatal as those between twenty and
twenty-five. Undoubtedly, nature points to the period

between the twentieth and twenty-fifth year as the fittest

one for marriage in the woman.

II -

LOVE.

n'S POWER ON HUMANITY.

Love, pure, true love, what can we say of it ? The
dream of youth ; the cherished reminiscence of "ge ; cele-

jjrated in the songs of poets ; that which impels the war-
rior to his mostdaring deeds ; inwhichthe inspired prophet
chooses to typify the holiest sentiments—what new thing

is it possible to sa)'^ about this theme?'
Think for a moment on the history or the literature i)f

the world. Ask the naturalist to reveal the mysteries of

life ; let the iiiythologist explain the origin and meaning
of all unrevealed religions : look within at the promptings
of your own spirit, and this whole life of ours will appeal

to you as one grand epithalamium.

The prc/foundest of English poets has said

—

" All thoughts, all passions, all delights,

Wliatever stirs the mortal frame

All are but ministers of Love,

And feel hi^tutcred flaine>

"
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That life whicli is devoid of love is incomplete, sterile.

unsatisfactory. It fails of its chiefest end. Nature, in

anger, blots it out sooner, and it passes like the shadow of

a cloud, leaving no trace behind. Admirable as it may
be in other respects, to the eye of the statesman, the phy-
sician, the iOver of his species, it remains but a fragment,

a torso.

Love is one thing to a woman, another to a man. To
him, said Madame de Stael, it is an episode ; to her, it is

the whole history of life. A thousand distractions divert

man. Fame, riches, power, pleasure, all struggle in his

bosom to displace the sentiment of love. They are its

rivals, not rarely its masters. But woman knows no such
distractions. One passion only sits enthroned in her bo-

som ; one only idol is enshrined in her heart, knowing no
rival, no successor. This passion is love ! This idol is

its object.

This is not fancy, nor rhetoric ; it is the language of

cool and exact science, pronounced from the chair of

history, from the bureau of the statistician, from the dis-

secting table of the anatomist We shall gather up their

well-weighed words, and present them not as fancy

sketches but as facts.

This deep,all-absorbing, single,wondrous, love of woman
is something that man cannot undei-stand. This sea ol

unfathomed depth is to him a mystery. The shallow

mind sees of it nothing but the ripplinsf waves, the unsta-

ijle foam crests dashing hither and thither, the playful rip-

ples of the surface, and blind to the still and measureless

waters beneath, calls women capricious, uncertain—vari-

um et Ttiutahile. But the thinker and seer, undeceived
by such externals, knows that beneath this seeming change
is stability unequalled in the stronger sex ; a power of will

to which man is a stranger ; a devotionand purpose which
strike him with undefined awe.

roerefore in the myths and legends which the early

R^ Van ed to express their notions of divine things,
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the Fates who spin and snip the thread of life , the NomA
who

Lay down Iawi,
And select life

For the children of time

—

The destinies of men,

are always females. The seeresses and interpreters of

oracles, those who, like the witch of Endor, could summon
&om the grave the shades of the departed, were women.

Therefore, also, modern infidelity, going back as it ever

does, to the ignorance of the past, and holding it up as

something new, makes woman the only deity. Comte and
his disciples having reasoned away all gods, angels, and
spirits and unable to still the craving for something to

adore, agree to meet once a week to worship—woman
The French revolutionists, having shut up the churches,

and abolished God by a decree of the Convention, set up
in His stead—a woman.
We could never exhaust this phase of world history.

Everywhere we see the unexpectedhand of Love moulding,

fashioning all things. The fortunes of the individual, the

fate of nations, the destinies of races are guided by this

invisible thread. Let us push our enquiries as to the

nature of this all-powerful agent.

WHAT IS LOVE?

It has a <iivided nature. As we have an immortal sou),

but a body of clay ; as the plant roots itself in decaying
earth, but spreads its flowers in glorious sunlight ; so love

has a physiological and a moral nature. It is rooted in

that unconscious law of life which bids us perpetuate our

kind ; which guards over the cor^ervation of life ; which
enforces, with ceaseless admonition, that first precept

which God gave to man before the gates of Eden had
been closed upon him :

" Be thou fruitful, and multiply

and replenish the earth." Nothing but a spurious delicacy

or an ignorance of facts can prevent our full recognitiofi

m
.#*
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that love looks to marriage, and marriage to ofi&pring, as

a natural sequence.

Do we ask proofs of this ? We have them in abundance,

those unfortunate beings who are chosen by oriental cus-

tom to guard the seraglios, undergo a mutilation which
disqualifies them from becoming parents. Soon all traces

of passion, all regard for the other sex, all sentiments of

love, totally disappear. The records of medicine contain

Dot a few cases where disease had rendered it necessary to

remove tlie ovaries from women. At once a change took

place in voice, appearance, and mind. They spoke like

men, a slender beard commenced on their faces, a mascu-
line manner was conspicuous in all their motions, and
every thought of sexual love passed away forever. These
are the results in every case. What do they signify ?

Undoubtedly that the passion of love is dependent upon
the capacity of having offspring, and such was the inten-

tion of nature in implanting in our bosom this all-power-

ful sentiment.

But this is not all. Nature, as beneficent to those who
obey her precepts as she is merciless to those who dis-

regard them, has added to this sentiment of love a physi-

cal pleacure in its gratification ; an honourable and proper

pleasure, which none but the hypocrite or the ascetic will

aifect to contemn, none but the coarse or the lewd will

regard as the object of love. There is indeed a passion

which is the love of the body. We call it by its proper

name of lust. There is another emotion for which the rich

tongue of the ancient Greeks had a word to which we
have nothing to correspond. Call it, if you will, Platonic

love, and define it to be an exalted fliendship. But under-
.'tand that neither the one nor the other is love, in the

t rue sense of the word, and that both are inferior to it.

Does the father, watching, with moistened eyes, his

child at its mother'^ breast ; does the husband, bending
with solicitude over the sick bed of his wife ; does the

wih), clini;;in^ xo her husband through evil report and

i-\il
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fgood report, through broken fortunes and failing health

indicate no loftier emotion than lust, no warmer sentimeni

than friendship 9 What ignorance, what perversity, is

so gross as not to perceive something here nobler than

either? Do you say that such scenes are, alas, rare?

We deny it. We see them daily in the streets ; we meet
them daily in oar rounds. Admitted by our calling to

the sacred precincts of many houses in the trying hours of

sickness and death, we speak advisedly, and know that

this is the prevailing meaning of love in American life.

A warm, rich affection blesses the one who gives and
the one wLo receives. Character develops under it as th«

plant beneath the sunlight. Happiness is an unknown
word without it. Love and marriage are the only normal
conditions of life. Without them, both man and woman
forever miss the best part of themselves. They suffer

more, they sin more, they perish sooner. These are not

hasty assertions. As a social law, let it be well under-

stood that science pronounces that

LOVE IS A NECESSITY.

The single life is forced upon many of both sexes in

our present social condition. Many choose it from
motives of economy, from timidity, or as a religious step,

pleasing to God. The latter is a notion which probably
arose from a belief that, somehow, celibacy, strictly ob-

served, means chastity. It simply means continence.

The chastest persons have been, and are, not the virgins

and celibates, but the married. When this truth is known
better, we shall have fewer sects and more religion.

We know women who refrain from manying to keep
out of trouble. The old saying is that eveiy sigh drives

a nail in one's coffin. They are not going to worry them-
selves to death bearing children and nursing them. It is

aoo great a risk, too much suffering. How often have we
been told this ? Yet how false the reasoning is ! Yeij
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carefully prepared statistics show that between the ages

of twenty and forty-five years, more unmarried women
die than married, and but one instance of remarkable
longevity in an old maid is known. The celebrated Dr.

HufeJand, therefore, in his treatise on the " Art of Prolong-

ing Life,'Mays it down as a rule, that to obtain a great age
one must be married.

As for happiness, those who think they can best attain

it outside the gentle yoke ofmatrimony, are quite as wide
of the mark. Their selfish and solitary pleasures do not
gratify them. With all the resources of clubs, billiard-

rooms, saloons, narcotics and stimulants, single men make
but a mock show of satisfaction. At heart every one of

them envies his married friends. How much more monot-
onous and more readily exhausted are the resources of

woman's single life ! No matter what " sphere " she is

in, no matter in what " circle " she moves, no matter what
" mission " she invents, it will soon pall on her. Would
you see the result ? We invoke once more those dry
volumes, full of lines and figures, on vital statistics.

Stupid as they look, they are full of the strangest stories,

and, what is more, the stories are all true. Some of them
are sad stories, and this is one of the saddest :—Of those

unfortunates who, out of despair and disgust of the world,

jump from bridges, or take arsenic, or hang themselves,

or in other ways rush unbidden and unprepared before

the great Judge of all, nearly two-thirds are unmarried,
and in some years nearly three-fourths. And of those

other sad cases—dead, yet living—who people the mad-
houses and asylums, what of them ? Driven crazy by
their brutal h^isbands, do you suggest ? Not at all. In
France, Bavaria, Prussia, and Hanover, four out of every
five are unmarried, and throughout the civilized world
there are everywhere three or four single t«) one married
woman in the establishments for the insane, in propor-
tion to the whole number of the two classes above tweni^y-

one yean of age.

h.
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Other w^men decline to marry because they have, for-

Hooth, a " life work " to accomplidh. Some great project

tills their mind. Perchance they emulate Madame de

Stael, and would electrify the country by their novel

views in politics ; or they have a literary vein they fain

would explore; or they feel called upon to teach the

freedmen, or to keep their position as leaders of fashion.

A husband would trammel them. If they did marry,

they would take the very foolish advice of a contemporary,

and go through life with an indignant protest at its little-

ness. Let such women know that they underrate the

married state, its powers and its opportunities. Thew
are no loftier missions than can be carried cut, no noblei

games than can there be played. When we think o^

these objections, cominff, as they have to us, from high-

spirited, earnest girls, the queens of their sex, our memory
runs back to the famous women of history, the brightest

jewels in the coronet of time, and we find as many, ay
more, married women than single who pursued to theii

ends, mighty achievements.

If you speak of Judith and Joan of Arc, who delivered

their fatherlands from the enemy, by a daring no man
can equal, we shall recall the peaceful victories of her
wife of the barbarian Chlodwig, who taught the rude
Franks the mild religion of Nazareth, and of her who
extended from Byzantium the holy symbol of the crosM

over the wilds of Russia. The really great women ol

this age, are they mostly married or single ? They are
mostly married, and they are good wives and tender
mothers.

What we have just written, we read to an amiable
woman.

" But," she exclaimed, " what have you to say to her
whom high duties or a hard fate condemns to a single

life, and the name of an old maid ?
"

Alas I what can we say to such ? We foel that
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' Earthller hapi)7 Is the rom distilled.

Than that which, withering on the virvrin thorn,
Grows, lives, and dies in single blessedness."

fet there is ever a blessing in store for those who suf-

fer here, and the hopo of the future must teach them to

beai* the present.

LOVE IS ETERNAL.

We have said love is a necessity in the life of either

man or woman to complete their nature. Its effects,

therefore, are eternal. We do not intend this as a figure

of speech. It is a sober statement of physiology.

From the day of marriage the woman undergoes a
change in her whole structufe. She is similar to her for-

mer self, but not the same. It is often noticed that the

children of a woman in her second marriage bear a
marked resemblance to her first husband. In the inferior

races and lower animals this obscure metamorphosis is

still apparent. A negress, who has borne her first child

to a white man, will ever after have children of a lighter

colour than her own. Count Strzelewski, in his "Travels in

Australia," narrates this curious circumstance:—A native

who has once had offspring by a white man, can never

more have children by a male of her own race. Dr.

Darwin relates that a mala zebra was once brought to

England, and a hybrid race, marked with the zebra's

stripes, was produced from certain mare^. Always .af-

ter, the colts of these mares bore the marks of the

zebra on their skins. In some ';vay the female is pro-

foundly altered throughout her vhole formation, and en-

tirely independent of her will, uy the act of marriage

and the alteration is never effaced.

If the body is thus influenced, shall not the far more
susceptible mind and spirit be equally impressed ?

Aliother common observation supports what we say,

and extends it farther. Not the woman alone ; the man
also undergoes a change, and loses a portion of his per*

n.
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Honality in his mate. They two are one, not merely in a
moral sense. We constantly notice a decided resemblance
in old cou[)les, w.ho have passed, say, two score years to-

gether. They have grown to look alike in form, feature,

and expression. That for so long a time they have
breathed the same air, eaten the same fare, and been
subjected to the same suiTOundings, explains this to some
extent. But the greater part of the change flows from
icQental sources. They have laughed and wept together

;

they have shared the same joys and pleasures ; a smile

or a tear on the face of one evoked a corresponding emo-
tion and expression on the face of the other. Their co-

partnership has become a unity. Even withoi'.t speaking,

they sympathize. Their souls are constantly en rapport.

The man is as different as the woman from his former
self,

WHAT IS FLIRTATION ?

Flirtation is an American word. They have neither

the word nor the thing in foreign countries. It results

from the freedom and the daring of our women. They
use as playthings those edged tools which in other lands

are locked up from them. Love, engagements, and beaux,

are their pastimes.

In view of what we have said of the nature of love, its

necessity and eternity, is this wise ?

We are not moralists, and speak as physicians merely.

To us the coquette is as bad as the rake. Both wast^

their nature in dalliance with passion. They both suffer

in body and soul, and by every new indulgence untit

themselves the more for a happy marriage. Look at the

woman of thirty, who has passed her youth encouraging

men to offer her the most a man can offei—all he has

—

in order to enjoy the vanity of refusing him. If she is

married, you will see a discontented, nervous invalid ; if

unmarried, a cross, faded, neglected gpinster.
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or SIOOND MABRIAOn.

Science, therefore, seems to say to «voman, ** your first

husband is your eternal husband." How, then, about
second marriages ? Are we to say that they are not ad-

visable ?

Let us not answer hastily. It is yet to be seen whether
ill-assorted marriages produce those impressions we have
mentioned. They may indeed, on the body, while the

mind is free. One must remember, also, that the exigen-

cies of social life must be consulted. If a woman cannot
love two men equally—and she cannot—other motives,

worthy of all respect, justify her in entering the marriage

life the second time. Then, the higher refinements of the

emotions are not given to all alike, nor do they come at

the same age to all. True love may first dawn upon a

woman after one or two husbands have left her a widow.
Orphan children, widowhood, want of property, or the

care of property,—these are sad afllictions to the lonely

woman. Do not blame her if she accepts a husband as a

guardian, a protector, whom she can no longer receive to

her arms as a lover. She is right.

We cherish the memory of a lady of strong character,

who died past eighty- She had survived three husbands.
" The first," she said " I married for love ; the second, for

position ; the third, for friendship. I waa happy with
them all." But when in her mortal illness this venerable

friend sank into the delirium which preceded death, she

constantly called out the name of her first husband only.

More than half a century had not efiaced the memory of

those few years of early love. This is fidelity indeed.

OF DIVORCE.

He of Nazareth laid down the law that whoever puts

away his wife for any cauco except adaltery, and marries

again» coir^mits adulteiy, and that whatever woman puti

w^..
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away her husband for any cause save adultery, and mar
ricH ai^ain, lierself cunmiit& adultery.

Til is litiH been found a hard saying.

John Milton wrote a book to show that the Lawgiver
did not moan what ho said, i>ut something quite different,

Modern sects, calling thon-.selves Ghriatians, after this

Lawgiver, dodgn the difticuUry, and refer it to State Legis-

latuies. State Legislatures, not troubling themselves at

all about auy previous law or lawgiver, allow dozens of

causes, scores vH them, as perfectly valid to put asunder

tliose whom God has joined together.

Science, which never finds occasion to disagree with
tliat Lawgiver of Nazareth, here makes His words Ser

own.
Wliether \te look at it as a question in social life, in

morals, or in physiology, the American plan of granting

absolute divorces is dangerous, and destructive to what is

best in life. It leads to hasty, ill-assorted matches, to an
unwillingness to yield to each other's peculiarities, to a

weakening of the fjimily ties, to a lax morality. Can.*y

it a trifle farther than it now is in some States, and mar-
riage will lose all its sacredness, and degenerate into a

physical union not nobler than the crossing of flies in t^e

air.

Se})aration of bed and board shquld always be provided
for by law, and whether single, married, or separated, the

woman should retain entire control of her own property.

But in the eyes of God 'and Nature, a woman or a man
with two faithful spouses living, to each of whom an eter-

nal fidelity has been plighted, is a monster.

OF A PLUJIALITY OF WIVES OR HUSBANDS.

Wliat has been said of divorce applies with tenfold force

to the custom of a woman living as a wife to several men,
or of a man as hus band to several women. We should

not speak of these customs, but that we know both exist

in this country, no . among the notorioasly wicked, but
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imoDg those who claim to be the peculiarly ^ood—the

very elect of God, They prevail, not as lustful excesses,

but aa religious observances. Every reader of the <laily

piess know what sects we mean.
It is worth while to state that such practices lead to phy-

sical degradation. The woman who acknowledges more
than one husband is generally sterile ; the man who has
several wives has usually a weakly offspring, priricMpally

males. Nature attempts to check polygamy by reducing

the number of females, and failing in this, by enervating

the whole stock. The Mormons of Utah would soon sink

into a state of Asiatic effeminacy were they left to

themselves.

COURTSHIP

A wise provision of nature orders that woman shall

he sought. She flees, and man pursues. The folly of

modem reformers who would an,ml this provision is evi-

lent. Were it done away with, man, ever pronq to yield

to woman's solicitations, and then most prone when
yielding is most dangerous, would fritter away his powers
at an early age, and those very impulses which nature has

p\<^n to perpetuate the race would bring about its des-

truction.

To prevent such a disaster, woman is endowed with a
sense of shame, an invincible modesty, her greatest pro-

tection and her greatest charm. Let her never forget it,

never disregard it, for without it she becomes the scorn of

her own sex and the jest of the other.

The urgency of man and the timidity of woman are

tempered by the period of courtship.

This, as it exists with us, is something almost peculiar

to Americans. On the continent of Europe, girls are shut
up in convents or in seminaries, or are kept strictly under
the eyes of their parents until marriage, or, at any rate,

betrothal. The liberty used in this country is some-
thing unheard of and inconceivable there. In Spain a

'
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dnemiA, in France some aunt or elderly eoasin, in Oe^
many some similar person, makes it her business to be pro-

sent at every interview which a young lady has with an
adiuirer. He never dreams of walking, driving, or going
out of an evening with her alone. It is taken for granted

that should he invite her for such a purpose, the mother
or aunt is included in the party. They would look on
the innocent freedom of American girls as simply scan-

dalous.

We have had opportmuties to see society in these vari-

ous countries, and have failed to perceive that the mcrral-

ity of either sex is at all superior to what it is with us.

while the effect of this cloister-like education on young
women is to weaken their self-reliance, and often prepare

them for greater extravagances when marriage gives them
liberty.

With us, the young woman is free until her wedding
day. After that epoch, she looks forward to withdrawing
more or less from society, and confining her thoughts to

family matters. In France, Spain, or Italy, in the wealth-

ier classes, precise ly the contrary is the rule. Marriage

brings deliverance from an irksome espionage and number-
less fetters ; it is the avenue to a life in public, and inde

pendent action. How injurious to domestic happiness

this is can readily be imagined.

It is true that the liberty of American girls occasionally

leads to improprieties. But, except in certain great cities,

such instances are rare. The safeguards of virtue are

knowledge and self-command, not duennas and jalousies.

Let mothers properly instruct their daughters, and tlijy

need have no apprehensions about their conduct.

The period of courtship is ono full* of importance. A
young woman of unripe experience must decide from
what she can see of a man during the intercourse of a few
months whether he will suit her for a life companion. Sh«
has no knowledge of human nature ; and what would it

avail her if she had, when at such a time a suitor is cai

»
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LOVB AT FIRST SIGHT 68

411 ^ 4ho^ only his eligible traits? ''Go a-courting."

says old Dr. Franklin, in his homely language, " in your
every-day clothes." Not one man out of a thousand is

honest enough to take his advice.

It is useless for her to ask aid of another. She must
judge for herself. What, then, is she to do ?

There is a mysterious instinct in a pure-minded woman
jrhich is beyond all analysis—a tact which men do not

possess, and do not readily believe in. At such a crisis

this instinct saves her. She feels in a moment the pre-

sence of a base, anworthy nature. An unconscious repul-

Bion is manifest in her eye, her voice. Where a suitor is

not a man of low motive, but merely quite incongruous in

temper and disposition, this same instinct acts, and the

man, without being able to say just why, feels that he is

labouring in vain. If he blindly insists in his wooing,
he has no one to chide but himself when he is finally

discarded.

But if the man is worthy and suitable, does this blessed

instinct whisper the happy news with like promptness to

the maiden's soul ? Ah ! that raises another issue. It

brings us faco to face with that dij£cult question of

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT.

/ung Stilling, a German author of note, a religious en-

i^husiast, and full of strange fancies, was, when young, a
tutor in a private family. On one occasion his employer
took him to a strange house, and introduced him to a
roomful of company. Stilling had not contemplated mar-
riage; but, in the company,he saw, for the firsttime, ayoung
woman whom he felt was his destined wife. Walking
across the room, he addressed her with the utmost simpli-

city, telling her that an inward monitor advised him that

she of ail womankind was his predestined helpmeet. She
blushed, was confused, but presently confessed that she

had experienced the same conviction on first beholdiog

w
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him. They isaiTied, and the most curious part of the tak
remains to tell. It is, that they proved a happy, well-

matched couple.

We do not advise others to follow their example. Not
many souls are capable of such reciprocity. Choosing an
associate for life is too serious a business to be made the

affair of a moment. Reason, reflection, thought, prayer

—

these are aids in such a momentous question not to be
lightly thrown aside. Many a passing fancy, many an
evanescent preference catches for a moment the new-
fledged affection. But for the long and tedious journey
of life we want a love rooted in knowledge
We are not blind to the fact, that often from the first

interview the maiden feels an undefined spell thrown
around her by him who will become her husband. She
feels differently in his presence ; 3he watches him with
other eyes than she has for the rest of men. She renders

no account to herself of this emotion ; she attempts no
analysis of it ; she does not acknowledge to herself that it

exists. No matter. Sooner or later, if true to herself

she will learn what it is. and it will be a guide in that

moment, looked forward to with mingled hopes and fears,

when she is asked to decide on the destiny, the temporal

and eternal destiny of two human lives.

That she may then decide aright, end live free from the

regrets of a false step at this crisis of life, we shall now
rehearse what medical science has to say about

HOW TO CHOOSE A HUSBAND.

''Choose weU. Your choice is

Brief but endless."

Woman holds as an inalienable right in this country
the privilege of choice. It is not left to notaries, or

parents, to select for her, as in the societies of Europe.
First comes the question of relationship. A school-gir*

18 apt to see more of her cousin than of other young: men
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SHALL COUSINS MARRY. 05

Ottdn some of them seek at an ttarly hour to institute %
&T Closer tie than that of blood. Is she wise to accept it ?

SHALL dOUSINS MARRY?

Hardly any point has been more warmly debated by
medical men. It has been said that in such marriages the

woman is more apt to be sterile ; that if she has children

they are peculiarly liable to be bom with some defect of

body or mind—deafness, blindness, idiocy, or lameness
;

that tbey die early, and that they are subject, beyond
others, to fatal hereditary diseases, as cancer, consump-
ti<m, scrofula, etc.

A.n ardent physician persuaded himself so thoroughly
of thes^ evils, resulting from marriage of relatives, that he
induced the Legislature of Kentucky to pasB a law pro-

hibiting it within certain degrees of consanguinity. Many
a married couple have been rendered miserable by the in-

formation that they have unwittingly violated one of na-

ture's most positive laws. Though their children may be
numerous and blooming, they live in constant dread of

some terrible outbreak of disease. Many a young and
loving couple have sadly severed an engagement, which
would have been a prelude to a happy marriage, when
they were informed of these disastrous results.

For all such we have a word of consolation. We speak
it authoritatively, and not without a full knowledge of the

ves])onsibility we assume.

The fear of mai rying a cousin, even a first cousin, is en-

tirely groundless, provided there is no decided hereditary

taint in the family. And when such hereditary taint does

exist the danger is not greater than in marrying into any
other family where it is also found. On the contrary, a

German author has urged the propriety of such unions,

where the family has traits of mental or physical excel-

lence, as a means of preserving and developing them.

So £bj* as sterility is CGncemed, an examination of re-
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cords shows that whereas in the average of unions one
woiDan in eight is barren, in those between . relatives but
onedn ten is so. And as for the vmrly deaths of children,

while, OD an average, fifteen children in a hundred die

under seven years, in the families of nearly-related parents

but twelve in a hundred is the mortality.

The investigations about idiotic and defective children

are by no means satisfactory, and are considered by some
of the most careful writers as riot at all proving a greater

tendency to such misfortunes in the offspring of cousins.

Among a thousand idiotic children recently examined in

Paris, not one was descended from a healthy consan-
guiLi>,y,

But «is few ff^milies are wholly without soma lurking

predisposition to disease, it is not well, as a rule, to run
the risk of developing this by too repeated unions. Stock

-

breedeij find that the best specimens of the lower animals
are produced by crossing nearly-related individuals a cer-

tain number of times ; but that, carried beyond this, such
unions lead to degeneracy and sterility. Such, also, has
been the experience of many human families.

How slight a cause even of that most insidious disease,

consumption, such marriages are, may be judged from the

fact, that of a thousand cases inquired into by Dr.Edward
Smith, of London, in only six was there consanguinity of

parents.

THE MIXTURE OF RACES.

Mankind, say the school geographies, is divided into

five races, each distinguished by its own colour. They are

the white, the black, the red, the yellow, and the brown
races. In this country we have to do with but the white

and black races. Shall we approve of marriages between

them ? Shall a white woman choose a bkck man to be

her husband ?

We are at the more pains to answer this,because recently

a writer,—and this writer a woman, and this woman
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one of the most widely known in our land—has written a
novel intended to advocate the affirmative of this ques-

tion. Moreover, it is constantly mooted in certain jAliti-

m\ circles, and is one of the social problems of the day.

The very fact that it is so much discussed shows that

such a union runs countei^ to a strong prejudice. Such
aversions are often voices of nature, warning us against

acts injurious to the species. In this instance, it is not

of modem origin, created by our institutions. Three cen-

turies ago, Shakspeare, who had probably never seen a
score of negroes in his life, with the divination of genius,

felt the repugnance which a refined woman would feel to

accepting one as her husband. The plot of one of his

pUys turns on it. He makes lago say of Desdemona

:

" Not to affect many propofled matches,
Of her own clime, complexion, and degre*,
Whereto we see in all things nature tends

:

Foh ! one may smell, in such, a will most raal^
Foul disproportion, thoughts imnaturaL"

£t is, indeed, " nature erring from itself " which prompts
to these marriages. They are not sterile, but the children

are sickly and short-lived. Very few mulattoes reach an
old age.

Then, it is well known that the black race cannot sur-

vive a northern climate. Dr. Snow, of Providence, R.I.,

who has given great attention to the study of statistics,

says emphatically that in New England the coloured popu-

lation inevitably perish in a few generations, if left to

themselves. This debility no woman should wish to give

to her children.

A mental inferiority is likewise apparent. Friends of

the negro are ready to confess this but attribute it to his

long and recent period of servitude. We deal with facta

Duly. The inferiority is there, whatever be its cause; and
she who would willingly curse her offspring with it, mani-

fests, indeed, " thoughts unnatural."

The children bc?Tn of a union of the black and fed raoe»
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negroes and Indians, are, on tbe contrary, remarkal^ie foY

bheir physical vigour and mental acuteness ; though, of

course, the latter is limited to the demands of m semi-

barbarous life.

SHALL AMERICAN WOMEN HARRT FOREIGNERS

!

When we narrow the question of race to that of na-

tionality, quite new elements come in.

In speaking of the intermarriage of relatives, we showed
that a certain number of such unions in healthy stock?

was advantageous rather than otherwise, but that too

many of them lead to deterioration. This law can be

applied to nations. Historians have often observed that

the most powerful states in the world arose from an am-
algamation of different tribei^. Rome, Greece, and Eng-
land are examples of this. On the other hand, Russia,

China, Persia, which have suffered no such crosses of

blood, are either stationary or depend for their progress

on foreigners.

Physicians have contributed other curious testimony

on this point, the bearing of which they themselves have
not understood. Marriages between nationalities of the

same race are more fertile, and the children are more vig-

orous, than those between descendants of the same nation.

For instance, it has been proved that if two descendants

of the " Pilgrim Fathers * in Massachusetts marry, they
will probably have but three children ; while if one of

them marries a foreigner, the children will number five

or six.

So it is well ascertained that in the old and stationary

communes of France, where the same families have pos-

sessed their small farms for generation after generation,

the marriages have become gradually less and less pro-

ductive, until it has seriously interfered with the quota
those districts send to the army.
American women have suffered many hard words be-

cause they do not have more children. Several Nev
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EnGr1iu\<! writers have accused them of very bad praoticeb,

which we shall mention hereafter. But the effect of the

law of production just now laid down his been quite

overlooked.

As it is best that there should be four or five children

in a family in ordinary circumstance?, the union of Ame-
rican and foreign blood is very desirable. We need to

fuse in one the diverse colonies of the white race annually

reaching our shores. A century should efface eveiy trace

of the German, the Irish, the Frenchman, the English, the

Norwegian, and leave nothing but the American. To
bring about this happy result, free intermarriage should

be furthered in every possible way.

THE AGE OP THE HUSBAND.

.' The epoch of puberty comes to a boy at about the

same age it does to a girl—fourteen or fifteen years.

And an even greater period passes between this epoch

a nd the age it is proper for a man to marry—his age of

// ability.

Not only has he a more complete education to obtain,

not only a profession or trade to learn, and some property

to accumulate, some position to acquire, ere he is ready

to take a wife, but his physical powers ripen mo^'e slowly

than those of a woman. He is more tardy in completing

hiB growth, and early indulgence more readily saps his

constitution.

We have placed the best age for woman to marry at be-

tween twenty and twenty-five years ; for similar reasons,

man is best qualified to become a husband between
twenty-thrr^e and thirty-three years.

Previous to the twenty-third year, many a man is in-

capable of producing healthy children. If he does not de-

stroy his health by premature indulgence, he may destroy

his happiness by witnessing his children the prey cf de-

bility and deformity. An old German proverb sayi,

I
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've a boy a wife, a child, and a bird, and death will

jkk knock at the door." Even an author so old as Aris-

totle warns young men against early marriage, under pei>

alty of disease and puny offspring.

From the age of thirty-three to fifty years, men who
carefully observe the laws of health do not feel any
weight of years. Nevertheless they are past their piime.

Then, also, with advancing years the chances of life dimin-

ish, and the probability increases that they will leave a

young family with no natural protector. The half century

onco t'uneJ,their vigour rapidly diminishes. The marriages
they then contract are fiiiher steriie, or yield but few and
sickly childr n. Many wi old man has shortened his life

by late nuptials, r,nd the r«aords of medicine contain ac-

oouuts of several who Tnurwhed on the very night ol

marriage.

The relative ages of man and wife is next to be consid-

ered. Nature fits woman earlier for marriage, and hints

thereby that she should, as a rule, be younger thar her
husband. So, too, the bard o.^ nature speaks

:

" Let still the womvi iake
Au elder than herself : so W4«i« .1! v v> hSm,
80 swaps the level in her husHndV h«ia<

The woman who risks her happinesn with a man ptvvay

years younger than herself, violates a pr-'jcept of life and
when her husband grows indifferent, or taunts her with
her years, or seeks companions of mure suitable age. she

is reaping a harvest sown by her own hand
So commonly do such matches turn out badly, that in

1828 the kingdom of Wurtemburg prohibited unions

where the woman was more than twelve years the senior,

except by special dispensation.

Alter forty-five years most won^en cannot hope for

childrea A marriage subsequent to this period can at

best be regarded as a close friendship. Marrmge in itf

full meaning has no longer an ezistencflu
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TBMPERAMBNT,

The relative a^ of man and wife has another influence

And quite a curious one. It influences the sex of the
children. But this point we reserve for discussion on a
later page.

The lolly of joining a young girl to an old man is

happily not so common in this country as in Europe. It

would be hard to devise any step more certain to bring

the laws of nature and morality into conflict.

"What can a young lassie do wi* an anld man?"

What advice can "A~e give to a woman who barters her
youthful charms for the fortunes of an aged husband 1

Bhall we be cynical enough to agree with " auld auntie

Katie?"

" My anld anntie Katie npon me takes pity,

I'll do m^ endeavour to follow her plan

;

111 cross him and rack him,*until I heart-break him

;

And then his auld brass will buy me a new pan.
'*

•

No ! she has willingly accepted a responsibility. It is

her duty to bear it loyally, faithfully, uncomplainingly to

the end.

Let us sum up with the maxim that the husbaitd

should be the senior, but that the diflerence of age should

not be more than ten years.

WHAT SHOULD BE HIS TEMFERAMEJ^T ?

It is oflen hard to make out what doctors mean by
Cempera/menta. It is supposed that our mental pnd phy-
sical r'.haracters depend somehow on the predominance of

some organ or system—that it controls the rest. Thus a
person who is quick, nervous, sensitive to impressions, is

said to have a nei'vous teiaperament ; one who is stout,

full-blooded, red-faced, lifis a sanguine temperament ; a
thin, daik-featured, reticent person, is of a bilioue tem-
p3rament; while a pale» fat, sluggish nature is called

phlegi'rKUio or lymphaUe,

1 .f.

I;*
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In a general way these distinctions are valuable, but
they will not bear very exact application. They reveal

in outline the constitution of mind and body, and, what is

to our present purpose, they are of more than usual im«

portance in the question of selecting a husband.
Nature, hating incongi'uity, yet loves variety. She

preserves the limits of species, but within those limits slur

seeks fidelity to one type. Therefore it is that in marri-

age a person inclines strongly to one of a different tempera-

ment-—to a person quite unlike themselves.

So true it is, that a Frenchman of genius, Bernardin

de St. Pierre, vouches for this anecdote of himself. H<^

was in a strange city, visiting a friend whom he had not

seen for years. The friend's sister was of that age when
women are most susceptible. She was a blonde, deliber-

ate in motion, with blue eyes and fair hair. In a jesting

way St. Pierre, who had never seen her before, and knew
nothing of her personal* life, said

—

" Mademoiselle, you have many admirers. Shall I des-

cribe him on whom you look with most favour ?

"

The lady challenged him to do so.

" He is short of stature, of dark complexion, dark hair

and eyes, slight in figure, active and nervous in all his

movements."
The lady blushed to the eyes, and cast a glance of anger

at her brother, who she thought had betrayed her secret.

But no !• St. Pierre's only informant was his deep know
ledge of the human heart.

This instance is founded upon the truth that the perfect

temperament is that happily balanced one which hold.*;

nil the organs in equilibrium, in which no one rules,

where all are developed in proportion. Nature ever
strives to realize the ideal. She instils in the nervous
temperament a preference to the lymphatic, in the san-

guine a liking for the bilious constitutions. The ofispring

should combine the excellencies of both, the defects of

neither We do well to heed her admonitions here, and
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THIS OUBSB OF LEWDNESS. M
to bear in mind that those matches are, as a nile, mont
ibrtuDato which combine opposite temperaments.

THE MORAL OR MENTAL CHARACTER.
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Very few words are necessary here. We have already

said we speak as physicians not as moralists. But thoro

aio somu false and dangerous ideas abroad wliich it is our
duty as physicians to combat.
None is more false, none more dangerous

J
than that

embodied in the proverb, ** A reformed rake makes the

bast husband." What is a rake? A man who has deceived
and destroyed trusting virtue,—a man who has entered the

service of the devil to undermine and poison that happi-
ness in marriage which all religion and science are at suoh
pains to cultivate. We know him well in cur capacity as

physicians. He comes to us constantly the prey to loath-

some diseases, the results of his vicious life, which diseases

he will communicate to his wife, for they are contagious,

and to his children, for they are hereditary ; which no re-

form can purge from his system, for they are ineradicable.

Is this the man a pure woman should take into her
arms ? Here repentance avails nothing. We have wit-

nessed the agony unspeakable which overwhelmed a father

when ho saw his children suffering under horrible and
disgusting diseases, the penalty of his early sins.

Very few men of profligate lives escape these diseases.

They are alarmingly prevalent among the " fast " youths
of our cities. And some forms of them are incurable by
any effort of skill. Even the approach of such men shouM
be shunned—their company avoided.

A physician in central Pennsylvania lately had this

eiLperience : A young ladv of unblemished character

asked his advice for a troublesome affection of the skin.

He examined it and to his horror recognised a form of

one of the loathsome diseases which curse only the vilest

Dr the most unfortunate of her sex. Yet he could not

M
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suspect the ffirl. On enquiry }iib found that she had %

small but painful sore on her lip, which she first noticed

a few days after being at a pic-nic with a young maa
Just as he was bidding her good night, he had kissed her

on the lips.

At once everything was clear. This young man was a

patient of the physician. He was a victim to this vile

disease, and even nis kiss was enough to convey it.

The history of the sixteenth century contains the

account of an Italian duke who on one occasion was forced

by his ruler to reconcile himself with an enemy
Knowing he could not escape obedience, he protested the

meet cheerful willingness, and in the presence of the king
embraced his enemy and even kissed nim on the lips. It

was but another means of satisfying his hatred. For h^
well knew that his kiss would taint his- enemy's Wood
with the same poison that was undermining his own life.

How cautious, therefore, should a woman be in giant-

ing the most innocent libeHies ? How solicitous 8hou}d

she be to associate with the purest men !

Would that we could say that these dangerous and
loathsome diseases are rare. But alas I daily professional

experience forbids us to offer this consolation. Bveiy
physician in our large cities, and even in smaller towns,
knows that they are fearfully prevalent.

We have been consulted by wives, pure innocent women,
for complaints, which they themselves, and sometimes
their children suffered from, the nature of which we
dared not tell them, but which pointed with fatal finger

to the unfaithfulness of their nusbandi'. How utterly

was their domestic happiness wrecked when they discov-

ered the cause of their constant ill-health !

Nor are such occurrences confined to the humbler
walks of life. There, perhaps, less than in any other do
they occur. It is in the wealthy, the luxurious, the self-

indulgent class that they are found
Are we asked how such a dreadful HaAe cao be averted I
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TBS MARKS OF OHARAOTBR, U

There are, indeed, certain signs and marks which such

diseases leave, with which physicians are conversant. As
if nature intended them as warnings, they ai*e imprinted

on the most visible and public parts of the body. The
skin, the hair, the nose, the voice, the lines of the &co,

often divulge to the trained observer, more indubitably

than the confessional, a lewd and sensual life.

Such signs, however, can only be properly estimated by
the medical counsellor, and it were useless to reheai'se

them here. Those women who would have a sure guide

in choosing a man to be their husband, have they not

Moses and the prophets ? What is more, have they not

Christ and the apostles ? Rest assured that the man who
Bcotfs at Christianity,who neglects its precepts,and violates

its laws, runs a terrible risk of bringing upon himself, his

wife, and his children, the vengeance oi nature, which
knows justice but not mercy. Rest assured that the man
who respects the maxims of that religion, and abstains

from all uncleanness, is the only man who is worthy the

full and confiding love of an honourable woman.

TBS STMBOUSM OF THE HUMAN BODY.

philosophers say that every idle word which is spoken
continues to vibrate in the air through all infinity. So it

is with the passions and the thoughts. Each impresses

on the body some indelible mark, and a long continuance
of similar thoughts leaves a visible imprint.

Under the names phrenology, physiognomy, palmistry,
• and others, attempts have been made at divers times to

lay down fixed principles by which we could judge of men
by their outsides. But only vague results have been ob-

tained. A learned German author, of high repute in exact

science, has gone a different way to work. He has studied

the body as a whole, and sought, with the eye of an anato-

mist, how difierent avocations, passions, temperaments,
habits, mould and fashion the external parts of man. His
resultB are embraced in a curious volume which he entitles

1

1
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** The Symbolism oi the Human Body." We shall bono^
6ome hints from it, germane to our present theme.

As to size, large-bodied and large-boned men possess

greater energy, a more masculine character, but often less

persistence, and are usually devoid of the more delicate

emotions. Fat people are good tempered, but indolent

;

thin people, full of life, but irascible.

The neck is a significant paii) of the body. View it

irom the front, and it discloses the physical constitution.

There are the conduits of the food and the air ; there the

great blood-vessels pass to the head, and its base is modi-
fied by their form as they pass from the heart. When
broad and full it denotes a vigorous physical life—a ple-

thoric constitution. A distinguished teacher ofmidwifery.

Professor Fagot, of Paris, says that when he sees one of

those necks full m front, like that of Marie Antoinette, as

shown in her portraits, he prepares himself to combat
child-bed convulsions. That queen, it is well known
nearly perished with them.
The back of the neck contains the vertebral column

and is close to the brain. It reveals the mental constitu*

tioB. The short, round neck of the prize-fighter betrays

his craft The slender, arched, and graceful neck of the

well proportioned woman is the symbol of health, and a

well-controlled mind. Burke, in his essay on "The Beauti
ful," calls it the most beautiful object in nature. It is a

common observation that a sensual character is shown b^
the thick and coai-se development of this portion of the

body.
The hair, also, has a significance. Fine, whitish hair,

like that of a child, goes with a simple, child-like disposi-

tion ; black hair denotes a certain hardness of character

;

red hair has long been supposed to be associated with a
sensual constitution, but it rather indicates a physical

weakness—a tendency to scrofula. This is, however, a

tendency merely. Thin hair is often the result of pro-

tracted mental labour,though manyother causes produoeii
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Every great man, says Herder, has a glance which no
one can imitate. We may go farther, and say that every
man of decided character reveals it in his eyes. They
are the most difficult organs for the hypocrite tp control.

Beware of the man who cannot look you in the eyes, and
of him in whose eyes there lurks a^ expression which
allures yet makes you shudder. The one has something
he dares not tell you, the other something you dare not
listen to.

Symmetry, strength, grace, health, these are admirable
qualities in a man. From the remotest ages they have
been the marks of heroes. Secondary though they are to

moral and mental qualities, they should ever be highly

valued. A manly man I Nature designs such to be the

sires of future generations. No danger that we shall fall

to worshipping physical beauty again. The only fear is

that in this lank, puny, scrawny generation of ours we
shall, out of vanity, underrate such l^uty. Let it be ever

rememb^ed that is the ideal, from which any depar-

t^ire is deterioration.

THE ENGAGEMENT.

In this country a young lady engages herself, and tells

papa or not as she sees fit. Often it is a profound secret

for months between her lover and herself, with, perhaps,

a friend or two on either side.

When our grandmothers were engaged, the minister

rose in his pulpit on Sunday morning, before the assem-

bled congregation, and proclaimed the "banns," stating

that if any one knew just cause or lawful impediment why
the lovers should not be married, he should state it there

and then. Sometimes a great hubbub was created, when
some discarded suitor rose and claimed that the c4,pricious

maiden had previously promised herself to him. Ir'oThaps

it was to avoid such an uncomfortable check on the free-

iom of flirtation that the ancient custom was dropped.

r\
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Certain it is, that to be ** engaged " sits very ligbtly on
the minds of both young men and maidens nowadays.
We know some of either sex who make it a boast how
often they have made and unmade thVii slender tie. It is

a dangerous pastime. " The hand of little use hath the

daintier touch/* and he or she who thus triflcis with their

affections will end by losing the capacity to feel any real

affection at alL

Undoubtedly there occur instances where a woman has
pledged herself in all seriousness, and afterwards sees her

affianced in a light which warns her that she cannot be
happy with him ; that the vows she will be called upon
to pronounce at the altar will be hollow and false. What
is she to do?
We are not inditing the decrees of the Court of Lova

Here is the advice of another to her hand

:

" First to thine own self be true.

And then it follows, m the night the d*y, «
UkaA thou canst ne'er be false to any man."

CONCERNING LONG ENGAGEMENTa

They are hurtful, and they are unnecessary. Is love so

vagrant that it must be tied by such a chain ? Better let

it go. True love asks no oath ; it casteth out fear, and
befieves without a promise.

There are other reasons, sound physiological reasons,

which we could adduce, if need were, to show that the

close personal relations which arise between persons who
are engaged should not be continued too long a time.

They lead to excitement and debility, sometimes to dan-

ger and disease. Especially is this true of nervous, ex-

citable, sympathetic dispositions, such as many of us

Americans have.

If we are asked to be definite, and give figures, we
should say that a period not longer than a year, nor

ihorter 1
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THE RIGHT TIME OF TBAB TO MARRT.

Woman, when she marries, enters upon a new life, and
a trying one. Every advantage should he in her favour.

The season is one of those advantages. Extreme heat

and extreme cold both wear severely on the human frame.

Mid-winter and mid-summer are, uherefore^ alike objec-

tionable, especially the latter.

Spring and fall are usually chosen in this country, as

statistics show, and the preference is just. On the whole,

the spring is rather to be recommended than the autumn.
In case of a birth within the year, the child will have
attained sufficient age to weal^er its period of teething

more easily ere the next summer.

THE RIGHT TIME IN THE MONTH TO MARRT.

•

We mean the woman's own month, that which spans

the time between her periodical sicknesses, be it two or

five weeks. Let her choose a day about equi-distant from
the two periods. The reasons for this we shall specify here-

after.

THE WEDDING TOUB. #

The custom of our country prescribes a journey imme-
diately after marriage, of a week or a month or two. It

is an unwise provision. The event itself is disturbance

enough for the system; and to be hurried hither and
thither, stowed in berths and sleeping-cvrs, bothered with
baggage, and annoyed with the importunities of cabmen,
waiters, and hangers-on of every description, is enough,

in ordinary times, to test the temper of a saint.

The foundation of many an uidiappy future is kid on
the wedding tow. Not only is the young wife tried be^

n
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Yond all he:* experience, and her nervous Bysiem harassed,

hut the husband, too, partakes of her weakness. Many
men, who really love the woman they marry, are subject

to a slight revulsion of feeling for a few days after mar-
riage. " When the veil falls, and the ^rdle is loosed,"

says the German poet, Schiller, *' the fair illusion vanishes."

A half regret crosses their minds for the jolly bachelor-

hood they have renounced. The mysterious charms
^hich gave their loved one the air of something more
than human, disappear in the prosaic light of famili-

arity.

Let neither be alarmed or lose their self-control. Each
requires indulgence, management, from the c^her ; both
should demand from themselves patience and self-com-

mand. A few weeks and this danger is over; bu*^ a mis-

take now is the mistake of a lifetime. Morb than one
woman has confessed to us that her unhappiness com-
menced from her wedding-tour ; and when we inquired

more minutely, we have found that it arose from an ig-

norance and disregard ofjust such little precautions as we
have been referring to.

Yet it is every way advisable that the young pair should

escape the prying eyes of friends and relatives at such a
moment. Let them choose some quiet resort, not too long

a journey from home, where they cwa pass a few weeks
in acquiring that more intin>ate Irnowledge of each
other's character so essential to their future h<%foi^aeia.
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THE WIFE,

THE WEDDING NIGHT.

We now enter upon the consideraticT> of the second
jl^eat period in the life of woman. The maiden becomes
a Wife. She is born into a new world. She assumes
new relationships, the sweetest, and, at the same time,

the most natural of which she is capable.

The great object of the conjugal union is the transmis-

,

sion of life—a duty necessaiy in order to repair the con-
stant ravages of death, and thus perpetuate the race. In
the fulfilment of the sublime obligation, woman plays the
more prominent part, as she is the source and depositary
of the future being. It is of moment, therefore, that she
should not be altogether ignorant of the nature and re-

sponsibilities of her position. Ignorance here means suf-

fering, disease, and sometimes death. ^ Let us then inters

rogate science in regard to these matters, among the most
interesting of all human concerns.

The initiation into marriage, like its full fruition, ma-
ternity, is attended with more or less suffering. Much,
however, may be done to avert and to lessen the pain
which waits upon the first step in this new life. For this

purpose regard must be had to the selection of the day.

We have said that a time about midway between the

monthly recurring periods is best fitted for the consum-
mation of marriage. At^ this is a season of sterility, it re-

oommends itself on this account^ in the interest of both
I k
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the mother and offspring. The first nuptial relationa

should be fruitless, in order that the indispositions pos-

sibly arising from them shall have time to subside beiore

the appearance of the disturbances incident to pregnancy.
One profound change should not too quickly succeed tne
other. About the tenth day after menstruation should,

therefore, be chosen for the marriage ceremony.
It sometimes happens that marriage is consummated

with diflSculty. To overcome this, care, management, and
forbearance should always be employed, and anything like

precipitation and violence avoided. Only the conse-

quences of unrestrained impetuosity are to be feared.

In those rare casein in which greater resistance is experi

enced than can be overcome by gentle means, the exist*

ence of a condition contrary to nature may be suspected.

Violence can then only be productive of injury, and is

not without danger. Medical art should be appealed to,

as it alone can alford assistance in such an emergency.
Although the first conjugal approaches are ordinarily

accompanied by slight flooding, a loss of blood does not

always occur. Its absence proves nothing. The appear-

ance of blood was formerly regarded as a test of virginity.

The Israelites, Arabs, and others carefully preserved and
triumphantly exhibited the evidence of it as an infallible

sign of the virtue of the bride. They were in eiTdr. Its

presence is as destitute of signification as its absence, for

it is now well known that widows, and wives long sepa-

rated from their husbands, often have a like experience.

The temperament is not without its influence. In those

of lymphatic temperament, pale blondes, who often sufier

from local discharge and weakness, the parts being relaxed,

there is less pain and little oi- no hemorrhage. In bru-

nettes, who have never had any such trouble, the case is

reversed. The use of baths, unguents, etc., by the young
wife, however serviceable it might prove, is obviously im-

practicable. This great change sometimes, also, produces

iwelliiig and ix^flammation of the glands of the neck.
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Marital relations ordinarily continue during the first

few weeks to be more or less painful. Qeneral constitu-

tional disturbances and disorders of the nervous system
often result. Tliese troubles are all increased by thu
stupid custom of hurrying the brid^ from place to place,

at a time when tho bodily quiet and mental calmness and
serenity so desirable to her should be the only objects in

view. Too frequent indulgence at this period is a fruitful

source of various inflammatory diseases, and often occa-

sions temporary sterility and ill-health. The old custom
requiring a three days' separation after the first nuptial

approach, was a wise one, securing to the young wife the

soothing and restoring influence of rest. Nothing was lost

by it, and much gained.

In a little while, however, all irritation should subside,

and no suffering or distress of any kind, whether general

or local, should attend upon the performance of this im-

portant function. The presence of suffering now becomes
mdicative of disease. Of this we will speak hereafter.

flHALL HUSBAND AND WIFE OCCUPY THE SAME ROOM
AND BED?

One tliird of life \a passed in sleep. This period of un
consciousness and rest is necessary for the renewal of vital

strength, and upon its proper management depends much
of the health, not merely of the husband and wife, but of

their offspring. A great deal has been written upon the

effect on health and happiness ofoccupying separate apart-

ments, separate beds in the same apartment, or the same
bed. This vexed question it is impossible to setl by ab-

solute rules, suitable to all cases. In general it may be
asserted that there are no valid physiological reasons for

desiring to change the custom which now prevails in this

and most other countries. When both parties are in good
health, and of nearly the same age, one bed-chamber, if it

ip sufficiently roomy, may be user without i^y disadvan-

A I
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tage to either. Such an arrangement ia also to be con-

mended because it secures closer companionship, and thus

dey^ops and sustains mutual affection.

It is said that in Zurich, in the olden time, when a
quarrelsome couple applied for a divorce, the magistrate

refused to listen to them at first. He ordered that they
should be shut up together in one room for three days,

with one bed, one table, one plate and one cup. Theii

food was passed in by attendants, who neither saw nor
spoke to them. On the exoiratic i ^f three days it was
usual i* ^nd that. ncTt.her *>. s h( < ra^ ted a •leparadon.

As before stated, there ii** <> editions under which
sleeping together is prejuuicisi J4> 6 «e health. A certain

amount of fresh air during the night la 'equired by every

one. Re-breathed air is poisonous. During sleep con-

stant exhalations take place from the lungs and from the

skin, which are injurioua if absorbed. A room twelve feet

square is too small fortwo persons, unless it is sothoroughly

ventilated that there is constant change of air. In fact,

a sleeping apartment for two persons should contain an
air-space of at least twenty-four ^hundred cubic feet, and
the facilities for ventilation should be such that the whole
amount will be changed in an hour ; that is, at the rate of

forty cubic feet per minute : for it has been ascertained

that twenty cubic feet of fresh air a minute are required

for every healthy adult.

The young and old should never occupy the same bed.

When the married couple hold the relation to each other,

in regard to age, of grandfather and grandaughter, sepa-

rate apartments should be insisted ^ipon.

Certain diseases can be produced oy sleeping together.

• The bed of a consumptive, it is well known, is a power-
ful source of contagion. In Italy it is the custom to des-

troy after death the bed-clothing of consumptive patients.

Tubercular disease has, within the past few years, been
transferred from men to animals by inoculation. Au-
thentic cases are ?^k)p record of young robust girls o^

healthy
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healthy parentage, marryinff men affected with oonramp-
tion, acquiring the disease xn a short time, and dying in

some instances before their husbands. In these significant

cases, fhe sickly emanaticms have apparently been com-
muni te(? during sleep. When, therefore, either husband
or wiio is known to have ccnsumpti on, it would be highly
impr: rlent for tiiem "-o pass the long hours of the night
eithei Ji the same room or ir tlie same bed.

WHAT KIND OF REST IS MOST HEALTHFUL ?

Feather-beds are not conducive to the health of either

sex. Mattresses made of wool, or of wool and horsehair,

are much better. The bed should be opened, and its co' •

tents exposed to the air and sunlight, once every ye i.**.

Beds long saturated with the night exhalations of th.>/

occupants are not wholesome. A number of an .jit

writers have alleged—and it has been reasserted by mc
dem authorities—that sleeping on sponge is of serv: ti

those who desire to increase their families. The mattresses

of compressed sponge recently introduced, therefore, com-
mend themselves to married people thus situated. Hem-
lock boughs make a bed which has a well-established re-

putation for similar virtues.

The odour of cone-bearing trees has a weU-known in-

fluence upon the fruitfulness of wedlock. Those who
live in pme forests have ordinarily large families of

children.

Excessive clothing at night is highly injurious. So,

also, is a fire in the bedroom, excepting in case of sick-

ness. If the body be too much heated during sleep, per-

spiration occurs, or the action of the heart is increased,

and the whole economy becomes excited. Either condi-

tion prevents sound sleep and reinvigoration of the body.

Wives in feeble health, and those liable to attacks offlood-

ing, should, therefore, have a particular regard to tha

quantity of clothing on their beds.

m
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THE DIGNITT AND PBOPRIETT OF THE SEXUAL IN8Tm43T.

A distiaguished medical writer has divided women int«

three cases in regard to the intensity of the sexual in-

stinct. He asserts that a larger number than is generally

supposed have little or no sexual feeling. A seconu class

of women, more numerous than these, but still small as

compared with the whole of their sex, are more or less

subject to strong passion. Those of the first class can no
more form an idea of the strength of the impulse in other

women than the blind can of colours. They, therefore,

often err in theirjudgments. The third class comprises the
vast majority of women, in which the sexual appetite is

as moderate as all other appetites.

It is a false notion, and contrary to nature, that this

passion in a woman is a derogation to her sex. The science

of physiology indicates most clearly its propriety and dig-

nity. There are wives who plume themselves on their

repugnance or their distaste for their conjugal obligations.

They speak of their coldness and of the calnmess of their

senses, as if these were not defects. Excepting those afilict-

ed with vices of conformation or with disorders of sensi-

bility—which amount to the same thing—all wives are

called upon to receive and pay the imposts of love, and
those who can withdraw themselves from the operation of

this mysterious law without suffering and witn satisfac-

tion, show themselves by that fact to be incomplete in

their organiziition, and deficient in the special function of

their being. There should be no passion for one which is

not shared by both. Generation is a duty. The feeling

which excites to the preservation of the species is aspropei

as that which induces the preservation of the individual

Passionate, exclusive, and durable love for a particular in-

dividual of the opposite sex is characteristic of the human
race, and is a mark of distinction from other animals. The
instinct of reproduction in mankind is thus joined to an
affectionate sentiment, which adds to its Bweetnesa and
prolongi in%itely its duration.
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Many physiologists have assigned to the feelings an
important role in conception, the possibility of which has

even been doubted if there be no passion on the side of the

woman. Although this extreme view is not tenable in

the light of modem research, yet all recent authorities

agree that co^iception is more assured when the two indi-

viduals who co-operate in it participate at the same time

in the transports of which it is the fruit. It is also, with-

out doubt, true that the disposition of the woman at that

time has much power in the formation of the foetus, both

in modifying its pliysical constitution and in determining

the character and temperament of its mind. The influence

long ago attributeil by Shakspeare to " a dull, stale, tired

bed" in creating a " tribe of fops" is not a mere poet's

fancy. •

In this TJianner, also, may be explained the results of

prolonged continence upon the offspring, for desires are

usually vivid in proportion to the previous period of rest.

The father of Montaigne returning after an absence of

thirty-two years, during which he was engaged in the

wars of Italy, begot his son, so justly celebrated in French
literature. The father of J. J. Rousseau, after a consider-

able absence in Constantinople, brought to his wife the re-

ward of a long fidelity.

Sexual passion exerts, therefore, a marked influence

upon the future being, before conception, by the impres-

sion made upon the elements which come together to form
it. The question now occurs, what effect dofes ife presence

and gratification produce upon the parents ? We answer,

it is a natural and healthful impulse. Its influence is

salutary. A marked ir^provement in the physical condi-

tion of delicate women often follows a happy marriage.

This sometimes occurs even in those cases where, from
the nature of the disorder, the reverse might be expected.

The utility of the passions well directed has become a

maxim in medecine as in morality. And what passion is

mord important and fervent than that of which we write 1

i;

" IS

I

;*!
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The fathers iu medecine, and their modem folic were, agi 9

in ascribing to the pleasures of love, indulged in with mo-
deration, activity and lightness of the body, vigour and vi-

vacity of the mind.
Music, apart from its immense influence on the nervoua

system in general, seems sometimes to exercise a special

action on the sexual instinct. Science possesses at the

present day some facts beyond dispute which prove the

great power of music in this respect.

ON THE INDULGENCE AND THE RESTRAINT OF SEXUAL
DESIRE.

The act of generation is a voluntary one. But, nature

has so placed it under the empire of pleasure, that tb«

voice of discretion is no longer heard, and the will is often

led captive. Hence it is well, for hygienic rea^ions, to con-

sider its laws.

The too frequent repetition of the reproductive act is

known to be followed by consequences injurious to the

general health. Too rigid continence is not unattended,

m many constitutions, with danger, for the victory over

passion may be dearly bought. Science recommends the

adoption of a wise mean between two extremes equally

destructive. By following her counsel, woman may
escape from the hysterical and other disorders which
often wait as well upon excess as upon too great denial

of that Impassion, which claims satisfaction as a natural

right.

As men have made laws upon all subjects, we need not
be surprised to learn that they have legislated upon this

History informs us that the legislators of ancient times

have not failed to occupy themselves with this grave
question of conjugal economy. The ordinances of Solon
required that the married should acquit themselves of

their duties at least three times a month ; those of Zoro-

Mter presoribed onoe a week. Mahomet ordained that
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any wife neglected by her husband longer than a week
could demand and obtain a divorce. It is not, however,
in these and other enactments which might be quoted,

that guidance is to be sought The principles derived

from nature and experience are more valuable than hu*

man laws, however venerable, for these too often 8erve

only to reflect the profound ignorance of their makers.
Moderation should here prevaiL Health is thus pre-

served and strengthened, and the gratification doubled.

The art of setusoning pleasures in general consists in

being avaricious with them. To abstain from enjoy-

ment is the philosophy of the sage, the epicurism of

reason.

Proper self-denial in the gratification of the wants of

physical love is a source of good, not only to the indivi-

dual practising it, but to the community, as we shall show
hereafter. It may be practised for one's own advantage
only, or for the benefit of another. The latt<er is in the

end more conducive to self-interest than the former. A
double profit grows therefrom : gratitude and sympathy
returned, and increase of appetite and power of future

enjoyment. The love whici first united any pair soon
becomes extinguished through excess of indulgence, and
sometimes terminates in the pain of a surfeit. Earnest
love, satisfying itself with small gratifications, is a more
copious source of pleasure than that frequently quenched
by full gratification.

What then, is this moderation which both Hygeia and
Venus command ? Here, again, invariable rules are not
possible. Science rarely lays down laws as inflexible as

those of the Modes and Persians. She designates limits.

The passage between Scylla and Charybdis is often a
wide one. The tohy of the ancient statutes which have
been referred to, consists mainly in their failui*e to recog-

nise the divers influence of age, temperament, seasons, etc.

It almost appears as if there were but one season for

^lendration, that in which the sun re-warms and vivifies the
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earth, trees dress in verdure, and animals respire the soft

breath of spring. Then every living thing reanimates it-

self. The impulse of reproduction is excited. Now, also,

its gratification is most beneficial to the individual and
to tne species. Children conceived in the spring time
have greater vitality, are less apt to die during infancy,

than those conceived at any other time of tlm year. The
statistics of many thousand cases recently carefully col*

lected in England prove this beyond peradventure. It is

well known that a late calf, or one bom at the end of the

summer, is not likely to become a well-developed and
healthy animal. This has been attributed to the chilling

influence of the approaching winter ; but it is capable of

another, and perhaps a truer explanation. Nature's im-
pulses, therefore, in the spring of the year, are for the good
of the race, and may then be more frequently indmged
Tyithout prejudice to the individual. Summer 's ths sea-

son which agrees the least with the exercise of the gene-

rative organs. The autumn months are the most unfruit-

ful. Then, also, derangements of the economy are readily

excited by marital intemperance.

The temperaments ei-3rt over reproduction, as over all

the other functions of the body, a powerful influence.

Love is said to be the ruling passion in th^'^ sanguine
temperament, as ambition is in the bilious. There is also

in some cases a peculiar condition of the nervous system
which impels to, or diverts from, sexual indulgence. In
some women, even in moderation, it acts as a poison,

being followed by headache and prostration, lastmg for

days.

With advancing yeaK>, the fading of sexual desire calls

attention to the general law, that animals and plants

when they become old are dead to reproduction. What
in early life is followed by temporary languor, in matured
years is succeeded by a train of symptoms much gravei

and more durable.

Those who are in feeble health, and particularly thoM

ITMISS WHE]
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who haye delicate chests, ought to be sober in the sratift-

cation of love. Sexual intercourse has proved mortiQ aftei

severe hemorrhages.

All organized beings are powerfully affected by propa-
^tion. Animals become depressed and dejected after it

The flower which shines so brightly at the moment of

its amours, after the consummation of that act withers

and falls. It is wise, therefore, in imparting life, to have
a care not to shorten one's own existence. Nothing is

more certain than that animals and plants lessen the dura-

tion of their lives by multiplied sexual enjoyments. The
abuse of these pleasures produces lassitude and weakness.
Beauty of figure and grace of movement are sacrificed.

When the excess is long continued, it occasions spasmodic
and convulsive affections, enfeeblement of the senses, par-

ticularly that of sight, deprivation of the mental functions,

loss of memory, pulmonary consumption, and death. One
of the most eminent of living physiologists has asserted

that " development of the individual and the reproduction

of the species stand in a reverse ratio to each other," and
that " the highest degree of bodily vigour i^inconsistent

with more than a very moderate indu%ence in sexual in-

tercourse."

The general principles we have just enunciated are of

great importance in the regulation of the health. They
are more suggestive and useful thanthe precise rules whicn
have from time to time been laid down on this subject.

HHES WHEN MABITAL BELATIONS SHOULD BX SUSPENDED.

There are times at which marital relations are emi-

nently improper. We are told, 1 Corinth, vii. 3, 4, that

the husband and wife are equally bound to fulfil the con^

jugal obligation when the debt is demanded. But there

are certain legitimate causes for denial by the wife.

A condition of intoxication in the husband is a proper
ground for refusal Fecundation taking place while

in
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either parent has been in this state has produced idiots

and epileptics. This has happened again and again.

The cases on record are so numerous and well authenti-

cated, as to admit of no doubt in regard to the fatal effect

upon the mind of the offspring of conception under such

circumstances.

Physical degeneracy is also often a consequence of pro-

creation during the alcoholic intoxication of one or both
parents. A peculiar arrest of growth and development of
body and mind takes place, and in some instances, the

unfortunate children, although living to years of manhood
remain permanent infants, just able to stand by the side of

a chair, to utter a few simple sounds, and to be amuabd
with childish toys.

During convalescence from a severe sickness, or when
there is any local or constitutional disease which would
be aggravated by sexual intercourse, it should be abstained

from. There is reason for believing that a being pro-

created at a period of ill-humour, bodily indisposition, or

nervous debility, may carry with it, during its whole ex-

istence, some small particles of these evils. When there

exists any contagious disease, refusals are of course valid,

and often a duty to the unborn. Poverty, or the wish to

have no more children, cannot lawfully be urged against

the rendering of conjugal rights.

The opinion that sexual relations practised during the
time of the menses engender children liable to scrofulous

diseaseisa mere popular prejudice. But there are other and
better founded reasons for continence during these periods.

The question of intercourse during pregnancy and
suckling will come up for consideration wnen speaking o^

these conditions hereafter.

jions ne

CONDITIONS WHEN MABITiX BEULTI0N8 ABB PAINFUL.

• Nature ha^i not designed that a function of great mo-
ment to the human race—one involving its very existence
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BARRENNESS. 8i

—should be attended with pain. The presenee of plea-

sure is indicative of health ; its absence, of disease. But
to a woman who has systematically displaced her womb
by years of imprudence in conduct or dress, this act, which
should be a physiological one, and free from any hurtful

tendencies, becomes a source of distress, and even of ill-

ness. The diseases of the womb which sometimes follow

matrimony are not to be traced to excessive indulgence
in many cases, but to indulgence to any extent by those

who have altered the natural relation of the parts before

marriage. A prominent physician, Professor T. Gaillard

Thomas, of New York, has said that " upon a woman who
has enfeebled her system by habits of indulgence and
luxury, pressed her uterus entirely out of its normal place,

and who, perhaps, comes to the nuptial bed with some
marked uterine disorder, the result of imprudence at men-
strual epochs, sexual intercourse has a poisonous influ-

ence. The taking of food into the stomach exerts no
hurtful induence on the digestive system ; but the taking
of food b^ a dyspeptic, who has abused and injured that

or^n, doetf so.

'

When excessive pain exists, and every attempt occa-

sions nervous trepidation and apprehension, it is absolutely

eertain that there is some diseased condition present, for

which proper advice should be secured at once. Delay in

doing so will not remove the necessity for medical inter-

ference in the end, while it will assuredly aggravate the
trouble.

STERILITT.

Wives who never become mothers are said to be sterile

or barren. This condition is frequently a cause or much
unhappiness. Fortune may favour the married couple in

every other respect, yet if she refuse to accord the boon of

even a single heir to heart and hom^, her smiles will bear

the aspect of frowns. It is, then, of some interest to in-

quire into the causes of this condition, and how to present

or remedy their opentioD.

-
• •

i
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Dr. Duncan, of Edinburgh, haa shown by elaborate

research that, in ^ose wives who are destined to have
children, tliere in^rvenes, on the average, about seventeen
months between the marriage ceremony and the birth of

the first child, and that the question whether a woman
will be sterile is decided in the first three years ofmarried

life. If she have no children in that time, the chances

are thirteen to one against her having any. In those

cases, therefore, in which the first three years of married
life are fruitless, it is highly desirable for those wishing

a family to ascertain whether or not the barrenness is de-

pendent upon any defective condition capable of relief

The age of a wife at the time of marriage has much to

do with the expectation of children. As the age increases

over twenty-five years, the^interval between the marriage

and the birth of the first child is lengthened. For it has
been ascertained that not only are women most fecund

from twenty to twenty-four, but that they begin their

career of child-bearing sooner alter marriage than their

younger or elder sister. Early marriages (those before

the age of twenty) are sometimes more fruitful than late

ones (those after twenty-four). The interesting result

has further been arrived at in England, that about one in

fourteen of all marriages of women between fifteen and
nineteen are without ofispring; that wives married at

ages from twenty to twenty-four inclusive are almost all

fertile ; and that after that age the chances of having no
children gradually ii' rease with the greater age at the

time of marriage.

There are two kinds of sterility which are physiologi-

cal, natural to all women—that of young gu-ls before

puberty, and that of women who are past the bpoch of

the cessation of the menses. In some very rare case(>

conception takes place after cessation. In one published

case it occurred nine months aftei'wards, and in another

eighteen ricinths. In nome very rare cases, also., concep-

tion has takt^i^ pi'ixie before the first menstruation.
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The older a woman is at tbe time of her marriage, the

longer deferred is the age at which she naturally becomes
sterile. She bears children later in life, in order to com-
pensate, as it were, for her late commencement. But,

although she continues to have children uatil a more ad-

vanced age than tlie earlier married, yet her actual child-

bearing period iis shorter. Nature does rot entirely make
up at the end of life for the time lost from the duties of

maternity in early womanhood. For the younger mar-
ried have really a longer era of fertility than Uie older,

though it terminates at an earlier age.

A wife who, having had children, has ceased for three

years to conceive, will probably bear no more, and the

probability increases as time elapses. After the first

births take place with an average interval, in those who
continue to be fertile, of about twenty months.

Nursing women are generally sterile, above all during

the first months which follow accouchement, because the
vital forces are then concentrated on the secretion of the

milk. In a majority of instances, when suckling is pro-

longed to even nineteen and twenty months, pregnancy
does not take place at all until after weaning.

Climate has also an influence upon the fertility of mar-

riages. In southern regions more children are bom, fewei

in northern. The number of children is in inverse pro-

portion to the amount of Tood in a country and in a

season. In Belgium the higher the price of bread, the

greater the number of children, and the greater the m-
ber of infant deaths.

The seasons exert a power over the increase of
\ j^ dila-

tion. The spring of the year, as has already been ated.

is the most favourable to fecundity. It is not aown
whether day and night have any effect upon con ^ Lion.

The worldly condition seems to have much to do with
the size of a family. Rich and fashionable women have
fewer children than their poor and hard-working neigh-

bours. Wealth and pleasure seem to be often gladly ex-

ehan^ed for the title of mother.

ii
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fiut itis onr more particnlar objci^ now to ii^quire into

the causes of absolute sterility in individual cas^s, rather

than to discusa the operation of general laws upon the

fertility of the community at large, however inviting su<ft

a discussion may be. When marriages are fruitless, the

wife is almost always blamed. It is not to be supposed
that she is always in fault. Many husbands are abso

lutely sterile : for it is a mistake to consider that every

man must be prolific who is vigorous and enjoys good
health. Neither does it follow because a woman hav

never given birth to a living child, that she has not con-

ceived. About one marriage in eight is unproductive of

living children, and therefore fails to add to the popula*

tion. The seeds of life have, however, been more exten-

sively sown among women than these figures would seen^

to indicate. If the life of an infant for a long time afte«

birth is a frail one, before birth its existence is precariou*

in the extreme. It often perishes soon after conception.

A sickness, unusually long and profuse, occurring in a

young married woman, a few days beyond the regula^r

time, is often the '"ly evidence she will ever have that »

life she has communicated has been ended almost as soon

a« begun. A tendency to miscarriage may, therefore, be

all that stands in the way of a family. This is generally

remediable.

It is a well-known fact that frigidity is a frequent caiiso

of barrenness, as well as a barrier to matrimonial happi-

ness. Its removal, so desirable, is in many cases possible

by detecting and doing away with the cause. The reuses

are so various that their enumeration here would be
ted^cus and unprofitable, for most of them can only be
discovered and remedied by a prpotical physician who
has studied the particular case under consideration. So,

also, in regard to the various displacements and diseases

of the womb preventing conception. I'roper medical
treatment is usually followed by the best results.

While the fact that pleasure is found in the marital ra-
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OAuasa OF stbeilitt. m

Lcion is a favourable au^ry for impregnation, it has been
long noticed that Messahnas are sterila It was observed

in Paris that, out of one thousand, only six bore children

in the course of a year, whereas Uie ordinary proportion

in that citv, for that time, is three and a half births for

every one hundred ofthe population.

In some women nothing seems amiss but too intense

passion. Such cases are much more rare than instances of

the opposite extreme producing the same effect.

A condition of debility, or me presence of certain spe-

cial poisons in the blood, may prevent conception, or, what
is to all intents the same thing, cause miscarriage. Many
apparently feeble women have large families. But in nu-
merous insuinces a tonic and sometimes an alterative con-

stitutional treatment is required before pregnancy will

take place. On the contrary, there are well-authenticated

cases of women, who are stout and barren in opulence, be-

coming thin and prolific in poverty.

The stimulus oi novelty to matrimonial int^T^^urse im-
parted by a short separation of husband and vl !i) is often

salutary in i^js influence upon fertility.

To show upon what slight constitutional differences in-

fertility often depends, it is merely necessary to allude to

the fact, kuovn to every one, that women who have not
had childi'en vith one husband often have them with an-
other. Tliis condition of physiological incompatibility is

evidently not altogether one of the emotional nature, for

it is observed in animals, among whom it is bv no means
rare to find certain males and ^males who will not breed
together, although both are known to be perfectly fruitful

wich other fenaies and maled. The ancients, believing

T;hat sterility vas nore common with couples of the same
temperament ind condition, advised, with Hippocrates,

that blonde women should unite with dark men, thin wo-
men with stout men, and vice versa.

Barren womm should not despair. They sometimes
beoome fecund ifter a long lapse of years. In other words,

J4
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they are sterile only during a certain period of their Uiei^

and then, a change occurring in their temperament with
age, they become fruitful History ajBTords a striking ex-

ample of this eccentricity of generation in the birth of

Louis XIY., whom Anne of Austria, Queen of France,

brought into the world after a sterility of tw«nty-two
years. Catherine de Medicis, wife of Henry IJ., became
the mother of ten children after a sterility of ten years.

Dr. Tilt, of London, mentions the case of a woman who
was married at eighteen, but, although both l^erself and
her husband enjoyed habitual good health, coneeption did

not take place until she was forty-eight, wheiz she bore a
child. Another case is reported where a weU-formed fe-

male married at nineteen, and did not bear a child until

she had reached her fiftieth year.

Families often suffer from the effects of sterility. Civil-

ized nations never do. It has been found by observation,

in countries where loss of life by war is inconsiderable,

«.nd where the pressure of the population, tirough excess

of propagation, against the bounds of subsistence, is not

very st. re, that annual births equal in number to the an-

nual deaths of the total population, are obtained by means
of one-half only of the women exerting their full procreat-

ing power. Nature, therefore, has made apnple provision

for preventing a Gc-jrease of population through failure of

reproduction.

She has also instituted laws to preveufc its undue in-

oreaae. It would seem as if the extensim of material,

mental, and social comfort and culture has a tendency to

render marriage less prolific, and population stationary, or

nearly so. So evident is this tendency, that it has been
laid down as a maxim in sociology, by Sismondi, that
" where the number of marriages is pro^prtionately the

greatest, where the greatest number of peipons participate

in the duties and virtues and the happiness of marriage,

the smaller number of children does eacr marriage pro-

duce." Thus, to a certain extent, does nature endoras
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tlie opinions of those political economists who assert that

increase of population beyond certain limits is an evil,

happily averted by wai-s, famines, and pestilence, which
hence become national blessings in disguise. She, however^
points to the extension of moral and mental education and
refinement as gentler and surer means of reducing plethoric

population than those suggested by Malthus and Mill.

Many causes of sterility, it will therefore be Foen, are

beyond the power of man to control. They opeia^e on a
large scale for the good of the whole. With these we have
little concern. But there are others which may be influ-

enced by intelligent endeavour. Some have been already

alluded to, and the remedy suggested ; but we will proceed

to give more specific

ADVICE TO WIVES WHO DESIRE TO HAVE CHILDREN.

It has long been known that menstruation presents a

group of phenomena closely allied to fecundity. The first

eruption of the menses is an unequivocal sign of tiie

awakening of the faculty of reproduction. The cessation

of the menstrual epochs is a sign equally certain of the

loss of the faculty of reproduction. When conception has

taken place, the periodical flow is interrupted. Labour
occurs at about the time in which the mense'i would have
appeared. In short, it is a fact now completely established,

that the time immediately before ana pp^rticularly that

immediately after the monthly sickness Vi the period the

most favourable to fecundation. It is said that by follow-

ing the counsel to this eftect given him by the celebrated

Femel, Henry II., the King of France, secured to himself

offspring after the long sterility of his wife referred to.

Professor Bedford, of New York, says that he can point

to more than one instance in which, by this advice, he has

succeeded in adding to the happiness of parties who for

years had been vaimy hoping for the accomplishment of

their wishes
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Repose of the woman, and, above all, sojourn on tb«

bed after the act of generation, also facilitates conception.

Hippocrates, the great father of medicine, was aware of

this, and laid stress upon it in his advice to sterile wives.

The womb and the breasts are bound together bv very
strong sympathies ; that which excites the one will stim-

ulate the other. Dr. Charles Loudon mentions that four

out of seven patients by acting on this hint became mo-
thers. A similar idea occurred to the illustrious Marshall
Hall, who advised the application of a strong infant to

the breast. Fomentations of warm milk to the breasts

and the corresponding portion of the spinal column, and
the use of the breast-pump two or three times a day,

just before the menstrual period, have also been recom*

mended by good medical authorities. Horseback exercise

carritid to fatigue seems occasionally to have conduced to

pregnancy.
The greatest hope of success against sterility is to

change the dominant state of the constitution. But this

can only be affected under suitable medical advice. The
treatment of sterility—thanks to the recent researches of

Dr. Marion Sims—is much more certain than formerly,

and the intelligent physician is now able to ascertain the

cause, and point out the remedy, where before all was
conjecture and experiment.

ON THE LIMITATION OF OFFSPRING.

No part of our subject is more delicate than this. Very
few people are willing to listen to a dispassionate discus-

sion of the propriety or impropriety of limiting within
certain bounds the number of children in a family. On
the one side are many worthy physicians and pious clergy-

men, who, without Ustening to any arguments, condemn
every effort to avoid large families ; on the other are num-
berless wives and husbands who turn a deaf ear to the

warnings of doctors and the thunders of divinev, and,
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LIMITATION OF OFFSPHINO. «

9Agf)r to escape a responsibility they have assumed, hesi-

tate not to resort to the most dangerous and immoral
means to accomplish this end.

We ask both parties to lay aside prejudices and prepos-

wssion, and examine with us this most important social

question in all its bearings.

Let us first inquire whether there is such a thing as

over-production—having too many children. Unques-
tionably there is. Its disastrous effects on both mother
ind children are known to every intelligent physician.

Two-thirds of all cases of womb disease, says Dr Tilt, are

traceable to child-bearing in feeble women. Hardly a day
passes that a physician in large practice does not see in-

stances of debility and disease resulting from over-much
child bearing. Even the lower animals illustrate this.

Every farmer is aware of the necessity of limiting the
offspring of his mares and cows. How much more severe

are the injuries indicted on the delicate organization of

women. " A very great mortality," says Dr. Duncan, of

Edinburgh, " attends upon confinements when they be-

come too frequent"
The evils of a too rapid succession of pregnancies are

likewise conspicuous in the children. " There is no more
frequent cause," says Dr. Hillier, whose authority in such
matters ncue will dispute, "of rickets than this.' Puny,
sickly, short-lived ottspring, follows over-production.

Worse than this, the carefully-compiled statistics of Scot-

land show that such children are peculiarly liable to idio-

cy. Adding to an already excessive number, they come
to overburden a mother already overwhelmed with pro-

geny. They cannot receive at her hands the attention

they require. Weakly herself, she brings forth weakly
infants. ** Thus," concludes Dr. Duncan, " are the accu-

mulated evils of an excessive family manifest."

Apart from these considerations, there are certain social

relations which have been thought by some to advise

•mall families. When either parent suffers from a disease

4
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which is transmissible, and wishes to avoid inflicting mi
sery on an unborn generation, it haa been urged that they

should avoid children. Such diseases not unfrequently

manifest themselves after marriage, which is answei
enou2;h to the objection that if they did not wish child-

ren they should not marry. There are also women to

whom pregnancy is a nine months' torture, and others to

whom it is nearly certain to prove fatal. Such condition

cannot be discovered before marriage, and therefore can-

not be provided against by a single life. Can such women
be asked to immolate themselves ?

It is strange, says that distinguished writer, John Stuart

Mill, that intemperance in drink, or in any other appetite,

should be condemned so readily, but that incontinence in

this respect should always meet not only with indulgence

but praise. " Little improvement," he adds, " can be ex-

pected in morality until the producing too large families

IS regarded with the same feeling as drunkenness, or any
other physical excess." A well-known medical writer of

London, Dr. Drysdale, in commenting on these words
adds, " In this error, if error it be, I also humbly share."

" When dangerous prejudices," says Sismondi, the learn

ed historian of South Europe, " have not become accre

dited, when our true duties towards those to whom we
gave life are not obscured in the name of a sacred author-

ity, no married man will have more children than he car

bring up properly."

Such is the language of physicians and statesmen. But
ft stronger appeal has been made for the sake of morality

itself. The detestable crime ofabortion is appallingly rife

in our day ; it is abroad in our land to an extent which
would have shocked the dissolute women of pagan Rome.
Testimony from all quarters, especially from New England,
has accumulated within the past few years to sap our
faith in the morality and religion of American women.
This wholesale fashionable murder, how are we stop H ?
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BOW TO STOP ABORTION. M

ast by this slaughter of the innocents, and flaunt their ill-

gotten gains—the price of blood—in our public thorough-
fares. Their advertisements are seen in the newspapers

;

their soul and body destroying means are hawked in every

town. With such temptations strewn in her path, what
will the woman threatened with an excessive family do ?

Will she not yield to evil, and sear her conscience with the

repetition of her wickedness ? Alas ! daily experience in

the heart of a great city discloses to us only too frequently

the fatal ease of such a course.

In view of the injuries of excessive child-bearing on the

one hand, and of this prevalent crime on the other, a man
of genius and sympathy, Dr. Raciborski, of Paris, took the

position that the avoidance of offspring to a certain extent

is not only legitimate, but should be recommended as a
measure of public good, " We know how bitterly we shall

je attacked," he says, " for promulgating this doctrine

;

^ our ideas only render to society the services we expect

)f them, we shall have effaced from the list of crimes the

one most atrocious without exception—that of child-

murder, before or after birth, and we shall have poured a
little happiness into the bosoms of despairing families,

where poverty is allied to the knowledge that offspring

can be bom only to prostitution or mendicity. The real-

ization of such hopes will console us under the attacks

upon our doctrines.

It has been eagerly repeated by some, that the wish to

limit offspring arises most frequently from an inordinate

desire of indulgence. We reply to such that they do not

know the human heart, and that they do it discredit.

More frequently the wish springs from a love of children.

The parents seek to avoid having more than they can pro-

perly nourish and educate. They do not wisli to leave

their sons and daughters in want. " This," says a writer

in The Nation, (of New York), in an article on this inter-

esting subject—** this is not the noblest motive of action,

of course, but there is something finely human about it."

Mil

ill I
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** Very much, indeed, is it to be wished," says Dr. Ed«
ward Reich,—^after reviewing the multitudinous evils

which result to individuals and society from a too rapid

increase in families,

—

" that the function of reproduction

be placed under the dominion of the will."

Men are very ready to find an excuse for self-indul-

gence, and if they cannot get one anywhere else, they seek

it in religion. They tell the woman it is her duty to beai

all the children she can. They refer her to the sturdy

strong-limbed women of the early colonies, to the peasant

women in Europe, who emigrate to our shores, and ask
And expect the American wife to rival them in fecundity.

They do not reflect that she has been brought up to light

indoor employment, that her organization is more nervous

and frail, that she absolutely has not the stamina required

for many confinements.

Moreover they presume too much in asking her to bear

them. " If a woman has a right to decide on any ques-

tion," said a genial physician in the Massachussetts Sledical

Society a few years since, "it certainly is as to how
many children she shall bear." "Certainly," say the

editors of a prominent medical journal of our country
" wives have a right to demand of their husbands at least

the same consideration which a breeder extends to his

stock." " Whenever it becomes unwise that the family

should be increased," says Sismondi again, " justice and
humanity require that the husband should impose on
himself the same restraint which is submitted to by the

unmarried."

An eminent English writer on English statistics. Dr.

Heni-y MacCormack. says :
" The brute yields to the gene-

rative impulse when it is experienced. He is troubled

by no compunction about the matter. Now, a man ought
not to act like a brute. He has reason to guide and
control his appetites. Too many, however, forget and act

like brutes instead of men. It would, in effect, prove
very greatly conducivf* to man's interests were the lorene-

rative
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There is no lack of authorities, medical and non-medi-
cal, on this point. Few who weigh them well will deny
that there is such a thing as too large a family, that there

does not come a time when a mother can rightly demand
rest from her labours in the interest of herself, her chil-

dren and society. When is this time ? Here again the

impossibility meets us, of stating a definite number of

children, and saying : This many and no more. As in

every other department of medicine, averages are of no
avail in guiding individuals. There are women who re-

quire no limitation whatever. Thoy can bear healthy

children with rapidity, and suffer no ill results ; there are

others—and they are the majority—who should use tem-
perance in this as in every other function ; and there are

a few who should bear no children at all. It is absurd
for physicians or theologians to insist that it is either the

physical or moral duty of the female to have as many
children as she possibly can have. It is time that such

an injurious prejudice was discarded, and the truth recog-

nised that, while marriage looks to offspring as its natural

sequence, there should be inculcated such a thing as mari-

tal continence, and that excess here as elsewhere is repug-

nant to morality, and is visited by the laws of physiology

with certain and severe punishment on parent and child.

Continence, self-control, a willingness to deny himself,

—that is what is required from the husband. But a

thousand voices reach us from suffering women in all parts

of our land, that this will not suffice; that men refuse thus

to restrain themselves ; that it leads to a loss, of domestic

happiness and to illegal amours, or that it is injurious phy-
sically and mentally—that in short, such advice is use-

less because impracticable.

To such sufferers we reply that nature herself has pro-

vided to some extent against over-production, and that it

is well to avail ourselves of her provisions. It is well

Iffljl
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known that women when nursing rarely become preg-

nant, and for this reason, if for no other, women should

nurse their own children, and continue the period until

the child is at least a year old. Be it remembered, how-
ever, that nursing continued too long weakens both

mother and child, and, moreover, ceases to accomplish the

end for which we now recommend it.

Another provision of nature is, that for a certain period

between her monthly illnesses every woman is sterile.

The vesicle which matures in her ovaries, and is dis-

charged from them by menstruation, remains some days
in the womb before it is paased forth and lost. How long

its stay is, we do not definitely know, and probably it dif-

fers in individuals. From ten to twelve days at most are

supposed to elapse after the cessation of the flow before

the final ejection of the vesicle. For some days after this,

the female is incapable of reproduction, but for some days

before her monthly illness she is liable to conception, as

for that length of time the male element lan survive. This

period, therefore, becomes a variable and an undetermined
one, and even when* known, its observation demands a
large amount of self-control.

What, then, is left to her whom an mconsiderate hus-

band does not spare, and in whom the condition ofnursing

does not offer—as sometines it does not—any immunity
from pregnancy ?

It is amiss to hope that science will find resources, sim-

ple and certain, which will enable a woman to let reason

and sound judgment, not blind passion, control the in-

crease of her family.

Such resources are not patents, or secrets hawked about
by charlatans or advertised by quacks. Were they familiar

to intelligent physicians, yet with a wise discrimination,

and a conscientious regard for morality, they could not
reveal them except where they were convinced that they
will not be abused. Therefore, ^hey, as a rule, have re^

trained from discussing the subjectb

Le
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Let women be warned in the most emphatic manner
Against the employment of the secret methods which
quacks in the newspapers are constantly offering. Such
means are the almost certain cause of painful uterine

diseases, and of shortened life. They are productive of

more misery by far than over-production itself. " The
workings of nat^ :'e in this as in all other physiological

processes," says Dr. Gaillard Thomas, " are too perfect, too

accurately and delicately adjusted, to be interfered with
materially by clumsy and inappropriate measures adopted
to frustrate her laws."

None of these clumsy expedients is more frequent than
the use of injections. None is more hurtful. It is almost
certain to bring on inflammation and ulceration. " We
aie prepared to assert," says the editor of an ably-conducted
journal in the west, " that fully three-fourths of the cases

we have met of the various forms and effects of inflam-

mation of the uterus and appendages in married women
are directly traceable to this method of preventing preg-

nancy."

Equally injurious to the husband is the habit of uncom-
pleted intercourse. Nervous prostration, paralysis, pre-

mature debility and decay are its frequent consequences.

On the contrary, when that due moderation which me-
dical skill inculcates is employed to attain the same end,

the danger seems less. " Long observation proves to us,"

says the editor of a prominent medical journal of this

country, " that such women are the healthiest women in

the world."*

There is one method widely in use in this country for

the limitation of offspring, which deserves only the most
unqualified condemnation, which is certain to bring upon
the perpetrators swift and terrible retribution, and which
U opposed to every sentiment o| nature and morality

We mean

*Dr. N. K. Bowling, NMhvilk JounuJ of Medicine and Surgery, Ooto-

M !
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THE CRIME OF ABORTION.

From the moment of conception a new life commence*

;

a new individual exists ; another child is added to the fa-

mily. The mother who deliberately sets about to destroy

tliis life, either by want of care, or by taking drugs, or

using instruments, commits as great a crime, is just as

guilty as if she strangled her new-bom infant, or as if she

snatched from her own breast her six months* darling and
dashed out its brains against the wall. Its blood is upon
her head, and as sure as there is a God and a judgment
that blood will be required of her. The crime she com-
mits is murder, child murder—the slaughter of a speech-

less, helpless being, whom it is her duty, beyond all things

else, to cherish and preserve.

This crime is common. It is fearfully prevalent. Hun-
dreds of persons in every one of our largest cities are de-

voted to its perpetration It is their trade. In nearly

every village its ministers stretch out their bloody hands
to lead the weak women to suffering, remorse, and death. •

Those who submit to their treatment are not generally

unmarried women who have lost their virtue, but the

mothers of families, respectable Christian matrons, mem-
bers of churches, and walking in the better class of society.

We appeal to all such with earnest and with threaten-

ing words. If they have no feeling for the fruit of their

womb, if maternal sentiment is so callous in their breasts

let them know that such produced abortions are the con-

stant cause of violent and dangerous womb diseases, and
frequently of early death ; that they bring on mental
weakness, and often insanity ; that they are the most cer-

tain means to destroy domestic happiness which can be
adopted. Better, far better, to bear a child every year •

for twenty years than to resort to such a wicked and in-

jurious step ; better to die, if needs be, in the pangs of

child-birth, than to live with such a weight of ain on the

conscience.
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THE WICKEDNMH OF ABORTION,
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There is no need of either. By the moderation we have
mentioned, it is in the power of any woman to avoid the
evils of an excessive family, without injury and without
criminality.

We feel obliged to speak in plain language of this hid-

den sin, because so many are ignorant that it is a sin.

Only within a few years have those who take in charge
the public morals spoken of it in such terms that this ex-

cuse of ignorance is no longer admissible.

Bishop Coxe, of New York, in a [)a8toral letter ; Arch-
bishop Spaulding, Catholic Primate of the United States,

in an address at the close of the last Provincial Council at

Baltimore; the Oldand New School Presbyterian Churches,

at a recent meeting in Philadelphia, have all pronounced
the severest judgments against those guilty of ante-natal

infanticide. Appeals through the press have been made
b}'- physicians of high standing, and by eminent divines,

which should be in the hands of every one.

The chiefest difficulty, hitherto, has been, that while
women wero warned against the evils of abortion, they
were offered no escape from the exhaustion and dangers

of excessive child-bearing. This difficulty we have fully

recognised and fairly met, and, we believe, in such a man-
ner that neither the accuracy of our statements nor the
purity of our motives can be doubted. ' Should our posi-

tion be attacked, however, the medical man must know
that, in opposing our views, he opposes those of the most
distinguished physicans in this country and in Europe

;

and the theologian should be warned that when a neglect

of physical laws leads to moral evil, the only way to cor-

rect this evil is to remedy the neglect. In this case the

neglect is in over-production—the evil is abortion.

NATURE OF CONCEPTION.

The theories which have been advanced to explain the

manner in which ihe human species is continued and re-

n
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produced are very numerous. Includiug the hypothesea of

the ancient philosophers,some two hundred and fifty have
been promulgated by the greatest thinkers of all times.

The older ones do not descrvo mention, as they are replete

with absurdities. Such, for instance.as that of Pythagoras,

which supposed that a vapour descended from the brain

and formed the embryo. The Scythians therefore took
blood from the veins behind the ears to produce impotence
and sterilitj'. Modem science has shown the total error

of this and many other views formerly entertained on this

subject. Has galvanism or electricity any share in the

mysterious function ? Some among the modern physiolo-

gists have 8up{)osed that there is an electrical or magnetic
inliuence which effects generation. Even within a few
months, Dr. Harvey L. Byrd, Professor of Obstetrics in

the Medical Department of Washington University of Bal-

timore, Md., has asserted that he has " every reason for

believing that fecundation or impregnation is always an
electrical [)henomenon ; . . . it results from the com-
pletion of an electric circle—the union of positive and
negative electricities/' This, however, is not accepted by
all as the dictum of modern science. Physiology has clearly

established that the new being is the result of contact be-

tween the male element, an independent, living animal, on
the one part, and the female element, a matured Qgg, op
the other, involving the union of the contents of two pe
culiar cells. Without such contact fecundation cannot

take place.

The only matter of practical moment in connection with

this most interesting fimction which we have to announce,

is the influence of the mind on the offspring at the timu

of generation. This influence has long been remarked in

regard to animals as well as men. Jacob was aware of it

when he made his shrewd bargain with Laban for " all

the speckled and spotted cattle ' as his hire. For we aro

told that then " Jacob took him rods of green poplar, and
of the hazel and chestnut tree ; and pilled white strakes in

them,
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them, and made the white appear which ./an in the rods.

And he set the rods which he had pilled before the flocks

in the gutters in the watering troughs when the flocks

came to drink, that they should conceive when they came
to drink. And the flock conceived before the rods, and
brought forth cattle rfngstraked, speckled and spotted.

And Jacob did separate the lambs and set the faces of the

flocks towards the ringstraked and all the brown in the

flock of Laban ; and he put his own flock by themselves,

and put them not unto Laban's cattle. And it came to

pass whensoever the stronger cattle di<l conceive, that

Jacob laid the rods before the eyes of the cattle in tha
gutters, that they might conceive among the rods. But
when the cattle were feeble, he put them not in ; so the

feebler were Laban's and the stronger Jacob's.*

The impressions conveyed to the brain through the
sense of sight are here asserted by the writer of Genesis

to have influenced the system of the ewes so that they
brought forth young in the same manner as the rods

placed before their eyes. It is not said that there was any
miraculous interposition ; but the whole account is given

as if it were an everyday, natural, and well-known occur^

rence.

The Greeks,a people renowned for their physical beauty,

seemed to be aware of the value of mental impressions

;

for in their apartments they were lavish of statues and
paintings representing the gods and goddesses, delineated

in accordance with the best models of art.

Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse, caused the portraits of

the beautiful Jason to be suspended before the nuptial

bed, in order to obtain a handsome child.

The following is related of the celebrated Galen. A
Roman magistrate, little, ugly, and hunchbacked, had by
his wife a child exactly resembling the statue of iEsop.

Frightened at the sight of this little monster, and fearful

of becoming the father of a posterity so deformed, he went
to copsult Galen, the most distinguish^ physician of hif

i
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f

time, virhn (x)i9nBeIlAd him to place three statues of lore

around the conjugal bed, one at the foot, the others, one

on each side, in order that the eyes of his young spouse

might be constantly feasted on those charming figures.

The magistrate followed strictly the advice of the physi-

cian, and it is recorded that his wife bore him a child

surpassing in beauty all his hopes.

The fact that the attributes of the child are determined

to an important extent by the bodily and mental condi-

tion of the parents at the time of conception, explains the

marked difference almost constantly observed between
children born to the same parents, however strong the

family likeness may be among them. The changes con-

stantly going on in the physical, intellectual and emotional

states of the parents produces a corresponding alteration

in offspring conceived at successive intervals. Twins
generally resemble each other very closely in every respect.

Inasmuch, therefore, as the moment of generation is of

much more importance than is commonly believed, in its

effect upon the moral and physical life of the future being,

it is to be wished that parents would pay some attention

to this subject. It is the moment of creation, that in

which the first vital power is communicated to the new
creature. Not without reason has nature associated with
it the highest sensual exaltation of our existence. Dr,

Hufeland, the author of the " Art of Prolonging Life," hag

said, " In my opinion it is of the utmost importance that

this moment should be confined to a period when the

sensation of collected powers, ardent passion, and a mind
cheerful and free from care, invite to it on both sides."

SIGNS OP FRUITFUL CONCEPTION.

There are some women in whom the act of conceptioi^

is attended with certain sympathetic affections, such a^

faintness, vertigo, etc« by which they know that it ka6

taken plaoe.
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THE LOVE OF A HUSBAND,

Swelling of the neck w&s regarded in ancient times as

a sign of conception. Its truthfulness has been veaifirmed

by modern autnorities.

It has also been asserted that impregnation generally

excites a univei-sal tremor in all parts of the body, and
that it is associated with more than an ordinary degree

of pleasure.

It must not be supposed, however, that enjoyment and
impregnation bear necessarily to each other the relation

of cause and effect, although this is the popular opinion.

From too implicit a reliance upon this current belief,

wives are often incredulous as to their true condition.

It is a fact that in some cases sickness at the stomach
manifests itself almost simultaneously with the act of

fecundation. Authentic instances are on record of wives
reckoning their confinement nine months from the first

feeling of nausea, without ever making a mistake.

In conclusion, it may be said that peculiar sensations

are often experienced frequently of a character difficult

to explain, and many modern authors attach to them ^
marked value. In this manner it is possible for a woman
to be satisfied at the moment as to tne change which has
taken place

;
yet the evidence is often deceptive, and some-

times nothing peculiar is noticed.

From the period of conception the mother has no direct

knowledge of the process that is going on within, except-

ing by the effects of the increasing pressure upon other

parts, imtil *' quickening " takes place, which belongs to

another part of our subject.

HOW TO RETAIN THE AFFECTIONS OF HUSBAND.

Ah ! this is a secret indeed !—worth the wand of the
magician, the lamp of AUadin, or the wishing cap of the
fairy. What could any of these give in exchange for the

love of a husband ? Yet this pearl of great price, how often

it is treated as lightly and carelessly as if it was an^ bau-
ble of Brummagem ?

I

> ' It;
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" My husband !

" we have heard young wives say, ** why
it is his duty to love me. Why did he marry me if he is

not going to love me, love me fondly, love me for ever ?

"

" Love the gift, is love the debt"

But in this world of oara it is often hard to get one'fe

own, and when got, our care must 'never cease, lest it be
wrested from us. The plant you bought at the green-

house, that now blossoms on your window-sill, became
yours by purchase, but it has required your daily care to

keep it alive and persuade it to unfold its blossoms. In-

finitely more delicate is this plant of love. It, too, you
purchased. You gave in exchange for it your own heart.

It, too, you must daily tend with constant solicitude, lest

it wither and die.

In this country some women think that anything is

good enough to wear at home. They go about in slat-

ternly morning dresses, unkempt hair, and slippers down
at heel. *'Nobody willsee me," say they, "but my husband."

Let them learn a lesson from the wives of the Orient.

In those countries a wife never goes abroad except in

long sombre robes and thick veil. An English lady visit-

ing the wife of one of the wealthy mercliants, found her

always in full dress, with toilet as carefully arranged as

if she were going to a ball.

" Why," exclaimed the visitor at length, " is it possible

that you take all this trouble to dress for nobody but
yc jr husband ?

"

'* Do then." asked the lady in reply, " the wives of Eng-
iishmoiv M''?ss for the sake of pleasing other men ?

"

The vi-itcr was mute.

Not 'hat we would wish American ladies to be forever

ill 5ui; oosbuine at home. That would be alarming. But
she who neglectss neatness in attire, and above all, cleanli-.

ness of person, runs a great danger of creating a senti-

ment of disgust in those around her. Nothing ii more
repugnant to the senses than bad odours, and for *(eason«
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which every -woman knows,women who neglect cleanliness

are peculiaily liable to them. When simple means do
not remove them, recourse should be promptly had to a
physician.

oo it is with bad breath. This sometimes arises from
the neglect of the teeth, sometimes from diseases of the

stomach, lungs, etc. A man of delicate olfactories is al-

most forced to hold at arm's length a wife with a fetid

breath.

There are some women—we have treated several—who
are plagued with a most disagreeable perspiration, especi-

ally about the feet, the arms, etc. Such should not marry
until this is cured. It is a rule among array surgeons to

be chary about giving men their discharge from military

service on a surgeon's certificate. But fetid feet are at

times so horribly oftensive, that they are considered an
allowable cause for discharge. No doubt in some of our
States they would be received as a valid ground for

divv>rce !—certainly with as much reason as many of the

grounds usually alleged.

In short, the judicious employment of all the harmless
arts of the toilet, and of those numerous and effective

means which modern science offers, to acquire, preserve,

and to embellish beauty, is a duty which women, whether
married or single, should never forget. With very little

trouble, the good looks and freshness of youth can be
guarded to almost old age, and even when hopelessly gone,

simple and harmless means are at hand to repair the

injuries of years, or at least to conceal them. But this is

an art which would require a whole volwme to treat ot 8Jid

which we cannot here touch upon.

INHERITANCB.

We now come to the consideration of a very wonderful
subject, that of inheritance. It is one of absorbing inter-

est, both because of the curious facts it presents and of
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the great practical bearing it has upon tne welfare of

every individual.

In order to the better understanding of this matter, it

is necessary at the outset to make a distinction between
four kinds or varieties of inheritance. The most gener-

ally recognised is direct inheritance, that in which the

children partake of the qualities of the father and mother
But a child may not resemble either parent, while it bears

a striking likeness to an uncle or aunt. This constitutes

indirect inheritance. Again, a child may be more like one
of its grand-parents than either its father or mother. Or,

what is still more astonishing, it may display some of the

characteristics possessed only by a remote ancestor. This
form of inheritance is known by the scientific term atav-

ism, derived from the Latin word atavus, meaning an an-

cestor. It is curious to note in this connection that a son
resembles more closely his maternal than his paternal

grandsire in some male attribute, as a peculiarity of beard

or certain diseases confined to the male sex. Though the

mother cannot possess or exhibit such male qualities, she

has transmitted them through her blood, from her father

to her son.

The fourth variety ot inheritance is that in which the

child resembles neither parents, but the first husband of

its mother. A woman contracting a second n. ^"iage

transmits to the ofispring of that marriage the peci ' Jandes

she has received through the first union. Brco i rs of

stock know this tendency, and prevent their brood mares,

cows, or sheep, from running with males of an inferior

stock. Thus the diseases of a man may be transmitted

to children which are not his own. Even though dead,

he continues to exert an influence over the future offspring

of his wife by means of the ineffaceable impress he had
made in the conjugal relation upon her whole system, as

we have previously mentioned. The mother finds in th«

children of her second marriage

***** th« touoh of a vaniBhed l>*ndL

And ^« sound of ^ voioe feliat is stuL*
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A child may, therefore, suffer, through the operation of

this mysterious and inexorable law, for sins committed,
not by its own father, but by the first husband of its

mother. What a serious matter, then, is that relation

between the sexes called marriage 1 How far-reaching are

its responsibilities

!

A distinction must here be drawn between hereditary

transmission and the possession of qualities of birth which
have not been the result of any impression received from
the system of father or mother, but due to mental in-

^uences or accidents operating through the mother. A
child may be bom idiotic or deformed, not because either

parent or one of its ancestors was thus affected, but from
the influence of some severe mental shock received by the

mother dunng her pregnancy. This subject of maternal
impressions will come up for separate consideration in the

discussion of pregnancy. Again, a child may be epileptic,

although there is no epilepsy in the family, simply be-

cause of the intoxication of the father or mother at the

time of the intercourse, resulting in conception. Such
cases are not due to hereditary transmission, for that can-

not be hereditary which has been possessed by neither

the parentJ nor any other relatives.

In considering the effects of inheritance, we will first

pass in review those connected wifch the physical consti-

tution. These are exceedingly common and universally

known. Fortunately, not merely are evil qualities in-

herited, but also beauty, health, vigour, and longevity.

BISAUTT.

Good looks are characteristic of certain families. Alci-

biades, the handsomest among the Grecians of his time
descended from ancestors remarkable for their beauty.

So well and longhas the desirable influence of inheritance

in this respect been recognised, that there existed in Crete

an ancient law which ordained that each year the most
ri-i
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beautiful among the young men and women sbould be
chosen and forced to many in order to perpetuate the

type of their beauty. Irregularities of feature are trans-

mitted from parent to child through many generations

The aquiline nose has existed some centuries, Tand is yel

hereditary in the Bourbon family, The hereditary undei
lip of the House of Hapsburg is another example. When
the poet Savage speaks of

" The tenth transmitter of a foolish face,**

he scarcely exaggerates what is often seen in families

where some strongly-marked feature or expression is loii|

predominant, or re-appears in successive generations.

.

NECK AND LIMBS.

The form and length of the neck and limbs are fre

quently hereditary, as is also the height of the body.

The union of two tall persons engenders tall children.

The father of Frederick the Great secured for himself a
regiment of men of gigantic stature by [)ermitting the
marriage of his guards only with women of similar height.

A tendency to obesity often appears in generation after

generation of a family. Yet such cases are within the
reach of medical art.

COMPLEXION.

Even the complexion is not exempt from this influence.

Blondes ordinarily procreate blondes, and dark parents

have dark-skinned children. An union in marriage of

fair and dark complexions results in an intermediate

shade in the offspring. Not always, however, for it has
been asserted tliat the complexion chiefly follows that of

the father. Tlie offs[)ring of a black father and a whit©
mother is much darker than the progeny of a white father

and a dark mother. In explanation of this fact, it biui
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been said that the mother ib not impressed by her own
colour, because she does not look upon herself, while the

father's complexion attracts her attention, and thus gives

a darker tinge to the offspring. Black hens frequently

lay dark eggs ; but the reverse is more generally found to

be the case.

PHYSICAL QUALITIES TRANSMITTED BY EACH PARENT.

In general, it may be said there exists a tendency on
the part of the father to transmit the external appearance,

the configuration of the head and limbs, ^e peculiarities

of the senses, and of the skin and muscular condition

,

while the size of the body, and the general temperament
or constitution of the child, is derived from the mother.

Among animals, the mule, which is the produce of the

male ass and the mare, is essentially a modified ass, hav-
ing the general configuration of its sire but the rounded
trunk and larger size of its dam. On the other hand, the

hi>ftiy, which is the offspring of the stallion and the she

ass, is essentially a modified horse, having, the general

configuration of the horse, but being a much smaller ani-

mal than its sire, and therefore approaching the dam in

size as well as in the comparative narrowness of its trunk.

The operation of this principle, though general, is not

universal. Exceptions may easily be cited. In almost

every large family it will be observed that the likeness to

the father predominates in some children, while others

most resemble the mother. It is rare to meet with in-

stances in which some distinctive traits of both parents

may not be traced in the offspring.

HAIR.

Peculiarities in the colour and structure of the hair are

transmitted. Darwin mentions an English family in

which, for many generations, some of the members had a

ingle lock differently coloured from the rest of the hair.

'^l
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TEMPERAMENT.

The law of inheritance rules in regard to tha production

of the temperament. The crossing of one temperament
with^another in marriage produces a modification in the

offspring generally advantageous.

PERTILITT.

A peculiar aptitude for procreation is sometimes heredi-

tary. The children of prolific parents are themaelve?

prolific. It is related that a French peasant woman was
confined ten times in fifteen years. Her pregnancies, al-

ways multiple, produced twenty-eight children. At her

last confinement she had three daughters, who all lived,

married, and gave birth to children ; the fii'st to twenty^
six,the second to thirty-one,and the third to twenty-seven.

On the contrary, sometimes a tendency to sterility is

found .fixed upon certain families, from which they can
only escape by the most assiduous care,

LONGEVITY.

In the vegetable kingdom, the oak inherits the power
to live many years, while the peach tree must die in a

short time. In the animal kingdom, the robin becomes
gray and toothless at ten 5^ears of age ; the rook caws
lustily until a hundred. The ass is much longer lived

than the horse. The mule illustrates in a striking man-
ner the hereditary tendency of longevity. It has the size

of the horse, the long life of the ass. The weaker the aes,

the larger, the stronger, and the shorter-lived and more
horse-like the mule. It is also a curious and instructive

fact, that this animal is the toughest afber it has passed

the age of the horse ; the inherited influence of the

horse having been expended, the vitality and hardnesa

of the ass remaina.
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It is nniyersally conceded that longevity is the privi-

leged possession of some lineages. The famous instance

01 old age, Thomas Parr, the best authenticated on record,

may be n antioned in illustration. It is vouched for by
Harvey, t\ s distinguished discoverer of the circulation of

the blood. Parr died in the reign of Charles the First, at

the age of i52, after having lived under nine sovereigns

of Englaner. He left a daughter aged 127. His father had
attained to a great age, and his great-grandson died at

Cork at the age of 103.

DEFORMITIES.

Deformities are undoubtedly sometimes transmitted to

the progeny. It is by no means rare to find that the

immediate ancestors of those afflicted with supei-fluous

fingers and toes, club feet, or hare lips, were also the sub-

ject of these malformations. There are one or two
families in Germany, whose members pride themselves
upon the possession of an extra thumb ; and there is an
Arab chieftain whose ancestors have from tim*^ immemo-
rial been distinguished by a double thumb upon the right

hand. Darwin gives many similar instances. A case of

curious displacement of the knee-pans is recorded,in which
the father, sister, son, and the son of the half brother by
the same father, had all the same malformation.

PERSONAL PECULIARITIES.

Gait, gestures, voice, general bearing, are all inherited.

,
Peculiar manners,passing into tricks,are often transmitted,

as in the case, often quoted, of the father who generally

slept on his back with his right leg crossed over the left,

and whose daughter, whilst an infant, in the cradle, fol-

lowed exactly the same habit, though an attempt was
made to cure her. Left-handedness is not unfrequently
hereditary. It would be very easy to go on multitiplying

inatanoes, but we forbear.

I'-
i
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HOW TO HAVE BEAUTIFUL C^nLDREN.

A practical question now naturally suggests itflelf.

How can the vices of conformation be avoided and beauty
secured ? The art of having handsome children, known
under the name of ccdlipcedia, has received much atten-

tion, more, perhaps, in years gone by, than of late. The
noted Abbot QuiUet wrote a book in Latin on the subject.

Many other works, in which astrology plays a prominent
part, were written on this art in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries.

We have already stated that well-informed parents will

transmit these qualities to their children, with scarcely

an exception. Like begets like. Unfortunately all parents

are not beautiful. Yet all desire beautiful offspring.

The body of the child can be influenced by the mind of

. the parent, particularly of the mother. A mind habitually

filled with pleasant fancies and charming images is not
without its effect upon the offspring.

The statues of Apollo, Castor and PoUox, Venus, Hebe,
and other gods and goddesses which were so numerous in

the gardens and pul lie places of Greece, reproduced them-
selves in the sons and daughters of the passers by. We
know also that mar.Iages contracted at an age too early

or too late are apt to give imperfectly developed children,

The crossing of temperaments and of nationalities beau-

tifies the offspring. The custom which has prevailed in

many countries among the nobility of purchasing the

handsomest girls they could find for their wives, has laid

the foundation of a higher type of features among the

ruling classes. To obtain this desired end, conception

should take place only when both parents are in the

best physical condition, at the proper season of the year,

and with mutual passion. (We have already hinted

how this can be regulated.) During pregnancy the

mother should often have some painting or engraving re-

presenting cheerful and beautiful figures before her eyei
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or often contemplate some graceful statue. She should

ftvoid looking at or thinking of udy people, or those

marked with disfiguring diseases. She should take e^aiy
precaution to escape injury, fright and disease of any
kind, especially chicken-pox, erysipelas, or such disorders

as leave marks on the person. She should keep herself

well nourished, as want of food nearly always injures the

child. She should avoid ungraceful positions and awkward
attitudes, as by some mysterious sympathy these are im-
pressed on the child she carries. Let her cultivate grace

and beauty in herself at such a time, and she will endow
her child with them ; as anger and irritability leave im-
prints on the features, she should maintain serenity and
calmnesa

INHERITANCE OP TALENT AND GENIUS,

The effects of inheritance are perhaps more marked
apon the mind than upon the body. This need not sur-

prise us. If the peculiar form of the brain can be trans-

mitted, the mental attributes, the result of its organiza-

tion, must necessarily also be transmitted.

It is A matter of daily observation that parents gifted

with bright minds, cultivated by education, generally

engender intelligent children ; while the offspring of those

steeped in ignorance are stupid from birth, ft may be
objected that men, the most remarkable in ancient or

modem times, as Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Shakespeare,

Milton, Buffon, Cuvier, etc., have not transmitted theii

vast intellectual powers to their progeny. In explanation

it has been stated that what is known as genius is not

transmissible. The creation of a man of genius seems to

require a special effort of nature, after which as if fatigued,

Bhe reposes a long time before again making a similar

effort But it may well be doubted whether even those

complex mental attributes on which genius and talent

depend axe not inheritable, particularly when both parent!

^m thus endowed. That distinguished men do not

-u

/i-
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more frequently have distinguished sons may readily be
accounted for, when it is recollected that the inherited

character is due to the combined influence of both pa»*enta.

The desirable qualities of the father may therefoi'e be
neutralized in the offspring by the opposite or defective

qualities of the mother. That contrasts in the disposition

of parents are rather the rule than the exception, we have
already shown. Every one tends to unite himselfin friend-

ship or love with a different character from his own, seek-

ing thereby to supplement the qualities in which he feels

his own nature to be deficient. The mother, therefore,

may weaken and perhaps obliterate the qualities trans-

mitted by the father. Again, the influence of some re-

mote ancestors may make itself felt upon the offspring,

through the operation of the law of atavism, before

alluded to, and thus prevent the children from equalling

their parents in their natural endowments. Notwith-
standing the work] g of these opposing forces, and othera

which might be mentioned, we find abundant illustration

of the hereditary nature of talent and character.

Of six hundred and five names occurring in the *• Bio-

graphical Dictionary " devoted to men distinguished as

great founders and originators, between the years 1453 and
1853, there were no less than one hundred and two rela-

tionships, or one in six. Walford's ** Men of the Time" con-

tains an account of the distinguished men in England, the

Continent, and America, then living. Under the letter A
there are eighty-live names, and ^o less than twenty-five

of these, or one in three and a half, have relatives also in

the list ; twelve of them are brothers, and eleven fathers

and sons. In Bryan's " Dictionary of Painters," the lett er

A contains three hundred and ninety-one names of men,
of whom sixty-five are noar relatives, or one in six ; thirty-

three of them are fathers and sons, and thirty are brothers.

In Feti's "Biographic Universelle des Musiciens," the

letter A contains five hundred and fifteen names, of which
fifty are near relatives, or one in ten. Confining ourselves
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to literature alone, it has been found that it is one to six

and a half that a very distinguished literary man has a

very distinguished literary relative. And it is one in

twenty-eight that the relation is father and son or brother

and brother respectively. Out of the thirty-nine Chan-
cellors of England, sixteen had kinsmen of eminence;
thirteen of them had kinsmen of great eminence. These
thirteen out of thirty-nine, or one in three, are certainly

remarkable instances of the influence of inheritance A
similar examination has been instituted in regard to the

judges of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, and other

States, with like results. The Greek poet, iEschylus,

counted eight poets and four musicians among his ances-

tors. The greater part of the celebrated sculptors ofancient

Greece descended from a family of sculptors. The same
is true of the great painters. The sister of Mozart shared

the musical talent of her brother. As there are reasons, to

\>e detailed hereafter, for believing that the influence of the

mother is even greater than that of the father, how vastly

would the offspring be improved if distinguished men
united themselves in marriage to distinguished women for

ofeneration after j]:ener{ition

!

INFUENCE OF FATHERS OVER DAUGHTERS J OF MOTHERS
OVER SONS.

We have already called attention to the parts of the

physical organization transmitted by the father and by
thA mother. It would seem, moreover, that each parent

es^exclses a special influence over the child according to its

sex. ''he father transmits to the daughters the form of

the ho . the framework of the chest and of the superior

extremities, while the conformation of the lower portion

of the body and the inferior extremities are transmitted by
the mother. With the sons this is reversed. They derive

Irom the mother the shape of the head and of the supeiior

extremities, and resemble the father in the trunk and in-

{' .

j
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ferior extromities. From this it therefore results, thai

boys procreated by intellitront women will be iutelligent,

and that girls procreated by fathers of talent will inherit

their mental capacity. The mothers of a nation, though
unseen and acknowledged in the halls of legislation,

determine in this subtle manner the character of the laws.

History informs us that the greater part of the women
who have been celebrated for their intelligence, reflected

the genius of their fathers. Arete, the most celebrated

woman of her time, on account of the extent of her know-
led<];e, was the daughter of the distinguished philosopher

Aristippus, disciple of Socrates. Cornelia, the mother of

the Gracchi, was a daughter of Scipio. The daughter of

the Roman emperor Caligula was as cruel as her father,

Marcus Aurelius inherited the virtues of his mother, and
CouHnodus the vices of his. Charlemagne shut his eyes

upon the faults of his daughters, because they recalled his

own. Gengis-Khan, the renowned Asiatic conqueror, liad

tor his mother a warlike woman. Tamerlane, the greatest

warrior of the fourteenth century, was descended from
Gengis-Khan by the female side. Catherine de Medicis

was as crafty and deceitful as her father, and more super-

stitious and crueL She had two sons worthy of herself,

Charles IX., who shot the Protestants, and Henry III., who
assassinated the Guises. Her daughter, Margaret of Valois,

recalled her father by her gentle manners. Henry VIII.,

who put two of his wives to death on the scaffold, had two
sons distinguished for the meekness of their characters,

and two daughters as cruel as himself. Arete, Hypatia,

Madame de Stael, and George Sand, all four had philoso-

phers fOi' their fathers. The mother of Bernardo Tasso

had the gift of poetry. Buffon often speaks of the rich

imagination of his mother. The poet Bums, '* Rare Ben
Jonson," Goethe, Walter Scott, Byron, and Lamartine—
all were bom by women remarkable for their vivacity and
brilliancy of language. Byron, in his journal, attributes

hifl hypochondiiA to an hereditary taint derivedltrom hia
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mother, who was its victim in its furious forms; and
her father ** waa strongly suspected of suicide." He was
said to have resembled more his maternal grandfather
than any of his father's family. The daughter of Moli^re

was like her fatlier m her wit and humour. Beethoven ha<)

for a maternal grandmother an excellent musician. The
mother of Mozart gave the first lessons to her son. A
crrtwd of composers have descended from John Sebastian

Bach, who long stood unrivalled as a performer on the

organ, and composer for that instrument. It may be
remarked here that it is almost invariably true that the

ability or inability to acquire a knowledge of music is

derived from the ancestry. Parents who cannot turn a
tune, or tell one note from another, bring forth children

equally unmoved " with concord of sweet sounds." Exam-
ples could easily be adduced at still greater length illus-

trating the direct influence of the father over the daughter,

and of the ^ lother over the son. Those given will sutfice.

[NFLUENCB OF EDUCATION OVEB INHEFITED QUALITIE8

In correcting the evil eftects of inheritance on the mind,

education plays a very important part. A child born with
a tendency to some vice or intellectual trait, may have
this tendency entirely overcome, or at least modified, by
training. So, also, virtues implanted by nature may be lost

during the plastic days of youth, in consequence of bad
associations and habits.

Education can therefore do much to alter inherited

mental and moral qualities. Can it be invoked to prevent

the transmission of undesirable traits,and secure the good ?

Everything that we have at birth is an heritage from our

ancestors. Can virtuous habits be transmitted ? Can we
secure virtues in our children by possessing them our-

selves ? Science sadly says, through her latest votaries,

that we are scarcely more than passive transmitters of a

nature we have received, and which we have no power to

it \
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modify. It is only after exposure during several genera-

tions to changed conditions or habits that any modification

in the offspring ensues. The son of an old soldier learna

his drill more quickly than the son of an artisan. We
must, therefore, come to the conclusion that, to a great

extent, our own embryos have sprung immediately from
the embryos whence our parents were developed, and
these from the embryos of their parents, and so on forever.

Hence, we are still barbarians in our nature. We show it

in a thousand ways. Children, who love to dig and play

i. the dii-t, have inherited that instinct from untold gene-

rations of ancestors. Our remote forefathers were bar-

barians, who dug with their nails to get at the roots on
which they lived. The delicately-reared child reverts to

primeval habits. In like manner, the silk-haired parlour-

nurtured spaniel springs from the caressing arms of its

mistress to revel in the filth of the road-side. It is the

breaking out of inherited instinct.

TRANSMISSION OF DISEASE.

Perhaps the most important part of the subject of in-

heritance is that which remains for us to consider, in

relation to the transmission of, or the predisposition to,

dife&se.

Consumption, that dread foe of American life, is the

most frequently encountered of all affections as the result

of inherited predisposition. Indeed, some of the most
eminent physicians have believed it is never produced id

any other way. Heart disease, disease of the throat, ex-

cessive obesity, affections of the skin, asthma, disorders oJ

the brain and nervous system, gout, rheumatism, and can

cer are ail hereditary. A tendency to bleed frequently,

profusely., and uncontrollably,from trifling wounds, is often

met with as a family affection.

The inheritance of diseased conditions is also influenced

by *he MX A parent may transmit disease exclusively t<)
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children ot the same sex, or exclusively to those of the

opposite sex. Thus a horn-like projection on the skin,

peculiar to the Laro.bert family, was transmitted from the

lather to his sons and grandsons alone. So mothers have
through several generations, transmitted to their daugh-
ters alone, supernumerary fingers, colour-blindness, and
other deformities and diseases. As a general rule, any
disease acquired during the life of either parent strongly

tends to be inherited by the offspring of the same sex

rather than the opposite. We have spoken of the appar-

ently reverse tendency in regard to the transmission of

genius and talentt

ARE MUTILATIONS INHERITABLE?

How, it may be inquired, is u la regard to the inheri

ance of parts mutilated and altered by injuries and disease

during the life of either parent ? In some cases mutila-

tions have been practised for man^ generations without

any inherited result. Different races of men have knocked
out their upper teeth, cut off the joints of their fingers,

made immense holes through their ears and nostrils, and
deep gashes in various parts of their bodies, and yet there

is no reason for supposing that those mutilations have
been inherited. The GomprdchicoSf a hidden and strange

association of men and women, existed in the seventeenth

century, whose business it was to buy children, and make
of them monsters. Victor Hugo, in his last work, has

graphically told how they took a face and made of it a
snout, how they bent down growth, kneaded the phy-

siognomy, distorted the eyes, and in other ways disfigured

"the human form divine," in order to make fantastic

playthings for the amusement of the noble born. But his-

tory does not state that these deformities were inherited

certainly no race of monsters has resulted. The pits

from small-pox are not inherited, though many successive

jrenerations must have been thus pitted by that disease

f
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before the beneficent discovery of the immortal Jenner.

Children bom with the scars left by pustules have had
small-pox in the womb, acquired through the system of

the mother. On the other hand, the lower animals, cats,

dogs, and horses, which have had their tails and legs arti-

ficially altered or injured, have produced offspring with
the same condition of parts. A man who had his little

finger on the right hand almost cut off, and which in con-

sequence grew crooked, had sons with the same finger on
the same hand similarly crooked. The eminent physi-

ologist. Dr. Brown-S6quard, mentions that many young
guinea-pigs inherited an epileptic tendency from parents

which had been subjected to an operation at his hands,

resulting in the artificial production of fits; while a large

number of guinea-pigs bred from animals which had not
been operated on, were not thus affected. Afc any rate, it

cannot but be admitted that injuries andmutilations which
cause disease, are occasionally inherited. But many cases

of deformities existing at birth, as harelip, are not due to

inheritance, although present in the father. They aris«*

firom a change effected in the child while in the woml
through an impression made upon the mind of the mother
as will be shewn hereafteir.

ULTB MANIFESTATIONS OF THE EFFECTS OF INHERITANCE.

Not only are diseases inherited which make their ap-

pearance at birth, but those which defer their exhibition

until a certain period of life corresponding with that at

which they showed themselves in the parents. Thus in

the Lambert Family, before referred to, the porcupine ex-

crescence on the skin began to grow in the father and
sons at the same age, namely, about nine weeks after

birth. In an extraordinary hairy family, which has
been described, children were produced during three

generations with hairy ears ; in the father, the hair begav
to grow over his body at six years old ' in his daughter
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iomewhat earlier, namely, at one year ^ and in both gene-

rations the milk teeth appeared late in life, the permanent
teeth being deficient. Grayness of hair at an unusually

early age has been transmitted in some families. So
also, is the premature appearance of baldness.

HOW TO AVOID THE TENDENCY OF INHERITANCE.

These facts suggest the practical consideration that in

those diseases the predisposition to which alone is in-

herited, and which break out only after a lapse of time, it

is often altogether possible to prevent the predisposition

being developed into positive disease. Thus, for instance,

the inherited tendency to consumption remains asleep in

the system until about the age of puberty or later. There-

fore, by the use of a diet in which animal food forms a
large portion, properly regulated, and systematic exercise

in the open air, the practice of the long inhalations before

recommended, warm, comfortable clotning, together with

a residence, if practicable, during the changeable and in-

clement seasons of the year, in an equable climace, wo
can often entirely arrest the development of the disease.

Prevention here is not only better than cure, but often all

that is possible. Those in whom the disease has become
active must too often, like those who entered Dante's

infernal regions, " abandon hope." Let our words of ^jkUr

tion therefore be heeded.

When there is reason to believe that an individual pos-

sesses an inherent tendency to any disease, it is the duty

of the medical adviser to study the constitution of the

patient thoroughly, and after such study to recommend
those measures of prevention best suited to avert the

threatened disorder. Above all, let the physician look

closely to the child at the period of life when any grave

constitutional inheritable disease attacked the parent.

This supervision should be carHod into adult years, foi

their* ara instances on record of inherited diseases coming

!
'*
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on at an advanced age, as in that of a grandfather, fathefi

and son, who all became insane and committed suicide

near their fiftieth year. Gout, apoplexy, insanity, chronic

disease of the heart, epilepsy, consumption, asthma, and
other diseases, are all more or less under the control of

preventive measures. Some hereditary diseases, such aa

idiocy and cancer, we are impotent to prevent in the pre-

sent state of our knowledge.
A singular fact in connection with the transmission of

disease, is the readiness with which a whole generation is

passed over, the affection appearing in the next. A
father or mother with consumption may, in some in-

stances, have healthy children, but the grand-children will

die of the disease. Nature kindly favours one generation,

but only at the expense of the next.

Some diseases require, in addition to the general means
of prevention to be found in a strict observance of the

laws of health, some special measures in order to effect-

ually ward off their appearance. But the extent of this

work will not admit of their discussion. Already, indeed,

have we unduly, perhaps, extended our remarks upon in-

heritance. The interest and importance of the facts must
be our justification.

WHY ARE WOMEN REDUNDANT.

It cannot be without interest to look into the relative

proportion of men and women now living. It will inter-

est us still more to inquire into the reason why one sex

preponderate over the other il Limbers ? Thi« done, we
will answer the question, is the production of the sex at

all under the influence of the human will ?

The female sex is the more numerous in all parts of the

world, where we have reliable statistics. In Austria,

England and Wales, there are nearly one hundred and
five women for every one hundred men. In Sweden
they are as one hundred and nine to one hundred. In aU
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cities the disproportion is greater than in the country,

[n London there are one hundred aud thirteen women to

every one hundred men; and in the large towns of

Sweden, they stand as one hundred and sixteen to one
hundred.

This is not true, however, of newly-populated regions

The i-elative difference is reversed in recent and tliinly-

^ettled localities. In our Western States, for instance, the

number of the men exceeds that of the women. In Cali-

fornia they are as three to one ; in Nevada, as eight to

one ; in Colorado, twenty to one. In the State of Illinois

there were, according to the last United States* census,

ninety-three thousand more men than women. In Ivlassa-

chusetts, on the contrary, there are between fifty and sixty

thousand more women than men.
The disproportion of men to women in new countries is

due to the disinclination of women to emigrate. They are

also unfitted for the hardships of pioneer life.

How is this general preponderance in the number of

women produced ? Is it because there are more girls born
than boys ? Not at all. The statistics of over fifty-eight

millions of persons show that there are one hundred and
-'ix living boys bom, to every one hundred girls. In the

State of Rhode Island, for instance, the proportion for

three years, from 1853 to 18/>5, was one thousand and
sixty-tour boys born to one thousand girls. But now we
meet with the wonderful arrangemen* of nature that a

larger proportional number of male infants d'«* during the

first year of their lives than of females. In ib^ second

year, the mortality, though less excessive, still remains far

greater on the male side. It subsequently decreases, ar*'

at the a^e of four or five years is nearly equal for bo^-

«exes. In after life, from the age of fifteen to forty, tfc^

mortality is something greater among women, but n>
sufficiently to make the number of the two sexes equsti

The greater tendency of male offspiing to die early is seer

oyen before birth, for more male children are still-born
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than female, namely, as three to two. For this reaflon,

the term, " ijie stronger sex/' applied to men, has been re-

garded by some authors as a misnomer. They are physi>

cally weaker in early lii'e, and succumb more readily tc

noxious influences.

Having thus pointed out that there are more women
actually living in the world than men, although a larger

i. umber of boys are bom than girls, we will consider for a
moment some of the laws of nature which determine the
number of the sexes. Without giving the figures—which
would make dry reading—we will state in brief the con-

clusions derived from many observations, extending ovei

many years and many nationalities. The relative age ol

the parents has an especial influence upon the sex of the

children. Seniority on the father's side gives excess of

male offspring. This tallies with the fact that in all

civilized countries, as has been stated, the proportion of

male births is greater than that of females ; for in ac-

cordance with the customs of society, the husband is gene-

rally older than the wife. A curious instance in confirma-

tion of this law has recently come under our.own observa-

tion. A patient married for the second time, is ten years

older than her husband. She has two children by him,
both girls. Singular to relate, her former husband was
ten years older than herself, and by him she had four

children, of whom three were boys, and the fourth, a girl,

had a twin brother.

Still the relative a^e is not the sole cause which fixes

the sex of the child. Its operation is sometimes overruled

by conflicting agencies. In some districts of Norway, for

instance, there has been a constant deficiency in boys,

while in others the reverse has been the case. The cir-

cumstance is well known that after great wars, and some-
times epidemics, in which a disproportionate number of

men have died, more boys are bom than usual Men who
pass a sedentary life, and especially scholars who exhaufit

their nenroiu force to a great extant be|j^t more fpa^%
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than boys. So also a very advanced age on the man's
side diminishes the number of males amoi^ the offspiing.

The quantity and quality of the food ; the elevation of

the abode ; the conditions of temperature ; the parents'

mode of life, rank, religious belief, frequency of sexual in-

tercourse, have all been shown to be causes contributing

to the disproportion of the sexes, besides the relative ages

of the parents.

Some writers have stated that a southerly or warm and
humid constitution of the year is most favourable to the

birth of female infants ; while in cold and dry years most
males are produced. This statement has not been sup-

ported by reliable statistics in regard to the human race,

but among domestic animals the agriculturists of France
have long observed that the peason has much to do with
the sex. When the weather is dry and cold and the

wind northerly, mares, ewes, and heifers produce more
males than when the opposite meteorological condition

prevails.

The saying among nurses that " This is the year for

sons or daughters," is based upon the erroneous supposition

that movers bring forth more male infants in one year
than in another.

That, however, which concerns us the most in this con-

nection is the question,

CAN THE SEXES BE PRODUCED AT WILL

This question was asked many centuries a^o. it was a
hard one, and remained without a satisfactory answer un-

til quite recently. Science has at last replied to it with
authority. M. Thury, Professor in the Academy of Ge-
neva, has shown how males and females may be produced

in accordance with our wishes.

Some fieimilies are most anxious for male offspring, others

ardently desire daughters. And would it not often be a
matter of national concern to control the percentage of
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sexes in tl\e population ? Is it not a " consummation most
devoutly to Da wished" to bring about that Utopian con-

dition when there would be no sighing maids at home no*

want of warriors in the field ? The discussion of this sub-

ject is therefore important and allowable.

It has been observed that queen bees lay female eggs

first and male eggs afterwards. So with hens ; the first

laid eggs give &male, the last, male products. Mares
shown the stallion late in their periods, drop horse-colts

rather than fillies.

Professor Thury, from the consideration of these and
other like facts, formed this law for stock-raisers :

" If

you wish to produce females, give the male at the first

signs of heat ; if you wish males, give him at the end of

. the heat." But it is easy to form a theory. How was
this law sustained in practice ? We have now in ou** pos-

session the certificate of a Swiss stock-grower, son of the

President of the Swiss Agricultural Society, Canton de
Vaud, under date of February, 1867, which says

:

" In the first place, on twenty-two successive occasions

I desired to have heifers. My cows were of Schurtz breed,

and my bull a pure Durham. I succeeded in these casea

Having bought a pure Durham cow, it was very important
for me to have a new bull, to supersede the one I had
bought at great expense, without leaving to chance the

production of a male. So I followed accordingly the pre-

scription of Professor Thury, and the success has proved
once more the truth of the law. I have obtained from my
Durham bull six more bulls (Schurtz-Durham cross) for

field work ; and having chosen cows of the same colour and
height, I obtained perfect matches of oxen. My Iierd

amounted to forty cows of every age.
" In short, I have made in all twenty-nine experiments

after the new method, and in every one I succeeded in

the production of what I was looking for—^male and^fe-

male. I had not one single failure. All the experiments
have been made by myself, without any other person's
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Mtervention ; consequently, I do declare tliat I consider

M real, and certainly perfect, the method of Professoi

Thiiry."

A perfectly trustworthy observer of this city communi-
cates to the Medical and Surgical Reporter of this city

for May 2nd, 1868, the results of similar experiments on
animals with like conclusions.

The plan of M. Thury had also been tried on the farms
of the Emperor of the French, with, it is asserted, the

most unvarjdng success.

What is the result of the application of this law to the

human race ? Dr. F. J. W. Packman, of Wimbome, Eng-
land, has stated in the London Lancet that " in the hu-
man female, conception in the first half of thetime between
menstrual periods produces female offspring, and male in

the latter. When a female has gone beyond the time she

calculated upon, it will generally turn out to be a boy."

In the Philadelphia Medical and Surgical lieporter

for February 8th, 1868, a respectable physician writes

that in numerous instancy that have come under his ob-

servation, Professor Thury's theory has proved correct.
" Whenever intercourse has taken place in from two to

six days after the cessation of the menses, girls have been
produced ; and whenever intercourse has taken place in

from nine to twelve days after the cessation of the menses
boys have been produced. In every case I have ascer-

tained not only the date at which the mother placed con-

ception, but also the time when the menses ceased, the

date of the first and subsequent intercourse for a month
or more after the cessation of the menses," etc.

Again, a physician writes to the same journal for June
20th, 1868, recording the result of his own experience.

A farmer in Louisiana states, in the " Turf, Field, and
FaTm,"* in support of this law, that " I have already been
able in many cases to guess with certainty the sex of a

future infant. More than thirty times among my friends 1

have predicted the sex of a child before its birti).
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ftnd the eyent proved ooarly every time that \

right."

The wife, therefore, who would wish as Macbeth desired

of his, ta
" Bring forth men-ohildren only,"

should avoid exposing herself to conception during the

first half of the time between her menstrual periods.

The prediction of the sex of the child before birth can

now be with some accuracy made by the intelligent and
skilful physician. The method of doing so will be men-
tioned in treating of pregnancy.

TWIN-BEABINa , .

As a rule, a woman has one child at a time. Twins
when they occur are looked upon with disfavour by most
people. There is a popular notion that they are apt to be
wanting in physical strength and mental vigour. This
opinion is not without foundation. A careful scientific

examination of the subject has shown that of imbeciles and
idiots a much larger proportion is actually found among
the twins bom than in the gen ral community. In families

where twinniiiig is frequent, bodily deformities likewise

occur with frequency. Ajnongthe relatives of imbeciles and
idiots twin-bearing is common. In fact the whole history

of twin-births is of an exceptional character, indicating

imperfect development and feeble organization in the pro-

duct, and leading us to regard twins in the human species

as a departure from the physiological rule, and therefore

injurious to all concerned. Monstersbom without braim
have rarely occurred except among tvidns.

The birth of twins occurs once in about eighty deliver-

ies. A woman is more apt to have no children tbian to

have more than one child at a time. In view of the in-

creased danger to both mother and child, this rarifi>y of a
^und birth is fortunata

m

'i
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WHY ARE TWINS BORN f

What are the causes or favourng circumstances bringing

ibout this abnormal child-bearing ? For it is brou^'ht

a.i)Out by the operation of laws. It is not an acciilt3iit.

There are no accidents in nature. By some it is supposed

to be due to the mother, by some to the father. There

are facts in favour of both opinions. Certain women mar-

ried successively to several men have always had twins,

while their husbands with other wives have determined

single births. Certain men have presented the phenome-
non. We can scarcely cite an example more astonishing

than that of a countryman who was presented to the

Empress of Russia, in 1755. He had had two wives.

The first had fifty-seven children in twenty-one conline-

ments. The second thirty-three in thirteen. All the con-

finements had been quadruple, triple, or double. A case

has come under our observation in which the bearing

of twins has seemed to be due to a con«titutional cause.

The wife has nine children, ^he first was a single birth,

% girl. The others were all twin-births and boys.

It has been asserted that compound pregnancies are

more frequent in certain years than in others. But what
seems to exert the greatest actual influence over the pro-

duction of twins is the age of the mother. Very extensive

statistics have demonstrated that from the earliest child-

bearing period until the age of forty is reached, the fer-

tility of mothers in twins gradually increases.

Between the ages of twenty and thirty, fewest wives
have twins. The average age of the twin-bearers is older'

than the general run of bearers. It is wellknown that by
far the greater number of twins are born of elderly wo-
men. W hile three-fifths of all births occur among women
under thirty-years of age, three-fifths of all the twins are

bom to those over thirty years of age. Newly-married
women are more likely to have twins at the first labour,

the older they are. The chance that a young wife iram

\

i
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fifteen to nineteen shall bear twins is only an Cino to one

hundred and eighty-nine; from thirty-five to thirty-nin^

the chance is one to forty-five ; that is, the wives mar*
ried youngest have fewest twins, and there is an increase

as age advances, until forty is reached.

Race seems to have some influence over plural births.

They occur relatively oftener among the Irish than the

English.

INFUOENCE OP TWIN-BEARING ON SIZE OF FAMILIES.

Do women bearing twins have in the end larger fami-

lies than those having but one at a time ? Popular belief

would answer this question in the affirmative. Such a

reply would also seem to receive support from the fact,

well established, that twins are more frequent addition

s

to an already considerable family than they are either the

first of a family or additional to a small family. But sta-

tistics have not answered this question as yet positively.

They seem, however, in favour of the supposition that

twin-bearing women have larger families than theii

neighbours.

Women are more apt to have twins in ih&ii first preg-

Tuincy than any other, but after the second confinement

the bearing of twins increases in frequency with the num-
ber of the pregnancy. It becomes, therefore, an indication

of an excessive family, and is to be deplored.

MORE THAN TWO CHILDREN AT A BIRTH.

Cases of the birth of more than two children at a time

are still less frequently met with than twins. They are

scarcely ever encountered, excepting in women who have
passed their thirtieth year.

THREE AT A BIRTH.

The births of triplets are not exclusively confined to

vomen above thirty years, but in those yooiger they arc
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10 rare as to be groat curiosities. Neither are they api

to occur in the first prijffnancy. In this respect they dif-

fer from twins, who, as nas just been said, are peculiar!)'

prone to make their appearance at the first cnild>birth.

Only four ctvses of treble births occurred among the thirtv-

six thousand accouchements which have taken place in the

Hospice de Maternity of Paris in a determined time. Out
of forty-eight thousand cases of labour in the Royal Ma-
ternity Charity of London, only three triplets occurred,

flip' vy informs us that the three Roman brothers, the

Horatii, were triplets. They fought and conquered the

Curiatii of Alba (667 B.C.) who were likewise triplets.

As an interesting fact in connection with this subject

we may mention, that in the St. Petersburg Midwivef
Institute, between 1846-59, there were three women ad-

mitted, The, ii. their fifteenth pregnancies, had triplets,

and each had triplets three times in succession. Happily,

the fifteenth pregnancy is not reached by most women.

FOUR AT A BIRTH.

Instances of quadruplets are fewer than triplets. Bu
four vigorous infants have been bom at one birth.

FIVE AT A BIRTH.

The birth of five living children at a time is very ex-
ceptional, and is usually fatal to the oflfspring. A remark-
able case of this kind is reported in a late English medi-
cal journal. A woman, aged thirty, the wife of a labourer,

and the mother of six children, was taken in labour about
the seventh month of her pregnancy. Five children, and
all alive, were given birth to—three boys and two girls.

Four of the children survived an hour, and died within a
few moments of each other. The fifth, a female, and the
last born, lived six hours, and was so vigorous that, not-
withstanding its diminutive size, hopes were entertained
of its surviving.
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Another caae is reported in a recent Fr?nch mudical

journal. The woman was forty years old. She had had
twins once, and five times single children. On her seventh

pregnancy, when five months gone, she was as large as

women usually are at the end of their full term. A.t the

close of the month she was delivered of five children.

They were all born alive, and lived from four to seven
minutes. All five children were males, well built and as

well developed as fcBtuses of five and one-half months
usually are in a single birth. The woman made a good
recovery. Other cases of five at a birth might be quoted.

They are known to medical science as very singular and
noteworthy occurrences.

INCREDIBLE NUMBERS.
/

Poms books speak of seven, eight, nine, ten, and more
chli iren at a birth. But these statements are so marvellous,

FrQ .'vicredible, and unsupported by proper testimony, that

they do not merit any degree of confidence. The climax

of such extraordinary assertions is reached, and a good
illustration of the credulity of the seventeenth century
furnished by a writer named Goftr. This traveller, in

1630, saw a tablet in a church at Leusdown (Lausdunum),
about five miles from the Hague, with an inscription stat-

ing that a certain illustrious countess, whose name and
family he records, brought forth, at one birth, in thfl

fortieth year of her age, in the year 1276, three hundred
and sixty-five infants. They were all baptised by Guido
the Sutiragan. The males were called John, and the

females Elizabeth. They all, with their mother, died on
the same day, and were buried in the above-mentioned
church. This monstrous birth was said to have been
cAused by the sin of the countess in insulting a pooi

woman with twms in her arms, who prayed that her in-

sulter might have at one birth the same number of chil-

dr@£ OS there were days in the year. 0£ course, notwith*

m

I
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Btandiiig the stoty is attested by a tablet in a church, it

must be placed among the many other instances of super-

stition afforded by an ignorant and credulous era.

We may remark,in closing this subject,that fewer plural

binhs come to maturity than pregnancies with single child-

ren. Miscarriages are comparatively more frequent in

such pregnancies than in ordinary ones.

PREGNANCY.

"We have been considering woman hitherto as maiden
and wife. She now approaches the sacred threshold of

maternity. She is with child. In no period of her life

is she the subject of an interest so profound and general.

The young virgin and the new wife have pleased by their

grace, spirit, and beauty. Tiie pregnant wife is an object

of active benevolence and religious respect. It is interest-

ing to note how, in all times, and in all countries, she has
been considered with considerate kindness and great defer-

ence. She has been made the subject of public veneration,

and sometimes even of religious worship. At Athens and
at Carthage the murderer escaped from the sword of jus-

tice, if he sought refuge in the house of a pregnant wo-
man. The Jews allowed her to eat forbidden meats. The
laws of Moses pronounced the penalty of death against all

those who by bad treatment, or any act of violence,caused

a woman to abort. Lycurgus compared women who died

in pregnancy to the brave dead on the field of honour,
and accorded to them sepuchral inscriptions. In ancient

Rome, where all citizens were obliged to rise and stand
during the passage of a magistrate, wives were excused
fi'om rendering this mark of respect, for the reason that

the exertion and hurry of the movement might be injuri-

ous to them in the state in which they were supposed to

be. In the kingdom of Pannonia, all enceinte women
were in such veneration tiiat a man meeting one on the

oad was obliged,under penalty of a fine, to turn hack and

li
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acconipany and protect her to her place of destinatioa

The Catholic Church has at all times exempted pregnant
wives from fasts. The Egyptians decreed, and in most
Christian comitries the law at the present time obtains,

that if a woman shall be convicted of an oiTence the

pmiishment of which is death, the sentence shall not be
executed if it be proved that she is pregnant.

•«0W CAN I TELL WHETHER I AM PREGNANT?*

The first sign which is calculated to give rise to the sus-

picion is the ceasing te he unwell. This, taken alone,

IS not conclusive. There are many other conditions of

the system which produce it besides pregnancy. We have
already referred to several

It should be borne in mind that young married women
sometimes have a slight sho^ for two or three periods

after their first impregnation. Ignorance of this fact has
very frequently led to a mi^icaUMiration of the time of con-

finement. On the other hand, the menses will sometimes
become arrested soon aft^ r maxriage, and continue so for

one or two months, without then* existing any pregnancy
The temporary disappearance of \he monthly sickness ir

such cases is due to the profound impression made upoi
the system by the new relations of the indi^ddual.

It not unfrequently happens thqt menstruation con-

tinues with regularity during the whole period of preg-

nancy. Exceptional cases are given by distinguished

writers on midwifeiy, of women mer^struating during
their pregnancy and at no other time.

As a general rule, when a healthy wife misses her
monthly sickness, she is pregnant. But this symptom
though a strong one, must be supported by others before

it can be regarded as establishing anything.

2. Morning sickness is a very common, a very early,

and, in the opinion of most mothers, a very conclusive

lywptom of pregnancy. We have already hvd occasior
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SIGNS OF PRBQNANOY,

to remark that it sometimes makes its appeanmoe almost
simultaneousiy with conception. It usuaJly comes on in

the first few weeks, and continues until the third or

fourth month, or until quickening, This symptom is apt

to be a troublesome one. Often the vomiting is slight,

and immmediately followed by relief. But it may produce

violent and ineffectual straining for some time. It ip

however, not to be called a disease. Unless it proceeds

to an exhausting degiee, it must be looked upon as favour-

able and salutary. There is an old and true proverb,

that " a sick pregnancy is a rafe one." The absence of

nausea and vomiting is a source of danger to the mother
and child. Women who habitually fail to experience

them are exceedingly upt to miscarry. In such cases

medical skill should le invoked tc oring about the return

of these symptoms, of such importance to healthful preg-

nancy.

Morning sickness is therefore a very general, almost
constant, accompaniment of the pregnant condition, and
great reliance may be placed upon it as a sign.

3. Changes va the breasts are valuable as symptoms.
They become larger and firmer, and the seat of a pricking
or stinging sensation. The nipples are swollen prominent
and sometimes sore or painful. The reins beneath the
skin appear more conspicuous and of a deeper blue than
ordinary. The peculiar circles of rose-coloured skin which
surround the nipples increase in extent, change to a darker
colour, and become covered with a number of little eleva-

tions. Subsequently, numerous mottled patches, or round
«pots of a whitish hue, scatter themselves over the outer
part of this circle.

The tiiue at which these changes make their appear-
ance is variable. They may begin to develop themselves
in fc-^o or three weeks, oftener not until the second or
third month, and, in women of a delicate build, sometimes
not until the latter end of pregnancy. Occasionally no
(Iteration whatever occurs in the breasts until after oon-
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(inement, in which cases the secretion of milk is delaj^vd

for several days after the birth of the child. In some raro

InstaRces, the breasts never assume maternal propcrtioiis,

and the mother is debarred from the pleasure and duty
of nursing her own child.

4. Quickening is the next symptom we will consider.

By this term is meant the arrival of that time when the

mother first becomes conscious by the movements of the

child of its presence. The ancients thought that then life

was imparted to the new being. Modern physiology em-
phatically condemns this absurdity. The embryo is as

much alive in the very earliest moments of pregnancy as

at any future stage of its existence. Let every woman
therefore remember that she who produces abortion is

EQUALLY GUILTY in the eyes of science and of Heaven,
whether the act be committed before or after the period of

quickening.

How is quickening produced? Undoubtedly by the

movements of the child. So soon as its nervous and mus-
cular systems become sufficiently developed to enable it

to move its limbs, the mother, if the movements be suffici-

ently active, is rendered sensible of her situation. But the

muscular contractions may not be strong enough to impart

any sensation to the mother. In many cases in which
they are too feeble to be noticed by herself, the skilled ac-

coucheur is capable of recognising them. And the move
ments of the foetus may be excited in various ways i^nown

to piiysicians.

Time of Quickening.—This symptom usually occurs

about the middle of pregnancy, near the eighteenth week.
Some women feel the ^movements of the foetus as early

as the third month of pregnancy; others not till the sixth

month. Oases occur in which no movement whatever is

feli until the eighth or ninth month, or even not at all.

It has been suggc led that a foetus which does not indicate

its presence in this way is a kind ot " Lazy Lawrence,**

too indolent to move. Certainly many of bc^Ji sex^ ex-
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habit, after birth, such indomitable love of rep<«e, that it

can readily be supposed they were equally paaaive in

foetal life.

The non-occurrence of this sign may, however, be due

to debility of the young child, or to a want of sensibility

in the walls of the womb itself

A woman may be deceived, and suppose she has quick-

ened, when her sensations are to be traced to flatulence

of the bowels, or, perhaps, a dropsical effusion. Many lu-

dicrous instances of self-deception are on record. The his-

torian Hume states that Queen Mary of England, in her

extreme desire to have issue, so confidently asserted that

she felt the movements of the child, that public proclama-

tion was made of the interesting event. Despatches were

sent to foreign courts ; national rejoicings were had ; the

sex of the child was settled, for everybody was certain it

was going to be a male, and Bonner, Bishop of London,

made public prayers, praying that Heaven would pledge

to make him beautiful, vigorous and witty. But all those

high hopes and eager expectations were destined never

1.0 be realized. The future disclosed that the supposed

quickening was merely a consequence of disordered heaUV
and commencing dropsy.

Some women possess the power of imitating the move-
ment of a foetus by a voluntary contraction of the abdo-

minal muscles. A well-known coloured woman of Char-

leston, " Aunt Betty," had a great reputation as having
" been pregnant for fifteen years." She made a good deal

of money by exhibiting to those who were curious, the pre-

tended movements of her unborn child. She was repeat

-

edl}- exhibited to the medical classes in the city. No
pregnancy existed, as was revealed by a post-mortem ex-

amination. She imposed upon the credulous by the habit

she had acquired of jerking her muscles at pleasure, and
thus closely simulating the movements of an embryo.

5. Changes in the tMomen.—In the first two months
ii pregnancy the abdom*?n is less jjrominent than usual •

n

I'-i.
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it recedes and presents a flat appearance. The ntt.yel it

also drawn in and depresf«ed. About the third month a
swelling frequently shows itself in the lower part of the
abdomen, and then diminishes, thus leading the wife to

suppose that she was mistaken in her condition, for she
finds herself at the fourth month smaller than at the
third. After this, however, there is a gradual increase in

tlie size and hardness of the abdomen. What is of more
value is the peculiar form of the swelling. It is pear-

shaped, and is .thus distinguished from the swelling of

dropsy and other affections. The navel begins to come
forward, and finally protrudes. The pouting appearance
it then presents is very characteristic.

In this connection it may be remarked that towards
the change of life, childless married women often think
they perceive that "hope deferred" is about to be gratified

An enlargment of the abdomen takes place at this time,

from a deposit of fatty matter. The nervous perturba

tions and the cessation of menses, which are natural to

this period, are looked upon as confirmations of the opin

ion that pregnancy exists. But the day of generation

with them has passed. These symptoms heraJd the ap
proach of the winter of life, which brings with it death

to the reproductive system.

6. Changes in the skin.—The alterations occurring in

the skin are worth observing. Those women who have a
delicate complexion and are naturally pale, take a high

colour, and vice versa. In some cases a considerable quan-
tity of hair appears on those parts of the face occupied by
the beard in men ; it disappears after labour, and returns

on every subsequent pregnancy. Oftentimes the skin be-

comes loose and wrinkled, giving a haggard, aged air to

the face, and spoiling goc d looks. Women who ordinarily

perspire freely have now a dry, rough skin, whereas thode

whose skin is not naturally moist have copious perspira-

tion, which may be of a peculiar strong odour. Copper-

colouredor yellow blotches sometimes appear upontheskin,
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mole spots become darker and larger, and a dark ring de-

velops itself beneath the eyes. The whole appearance is

thus in many cases altered. On the other hand, obstinate,

lono; existing skin affections sometimes take their depar-

ture during pregnancy, perhaps never to return. These

alterations do not occur in all women, nor in all pregnan-

cies of the same woman. ^,

7. We may now group together a number of less im-

portant and less constant signs, such as depraved appetite,

longings for unnatural jood^ excessive formation of
salivq in the mouth, heartburn, loss of appetite in the

first two or three months, succeeded by a voracious desire

for food, which sometimes compels the woman to rise at

Qight in order to eat, toothache, aleepin^sSy diarrhoea, pal-

pitation of the hearty pain in the right aide, etc. These
when they occur singly are of little value as evidence.

Among these that of depraved appetite is by far the

most important, and may be regarded as quite significant.

A married woman in her ordinary health, suddenly feeling

this morbid taste for chalk, charcoal, slate pencil, etc.,

may look upon it as strong presumptive evidence of im-

pregnation.

When any or all of this group of symptoms accompany
the ceasing to be "regular," tne morning sickness, the

changes in the breasts and the other signs which have
been enumerated, the wife may be quite sure that she is

pregnant.

8. Changes in the mind.—^The most wonderful of all

the changes which attend pregnancy are those in the ner-

vous system. The woman is rendered more susceptible,

more impressionable. Her character is transformed. She
is no longer pleasant, confiding, gentle, and gay. She be-

comes hasty, passionate, jealous, and bitter. But in those

who are naturally fretful and bad-tempered a change for

the better is sometimes observed, so that th|e members of

the household learn from experience to hail with delight

the mother's pregnancy as a period when clouds and stornui

fa!
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give place to sunshine and quietness. In some rare cases,

also, pregnancy confers increased force and elevation tr

the ideas, and augmented power to the intellect.

As this book is written for women only, v/e do not men-
tion any of the signs or symptoms of pro<^'nancy which
the physician alone can recognise. We will meiely state

that there are many other signs beside those referred to,

of great value to the doctor. Oiie, the sound of the heart

of the child, which the practised ear can detect at about
the fifth month, is positive and conclusive.

MISCARRIAGE.

Miscarriage is a fruitful source of disease and often of

danger to wives. It is also a frightful waste of human
life. Unborn thousands annually die in this manner.

Frequency.—Miscarriage is by no means a rare occur-

rence. Statistics show that thirty-seven out of one hun-
dred mothers miscany before they attain the age of thirty

years. But this accident is much more apt to occur dur-

ing the latter than the lirst half of the child-bearing pe-

riod, and therefore it is estimated that ninety out of one
hundred of all women who continue in matrimony until

the change of life, miscalT3^

Influence of age of mother.—A woman who marries

at forty is very much disposed to miscarry, whereas had
she manned at thirty, she might have borne children when
older than forty. As a mother approaches the end of her

child-bearing period, it is likely that she will terminate

her career of fertility with a premature birth. The lajsl

pregnancies are not only most commonly unsuccessful,

but there is also reason to believe that the occurrence of

idiocy in a child may be associated with the circumstance

of its being the last born of its mother. It has been as*

seiiied, in this connection, that men of genius are fre-

quently the first-born. First pregnancies are also fiiaught

with the danger of miscarriage, w^hich occurs more olten
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In them than in others, 6i:oepting the latest A woman is

particularly apt to miscarry with her first child, if she

be either exceedingly nervous or full-blooded.

InfiuLencs ofperiod ofpregnancy.—Miscaixiage is most
frequent in the earlier months of pregnancy—^from the

first to the third. It is also very prone to happen about

the sixth month. Habit makes itself felt here : for women
who have many times experienced this sad accident, en-

counter it nearly always at the same epoch of their preg-

nancy.

Bow long can the child live ?—The infant m incapable,

as a rule, of an independent existence if brought into the

world before the end of the sixth month. The law of

France regards a child bom one hundred and eighty days
after wedlock as not only capable of living, but as legiti-

mate and worthy of all legal and civil rights. There are

many cases mentioned by the older medical writers, of

children born previous to this period living. One of the

most curious is that recorded by Van Swieten. The boy,

Fortunio Liceti, was brought into the world before the

sixth month, in consequence of a fright his mother had
at sea. When bom, it is said, he wa^ the size of a hand,
and his father placed him in an oven, for the purpose, pro-

bably, it has been suggested, ofmaking him rise. Although
bom prematurely, he died late, for we are told he attained

his seventy-ninth year. Professor Gunning S. Bedford, of

New York, records the case of a woman, in ner fourth con-

finement, who was delivered before she had completed her
sixth month, of a female infant weighing two pounds nine
ounces. The surface of the body was of a scarlet hue. It

breathed, and in a short time after birth cried freely.

After being wrapped in soft cotton, woll lubricated ^ith
warm sweet-oil, it was fed with the mother's milk, by
having a few diops at a time put into its mouth. At first

it had great difficulty in swallowing, but gradually it suc-

ceeded in taking simicient nourishment, and is now a
vigorous, healthy young woman.

%
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Danger to mothers.—Wives are too much in the habit

of making light of miscarriages. They are much mor«
frequently followed by disease of the womb than are con-

finements at full terms. There is a greater amount of

injury done to the parts than in natural labour. While
after confinement ample time is afforded by a long period

of repose for the bruised and lacerated parts to heal, after

a miscarriage no such rest is obtained. Menstruation soon

returns ; conception may quickly follow. Unhappily there

is no custom requiring husband and wife to sleep apart

for a month after a miscarriage, as there is after a confine-

ment. Hence, especially if there oe any pre-existing

uterine disease or a predisposition thereto, miscarriage is

a serious thing.

Causes.—The irritation of hemorrhoids or straining at

stool will sometimes provoke an early expulsion of a child.

Excessive intercourse by the newly married is a very fre-

quent cause. Bathing in the ocean has been known to

produce it. Nursing is exceedingly apt to do so. It ha^

teen shown by a distinguished medical writer that in a

given number of instances miscarriage occurred in seven-

teen per cent, of cases in which the woman conceived

while nursing, and in only ten per cent, where conception

occurred at some other time. A wife, therefore, who sus-

pects herself to be pregnant should wean her child. The
extraction of a tooth, over-exertion and over-excitem«nt,

a fall, a blow, any violent emotion, such as anger, sud-

den and excessive joy, or fright, running, dancing, horse-

back exercise or riding in a badly-built carriage over a

rough road, great fatigue, lifting heavy weights, the abuse

of purgative medicines, disease or displacement of the

womb, small-pox, or a general condition of ill-health, are

all fruitful and well-known exciting causes of this unfor-

tuilate mishap, in addition to those which have been be-

fore mentioned.

Prevention.—Dr. Tilt, the eminent practitioner of Lon
doOyWyB:—^"The way to prevent miscarriage is to lead a
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quiet life, particularly during those days of each » xea-

flive month when, under other circumstances, the woman
would menstruate ; and to abstain Juring those days not

only from long walks and parties, but also from sexual in-

tercourse."

It is especially desirable to avoid a miscarriage in the

first pregnancy, for fear that the habit of miscarriage shall

then be set up, which will be very difficult to eradicate.

Therefore, newly-married women should carefully avoid

all causes which are known to induce the premature ex-

pulsion of the child. If it should take place in spite of

all precautions, extraordinary care should be exercised in

the subsequent pregnancy to prevent its recurrence. Pro-

fessor Bedford, of New York, has said he has found that

an excellent expedient in such cases is, ^s soon as preg-

nancy is known it exist, " to interdict sexual intercourse

until after the fifth month, for if the pregnancy pass be-

yond this period, the chances of miscarriage will be much
diminished."

If the symptoms of rn/isca/rriage which may be expressed

in the two words, pain and flooding, should make their

appearance, the physician ought at once to be sent for, the

wife awaiting his arrival in a recumbent position. He
may even then be able to avert the impending danger.

At any rate, his services are as necessary, and often even
more so, as in a labour at full term.

mothers' MABKa

It is a popular belief that the imagination of the mother
affects the cnild in the womb. It is asserted that infants

are often bom with various marks and deformities corres-

ponding in character with objects which had mi\de a vivid
unpression on the maternal mind during pregnancy. This
is t, subject of great practical interest. We shall, there-

fore, give it the carefui-nttention which it desei*ves.

W^e have already discussed the operation of the laws of
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inheritance. It wa8 then stated that the whole story ol

maternal influence had not been told : that the mother
could communicate qualities she never possesiti. The
potency of imagination at the time of conception orer the

child has been mentioned. It is now our design to con-

sider its efleets, during the period of pregnancy, upon the
physical structure and the mental attributes of the off

spring. We shall have occasion hereafter, in speaking of

nursing, to illustrate the manner in which the child may
be affected by maternal impressions acting through the

mother's milk. What can be more wonderful than this

intimate union between the mother and her child ? It is

only equalled by that mysterious influence of the hus-

band over the wife, by which he so impresses her system
that she often comes in time to resemble him both in

mental and physical characteristics, and even transmUs
hifl peculiarities to her children by her second marriape.

Father, mother and child are one.

We wish here to premise that our remarks will be bas^d

upon the conclusions of skilled and scientific observers

only, whose position and experience no physician will

question. All the instances to be related are given up<)n

unimpeachable authority. They are not the narrations

of ignorant, credulous people ; they are all fully vouched

for. We record here, as elsewhere, only the sober utt^^r-

ances of science. The great imprjrtance and utility of an
acquaintance with them will be patent to every intelligAnt

man and woman.
The effect of the mind upon the body is well knowa

Strong, long-continued mental emotion may induce or cure

disease. Heart-disease may be produced by a morbid di-

rection of the thoughts to that organ. Warts disappear

under the operation of a strong belief in the efficacy of

some nonsensical application. In olden times scrofula, or

the " king's evil," was cured by the touch of the kin^.

The mind of the patient of course accomplished the cure.

Under the influence of profound mental emoti(m. tbi» hmir
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of the beautiful Marie Antoinette became white in a shon
time. During the solitary voyage of Madame Condamine
down the wild and lonely Amazon, a similar change took

place. Many other instances might be adduced, but those

given are sufficient to show that strong and persistent

mental impressions will exert a mysterious transforming

power over the body. These facts will pave the way to

the consideration of corresponding effects, through the

mother's mind, upon the development of the unborn child,

forming a part of herself in utero.

Influence ofmind of mother on form, and colour ofin-

fant.—There are numerous facts on record which prove

that hahittud, long continued mental conditions of the

mother at an early period of pregnancy induce deformity

or other abnormal development of the infant.

Professor William A. Hammond, of New York, relates

the following striking case, which occurred in his own
experience, and which scarcely admits of a doubt as to

the influence of the maternal mind over the physical

structure of the foetus.

A lady in the third month of her pregnancy was very
much horrified by her husband being brought home one
evening with a severe wound on the face, from which the

blood was streaming. The ^ock to her was so great

that she fainted, and subsequently had an hysterical at-

tack, during which she was under Dr. Hammond's care.

Soon after her recovery sh*^ told him that she was afraid

her child would be affected in some way, and that even
then she could not get rid of the impression the s^ht of

her husband's bloody face had made upon her. m due
time the child, a girl, was bom. She had a dark red mark
apon the face, 'ijorresponding in situation and extent with
that which had been upon her father's face. She also

proved to be idiotic.

Professor Dalton, of New York, statesi that the wife of
the janitor of the College of Physicians and Surgeona of
that city, during her pregnancy dreamed that she Mw a

r!

I.
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tTian who had lost part of the ear. The dream made i

(^icat impression upon her mind, and she mentioned it tc

her husband. When her child was bom, a portion of one

ear was deficiont, and the organ was exactly like the de-

fective ear she had seen in her dream. When Professoi

Dalton was lecturing upon the development of the foetus

as affected by the mind of the mother, the janitor called

his attention to the foregoing instance. The ear looks ex-

actly as if a portion had been cut off with a sharp knife.

Professor J. Lewis Smith, of Bellevue Hospital Medi-

cal College, New York, has met with the following cases:

An L-ish woman, of strong emotions and superstitions,

was passing along a street, in the fiist months of her

pregnancy, when she wa,s accosted by a beggar, who
laised her hand, destitute of thumb and fingers, and in

" God's name " asked for alms. The woman passed on, but
retleeting in whose name the money was asked, felt that

she lia I CO iimitted a great r^in in refusing assistance.

Slie leturned to the place whe^e she had met the beggar,

and on different days, but never afterwards saw her.

Harrassed by the thought of her imaginary sin, so that

ior weeks, according to her statement, she was distressed

by it, she approached her confinement. A female infant

as born, otherwise perfect but lacking the fingers and
thumb on one hand. The deformed limb was on the same
side, and it seemed to the mother to resemble precisely

that of the l)eggar. In another case which Professoi

S'liitli met, a very similar malformation was attributed

by the mother of the child to an accident occurring dur-

ii.g the time of her pregnancy to a near relative, which
necessitnted amputation. He examined both of these

nhiJ(h\!ii with defective limbs, an* I has no doubt of the

trutli fulness of the parents. In May, 1868, he removed »«

supernumerary thumb from an iufant, whose mother, &

baker's wife, gave the following history :—No one of the

family, and no ancestor, to her knowledge, presented thii

deformity. In the early months of her pregnancy sh
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old bread from the counter, and nearly every day a child

with a doable thumb came in for a penny roll, presenting

the penny between the thumb and the finger. After the

third month she left the bakery, but the malformation

was so impressed upon her mind that she was not sur-

prised to see it reproduced in her infant.

In all those cases the impression was reproduced in the

early months of pregnancy ; but many have been record-

ed in which malformations in the infant appeared dis-

tinctly traceable to strong mental emotions of the mother
only a few months previous to confinement, these impres-

sions having bees persistent during the remaining period

of the pregnancy, and giving rise to a full expectation on
the part of the mother that the child would be affected in

the particular manner which actually occurred. Professor

Carpenter, the distinguished physiologist of London, is

personally cognizant of a very striking case of tho kind;

which occurred in the family of a near connection of his

own.
All the above instances have been those of the e/Tects

of persistent mental emotion. But it is also true that

violent and sudden emotion in the mother leaves some-
times its impress upon the unborn infant, although it may
be quickly forgotten.

It is related on good authority that a lady, who, dur-

ing her pregnancy, was struck with the unpleasant view
of leeches applied to a relative's foot, gave birth to a
child with the mark of a leech coiled up in the act of suc-

tion on the intended spot.

Dr. Delacoux, of Paris, says that in the month of Janu-
ary, 1826, he was called to attend a woman in the village

of Batignolet*, near Paris, who, the evening before, had
been delivered of a six months* foetus, horribly deformed.
The upper lip was in a confused mass with the jaw and
the gums, and the right leg was amputated at the middle,
the stump haviui^ the form of a cone. The mother of this

bemg, who wai » cook, on entering one momirig, about

It

: If
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the third month of her pregnancy, the house where she

waa employed, was seized with horror at the sight of a

porter with a hare-lip and an amputated leg.

At a meeting cf the Society of Physicians, at Berlin, in

August, 1868, Herr Dupr^ stated that a woman saw, in

the first weeks of her third pregnancy, a boy with a hare

lip, and not only was the child she then carried bom with

a frightful hare lip, but also three children subsequently.

Another one, a woman in the fifth week of pregnancy,

saw a sheep wounded and with its bowels protruding

She was greatly shocked, and did not recover compo-
sure for several days. She was delivered at term of a

child in other respects well developed, but lacking the

walls of the abdomen.
Many remarkable instances have been collected of the

pow(jr of imagination over the unborn offspring.

Ambrose Par^, the illustrious French surgeon of the

sixteenth century, in one of his treatises, devoted a chap-

ter to the subject of " monsters which take their cause

and shape from imagination," and was evidently a strong

believer in this influence.

A black child is generally believed to have been born

to Marie Th^rfese, the wife of Louis XIV., in consequence

of a little negro page in hei service having started froiw

a hiding-plac and stumbled over her dress early in ho»

pregnancy. The child was educated t.t the Convent ol

Moret, near Fontainebleau, where she took the veil, and
whore, till the shock of the Revolution, her portrait was
shown.
Examples are given by authors of the force of desires

in causing deformities in infants, and the formation upon
\ hem of fruits, such as apples, pears, grapes, tyid others,

which the mother may have longed for.

The following is related upon excellent medical autho
rity :—A woman gave birth to a child "^ith a large clustei

of globular tumours growing from the tongue, and pre

venting the closure of the mouth, in colour, shape and size,
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exactly resembling our common grapes ; and with a red

excrescence from the chest, as exactly resembling in figure

ana appearance a turkey's wattles. On being questioned

before the child was shown to her, she answered that

while pregnant she had seen some grapes, longed intensely

for them, and constantly thought of them ; and that she

was also once attacked and much alarmed by a turkty-

cock.

Dr. DeMangeon, of Paris, quotes, in his work on the

Imagination, the " Journal de Verdun," as mentioning the

case of a child, bom at Blois, in the eyes of which the

face of a watch was distinctly seen. The image was
situated around the pupil, and the figures representing the

hours were plainly perceived. The mother had expressed

a strong desire to see a watch whilst she was pregnant
with this child.

Professor Dalton says, in his " Human Physiology/' that
" there is now little room for doubt that various deformi-

tios and deficiencies of the foetus, conformably to the po-

pular belief, do really originate in certain cases, from ner-

rous impressions, such as disgust, fear, or anger, experi-

enced by the mother." We will now consider the

hijiuence of the mind of tJie mother on the mind of
(lie infant, which subject we have not yet touched upon,
having confined ourselves to the influence of the maternal
mind over the form and colour of the unborn child. It

will not be necessary to illustrate at length this branch of

our topic. Instances are sufficiently common and well
known. Dr. Seguin, of New York, in his work on Idiocy,

gives several cases in which there was reason to believe

that fright, anxiety, or other emotions in the mother, had
produced idiocy in the oflfspring. As he remarks :

" Im-
pressions will sometimes reach the foetus in its recess, cut
off its legs or arms, or inflict large flesh wounds before
birth—inexplicable as well as indisputable facts, trom
which we surmise that idiocy holds unknown, though cer-

tain relations to maternal impressions."
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We have given many strong cases and most eKcellent

authority for the doctrine that the purely mental influ-

ence of 'the mother may produce bodily and mental
changes in the unborn infant. But the child is also af-

fected by physical impr^easions made upon the mofJier.

Dr. Russegger reports that a woman, who had already

borne four healthy children, was, in the seventh month of

her pregnancy, bitten in the right calf by a dog. The
author saw the wound made by the animal's teeth, which
wound consisted o^ three small triangular depressions, by
two of which the skin was only slightly ruffled ; a slight

appearance of blood was perceptible in the third. The
womaii was at the moment of the accident somewhat
alarmed, but neither then nor afterwards had any feai

that her foetus would be affected by the occurrence. Ten
weeks after she was bitten, the woman bore a healthy

child, wiiich, however, to the surprise of every person, had

three marks corresponding in sizeand appearance to those

caused by the dog s teeth in the mother's leg, and con-

sisting, like those, of one large and two smaller impressions.

The two latter, which were pale, disappeared in five weeks;
the larger one had also become less, and was not so deep-

coloured as it was at birth. At the time of writing, the

child was four months old.

Dr. S. P. Crawford, of Greenville, Tennessee, reports, in

a recent number of the Nashville Journal of Medicine,

the following sad case :—A lady, in the last stage of preg-

nancy, was burned by the explosion of a kerosene-oil can
She Uved twelve hours after the accident. The face, legs

arms and abdomen were badly burned. The movements
of the child were felt three or four hours after the acci-

dent. A short time before the death of the mother she

gave birth to the child at full maturity, but still-bom.

It bore the mark of the fire, corresponding to that of the

mothe?. Its legs, arms, and abdomen were completely

blistered, having all the appearance of a recent bum.
These instances of a decided influence exerted upon the
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Udy and mind of the child in the womb, by physical and
mental impression, made upon the mother, might be

doubled or trebled. They are as numerous as they are

wonderful. Physiologists of the present day do not hesi-

tate to admit the existence of the influence we have been

discussing. Reason also comes to the support of facts, to

demonstrate and establish its reality. For if a sudden
and powerful emotion of the mind can so disturb the sto-

mach and heart as to cause vomiting and fainting, is it not

probable that it can atiect the womb an<i the impressible

being within it ? Pregnancy is a function of the woman
as much as digestion or pulsation of the heart, and if the

latter are controlled by moral and mental impressions, why
should not the former be also ?

In what mcmner does tids uijliience of the maternal
mind act ?—Through the blood of the mother. Only a

very delicate membrane separates the vital fluid of the

mother from that of the infant in her womb. There is a
constant interchange of the blood in its body, with that in

hers, through this exceedingly thin membrane, and thus

all nervous impressions which have produced an altera-

tion of either a temporary or permanent character in the

circulating fluid of the mother are communicated to the

child. Since the mother, as has been shown, can transmit

through 'her blood certain characteristics of mind and
body not her own—for instance, a disease peculiar to a

male from hei father to her son, or the physical and men-
tal traits of her first husband to the children by her se-

cond—it does not seem at all strange that she should,

through this same medium, her blood, impart other pecu-

liarities which have made a strong impression upon hc^r

mind Anatomy and physiology therefore fully explain

4nd account for this seemingly mysterious inlluence.

The view here stated, and endorsed by modern science,

is one which ought to have gi'eat weight with tJic mother,

tier relatives and friends. The practical conclus o ?i wh i ch

it suggests ifl, that as during pregnancy there is luiusiial

11
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susceptibility to mental impressions, and as these impren-

sicns may operate on the fragile structure of the unborn
being, this tendency should be well considered and con-

stanuy remembered, not only by the woman herself, but

by all those who associate or are thrown in contact with
her. Upon the care displayed in the management of the

corporeal and mental health of the mother during the

whole period of pregnancy, the ultimate constitution of

the offspring greatly depends. All the surroundings and
employments of the pregnant woman should be such as

conduce to cheerfulness and equanimity. Above all, she

should avoid the presence of disagreeable and unsightly

objects. Vivid and unpleasant impressions should be
removed as soon aa possible by quiet diversion of the

mind. All causes of excitement should be carefully

guarded against.

In leaving the subject of maternal impressions, we will

call attention to the manifest difference in extent and de-

gree between the influence of the father and that of the

mother over the offspring. That of the father ceases

with impregnation. That of the mother continues during

the whole term of pregnancy, and, as we shall shortly see,

even during that of nursing.

EDUCATION OP THE CHILD IN THE WOMB.

The outlines drawn by the artist Flaxman are esteemed

the most perfect and graceful in existence. From earliest

childhood he manifested a delight in drawing. His mo-
ther, a woman of refined and artistic tastes, used to relate

fihat, for months previous to his birth, she spent hours

daily in studying engravings, and fixing in her memory
tlie most beautiful proportions of the human figure por-

tiikved by masters. She was convinced that the genius

of her son was the fruit of her own self-culture. What a

charming idea is this I What an incentive to those about

to beoome mothers, to cultivate refinement, high thoughts
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pure emotions, elevated sentiments ! Thus they endow
their children with what no after education can give

them.

The plastic brain of the foetus is prompt to receive all

impressions. It retains them, and they become the char-

acteristics 01 the child and the man. Low spirits, violent

passions, irritability, frivolity, in the pregnant woman,
leave indelible marks on the unborn child. So do their

contraries, and thus it becomes of the utmost moment
that during thiu period all that is cheerful, inspiring, and
elevating should surround the woman. Such emotions

educate the child, they form its disposition, they shape its

faculties, they create its mental and intellectual traits.

Of all education, this is the most momentous.

CAN A WOMAN BECOME AGAIN PREGNANT DURING
PREGNANCY ?

Can a woman during pregnancy conceive^ and add
a second and a younger chud to that already in the

womb ?

It is not uncommon in the caniiie race for a mother to

give birth at the same time to dogs of different species,

showing conclusively the possibility, in these animals, of

one conception closely following another. So a mare has
been known to produce within a quarter of an hour, first

a horse, and then a mule. And in the human race cases are

on record in which women have had twins of which the
one was white and the other coloured, in consequence
of intercourae on the same day with raen of those two
races. Dr. Henry relates that in Brazil a Creole woman,
A native, brought into the world at one birth three chil-

dren of three different colours, white, brown, and black,

each child exhibiting the features peculiar to the respec-

tive races.

In all such instances the two conceptions followed each
other very rapidly, the offspring arriving at maturity to-
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' ^ther, and being bom at the same accouchement But
.e curious and wonderful examples of second and con-

current pregnancies have been published than these, as,

for instance, those in which a child, bearing all the attri^

butes of a foetus at full term, is born two, three, four, and
even five months after the first, which appeared also to

iiave been bom at full term. Marie Anne Bigaud, aged

thirty-seven, gave birth, April 30, 1748, to a living

boy at full term, and on the ensuing September 16, to a

living girl, which was recognised, by the size and well-

deveioped condition of its hody and limbs, to have been

iilbo carried until full term. This Kit was observed by
Profest^or Eiseman, and by Leriche, surgeon major of the

military hospital of Strasbourg. It will be noticed that

there was an interval of four and a half months between
the two accouchements. The first child lived two and a

half months, and the second a year In this instance

there was not a double womb, as might perhaps be sup

posed, for after the mother's death an examination proved

that the uterus was single.

Another case of this kin^ is the following :—Benoite

Franquet, of Lyons, brought into the world a girl, on

January :20, 1780, and five months and six days afterwards

a second girl, also apparently at term and well nourished

Two years later these two children were presented, with

their certificates of baptism, to two notaries of Lyona>

MM. Galliot and Desurgey, in order that the fact might
be placed on record and vouched for, because of its value

In legal medicine.

The number of the entirely authenticated cases of the

birth of fully developed children within from two to five

months of each other now known, can leave no doubt as to

the possibility of such an occurrence. The only question

which remains is in regard to the periods of conception.

Are the two children in such cases twins, conceived at

the dame time, but the growth of the last born, so retarded

that it did not arrive at maturijty until a nuoLber ol

! (
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(nonths after its fellow ? or has a second conception taken

place at an interval of sdverai months after the first ? If

this latter view be true, then in the instance of Marie
Anne Bigaud, above related, the second musi have been
conoeived after the first had quickened. Then, also, two
children of different ages, the offspring of different fathers,

may exist in the womb at the same time. The weight of

scientific observation and authoritjT- has now established

the fact that, in very rare instances, a second conception

may take place during pregnancy. It must not be under-

stood, as necessarily following from this statement, that

when two children are born at the same time, one fully

developed and the other small and apparently prema-
turely born, the two were conceived at different times.

The smaller may have been blighted and its growth hin-

dered by the same causes which bring about such effects

in cases of single births of incompletely developed children.

A similar supposition may account for the birth of a
second child within a month or two after the first, for the

first may have been prematurely bom, and the second
carried to full term. But no such supposition can ex-

plain the cases referred to, and others which might be
mentioned, in which the interval has been five or six

months, each child presenting every indication of perfect

maturity. The only explanation possible in such in-

stances, which, as has been said, are well authenticated,

although few in number, is that a second pregii.ancy has
occurred duriuj? the first.

The above facts would seem sufficiently wonderful
There are others, however, of the same nature, still more
so. In .iome instances the product of the second con-
ception, instead of developing independently of the first,

has become attached to it, and the phenomenon has been
presented of the growth of a child within a child—

a

foekis within a foetus. Such a singular occurrence has
been lately recorded in a German journal. A coiTcspon-
dent of the Dantzic Gazette states that on Sunday, F^b*

In
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ruary 1, 1869, at Schliewen, near Dirschau, " a young and
blooming shepherd's wife was delivered of a ffiil, other

wise sound, but having on the lower part of her back
between the hips, a swelling as big as two good-sizeO

fists, through the walls of which a well-developed foetui

may be felt. Its limbs indicate a growth of from five U
six months, and its movements are very lively. The
father called in the health commissioner, Dr. Preuss, from
Dirschau, and begged him to remove the swelling, to-

gether with the foetus. The doctor, however, after a care-

ful examination, declared that there was a possibility in

this extraordinary case of the child within the swelling

coming to fruition. Its existence and active motions

were palpable to all present. No physician could b«

justified in destroying this marvellous being. It ought
rather to be protected and cherished. The new-bom
^irl, notwithstiEinding her strange burden, is of unusual

strength and beauty, and takes the breasv very cheer-

fully/'

We find something further in regard to this singulai

birth in the Weser Zeitung of February 20, 1869. It

quotes from the Dantzic Gazette some remarks by the

health commissioner. Dr. Preuss, of Dirschau, in which
the doctor declares the facts contained in the report giver

above to be correct. He was summoned on the 1st oi

February to the child, and saw the vigorous movements,
and felt the members of a foetus within the swelling a?

described. It was evidently a double creation. The cast-

thus far, though rare, is not unique. " But what is novel

and hitherto perfectly unnoticed in medical literature, i*

the fact that not only the girl which has been cariied it^

full term is alive to-day, but the foetus within the swell

ing has also^^ the eleven days after birth, further de
veloped and palpably increased in size. The swelling r

now four and a naif inches long, three and a half inche

wide, and high and pear-shaped ; the head lies under
neath on the left, the body towards the right."
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Further particulare, ani the latest intelligence we have

concerning the progress o\ this case are to the effect that

the child was brought by special request before the Na-

tural History Society of Dantzic, and thence the mother

went to Berlin for medical advice.

• ii

MORAL ASPECTS OF THE QUESTION.

Upon proper judgment and discrimination in the appli-

cation of the facts we have just been dwelling upon, may
depend a wife's honour and the happiness ofthe dearest

social relations. We will suppose an example. A hus-

l)and, immediately after the impregnation of his wife, is

obliged to quit her, and remains absent a year. In the

meanwhile she gives birth to two children at an interval

of a number of weeks. The question will then come up
whether, under such circumstances, it is possible for her

to do so consistently with conjugal purity.

It will be recollected that in speaking of twins we re-

narked that it was not very uncommon for an interval

)f days and weeks to elapse between the births, and it has
ust been stated that impregnation during pregnancy is

extremely rare. The presumption, therefore, in the case

supposed, is as very many to one, that the two births

were the result of a twin pregnancy. In the absence of

any other evidence against the wile's chastity, it should
not even be called in question. The decision receives

the support of the maxim in law, that a reasonable doub:|

is the property of the accused, and of the Christian prin-

ciple, ttat it is better that ninety-nine guilty should es-

cape than that one innocent should be condemned.
I (ence, the teachings of science and of human and divine
Uw all coincide to protect the sacred rights and the pre-
eious interests at stake against an unjust suspicion, which
even the doctrino of chance would render untenable.
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CAN A CHILD CRT IN TUB WOMR t

There are some cases recorded, on undoubted authority

in which the child has been lioard to cry while in the

womb. These are very exceptional. Under ordinary

circumstimoos it is impossiblu for the child either to

Itroathe or cry, bccauHO of the absence of nir. It is only

u hon the l)a^ of membranes has been torn, and the mouth
ot* the child is applied at or nciir the nock of the uterus,

that this can talce place. The infant is not unfrcquently

heaixl to cry just bef01*0 birth, after labour has commenced,
hut before the extrusion of the head from the womb, in

consequence of the penetration of air into the uterine

cavity.

IS IT A SON OR DAUGHTER ?

It is a common saying among nurses that there is a

difference in the size and form of the pregnant woman
according to the sex she carries. This may well be

doubted. Neither is it true that one sex \9 more active

in its " movements" than the other. It is quite possible,

however, for the wife to know the 8i?x of the icetus, if

she can tell about what time in her mouth conception

took place. If it occurred directly after a monthly sick^

ness, the child is a girl ; if dfrectly before, it is a boy
When a woman is " out" in her reckoning, and goes be-

yond the period of her expected continenient, it will ordi-

narily turn out to be a boy. The skilful physician can,

in the latter months of pregnancy, settle the question of

sex in some cases. The beats of the iojtal heart are more
frequent in females than in males. The average frequency
•f pulsations of twenty eight female fcutuses has been

found to be one hundred and forty-four in the minute,

the lowest figure being one hundred and thirty-eight ; of

twenty-two male foetuses, one hundred and twenty, the

lowest figure being one hundred and twelve. Therefore,

when the pulsations of the heart of the child in the womb
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are eotmted—an can easily be done by a practised medic*!

car. during the last month of pregnancy—and are found

to be over one hundred and thirty in a minute, it is a

(laughter, if under ono hun<h*ed an<l tliirty, a son. In

tliiH manner the hox of an unlxjrn child can be predicted

with tolerable accuracy, excepting only when illnesiofthe

f(ntu8 hiut deranged the action of its lieart.

ARE TUEUE TWINS PRESENT ?

*

Certain signs lead to the suspicion of twins, such as

being unuHually large, and the fact that the increase in

Hize 1)08 been more than ordinarily rapid. Sometimes also

the abdomen is divided into two distinct portions by a

per[)endicular ii.sHure. In other cases the movements of a

child can be felt on each side at the same time. And in

twin pregnancies the morning sickness is apt to be more
distressing, and all the other discomforts incident to thif

ccmd ition increased. But these signs and symptoms, wlien

present in any given case, are not conclusive, for they
may be noticed where there is only one child. The doctor

has one characteristic and infallible sign by which he can
ascertain whether the woman bo pregnant with twins. It

is furnished to him, again, by the art of listening, or aus-

cultation, as it is technically called, the same that, slb we
have already seen, enables him to determine the sex of the
child. When the beatings of two fceUd hearts are heard
on opposite portions of the abdomen, the BAture of the
pregnancy ia apparent.

LBNOTH OF PREONANOT.

What is the ordinary duration of [>regnancy I Almost
every woman considers herself competent to make the an-
swer—^nine months. She may be surprised to learn, how-
ever, that such an answer is wanting in scientific preci-
sion. It is too indefinite, and is erroneous. There if •
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gieat difference between the calendar and the lunai

moniths. Each lunar month having twenty-eight days,

the period of nine lunar months is two hundred and fifty-

tvro days. Nine calendar months, including February, re-

piesent, on the contrary, two hundred and seventy-three

d/iys. Now the average duration of pregnancy is two
h undred and eighty days, that is forty weeks, or ten lunar

months.
Whilst most extended observations have shown that, as

a general rule, forty weeks, or two hundred and eighty

days, is the true period of pregnancy, are we justified in

the conclusion that this is its invariable duration ? This

important question, upon the answer to which so often

depends the honour of families, the rights of individuals,

%nd sometimes the interests of nationalities, has been in all

times the subject of careful research by physicians, philo-

Bf^phers, and legislators. On the one side have been those

who contend that the laws of nature are invariable^ and
that the term of pregnancy is fixed and immutable. Oi
the other side have been those who assert that the epoch

of accouchement can be greatly advanced or retarded bj

various causes, some of which are known and others noi

yet appreciated. Abundant and satisfactory testimony

has proved that the prolongation of pregnancy beyond the

ordinary period of two hundred and eighty days, or forty

weeks, is possible. Nor is this contrary to what is ob-

served in regard to other functions of the human body.

There is no process depending on the laws of life which
ia absolrtely invariable eitlier as to the period of its ap-

pearance or its duration. It is known, as we have already

pointed out, that puberty may be advanced or retarded

;

the time at which the change of life occurs in woman, as

we shall have occasion hereafter to show, is also subject to

variation ; and it is a matter of common observation with

mothers that ohe period of teething is sometimes sti-angely

hurried or delayed. A ceii^in degree of variability, there-

fore; being frequently observed, and entirely oompa^bl«
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vith health in the various other natural processes, why
shouii that of pregnancy form an exception, and be inva-

riably fixed in its duration ? And observation upon thfa

lower animals affords most convincing evidence that na-

ture u not controlled by any uniform law in reference to

the length ofpregnancy. In the cow, the usual period of

trhose pregnancy is the same as in the human female, in-

itances of calving six weeks beyond the ordinary term are

aot at all uncommon.
As an illustration of the great interest sometimes at-

taching to the inquiry under discussion, we may cite the

celebrated Gardner peerage case, tried by the House of

Lords in 1825. Allen Legge Gardner petitioned to have
his name inscribed as a peer on the Parliament roll. He
was the son of Lord Gardner by his second wife. There
was another claimant for the peerage, however—Henry
Fenton ladis—on the ground, as alleged, that he was the

son of Lord Gardner by his first and subsequentlv divorced

wife. Medical and moral evidence was adduce<l to estab-

lish that the latter was illegitimate. Lady Gardner, the

mother of the alleged illegitimate child, parted from her
husband on the 30th of January, 1802, he going to the

West Indies, and not iigain seeing his wife until the 11th
of July following. The child, whose legitimacy was called

in question, was bom on the 8th of December of that year.

The plain medical query therefore arose whether this

child, bom either three hundred and eleven days aiter in-

tercourse (from January 30th to December 8th) or one
hundred and fifty days (from July 11th to December 8th),

could be the son of Lord Gardner. As there was no pre-

tence that there was a premature birth, the child having
been well developed when bom, the conception must have
been dated from January 30th. The medical question was
therefore narrowed down to this : Was the alleged pro-

tracted pregnancy (three hundred and eleven days) consist-

ent wiin experience ? Sixteen of the principal obstetric

praotitioiiers of Great Britain were examined on this point
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Eleven concurred in the opinion that natural pregnane)

might be protracted to a period which would cover the

birth of the alleged illegitimate child. Because, however,

of the moral evidence aUne, which proved the adulterous

intercourse of Lady Gardner with a Mr. ladis, the House
decided that the title should descend to the son of the se-

cond Lady Gardner.

There is on record one fact well observed, which estab-

lishes beyond cavil the possibility of the protraction of

pregnancy beyond two hundred and eighty days, or forty

weeks. The case is reported by the learned Dr. Desor-

meaux,of Paris, and occurred under his own notice in the

Hdpital de Maternity of that city. A woman, the mother
of three children, became insane. Her physician thought

that a new pregnancy might re-establish her intellectual

faculties. Her husband consented to enter on the regifi-

ter of the hospital each visit he was allowed to make h<(r,

which took place only every three months. 80 soon as

evidence of pregnancy showed itself, the visits were discon-

tinued. The woman was confined two hundred and ninety

days after conception.

The late distinguished Professor Charles D. Meigs, of

Philadelphia, published a case, which he deems entirely

trustworthy, of the prolongation of pregnancy to foui

hundred and twenty days, or sixty weeks. Dr. Atlee

reports two cases, which nearly equalled three hundred
and fifty-six days each. Professor Simpson, of Edin-

burgh, records, as having occurred in his own practice,

cases in which the period reached three hundred and
thirty-six, three hundred and thirty-two, three hundred
and twenty-four, and three hundred and nineteen days. In

the " Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science" a case

of protracted pregnancy is related by Dr. Joynt. The
evidence is positive that the minimum duration must-

have been three hundred and seventeen days, or about
six weeks more than the average. Dr. Elsasser found
In one hundred and sixty cases uf pregnancy eleven pro<
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tracted to peiiods varjr.v'cr from three hundred to three

hundred and eighteen days.

In treating of the subject of miscarriage, we mentioned

instances recorded by physicians of skill and probity,

proving beyond a shade of doubt that a woman may give

birth to a living child long before the expiration of forty

weeks. The Presbytery of Edinburgh, Scotland, some
time since decided in favour of the legitimac}' of an infant

bom alive within twenty-five weeks after marriage, to the

Rev. Fergus Jardine.

One of the most lightened countries in Europe has,

in view of the facts in reference to the extreme limits of

pregnancy, enacted, in the Code Napoleon, that a child

Dom within three hundred days after the departure or

death of the husband, or one hundred and eighty days
after marriage, shall be considered legitimate. The law
further states that a child bom after more than three

hundred days shall not be necessarily declared a bastard,

but its legitimacy may be contested. The Scotch legisla-

tion on this subject is very similar to the French.

CAUSES OF PROTRACTED PREGNANCY.

It has been asserted by some that an infant is bom at

ten or eleven months because thu,t f.t nine months it has
Qot acquired the growth which is necessary in order to

induce the womb to dislodge it. The popular notion is

that a child carried beyond the usual time must neces-
^rily be a large one. Rabelais has reflected this common
opinion in his celebrated romance entitled " Gargantua,"
in which he represents the royal giant of that name as
having been carried by his mother, Gargamelle, eleven
montha When bom, we child was so vigorous that he
sacked the milk from ten nurses. He lived for several
centuiies, and at last begat a son, Pantagruel, as wonder-
ful as himself. Such reasoning cannot, however, be se-

riously maintained, as many cmldren carried longer thaji
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nine months nav^ not been Jiore fully developed thvin

some bom a f'-w weeks prematurely, and the size of the

child has nothing to do with the bringing on of labour, as

we shall shv)w hereafter. Protracted pregnancies are

caused by a defect in the energy of the womb, induced by
moral as well as physical influences. As a rule, a woman
who leads a regular life and observes the physiological laws
of her being, which laws it has been our aim to point out,

will be confined at tho term that nature usually marks
out, that is, at the expiration of two hundred and eighty

days, or forty weeks, from conception.

This brings us to the consideration of the question,

nil

1

HOW TO CALCULATE THE TIME OP EXPECTED LABOUR

Many rules for this purpose have been laid down. We
shall merely give one, the most satisfactory and the most
easily applied. It was suggested by the celebrated Pro-
fessor liaegel^ of Heidelberg, and is now generally recom
mended and employed by physicians. The point of

departure in making the calculation is the day ofthe dis-

appearance of the last mmiihly sickrvees ; three months
are subtracted and seven days added. The result corres-

Donds to the day on which labour will commence, and will

be found to be two hundred and eighty days from the

time of conception, if that event has occurred, as ordina-

rily, immediately after the last menstrual period. Sup<
pose, for instance, the cessation of the last monthly sick-

ness happened on the 14th day of January. Subtract
three months, and we have October 14th ; then add seven
days, and we obtain the 21st day of the ensuing October
(two hundred and eighty days from January 14th) as the

tiq|e of the expected confinement. This method of mak-
ing the " count " may be relied upon with confidence, and
omv fails, by a few days in those exceptional cases in

which conception takes place just before the monthly pe
riod, or during the menstrual flow.
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CAR! OF HEALTH DUBINO FREONANCT.

This subject, the proper management of the health

from conception to childbirth, is worthy of careful consi-

deration. The condition of pregnancy, though not one
of disease, calls for peculiar solicitude, lest it should lead

to some affection in the mother or in the child. For it

ought to be remembered that the welfare of a new being

is now in the balance. The woman has no longer an in-

dependent existence. She has entered upon the circle of

her maternal duties. She became a mother when she con-

ceived. The child, though unborn, lives within her ; its

life is a part of her own, and so frail that anv indiscretion

on her part may destroy it. The dangei o the child is

not imaginary, as the large number of miscarriages and
still-births proves.

All mothers desire to have healthy, well-formed, intelli-

gent children. How few conduct themselves in such a
manner as to secure a happy development of their off-

spring ! Puny, deformed, and feeble-minded infants are

daily ushered into the world because of a want of know-
ledge, or a sinful neglect of those special measures imper-
atively demanded in the ordering of the daily life, by the
changed state of system consequent upon pregnancy.
We shall therefore point out those laws which cannot be
infringed with impunity, and indicate the diet, exercise,

dress, and, in general, the conduct most favourable to the
mother and child during this critical period, in which the
wife occupies, as it were, an intermeoiate state between
health and sickness.

FOOD.

The nourishment taken should be abundant, but not^

in the early months, larger in quantity than usual. Ex-
cess in eating or drinking ought to be most carefully
avoided. The food is to be taken at shorter intervals
than is oommoo. and it should be plain, simple, aud nutri*

In

m
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tious. Fatty articles, the coarser yef^tables, highly salted

and sweet food, if found to disagree, as is often the case,

should be abstained from. The flesh of young animals,

as lamb, veal, chicken, and fresh fish, are wholesome, and
generaly agree with the stomach. Ripe fruits are bene-

cial. The diet should be varied as much as pusiiible from
day to day. The craving which some women have in the

night or early morning may be relieved by a biscuit^

a little milk, or a cup of coffee. When taken a few hours

before rising, this will generally be retained, and pruvu

very grateful, even though the morning sickness bo

troublesome. Any food or medicine that will confine or

derange the bowels is to be forbidden. The taste is, as a

rule, a safe guide, and may be reasonably indulged.

But inordinate, capricious desires for improper, noxious

articles shouM, of course, be opposed. Such longings,

however, are noi often experienced by those propeny
brought up. lu is a curious fact that the modification in

the digestive system during pregnancy is sometimes so

great that substances ordinarily me most indigestible are

eaten without any inconvenience, and even with benefit

while the most healthful articles become hurtful and acf

like poison.

As pre^ancy advances, particularly about the sixt)

month, a larger amount of food, and that of a more «ub
stantial character, will be required. The number of meab
in a day should then be increased, rather than the quan-

tity taken at each meal.

CLOTHING.

The dress should be loose and comfortable, oowhen
pressing tightly or miequally. The word endenU^ by

which a pregnant woman is designated, meant originallj

without a cincture,—that is, unbound. The Roman ma-

trons 80 soon as they conceived were obliged to remove

their giidlM. l^ycurgnis '*ai)sad th^ enactment of the
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Spartan law that pregnant women ahculd wear lam
dresses, so as not to prejudice the free development of the

precious charges of which nature had rendered them the
momentary depositaries. Stays or corsets may be used,

in a proper manner, during the first five or six months of

pregnancy, but after ttiat they should either be laid aside

or worn very loosely. Any attempt at concealing preg-

Dancy, by tight lacing and the application of a stronger

busk, cannot be too severely condemned. By this ffdse

delicacy the mother is subjected to great suffering and
the child placed in jeopardy. The shape of the stays

should bo moulded to that of the changing figure, and
great care should be taken that they do not depress the
nipple or irritate the enlarging breasts.

The amount of clothing should be suited to the season,

but rather increased than diminished, owing to the great
susceptibility of the system to the vicissitudes of the

weather. It is especially important that flannel drawers
should be worn during advanced pregnancy, af the loose

dress favours the admission of cold air to the unprotected
parts of the body. A neglect of this precaution some-
times leads to the establ^hment of the painful disease

known as rheumatism of the womb.
Pressure upon the lower limbs, in the neighbourhood of

the knee or the ankle joint, should be avoided, more par-

ticularly towards the last months. It is apt to produce
enlargement and knotting of the veins, swelling and
ulcen of the legs, by which many women are crippled

during thair pregnancies and sometimes through life.

Therefore the garters should not be tightly drawn, and
the gaiters should not be too closely fitted, while yet
they should firmly support the ankle.

EXEBCISK.

Moderate exercise in the open air is proper and condu-
cive to health during the whole pericu of pregnancy. It

1
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should never be so active or so prolonged as to ii^duee fa<

timie. Walking is the best form of exercise. Riding la

a badly constructed carriage, or over a rough road, or

upon horseback, as well as running, dancing, and the car-

rying of heavy weights, should be scrupulously avoided,

as liable to cause rupture, severe flooding and miscarriage.

During the early months in particular, extraordinary long

walks and dancing ought not to be indulged in. Journeys
are not to be taken while in the pregnant state. Railway
travelling is decidedly obj'^itiona^ le, The vibratory mo-
tion < the cars \v *ipt t(^ * rc cc headache, sicivness at

the stomach, faintness and ;}6ri!i 'ure labour. All these

precautions are especially to ; /Ufved in the first preg-

nancy.

We must not be understood as condemning exercise and
fresh air. They are of the greatest importance to mother
and child. But the amount of exercise should be regu-

lated by the dictates of common sense and the woman's
own sensations. If she can only walk a short distance

each day with comfort, let that suffice. She should not

force herself to go to a certain place or to promenade dur-

ing a certain time in the twenty-four hours. So soon ae

fatigue is felt, the walk should cease. Let the walks be

frequent and short rather than few and long. They should

also be made as pleasant as possible by companionship and
surroundings that will occupy the feelings and imagina-
tion in an agreeable manner with new and cheerful im-
pressions. A tendency to indolence is to be combated. A
gently active life is best calculated to preserve the health

of the mother and her unborn child. But with even the

most robust a moderation of the ordinary pursuits and
avocations is called for. The nervous and aeficate cannot
make with safety their customary daily ex ertions in the

performance of their household or social duties and plea-

sures.

Towards the end of pregnancy the wife should eeciio-
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should «Qcao-

mise her forces. She should not remain long standing oi

kneeling, nor sing in either of these posturea

BATHING.

Those vhc have not !/een accustomed to bathing should

not begin :.he pract;je dvnng prepiar.cy, and in any case

gi'eat car should be exercised during the latter months of

})regnan»,y. It is better to preserve cleanliness by spong-

ing with tepid ivatsi than by entire baths. Foot-baths

are always dangerous. Sea-bathing sometimes causes

miscarriage, but sea air and the spongmg of the body with
salt water are beneficial. The shower bath is, of course,

too great a shock to the sy- oem, and a very warm bath is

too relaxing. In some women of a nervous temperament,
a lukewarm bath taken occasionally at night during P^'^g-
nancy has a calming influence. This is especiallv the casr

in the first and last month. But women of a lymphatic
temperament and of a relaxed habit of body are luway ^:

injured I y» the bath.

VENTILATION.

We have spoken of the benefits of out-door air. Atten-
tion should also be directed to keeping the atmosphere in
the sitting and sleeping rooms of the house fresh. This
can only be accomplished by constantly changing it. The
doors and windows of every room, while unoccupied,
should be kept thrown open in the summer time, and
opened suflSciently often in the winter to wash out the
apartments several times a day with fresh air. The ex^
tremes of heat and cold are to be, with equal care, avoided.
The house should be kept light Young plants will not
^row well in the dark ; neither will the young child nor
its mother flourish without sunlight. The ancients were
so well aware of Ihis that they constructed on the top of
each house a solarium, or solar air-bath, where they basked
t'aily, in thin attire, in the sunlight
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SLEEP.

During pregnancy a large amount of sleep is required
It has a sedative influence upon the disturbed nervoua

system of the mother. It favours, by the calmness of all

the functions which attend it, the growth of the foetus.

Neither the pursuit of pleasure in the evening, nor the

observance of any trite maxims in regard to early rising

in the morning, should be allowed to curtail the hours de-

voted to slumber. Pregnant women have an instinctive

desire to lie abed late, which, like the other promptings of

nature during this period, should not be disregarded. At
least eight hours out of the twenty-four can be profitably

spent in bed. No night-watching ought ever to be under-

taken during pregnancy.
Feather beds should be avoided. The heat which they

maintain about the body is inconvenient and dangerous,

predisposing to flooding and exhausting persmrations.

The hair or sponge mattress is to be preferred. The bed-

clothing should not be too heavy. Blankets are to be em-

ployed rather than coverlids, as they are lighter and more
permeable to perspiration. The mattress and cover should

be well aired during the day. The sleeping-room should

be capacious and well-ventilated, and no curtains per-

mitted about the bed.

Occasional rest is also necessary in the daytime. A nap

of an hour or two upon a sofa or lounge will then prove

very refreshing. In the earlier months of pregnancy it

will tend to prevent miscarriage, and in latter months
to relieve the distress consequent upon the increased size

of the womb. It is not unusual, as the close of pregnancy

approaches, for a feeling of sufibcation to ensue when the

woman attempts to lie down. This may be overcome b?

supporting the back and shoulders with cushions and pil-

lows. Or, a bed chair may be employed. This, if well

constructed and covered, will often be found very gratefi))

•t nighty in the last few weeks of pregnancy.
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THE MIND.

A tranquil mind is of the first importanoo. Gloomy
forebodings should not be encouraged. Pregnancy and

r labour are not, we repeat, diseased conditions. They are

Ilealthful processes, and should be looked upon as such by

every woman. Bad labours are very unfrequent. It is a&

foolish to dread them as it is for the railway traveller to

give way to misgivings in regard to his safety. Instead of

desponding, science bids the woman to look forward with

cheerfulness and hope to the joys of maternity.

The bad effects of fear upon the mother's mind ar«

illustrated by Plutarch, who, in his life of Publicola, men-
tions that " at a time when a superstitious fear overran

the City of Rome, all the women then pregnant brought

forth imperfect yLildren, and were prematurely deliv-

ered." But we have already spoken, in treating of

mothers' marks, of the influence of mental emotions over

the unborn child and the necessity of avoiding their ex-

citing causes.

Because of then* deleterious tendency, severe study, as

well as arduous and protracted manual labour, ought to be
avoided. The nervous systems of many women are also

injuriously affected during pregnancy by perfumes, which
at other times are agreeable and innocuous. It is, there-

fore, prudent not oi^y ^ exclude all offensive scents, but
also to abstain from the strong odours of various colognes

and of flowers. Large bouquets often cause feelings of

faintness and sometimes temporary loss of consciousness.

The extreme liability of the nervous system of the preg-

nant woman to be affected injuriously to herself and child

by scenes of suffering or distress, and by disgusting or
frightful objects, cannot be too strongly impressed upon
every one. She should be protected from iall that will dis-

turb her, and should be constantly treated with soothing
and encouraging kindness. Her manifestations of irrita-

bility, her caprices, her melancholy anticipations, are not

It
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to be Rcoffed at, but combated with a mixture of reason-

ing and patient forbearance. On her part she should en-

deavour to oo-operate with those around her in sedulouHly

shunning all iniurious influences, and in banishing as

quickly as possiole all imnronor longings. She should re-

member that, although sno norself may escape mischief

from them, her child amy suHer. She is the custodian of

interests dearer to her than her own.

RELATION OF HUSBAND AND WIFE.

During that time when the wife, if she were not pret^.

nant,would have been "unwell," riarital intercourse should

be abstained from. It is then iniurious to the mother, nnd

dangerous to the life of the child, as it is liable to excito

miscarriage. If this habitual epoch of the montlily

sickness be avoided, there is no reason why passion should

not be gratified in moderation and with caution during

the whole period of pregnancy. There is one exception

to be made to tins general course of conduct. In those

cases m which a miscarriage has occun-ed in the first preg<

nancy, every precaution should be employed—for reasons

whicn have been dweltupon ina previousarticle—toprevent

its happening againafterthe secondconception. Undersuch
exceptional circumstances, therefore, the husband and

wife should sleep apart during the tir»t five months of

pregnancy. After that period tneir ordinary relations may
be resumed. When a miscarriage has taken place, inter-

course should not be permitted within a month of the ac-

cident. The observance of this direction is of the utmost

importance. Its neglect is the frequent cause of sc^vere

and intractable diseases of the womb.

EFFECT OF PREGNANCY ON HEALTH.

We have had occasion to remark that pregnancy is bc*

a condition of disease. It is not only an '^vidaiwi "5^
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health, but during its continuance it oonfors increaned

pliynical vigour. As a rule, a woman enjoys better health

during her pregnancy than at anv other time; she is less

liable to contagious and other maladies ; she is less apt to

die than at any other period of her life ; and her general

eonstitution seems also then to receive a favouraole im-

fress, for wives and mothers live longer than celibates,

i ia wisely decreed that when woman is engaged in this,

[to Ler, anxious stage of reproduction, she shall not be ex-

3ed to the pains and dangers of disease, and thnt those

reat covenants of nature, marriage and child-bearing,

til be rewarded bv added strength and length of days.

There are certam disorders incident, in exceptional

3es, to pregnancy, of which we shall shortly speak. In

^ meral, however, we repeat that this condition is one of

extraordinary health. More than this, in numerous in-

LHces it exerts an ameliorating influence upon pre-ex-

iting diseases, suspending their march, or bringing about
decidedhr curative effect. Thus, various obstinate

^hronic afl^ctions of the skin, of the womb and ovaries,

id of the brain and nervous system, frequently get well
lurinff pregnancy ; and it is well known to every physi-
pan that, by the judicious management of this state, and
f the lying-in period, troublesome displacements of the
romb may be arrested.

It should neverthdess ever be recollected that the con-
ition of pregnancy is one of excitement and enhanced
sceptibiuty to impressions of all kinds, For this reason
chaiige in the habits of life is necessary, and the im-
irtance of the directions just laid down for the care of
le health during this period cannot be too strongly
'}ted upoa

DISEASES OF PBEONANOT.

INotwithstanding the general immunity from disetM,
^ the ioLprovement in the health upon which we hare
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been dwelling, as ordinary attendants upon pregDaDC),

there are certain inconveniences or discomfoits incidem

to this state which demand a little attention.

Morning sickness.—This affection when confined, as is

usually the case, to the morning and early part of tho

day, rarely requires much medical care. Its absence,

which, as we have said, is a frequent cause of miscarriage,

is more to be regretted than its presence, especially as it

is apt to be replaced by more serious troubles.

Relief will be afforded by washing the face and hands

in cold water, and taking a cup of milk or a little coffee

and a biscuit or sandwidi, hefire raising the head from
the pillow in the morning, remaining in bed about a quar-

ter of an hour after uiis early meal ; then dressing

quickly, and immediately going out for a half-houir's

walk. Rest in a half recumbent posture during the day,

particularly after meals, is beneficial. The affection is

mostly a nervous one, and is best combated by eating

The food should be plain and unirritatinfi^ but nutritioiu.

and should be taken frequently, in smalT quantities at a

time,

When the nausea and vomiting are excessive, and con

tinue during the day, there is generally some disordered

condition of the digestive apparatus.

This may be corrected by taking at night a teaspoonful

of the confection of senna, a pleasant preparation of this

ordinary disagreeable medicine, and oy drinking three
j

tim«s a day, before each meal, a wineglassfiil of a tea
||

made with columbo. Half an ounce of powdered col-

umbo should be added for this purpose, to a pint of boil-

ing water.

Dr. John H. ^riscom, of Mew York, recommends the

bromide of potassium, which is a harmless medicine tor

domestic practice, as affording the most useful means oi

arresting the nausea attendant on pregnancy.

The following prescription may oe compounded by any

druggist, and ^nll often be found very effective

:
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Tak« of Bromide of Potassiam, two drMhmik
" Ginnamon water, three ounoee.
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Of this a deasertapoonful may be taken two or three

les a day. It may be used with confidence as an en-

birt.y safe and harmless remedy in this troublesome affec-

ion.

A prescription frequently ordered for the nausea of

pregnancy by the late distinguished Dr. Meigs, of this

aty, consisted of equal parts of sweet tincture of rhubarb

md compound tincture of gentian : a dessertspoonful to

taken after meals.

Often when the bowels require to be regulated, t«^ use

^f bran bread, wheaten grits, oatmeal gruel, and other

cative articles of food, will be found veir beneficial

Constipation should be attended to, if it exist to such
extent as to cause inconvenience. Often when the

lother sufiers from headache, perversion of sight, dim-
less of vision, etc, they may all be happily relieved by
[mall doses of citrate oi magnesia, a SeidUtz powder taken
ifore breakfast, or the use of the Saratoga and Bedford
raters.

Pain in ^ abdomen, caused by the distention of its

raU« may be relieved by the application of equal pai-ts

*8^eet-oil and laudantun.

PREPARATIONS FOB CONFINEMENT.

Certain foolish preparations are sometimes made by
rives with the best intentions. Perhaps one of the most
>mmon and absurd of these is the local use of sweet-oil,

order to facilitate the dilatation of the parts, for which
irpose it is perfectly inert. There are, however, some
Jise and even necessary precautions which every wife
lould know and employ, to guard against unpleasant and
Uigerous complications in childbirth.

In particular, the condition of ths breasts towards the
of pregnancy demands attention. Scarcely any pain

I
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in the lying-in chamber is greater and more difficult to

bear than that which the young mother suffers from ex-

coriated nipples. This troublesome and very often in-

tractable afibction is nearly always the consequence of

the want of care previous to confinement. During the

latter part of pregnancy the nipples sometimes become
sunken or flat, being retracted as the breasts increase in

size, because of the want of elasticity on the part of the

milk-tubes. In order to remedy this fault, we have kno\yn

a breast-pump or puppy to be applied. Such treatment

is dangerous, as it may excite premature contraction of

the womb and miscarriage. Nipple-shields, with broad

bases and openings, should always be obtained. They are

safe, and effectuaUy secure the prominence of the nipples,.

when worn constantly, day and night, during the last

month or so of pregnancy. Wives who have never had

children ought to take special care to ascertain before

labour whether this depressed condition of the nipple

exists, and to correct it in the manner indicated.

In the first pregnancy it is also important to harden

the nipple. This may be done by occasionally gently

rubbing them between the thumb and finger, and by

bathing them twice a day during the last six weeks with

tincture of myrrh, or with a mixture of equal parts ot

brandy and water, to which a little alum has been added.

This procedure will render the surfaces less sensitive to

the friction of the child's mouth, and thus avert the dis-

tress so often occasioned in the first confinement by ten-

derness of the nipples.

If the nipples be rough or nodulated in appearance, like

a strawberry or raspberry, they are more apt to become

excoriated or fissured, than if they present a smooth sur-

face. Ijnder such circumstances, make a solution oi the

Aulphate of zinc, of the strength of one grain to the ounce

df rose water, in a wide-mouthed bottle, then tilt the

bottle upon the nipple, and allow it to remain there for a

few minutes, several times a day. Simple tenderness of

i
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OARS OF NIFPLSa. m
cIm nipples and dight fissures may be averted by the ap-

plieation either ofa lotion of borax (two scruples of borax

m three ounces of water, and an ounce of glycerine), of the

honey of borax, or of the tincture of catechu, and by pro-

tecting the parts from the pressure of the stays and the

friction of tne flannel vest.

It is of the greatest moment to the comfort of the mo-
ther that all affections of the nipples should be prevented

or remedied before labour, for the treatment of sore nip-

ples, when the child is at the breast, is often unsatisfac-

tory, while the suffering they occasion is very great, even
sometimes giving rise to mammary abscess.

There are certain articles of clothing and dressing for

the bed which should be cared for in advance, in order that

they may be ready when required.

The mother should be provided with short gowns, to be

l^om over the chemise instead of the ordmary night*

igowns. It is of consequence to procure a proper oancuige,

[It should be made of heavy muslin, neither too coarse nor
ioo fine ; an ordinary good quality of unbleached muslin
m best. The material is to be cut bias, about one and a
[quarter yards in length, and fromtwelve to eighteen inches
tin breadth, varying, of course, with the size of the person.

lit should be just large enough to encircle the body after

"infinement, with a margin of a couple of inches, and to
:tend down below the fulness of the hips. The measure-
lent should be taken and the bandage made lo fit when
)ur and a half months advanced. It should be narrow
ibove, wider below, and gored in such a manner, that it

rill be a little narrower at the lower extremity than a few
aches above, so as to prevent it, when adjusted, from
tiding upwards. A bandage constructed in this manner

11 be very comfortable, and is not apt to beccme dis-
iced after application, as is invariably the case when a

)wel or a piece of straight muslin is used. The way in
rhich it is to be applied will be detailed hereafter.
The chm's clothing should consist first of a pi^re ol

m
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d&nr.el or some woollen material for a binder. This should

be from four to six inches in width, and from twelve to

sixteen inches in length ; that is to say, wide enough to

extend from the arm pits to the lower part of the abdo-

men, and long enough to go once and a naif times rouDd

the child, having the double fold to come over the abdo

men. There should be no embroidery about this. A shirt,
I

which it is desirable should be woollen, is to be provided

to place over the binder. It should be made to come up

tolerably high in the neck and to extend down the am
Neither it nor any portion of the child's clothing should

be starched. The petticoat, which may be opened h\

whole length behind, is to be put over the shirt ; two mav

be used, a short one and a long one. Next comes theij

child's ordinary frock or slip, and above thia, an apron tcj

protect the dress from the frequent discharges from M
stomach. Then a shawl, of flannel, or any other warnl

material, is to be provided to throw over the shoulders ilj

the weather be cold. Socks and pieces of old soft muslii!

free from stiffening, for napkins or diapers, complete tlif

child's outfit.

For the permoment and temporary dressing of the k\

there should be provided a piece of impervious cloJ

(oiled silk is the neatest) about a yard square, a piece dl

ordinary table oil-cloth or rubber cloth, a number of oli

j

sheets and comfortables, and a piece of thick carpet. TlnJ

manner in w nich these are to be used will be expilaiDMJ

shortly.

A pair of small rounded scissors, a package of iai]?j

pins, one and a hcilf inches in length, for the bandage

(

the mother, and smaller ones for that of the child ; sun

good linen bobbin for the doctor to tie the navel-sifiugl

good toilet-soap and fine surgical sponge for washingtt

chiM ; a piece of soft linen or muslin for dressing

uas'f 1 ; 'i ^x)x of unirritating powder ; and a pile

towel-^ '0011.'" all be had and laid aside many weeks lx|

ioT< tb'^v ^'O vranted. These, together with the mater
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SYMPTOMS OF LABOUR. 179

tth

dreffiiig the bed, the child's clothing, and the mother's

indage, ought to be placed together in a basket got for

le purpose, in order that they may all be easuy and
srtainly found at a time when perhaps the hurry and ex-

ilement of the moment would render it difficult other-

'iae to collect them idl immediately.

SIONB OF AFPBOACmNO LABOUB;

One of the earliest of the preliminary signs of the

>ming on of confinement occurs about two weeks before

at event, It is a dropping or subsidence of the womb,
le summit of that organ then descends, in most cases,

)m above to below the umbilicus, and the abdomen
:omes smaller. The stomach and lungs are relieved

)m pressure, the woman breathes more freely, the sense

oppression which troubled her previously is lost, and
le says she feels " very comfortable." Tlis sensation of

jrhtness and buoyancy increases, and a few da3rs before

le setting in of labour she feels so much better that she

iinks she will take an extra amount of exercise. The
>ther of a number of children is acquainted with this

I, but the wife with her first child may exert herself

luly in the house or out-doors, and induce labour when
the street or a\/aY from home. Hence the importance
[9l knowledge of vim premonitory symptom.

second precursory sign of labour is found in the

reased fulness of the external parts and an augmented
)us secretion, which may amount even to a discbarge

imbling whites, and requiring the wearing of a napkin.
symptom is a good one, indicating a disposition to

ation, and promising an easy time.

i& third preliminaiy sign which we shall mention iff

change in the mental state of the pregnant woman.
has a feeling of anxiety and of fidgetiness, sometimes
ipanied with depression of spirite. This condition
lotioDal distreflfl^ modified in particular cases by rea-

ll

1 1*. ;
'
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m THE WIFF DURING FREONANOY

Bon, self-control, and religion, may continue for

days, perhaps, when

THE 3TMFT0MS OF ACTUAL LABOUB

Beyertl

make their appearance. The first of these is generally tlx

"show." It is the discharge of the plug of mucus whicb

has occupied the neck of the womb up to this time, and ii

ordinarily accompanied by a little blood. Perhaps before

this, or perhaps not for some hours after, the " pains" will

develop themselves. These recur periodically at intervalj

of an hour or half an hour at the outset, and are " grind I

ing" in character. True labour pains are distinguisheJ

from false by the fact that they are felt in the back

passing on to the thighs, T7hilo false pains are referred t(

the abdomen; by their intermittent character—tlie

j

spurious pains being more or less continuous—and by tlit

steady increase in their frequency and severity. In cas*,|

of doubt as -io *heir exact nature, the physician should b>

summoned, who will be able to determine positiveljj

whether labc has begun.

The other sympGoms which point to the actual coni!|

mencement of labour are a frequent desire to empty thd;

bowels and bladder, nausea and vomiting, which, in th( I

early part of confinement, is a good sign; shiverings, ud

attended with any sensation of cold; and finally \kh

rupture and discharge of the contents of the " bag o

water."

Before passing on to the consideration of the manage

ment of the confinement into which the wife has iio^j

entered, a few words may be appropriately said upon thes

CAUSE OP LABOUR.

NeHher the size nor the vigour of the child \\i\s any

fluence in bringing about delivery at full term. Tit
j

ancient tbeorv—which received the support of the 'Ji>i



TtlJS CONFINEMENT. Iftl

s LAB0T7B

ion of the manage

the wife has no^j

ately said upon tbtj

^nfifuiflhed naturalist, Buffon—^that the infant was the*

;tive agent in causing its own expulsion, is an exploded

le. It was asserted hy some that hunger excited i\w

jtus to struggle to free itself from the womb ; others

rere disposed to attribute its efforts to accomplish its en-

mce into the world to the need of respiration which it

Lperienced. But all these ingenious theories, which pre-

ip|)0sed the embryo to be actuated by the same feelings

rhich would influence a grown person if shut up in such a

mfined abode, are unsatisfactory and not tenable. It is

rell known that the child may die in the womb without
jtarding or interfering in any way with the coming on of

le process of labour. This fact alone shows that the

itus is, or at any lute may be, absolutely passive either

regard to the induction or advancement of delivery.

ie determining cause of labour is searted in the womb
self. The contractions of this organ occasion the " pains"

id expel the child, assisted by the muscles of the abdomen
id the diaphragm. That the assistance of the latt r

)rces is not necessary is conclusively proved by the
junence of childbirth after the decease of the mother.

[or instance,a case is on record inwhich labour commenced
id twins were bom after the mother had been dead for

iree days.

THE CONFINEMENT.

We will suppose labour to have commenced. The pre-
iration of the bed for the occupancy of the mother is

»w to be attended to. As she is to lie on the left side
the bed, this is the side, and the only one, which is to
dressed for the occasion. In order to do so, remove

|e outer bed-clothes one at a tiifte, folding them neatly
the right side of the bed so that they can easily be
iwn over when desired. The 'permanent dressing is

be placed beneath the lower sheet and upon the mat-
iBs. A soft impervious cloth—which, in speaking of the
^paration for confinamont w«^ directed to be procured

—
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U8BFUL HINTS. 183

^^en, however, that time comes, the wife will take her

on her left side on the tem^iorarv dressing, with a
leet thrown over her, her head on a pillow so situated that

3r body will be bent well forward, and her feet a^inst

le bed-post. A sheet should be twisted into a cord and
)tened to the foot of the bed, for her U> seize with her

inds during the accession of the " bearing down pains."

ire should be taken to have a number of napkins, a pot

fresh lard, and the basket containing the scissors, liga-

ire, bandages, etc.—which have been previously enume-
kted in the article on preparations for confinement—at

md, for the use of the doctor.

We have now noted all that it is useful for the wife to

low in regard to the preparation for the management
confinement, when a physician is in attendance, as for

)vious reasons he should always be. In some instances,

however, the absence of the doctor is unavoidable, or the

tbour is complete before his arrival. As a guide to the

srformance of the necessary duties of the lying-in room
ider such circumstances, we give some

i'

HINTS TO ATTENDANTS

The room should be kept quiet. Too many penions

mst not be allowed in it, as they contaminate tho air,

id are apt, by their conversation, to disturb the pr*tient,

bher exciting or depressing her. So soon as the head is

)m, it should be immediately ascertained whether the
^eck is encircled by the cord ; if so, it should be remo\'ed

loosened. The neglect of this precaution may result

ktally to the infant, as happened a short time since in

own practice, the infant, bom a few minutes before
arrival, being found strangled with the cord about its

;k. It is also of importance at once to allow of the
itrance of air to the face, to put the finger in the mouth
remove any obstruction which may interfere with res-

btion, and to lay the babe on its right side, with Uie

1^:^
iii
•ti
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CARE OF THB CHILD. H

crashed in several hot waters, to be very Boothing and

efficient in speedily allaying all irritation. This ou^ht

all to be done under cover, to guard against the takinc

of cold. The chemise pinned up around the breast should

now be loosened, and wie woman is ready for the appli-

cation of the bandage, which is to be put on next the

skin. If properljr and nicely adiusted, it will prove very

grateful. The directions for making it have already been

^'iven. In order to apply it, one-half of its length should

be folded up into plaits, and the mother should lie on her

left side. Lay tJie plaited end of the bandage underneath

the left side of the patient, carrying it as far under as

possible, and draw the loose end over the abdomen.
Then let the mother roll over on her back and draw out

the plaited end. If the abdominal muscles are much re-

laxed and the hip bones prominent, a compress of two or

three towels will be wanted. The bandage should be
first tightened in the middle by a pin applied laterally,

for strings should never be employed. The pins should
be placed at intervals of about an inch. The lower por-

tion of the bandage should be made quite tight, to pre-

vent it slipping up. The mother is now ready to be
drawn up in bed upon the permanent dressing; this

should be done without any exertion on her part. A
napkin should b<3 laid smoothly v/ader the hips (never

;
folded up) to receive the discharges. If she prefer to lie

[on her left side, place a pillow behind her back«

ATTENTION TO THE CHILD.

The baby may be now washed and dressed. Before
[beginning, everything that is wanted should be dose at
land, namely, a basin of warm water, a large quantity of
ird or some other unctuous material, soap, fine sponge,
nd a basket containing the binder, shirt, and other arti-

les of clothing. First rub the child's body thoroughly
ith laixl. The covering can only be removed in this way

j
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the use ofsoapalone willhaveno effectunless Uiefriction be

so great as to take offalso the skin. The nurse should take

a handful of lard and rub it in with the palm of the hand,

particularly in the flexures of the joints. In anointing

one part, the others should be covered, to prevent tho

child from taking cold. If the child is thus made perfectly

clean, do not use any soap and water, because the skin i/

left in a more healthful condition by the lard, and there ib

risk of the child taking cold from the evaporation of

the water. But the face may be washed with soap and

water, great care being taken not to let the soap get into

the child's eyes, which is one of the most frequent causes

of sore eyes in infants. The navel-string is now to be

dressed. This is done by wrapping it up in a circular

piece of muslin, well oiled, with a hole in its centre. The
bandage is next to be applied. The object of its use is to

protect the child's abdomen against cold and to keep the

dressing of the cord in its position. The nature, shape, and

size of the binder have been described. It should be pin-

ned in front ; three pins being generally sufficient. The
rest of the clothing before enumerated is then put on.

The child is now to be applied to the breast ai once.

This is done for three reasons, first, it very often pre^

vents flooding, which is apt otherwise to occur. Secondly,

It tends to prevent milk fever, by averting the violent

rush of the milk on the third day, and the consequent en-

gorgement of the breast, and constitutional disturbance.

The third reason is, that there is always a secretion in

the breast from the first, which it is desirable for the

child to have, for it acts as a cathartic, stimulating Ihe

liver and cleansing the bowels from the secretions which

fill them at the time of birth. There is generally suffi-

cient nourishment in the breasts, for the chud, for the first

few days. The mother may lie on one side or the other,

and receive the child upon the arm of that upon which

he is lying. If the mpp?e be not perfectly drawn out, so

tnat ih« ould can grasp it in its mouth, the difficulty can
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OAltS Of TBB MOTBSIL W
be uveroome by filling a porter bottle with hot water^

emptying it, and then placing the mouth of the bottle

immediately over the nipple. This will cause, as the

bottle co6lA, a sufficient amount of suction to elevate the

sunken nipple. The bottle should then be removed and
the child subsfituted, a little sugar and water or sweet-

ened milk bein^* applied, if necessary, to tempt the child

to take the breasv.

The patient should be cleansed eyeryfour orJive hours,

A soft napkin, wet /nth warm soap and water, should for

this pui-pose be pasbed underneath the bed-clothing, with-
out exposing the surCace to a draft of air. After using
the soap and water, ^pply again tiie diluted claret wine
and the goose grease. Much of the safety of the mother
depends upon the observation of cleanliness. The napkin
should not be allowed to remain so long as to become
saturated with the discharges.

The patient should maintain rigidly the recumbent
iposition for the first few days, not raising her shoulders
Irrom the pillow for any purpose, and should abstain from
ireceiving visitors and from any social conversation for the
first twenty-four hours.

For the first three or four days, until the milk has come
and the milk fever passed, the mother should live upon
light food—oatmeal gruel, tea and toast, panada, or any-
thing else of little bulk and unstimulating character.
Afterwards the diet may be increased by the addition of
chicken, lamb, mutton or oyster broth, buttered toast and
eggs. The object of light nourishment at first is to pre-
vent the too rapid secretion of milk, which might be at-

tended with evil local and constitutional effects. If, how-
ever, the mother be in feeble health, it will be necessary
from the outset that she shall be supported with nourish-
ing concentrated food. Beef-tea will then be found very
8er^^ceable, particularly ifmade according to the following
recipe

: Take a pound of fresh beeffrom the loins or neck.
Fre« it carefully from all fat. Cut it np into fine pieces.
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and add a very little salt and five grains of unbroken
black pepper. Pour on it a pint of cold water and simmer
for forty minutes. Then pour off the I'quor, place tJie

meat in a cloth, and after squeezing the juice from it into

the tea, throw it aside. Return to the fire and boil for

ten minutes.

After the first week the diet of the lying-in woman
should always be nutritious, though plain and simple.

The development of the mammary glands, the production

of the mammary secretion, and the reduction which takes

place in the size of the womb, all require increased noiii-

ishment that they may be properly performed.

After the third or fourth day the dress should he changed.

The dress worn during labour, if our directions have been
carried out, will not have been soiled. The clothing

should be changed without uncovering the person, and
without raising the head from the pillow. Pull the bed-

gown from over each arm and draw it out from under the

body. Then unfasten the chemise in front and draw it

down underneath her, so that it can be removed from be-

low, as it should not be carried over the head. Place her

arms in the sleeves of the clean chemise, throw its body
over her head, and, without lifting her shoulders from the

bed, draw it down. Then change the bed-gown in the

same manner.
In changing the upper sheet, it should be pulled off

from below, and the clean one carried down in its place

from above, underneath the other clothing, which can be

readily accomplished by plaiting the lower half. In intro-

ducing a clean under-sheet, one side of it should be plait-

ed and placed under the patient, lying on her left side

;

when she turns on her back the plaits can then be readily

drawn out. These directions, though apparently trivial, are

important. The object is to guard against the great dan-

ger to which the mother is exposed by sitting up in bed

For even a few minutes during the first week.
Cathartic mediciTie should not be administered tli#
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MORTALITY OF CHILDBED.

firsts the third, or any other day after confinement, unless

It IB needed. If the patient is perfectly comfortable, has

no pain in the abdomen, no headache, and is well in every

respect, she should be let alone, even if her bowels have
not been moved. If a laxative be called for, citrate of

magnesia is mtich pleasanter and equally as efficacious as

che castor-oil so frequently administered on this occasion.

TO BATE uABOVR WITHOUT PAIN.

Is it possible to avoid the throes of labour and have chil-

dren without suffering ? This is a question which science

answers in the affirmative. Medical art brings the water
of Lethe to the bedside of woman in her hour of trial.

Of late years chloroform and ether have been employed to

lessen or annul the pains of childbirth, with the same
success that has attended iheir use in surgery. Their
administration is never pushed so as to produce complete
unconsciousness, unless some operation is necessary, but
merely so as to diminish sensit)ility and render the pains
endurable. These agents are thus given without injury to

the child, and without retarding the labour or exposing the
mother to any danger. When properly employed they
induce refreshing sleep, revive the drooping nervous sys-

tem, and expedite the delivery.

They should never be used in the absence of the phy-
sician. He alone is competent to give them with safety.

In natural, easy and short labour, where the pains are read-
ily borne, they are not required. But in those lingering

cases in which the suffering is extreme, and, above all, in

those instances where instruments have to be employuu,

ether and chloroform have a value beyond aU price.

MORTALITT OF CHILDBED.

Ths nvmber of the 'pregnancy affects the danger to be
expected from lying-in. It has been declared by excellent
authority that the mortality of first labours, and of child-

m'u
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bed fever, following first labours, is about twice the mortal-

ity attending all subsequent labours collectively. Aflex

the ninth labour the mortality increases with the number.
A woman having a large familv, therefore, comes int.o

gi'eater and increasing risk as sne bears her ninth and

successive children.

The age of the womam also affects the mortality Lccom<
panying confinement. The age of least mortality is near

twenty-five years. On either side of this, mortality

increases with the diminution or increase of age. The
age of the greatest safety in confinement, therefore, corres-

ponds to the age of greatest fecunditv. And during the

whole of child-bearing life, safety in labour is directly as

fecundity, and vice versa. Hence modem statisticn prove

the correctness of the saying of Aristotle, that " to the

female sex premature wedlock is peculiarly dangerous

since, in consequence of anticipating the demands of na-

ture, many of them suffer greatly in childbirth, and many
of them die." As the period from twenty to twenty-five

is the least dangerous for childbirth, and as first labour?

are more hazardous than all others before the ninth, it ip

important that this term of least mortality be chosen for

entering upon the duties of matrimony. This we have

already pointed out in speaking of the age of nubility.

The sex of the child is anotaer circumstance affecting

the mortality of labour. Professor Simpson, of Edinburgh,

has shown that a greater proportion of deaths occur in

women who have brought forth male children.

Hie duration of labour also influences the mortality of

l3nbg-in. The fatality increases with the length of the

labour. It must be recollected, however, that the duration

of labour is only an inconsiderable part of the many causes

of mortality in childbirth.

u-L/

:

WEIGHT AND LBNQTH OF NSW-BOBN CmLDBEN.

^e average weight of infants of both sexes at the timt
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SIZE OF CHJLDREI^ AT BLHTE. 191

of birth is about seven pounds. The average of male

cliildren is seven and one-third pounds ; of male, six and

two-third pounds. Children which at full term weigh

less than five pounds are not apt to thrive, and usually

G :> in a short time.

The average length at birth, without regard to sex,

is about twenty inches, the male being about half an inch

longer than the female.

In regard to the relation between the size of the child

and the age of the mother, the interesting conclusion has

been arrived at, that the average weight and length of

the mature child gradually increases with the age of the

mother up to the twenty-fifth year. Mothers between
the ages of twenty-five and twenty-nine have the largest

children. From the thirtieth year they gradually dimin-

ish. The first child of a woman is of comparatively light

weight. The first egg of a fowl is smaller than those

which follow.

The new-bom children in our Western States seem to

be larger than the statistics show them to be in the vari-

ous States of Europe, and apparently even than in our

Eastern States. In the Report on Obstetrics of the Illin-

ois State Medical Societyfor 1868, it is stated that Quincy,

111., produced during the year six male children whose
average weight at birth was thirteen and a quarter pounds,
the smallest weighing twelve pounds, and the largest

seventeen and a-half, which was bom at the end of 5)ur
hours' labour, without instrumental or other interference.

A recent number of a western medical journal reports the
birth, at Detroit, in February last, of a well-formed male
infant twenty-four and a-half inches long, weighing six-

iteen pounds. The woman's weight, after labour^ is stated
las only ninety-two poimds. An English physician de-
livered a child by the forceps which weighed seventeen
pounds twelve ounces, and measured twenty-four inches.

[These are the iaigest well-authenticated new-bom infantei

ten record.
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DURATION OF LJlBOUB.

Il&e length of a natural labour may be said to vary be^

tween two and eighteen hours. The intervals between
the pains are such, however, that the actual duration of

suflTerinff, even in the longest labour, is comparatively very

short. The first confinement is much longer than subse-

quent ones.

The aeoe of the child has some influence on the duration

of labour. According to Dr. Collins, of the Lying-in Hos-

pital of Dublin, the average with male births is one hour

and four minutes longer than with female. The weight

of the childalso affects the time of labour. Children weigh-

ing over eight pounds average four hours and eight mia

ufces longer in birth than those of less than eight pound>

weight,

STILL-BIRTHS.

The statistics of nearly fifty thousand deliveries whicl

i>'wjurred at the Royal Maternity Charity, London, sho^

a percentage of nearly five still-bom, or one in twentj

seven.

There are more boys still-bom than girls. We hav»

already spoken ofthe fact that male births are more tedious

and that a larger number of males die in the first fe^

years of life than females. This series of misfortunes hat

been attributed to the larger size which the male foetus

at birth possesses over the female.

IMPRUDENCE AFTER CHILD-BIRTH.

After the birth of the child at full term, or at any other

period of pregnancy, the womb, which has attained such

wonderful proportions in a few months, begins to resume

its former size. This process requires at least six weeks

After la bo.ur for ijts full accomplishment. Rest is essential

i\
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during this period. A too early return to the ordinary

active duties of life retards or checks this restoration tc

normal size, and the womb being heavier, exposes the

woman to great danger of uterine displacements. Nor
are these the only risks incurred by a too hasty renewal

of active movements. The surface, the substance, and
the lining membrane of the womb are all very liable,

while this change from its increased to its ordinary bulk
is occurring, to take on inflammation after slight exposure.

The worst cases of uterine inflammation and ulceration are

thus caused. A "bad getting up," prolonged debility, pain

and excessive discharge, are among the least penalties

consequent upon imprudence after confinement. It is a
I mistake to suppose that women in the lower walks of life

and the wives of Indians attend with impunity to their

ordinary duties a few days after confinement. Those who
[sufier most from falling of the womb and other displace-

ments are the poor, ^o are obliged to get up on the
ninth day and remain upright, standing or walking for

|many hours with an over-weighted womb. Every physi-

ian who has seen much of Indian women has remarked
pon the great frecjuency of womb disease in the squaws,
hich is to be attributed to the neglect of rest, so common
ong them, after childbirth. If this be true of vigorous
omen accustomed to hardy life, how much more apt to

ufier from this cause are the delicately nurtured, whose
lystems are already, perhaps, deteriorated, and little able

resist any deleterious influence.

A mother should remain in bed for at least two weeks
er the birth of the child, and should not return to her

lOusehold duties under a month ; she should also take
eat pains to protect herself from cold, i^o as to escape
le rheumatic affections to which at the time she is par-
cularly subject. If these directions were generally ob-
irved, there would be less employment for physicians
^th diseases peculiar io women, and fewer invalids in
erican hnmes.

I
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TO PRESERVE THE FORM AFTER CHILDBIRTH.

This is a matter of great anxiety with many women
and it is proper that it should be, for a flabby, pendulous

abdomen is not only destructive to grace of movement and

harmony of outline, but is a positive inconvenience.

To avoid it, be careful not to leave the bed too early.

If the walls of the abdomen are much relaxed, the bed

should be kept from two to three weeks. Oentle frictions

daily with spirits and water will give tone to the muscles.

But the most important point is to wear for several

months a well-fitting bandage—^not a towel pinoed ai-ound

the person, but a body-case of strong-linen, cut bias, sit-

ting snugly to the form, but not exerting unpleasant pros*

iim. l1a« pattern for this has already dmq givir

i
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THE MOTHER.

IT aas been well said by Madame Sirey, that the women
who comprehend well their rights and duties n« mothers
of families certainly cannot complain of their destiny. If

there exists any inequality in the means of pleasure ac-

corded to the two sexes, it is in favour of the woman.
The mouier who lives in her children and her grandchild-

ren has thp 3>oculiar privilege of not knowing the grief

of becoming old.

" So low down in the scale of creation as we can go,"

says Professor Laycock, of Edinburgh, " wherever there

is a discoverable distinction of sex, we find that maternity

h the first and most fundamental duty of thr< female.

The male never in a single instance in any organism,

whether plant or animal, contributes nutrient material."

Among the Bomans it was enacted that manied women
who had boriie three children, or, if freed women, four, had
special privileges of their own in cases of inheritance, and
were exempted from tutelage. Juvenal has recorded the

reverence paid in Eome to the newly-made mother, and
the sign by which her house waa designated and protected

from iTide intruders—^namely,bythe suspension of wreaths
over the door.

At various times and in various countries, legislators

have made laws discriminating in favour of matrons, justly

i
regarding the family as the source of the wealth and pros-

' perity of the state.

Louis XIV. granted, by the edict of 1666, certain pen-
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Bions to parents of ten children, with an inoraaM for thoM
who haa twelve or more.

:ii!: :i

NTTBSINa.

So Boon as the infant is bom it onffht to be placed at

the breast. From this source it should receive its only

nourishment during the first four or six months, and in

many cases the first year, of its life. The child which the

mother has carried for nine months and brought with

sufi*ering into the world still depends upon her for its ex-

istence. At the moment of its birth her duties to her

infant, instead of ceasing, augment in importance. The
obligation is imposed upon her of nourishing it with her

own milk, unless there are present physical conditions

rendering nursing improper, of which we are about to

Hpeak. It is well known that the artificial feeding of

infants is a prominent cause of mortality in early life.

The foundlings of large cities furnish the most striking

and convincing proof of the great advantages of nursing

over the use of artificially-prepared food. On the conti-

nent of Europe, in Lyons and Parthenay, where found-

lings are wet-nursed from the time they are received, the

deaths are 33.7 and 35 per cent. In raris, Rheims, and
Aix, where they are wholly dry-nursed, their deaths are

60.3, 63.9, and 80 per cent. In New York City, the

foundlings, numbering several hundred a year, were, until

recently, dry-nursed, with the fearful and almost incredi

ble mortality of nearly one hundred per cent. The em-
ployment of wet nurses has produced a much more favour-

able result. Therefore, if for any reason the mother can-

not nurse her own child, a hired wet-nurse should be pro-

cured. This brings us to the consideration of

HINDRAMOEB TO NUBSINO, AND WHEN IT IS IMPROPER.

Women who have never suckled often experience difii

eulty in nursing, on e sunken and fiat coni»



IS IMPROPER.

DIFFICULTIES IN ITURSINO. W
Uon oi Um nipple. We have pointed out the cAu<ies of

this depression, and iiow by early attention, before the

birth o! the infant, it may be prevented. If, however,
these precautions have been neglected, and it is found
that the nipple is not sufficiently prominent to be grasped

by the child s mouth, it may be drawn out by a common
breast-pump, by suction with a tobacco pipe, by the use

of the not-water bottle in the manner aescribed, or by
the application of a puppy, or of an infant a little older.

Neither the child nor the mother should be constantly

fretted in such cases by frequent ineffectual attempts at

nursing. Such unremitting attention and continual

efforts produce nervousness and loss of sleep, and result

in a diminution of the quantity of the milk. The child

should not be put to the breast oftener than once in an
hour and a half or two hours. By the use of the expe-
dients mentioned the whole difficulty will be overcome in

a few days.

Delay in applying the child to the breast is a common
cause of trouole. After it has been fed for several days
with the spoon or bottle, it will often refuse to nurse.

When nursmg is deferred, the nipple also becomes tender.

For these reasons, as well as the others detailed in our di-

rections for the care of the new-bom infant, the child

should always, in kiay from two to three hours after labour,

be placed at the breast.

Ulcerated and fissured nipples should be treated by the
physician in attendance. As it. is highly desirable and
nearly always possible to avoid them, we would again call

attention to the manner of doing so, indicated in a previous

article. Fissured nipples sometimes do harm to the infant

by causing it to swallow blood, disturbing in this way the
digestion. But all these local interferences with nursing
can generally be obviated in Oie course of a few weeks,
and rarely entirely prevent the exercise of this maternal
p^^asure and duty.

But there are certftin phvsical conditions which necea-

i-
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Bitat/e the employment of a hhed wet-nui'se, or weaning.

If the mother belongs to a consumptive family, and is her-

self pale, emaciated, harassed by a cough, and exhausted

by suckling, wet-nursing is eminently improper. A tem-
porf.ry loss of strength under other circumstances should

not induce a mother at once to wean her child, for it is

often possible, by the judicious use of tonics, nourishing

food, and stimulants, to entirely restore the health with
the child at the breast. It should always be recollected,

however, that the milk of those in decidedly infirm health

is incapable of properly nourishing the child. Professor

J. Lewis Smith, ofNew York, quotes, in his recent work on

Diseases of Children, several instructive cases, which show
tho dan£;er sometimes attending suckling, and which may
in\peratively demand its discontinuance. "A very lighi-

fjompiexioned young mother, in very good health, and of

a good constitution, though somewhat delicate, was nurs-

ing for the third time, and, as regarded the child, succeas-

fully. All at once this young woman experienced a feelii^g

of exhaustion. Her skin became constantly hot; there

were cough, oppression, night-sweats ; her strength visibly

declined, and in less than a fortnight she presented the

ordinaiy symptoms of consumption. The nursing was im-

mediately abandoned, and from the moment the secretion

of milk had ceased, all the troubles disappeared." Again:

"A woman of forty years of age having lost, one after

another, several children, all of which she had to put out to

nurse, determined to nurse the last one herself. This wo-
man, being vigorous and well built, was eager for the work,

and, filled with devotion and spirit, she gave herself up to

the nursing of her child with a sort of fury. At nine

months she still nuraed him from fifteen to twenty times

a day. Haviipg become extremely emaciated, she fell all

at once into a state of weakness, from which nothing- could

raise her, and two days after the poor woman died of o^-

haustion."

it does x\oi always follow tha+ '^o"nn^» then^othor is sicl
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the child should be taken from the breast It is only
aeeessaiy in those affections in which there is great de-

pression of the vital powers, or in which there is danger

of communicating the disease to the child. In the city,

where artificially-fed infants run great danger, extreme
caution should be exercised in early weaning.
Inflammation of either of the breasts necessitates the

removal Of the infant from the affected side and its re-

striction to the other. As the inflammatiou sets well and
the milk reappears, the flr^ of it should fQways be re-

jected, as it is apt to be thick and stringy, after which
nursingmay be resumed.

.- 'iff

BULES FOB NUBSING.

The new-bom child should nurse about every aeoond
hour during the day, and not more than once or twice at

night. Too much ardour may be displayed by the young
mother in the performance of her duties. Not knowing
the fact that an infant quite as frequently cries from being

overfed as from want of nourishment, she is apt to give it

^he breast at* every cry, day and night. In this manner
her health is broken down, and she is compelled, perhaps,

to wean the'child^ which, with more prudence aud know-
ledge, she might have continued to nurse without detri-

ment to herself. It is particularly important that the
child shall acquire the habit of not nursing more than
once or twice at night. This, with a little perseverance,

can readily be accomplished, so that the hours for rest at

night, so much needed by the mother, may not be inter-

fered with. Indeed, if the mother does not enjoy good
health, it is better for her not to nurse at all at niffht, but
to have the child fed once or twice with a little cow's

milk. For this purpose, take the upper third of the milk
«rhich has stood ibr several hours, and dilute it with water,

in the proportion ofone part milk to two of water.

In those cmiaR in whico the milk of the mother habitu-

%
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ally disagrees with the infant, the attention of the doetoT

should at once be called to the circumstance. A micro
scopic examination will reveal to the intelligent practi-

tioner the cause of the difficulty, and suggest the remedy
It may be well here to mention—^as, judging from the

practice of many nurses and mothers, it seems to be a fact

not generally knowii or attended to—^that human milk
contains all that is required for the growth and repair of

the various parts of the child's body It should therefore

be the sole food of early infancy.

INFLUENCE OF DIET ON THE MOTHER'S MILK

Certain articles of food render the milk acid, and thus
induce colicky pains and liowel complaint in the child.

Such, therefore, as are found, in each individual case, to

produce indigestion and an acid in the mother, should be
carefully avoided by her.

Retention of the milk i/n the breasts alters its character.

The longer it is retained, the weaker and more watery it

becomes. An acquaintance with this fact is of practical

importance to every mother ; for it follows from it that

the milk is richer the oftener it is removed from the breast.

Therefore, if the digesticm of the child is disordered by the

milk being too rich, as some^ .nk % happens, the remedy is

to give it the breast less frec^ <;
» .Jy, by which not only is

less taken, but the quality is also rendered poorer. On the

contrary, in those instances in which the child is badly
nourished and the milk is insufficient in quantity, it should

be applied oftener, and the milk thus rendered richer.

The milk which last flows is always the richest. Hence,

when two children are nursed, the first is the worst served.

INFLUENCE OF PREGNANCY ON THE MILK.

Menstruation is ordinarily absent, andpregnjetnoj" there-

fore impossible, during the whole course ofnursing, at least

/
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of the doetoi during the first nine months. Sometimes, howeyer,mothers
become unwell at the expiration of the sixth or seventh
month ; in rare instances, within the first five or six weeks
after confinement. When the monthly sickness m&k ,j its

appearance,without any constitutionalor local disturhance.

it is not apt to interfere with the welfare of the infant.

When, on the contrary, the discharge is protiise and at-

tended with much pain, it may produce colic, vomiting,

and diarrhcBa in the nursling. The disturbance in the

system of the child, ordinarily resulting from pregnancy in

the mother, is such that, as a rule, it should be at once
weaned so soon as it is certain that pregnancy exists. The
only exceptions to this rule are those cases in the city

during the hot months in which it is impossible either to

procure a wet-nurse or to take the child to the countr}^ to

be weaned. In cold weather, an infant should certainly

oe weaned if it has attained its fiifth or sixth month, and
the mother has become pregnant.

INFLUENCE OF THE MOTHER'S MIND OYEB THE NURSING
CHILD.

We have spoken, in treating of mother's marks, of the

influence of me mother's mind upon her unborn offspring.

The infiuence of the maternal mind does not cease with,

the birth of the child. The mother continues during the

whole period of nursing powerfully to impress, through
her milk, the babe at her breast. It is well established

that mental emotions are capable of changing the quantity
and quality of the milk, and of thus rendermg it hurtful

and even dangerous to the infant.

The secretion of milk may be entirely stopped by the

action of the nervous system. Fear, excited on account

of the child which is sick or exposed to accident, will check

the flow of milk, which will not return until the little one

is restored in safety to the mother's arms. Apprehension

felt in regard to a drunken husbMid has been known to

»M
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arrest the supply of Uiis fluid. On the other hand, tlie

secretion is often augmented, as every mother knowR,Jby
the sight of the chiJd, nay, even hy the thought of him
causing a sudden rush of blood to the breast, known to

nurses as the d/ra/wght. Indeed, a strong desire to furnish

milk, together with the application of the child to the

breast, has been effectual in bringing about its secretion

in young girls, old women, and even men.
Sir Astley Cooper states that "those passions which are

generally sources of pleasure, and which, when moderately
mdulged, are conducive to health, will, when carried to

excess, alter and even entirely check the secretion of milk."

But the fact which it is most important to know is that

nervous agitation may so alter the gucdity of the milk as

to make it poisonous. A fretful temper, fits of anger, grief,

anxiety of mind, fear and sudden terror, not only lessen

the quality of the milk, but render it thin and unhealthful,
inducing disturbances of the child's bowels, diarrhoe^i,

griping, and fever. Intense mental emotion may even so

alter the milk as to cause the death of the child. A phy-
sician states in the London Lancet, that having removel
a small tumor from behind the ear of a mother, all wenfc

on well until she fell into a violent passion. The child be-

ing suckled soon afterwards, died in convulsions. Professor

Carpenter records in his Physiology two other fatal in-

stances ; in one, the infant, put to tne breast immediately
after the receipt of distressing news by the mother, died

in her arms in the presence of the messenger of the ill-

tidings; in the other, the infant was seized with convul-

sions on the right side and paralysis on the left, on suck-

ing directly after the mother had met with an agitatin^r

occurronce. Another case of similar character may ne

mentioned. A woman while nursing bepame violently

excited on account of a loss she bad just met with from a

theft. She gave her child the breast while in an intense pas-

sion. The child firs refused it, but subsequently nursed
when severe itine occurred. In the course of some ho

wise wou
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tke child took the other breast, was attacked at once with
violent convulsions, and died in spite of all that could be
done for it.

The following cases are related by Professor CJarpenter

as occurring within his own knowledge. They are valu-

able as a warning to nursing mothers to avoid all exciting

01 depressing passions. A mother of several healthy chil-

dren, of whom the youngest was a vigorous infant a few
months old, heard of the death> from convulsions, of the

infant child of an intimate friend at a distance, whose
family had increased in the same manner as her own. The
unfortunate circumstance made a strong impression on her

mind, and, being alone with her babe^ separated from the

rest of her family, she dwelt upon it ihore than she other-

wise would have done. With her mind thus occupied,

one morning, shortly after nursing her infant, she laid it

in its cradle, asleep and apparently in perfect health. Her
attention was soon, attracted to it by a noise. On going
to the cradle she found it in a convulsion, which lasted

only a few moments, and left it dead. In the other case,

the mother had lost several children in early infancy, from
fits, one infant alone surviving the usually fatal period.

While nursing him, one morning, she dwelt strongly upon
the fear of losing him also, although he appeared to be a

very healthy cbild. The infant was transferred to the

arms of the nurse. While the nurse was endeavouring to

cheer the mother by calling her attention to the thriving

appearance of her child, he was seized with a convulsion,

and died almost instantly in her arms. Under similar cir-

mmstances, a child should not be nursed by its mothei
but by one who has reared healthy children of her own,
and has a tranquil mind.
An interesting illustration of the powerful sedative ac-

tion of the mother's milk—changed in consequence of

grcpi mental distress—upon the impressible nezvous
sys^^m of the infant, is furnished by a German ph}'-

sic^ .n. '• A 'Mirpenter fell into a quarrel with $ soldier

i^i
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billeted in his house, and was set upon by the latter with
his drawn sword. The wife of the carpenter at first trem-

bled from fear and terror, and then suddenly threw her-

self furiously between the combatents, wrested the sword
from the soldier's hand, broke it in pieces, and threw it

away. During the tumult, some neighbours came in, and
separated the men. While in this state of strong excite-

ment, the mother took up her child from the citLdle, where
it lay playing and in the most perfect health, having never
had a moment's illness. She gave it the breast, and in so

doing sealed its fate. In a few minutes the infant left off

sucking, became restless, panted, and sank dead upon its

mother s bosom. The physician, who was instantly called

in, found the child lying in the cradle as if asleep, and
with his features undisturbed, but all his resources were
fruitless. It was irrevocably gone."

Professor William A. Hammond, of New York, mentions
in a recent number of the " Journal of Psychological Me-
dicine," several instances, from his own practice, of affec-

tions in the child caused by the mother's milk. "A soldier^s

wife, whilst nursing her child was very much terrified

by a sudden thunder-storm, during which the house in

which she was then quartered was struck by lightning.

The infant, which had always been in excellent health

was immediately attacked with vomiting and convulsions^

from which it recovered with difficulty." " A lady three

weeks after delivery, was attacked with puerperal insa*

nity. She nursed her child but once after the accession

of the disease, and in two hours subsequently 'it was aiiect-

ed with general convulsions, from which it died during

the night. Previous to this event it had been in robust

health."

Again, Dr. Seguin, of New York, relates, in his work
on Idiocy, a number of cases of loss of mind produced
by the altered state of the mother's milk. "Mrs. B.

came out from a ball-room, gave the breaat to hei

baby, three mon^^hs old ; he was tnkeii with spasins twt
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hourB afterwardi, and since is a confirmed idiot and epi«

lepiio."
*' In A moment of great anxiety Mrs. C. jumped into a

carriafe with her suckling, a girl of fifteen months, so £Etr

very intelligent and attractive. The child took the breast

only onoe in a journey oftwenty miles, but before arriving

at uieir destination she vomited several times, with no in-

terruption but that of stupour, and after an acute fever the

little girl settled down into the condition of a cripple and
idior
The celebrated physician Boerhave mentions the milk

of an angry nurse as among the causes of epiltfpsy.

These facts show the importance of a placid mind and
cheerful temper in the* mother while nursing.

POSITION OF THE MOTHBB DURING NUBSING.

The habit of nursing a child sitting up in bed, or half

reclining upon a loimge, is a wrong one. Such a position

is injurious to the breasts, hurtf ^ to the woman's figure,

and apt to cause backache, ^hen in bed, the mother
ought always to be recumbent while the child is at the

breast, held upon the arm of the side upon which she lies.

When out of bed, she should sit upright while nursing.

QUANTITT OF MILK REQUIRED BT THE INFANT.

The amount of milk furnished every day by a heidthy

woman has been estimated at from a quart to a quart and
a half. An infant of one or two montlus of age takes about

two wine-glassfuls, or three ounces every meal;—^that is

—

as it nurses every two hours, excepting when asleep—^in

the neighbourhood of a quart and a quarter during the

twenty-four hours. When it attains the age of three

months, it thrives well on five meals a day, the quantity

taken at each meal then—the stomach bemff more capa-

cious—amounting to about half a pint. A child above

i
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three mouthi of tLf^ ordinarily requires a quart and a half

daily.

A healthy mother is fully capable of furnishing this

quantity of milk per day, and of affording the dmd all

the nourishment it needs until four or six months after

birth.

The quantity of the mother's milk varies according to

many circumstances. It is most abundant and also most
nutritious in nursing women between the a^s of fifteen

and thirty ; least so, in those from thirW-nve to forty

There is likewise a great difference in di£^rent women iii

this respect.

THE QUALITIES OF A GOOD NUBSING-MOTHEB

are well described by ProfessC. J. Lewis Smith. " Tho
best wet-nurses are usually robust, without being corpu-

lent. Their appetite is good, and their breasts are dis-

tended, from the number and large size of the blood-vessels

and milk ducts. There is but a moderate amount of fat

around the gland, and tortuous veins are observed

passing over it. Such nurses do not experience a feeling

of vxhaustion, and do not suffer from lactation. The nu-

triment which they consume is equally expended on their

own sustenance and the supply of milk. There are other

good wet-nurses who have the physical condition des-

cribed, but whose breasts are smalL Still the infant con-

tinues to nurse until it is satisfied, and it thrives. The
milk is of good quality, and it appears to be secreted

mainly during the time of suckling. Other mothers evi-

dently decline in health during the time of nursing. They
furnish milk of good quality and in abundance, and their

infants thrive, hut it is at their own expense. They them-
selves say, and with truth, that what they eat goes to

milk. They become thinner and paler, are perhaps trou'

bled with palpitation, and are easily exhausted. They
often find it necessary to wean hetare tha and of the usual
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period of lactation. There is another class whoee health

is habitually po >r, but who furuish the usual quantity of

milk without the exhaustion experienced by the da^s lust

described. The milk of these women is ofa poor quality.

It is abundant but wateiy. Their infanta are paUid, hav-

ing soft and flabby fibre.

OYEB-ABUNDANOB OF MILK.

An excessive amount of milk often distends the breasts

of those women who are prone ^ 7 have long and profuse

monthly sickness. It is also apt to occur in those subject

to bleeding piles. It may be produced by any excitement

of the womb or ovaries, and oy over-nursing. In these

ca^es there is usually a constant oozing awav and conse-

quent loss of milk. The mother is troubled oy this over-

dow, because it keeps her clothing wet, and the child suf-

fers because of the unnutritious, wateiy character of the

milk under such circumstances.

This over-abundant supply may be moderated and the

quality improved by dimmishing the quantity of drink,

and by the use of preparations of iron. Fifteen drops of

the muriatic tincture of iron, taken three times a day in

a little sweetened water, through a glass tube, will be use-

ful. It will lessen the amount of the milk, and make H
richer. So soon as these objects are accomplished, the me-
dicine should be discontinued, as if taken too long it may
so much diminish the milk as to necessitate weaning. The
application of a cloth, wrung out in cold water, around
the nipples, is also often of value. It is to be removed as

soon as it becomes warm, and reapplied. In those cases

in which the trouble seems to be not so much an over-

supply as an inability to retain the milk, the administra-

tion of tonics addressed to the nervous system, and the

local use of astringents and of collodion around the nip-

ples, will overcome the difficulty ; but these remedies can
only be employed successfully by the physician. And to

n
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him alone should be intrusted the use of those medicinea

which directly diminish the amount of milk secreted

within the breast. The expedients we have mentioned are

the onl^ ones which can be safely employed by the mother
herselfm this annoying affection.

SCANTINESS OF HILK.

Some mothers have habitually an insufficiency of milk.

They are moqt numerous in large cities, and among work-
ing women, whose daily occupations require a separation

from the infant. Indigestion and the want of a proper

amount of nourishing food cause a diminution in the quan-
tityof milk. So also do overfeeding and gormandizing. Age
lessens the secretion of the milk, as has been already men-
tioned. Thosewho first bear children late in life have less

milk for them than those who begin earlier. In some casen

want of milk in the breasts seems to be due to its reab-

i^rption. In such instances it may make its appearance
at distant parts. Thus, a case has been recorded of the

coughing up of milk following sudden arrest of the secre-

tion, and others in which it presented itself as an exuda-
tion in the groins.

In the treatment of a scanty formation of milk, one of

the best measures which can be resorted to is the fre-

quent application of the child to the breast. In addition,

tne flow may be increased by milking the breasts by
means of the thumb and finger, suction tnrough a tobacco

pipe, or the breast-pump, or by the use of the puppy, or

of another infant.

Friction of the breasts and forcible drawing upon the

nipples will make them sore, and so irritate them as to

defeat the object in view. A change of scene, fresh air,

and out-door exercise, attention to personal cleanliness,

and the improvement of the general health, all increase

the quantity and produce a favourable effect upon the

quality of the milk. A sojourn at the seaside often pro-
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mjim an abandant secretion of milk. The diet tihould

be regulated by the condition of the constitution. By
those who are weak and pale, a large proportion of meat
is required. On the contrary, those who are full-blooded

And corpulent should restrict the amount of their animal
food, and take more exercise in the open air. Oatmeal
^uel enjoys a reputation for increasing the flow of milk.

A bowl of it sometimes produces an immediate effect

The same is true of cows milk. Porter or ale once or

twice a day, in those with reduced systems and impaired
digestion and appetite, will be found tiseful. Anise, fen-

nel and caraway seeds, given in soup, act sometimes as

stimulants upon the secretion of milk. The application

of a poultice made from the pulverized leaves of the cas-

lor-oil-plant is a most efficient remedy when milk fails to

make its appearance in the breast in sufficient quantity
ftfber confinement

WET-NUBSINO BT YIROINS, AQED WOMEN AND MBN.

As a rule the secretion of milk is limited to one sex,

and in that is confined to a short period after childbirth.

But there are many cases on record of the flowing of milk
in women not recently mothers, in girls before the age of

puberty, in aged women, and even in individuals of the

male sex. In such instances, the secretion is induced by
fche combined influence, acting through the nervous
system, of a strong desire for its occurrence, of a fixed

attention towards the mammary glands, and of suction

from the nipples.

Travellers among savage nations report many examples
of such unnatural nursing. Dr. Livingstone says he has
frequently seen in Africa a grandchild suckled by a grand-
mother. Dr. Wm. A. Gillespie, ofVirginia, records, in the

Boston Medkal and Surgical Journal, the case of a
widow, aged about sixty, whose daughter havins died,

leaving a child two months old, took the child and tried

: »v'
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to raise it l)^ feeding. The child's bowels beoamo de
ranged, and being unable to procure a nurse, and het

breasts being large and full, he advised her to ftpply the

child in hopes milk would come. She followed nis ad-

vice persevoringly, and to her astonishment, a plentiful se-

cretion of milk was the result, with which she nourished

the child, which afterwards became strong and healthy.

A similar instance, still more remarkable, is recorded of

a woman at seventy years, who wet-nursed a grandchild

twenty years after jier last confinement

Cases of nursing in the opposite extreme of life are also

well authenticated. The distinguished French physician,

Baudelocque, has related that of a deaf and dumb ^rl,

eight years old, who, by the repeated application to her

breast of a young infant, which her mother was suckling,

had sufficient milk to nourish the child for a month, while

the mother was unable to nurse it on account of sore nip-

ples. The little girl was shown to the I^yal Academy of

Surgery on the 16th of February, 1783. The quantity of

milk was such, that by simply pressing the breast it was
made to flow out in the presence of the Academy, and on
the same day, at the house of Baudelocque, before a large

class of pupils. Again an interesting case is known of a

young woman who, in consequence of the habit of apply-

ing the infant of her mistress to her breast in order to

quiet it, caused a free secretion of milk. In the Cape de

Verde Islands, it is stated that virgins, old women, and

even men, are frequently employed as wet-nurses. Hum-
boldt speaks of a man, thirty-two years old, who gavo

the breast to his child for five months. Sir John Frank-
lin saw a similar oase in the arctic regions. Professor

Hall presented to his class in Baltimore a negro, fifty-five

years old, who had been the wet-nurse of all the children

of his mistress.

Instances of powers of prolonged nursing in mothers
are not uncommon. Indeed, it is the habit among some
nations to suckle children until tl&ey are three or four
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the children

in mothers

It among some

three or four

yean of age, even though another pregnancy may inter-

vene, io that immediately one ehild is Bucceeded at the

breast by another. In those who have thus unnaturally

excited the ouunmary glands, an irrepressible flow some-
times continues after the demand for it has ceased. Dr.

Qreen published some years ago, in the New York Jov/r^

nal ofmedioi/ne <md Bwrgeryt the case of a woman, aged
forty-seven, the mother of five children, who had had an
abundant supply of milk for twenty-seven years previously.

A period oi exactly four years and a half occurred be-

tween each birth ; and the children were permitted to take

the breast until they were running about at play. At the

time when Dr. Q. wrote, she had been nine years a widow
and was obliged to have her breasts daily drawn, the se-

cretions of m^lk being so copious. When, therefore, it is

desirable, on account of the feebleness of the child, to pro-

tract the period of nursing, a wet-nurse should relieve the

mother at the end of twelve or fifteen months.

BX7LIS FOB OABB OF HBALtH WHILB KUBSINQ.

From what we have previously said of the influence of

the nervous system over the quantity and quality of the

milk, and the instances we have adduced of the danger to

the infant of all violent passions—such as anger, terror,

anxiety, and grief—on the part of the mother, it will be
apparent that it is of the greatest moment, during the

whole course of nursing, to maintain a tranquil state of

mind. Pleasing and peaceful emotions favour the nornrval

secretion of mi&.and go far towards securing the heaith of

the child. When strongly affected by any powerful feel-

ing, mothers should not give the breast, but should wait

until they have calmed down to their usual tenor of tem-

per. A case was related of a woman who was always
excited by a highly electrical state ofthe atmosphere, and
particularly durmff stormy weather. If when thus Uiflu-

enced she nursed her chila, he was sure to fall into oonvul-
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Biom, while if she delayed doing so unti* this nerrom
excitement had passed, no unpleasant symptoms oocurred

But we have already dwelt at length upon this subject in

speaking of the influence of the mind of the mother over

the child at her breast, and need not, therefore, recur

to it. The food while nursing must be nutritious and
varied, though simple and unstimulating, and should

consist both of meat and vegetables, soups, fish, flesh, and
fowl, either in combination or succession. When the

digestion require? ^id. a glass of mild ale twice a day
will be useful. '^\u*vs. brandy and whisky should not be

taken without the advice of a physician. Moderate
exercise in the opon air and regular habits are neces-

sary.

A defective or excessive diet, fatigue, loss of rest at

night, and irregularities and excesses of all kinds, are un-

favourable to mother and child. The proper methods of

combating a tendency to over-abundance or to scantiness

of milk nave been alluded to. Medicines, unless pre-

scribed by the medical attendant, should rarely or never

be taken during this period, as many of them enter the

milk and may thus aJSect the child.

RELATIONS OF HUSBAND AND WIFK DUBINQ NURSING

After natural and healthy confinement, the nurse

usually remains with the mother for a period of four

weeks. During the whole of this time the husband should

occupy a separate apartment, and, accordimg to some
physicians, uiis separation should be protracted during

the entire period of nursing. But this is unusual, and in

most cases unnecessary. Only those women who ar<

warned by the recurrence of their monthly illness thai

they are liable to another pregnancy immediately, should

insist on such an ascetic rule as this.

Unquestionably the quality of the milk is much deter

iorated by a conception, and therefore, both in the inter
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3 are neces-

fMst of the mother (uid child, the husband should renounce
hfs usual privileges at such times.

Host womei. do not have their periodical iUness, and
consequently are not liable to a second pregnancy, before

RBven months have elapsed after childbirtn. Tnere are

however, numerous exceptions to this rule, and it is im-

possible to foretell who will and who will not be the ex-

ception.

Moreover, as any excitement of the passions alters, to

some extent, the secretion of the breasts, often to the in-

jury of the child, it is every way desirable that gi-eat tem-
peiance be exercised in all cases in the marital relations

At these epochs.

H
W

SIGNS Gt OVER-NURSIKQ.

ro NURSING

The symptoms of over-nursing mav be enumerated as

follows : Aching pain in the back j often pain across the

shoulders, and on the top of the bead or forehead ; marked
paleness of the face ; inability to sleep ; frightful dreams
when sleep does come

;
great debility ; extreme depres-

sion of spirits ; disorders of the sight, and mental distur-

bances, which take on the form of melancholy, the delu-

sions relating Hiostly to subjects of a religious character,

to the effect that the unpardonable sin has heen committed
wd the like. The headache is situated on the top of the

head, and this spot may be noticed to be perceptibly

hotter to the touch than other paiifi of the head. These
symptoms indicate that the process of nursing is making
too great a drain upon the system.

A woman in ordinary health will generaUy be able to

suckle her child for twelve months without experiencing

any bad effects. When the child is kept at the breast

iiiuch beyond this time, most mothers render themselves

iia>)le to the injurious consequences we have mentioned.

Some, indeed, cannot furnish the child aJl the nourish-

ment it needs longer than three or four months without
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detriment to themselves. In such caseo^ by leedinff th«
child two or three times a day the mother may be relieved

of the burden of it^ entire support, and may thus be

enabled to continue nursing. The proper food for infants,

under these circumstances, will be shortly mentioned. The
prostrating effects of nursing upon the body and mind of

the mother are in some, though comparatively rare, insr^an-

ces so marked as to render it altogether improper from
the commencement.
The treatment of the condition of the system described

as resulting from over-nursing is, if it cannot be reme-
died by partially feeding the infant and the use of tonics,

to remove the child from the breast altogether, and either

procure a wet nurse for it or wean it. The wet nurse is

greatly to be preferred, and the preference is the stronger

the younger the child We have already alluded to the

g'eat difficulty of rearing children from birth by the hand,

ut after the infant has attained the age of several

months, the danger of artificial feeding is much lessened,

provided that the weaning does not take place during the

hot weather. This brings us to the consideration of the

regimen for the mother who cannot nurse her own child,

of the rules of the selection of a wet nurse, of the direc-

tions for bringing up by hand, and of the proper method
of weaning. These subjects we will now take up in the

order mentioned.

MBECTIONS FOB MOTHERS WHO CANNOT NURSE TFEIR
OWN CHILDREN.

There are many reasons why a mother should, if nos-

sible, nurse her own child. " One of the prindpa. is,"

says the distinguished Dr. Tilt, of London, '* uiat as nurs-

ing, generally speaking, prevents conception up to the

tenth month, so it prevents the ruin of uie motner^s con-

stitution by the too rapid bringing forth of children, «nd,

we might even add, prevents a deterioration of the imee^
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MOTHBBS WHO CANNOT NUSSB. Sli

by ehe imperfect bringing up of this too-fast-got family*
The same author appropriately adds :

" But while advo-
cating maternal.nursing, we must not forget that woman ia

not the Eve of a primeval world; that human nature, wher-
ever it is now met, in barbarous tribes or in civilized com-
munities, is frequently so deteriorated, so diseased or

prone to disease, that, by nursing, a mother may some-
times undermine her own frail constitution for the sake
of giving an imperfect sustenance, and perhaps a poison-

ous heritage, to ner babe."

Some mothers cannot nurse, however anxiously they
may wish to do so. They are shut out from this charm-
ing and tender experience in the life of a woman. The
milk that comes is not sufficient, and quickly disappears.

Because of the influence of the mind of the mother over

the child at her breast, to which we have before called

attention, women who are veiy hysterical and nervous,

subject to violent perturbations of the mind, should not,

particularly if there be any family *3ndency to insanity,

expose the child to the mischievoas effects latent in their

milk. So, also, the presence of certain diseases forbids

wet-nursing. Thus it is ordinarily prohibited by con-

sumption, scrofula, skin affections of long standing, and
cancer. In consumption, all efforts to suckle are fre-

quently equally fatal to the mother and child. Even
a strong nereditary predisposition to this disease may
render it advisable, in the opinion of the medical atten-

dant—who should alwaj's be consulted in such a case,

—to counteract the family taint by giving the milk of

the healthiest nurse that can be procured. The condition

of the nipples and of the breast may not permit of nurs-

ing. We have pointed out how best to guard against

roich an occurrence in treating of the care of the nipples

during pregnancy.

She who is to bo debarred from nursing' her own child

should take care that it is not allowed to approach her
brea'i^e, as sometimes the mental and phyaical excitement

1
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caused by such ftn approach is of an injurioua ind lasting

Bharacter.

Ordinarily, if this direction be followed Out, the mother
will have little trouble in regard to herself, Under such

circumstances the chief danger is to the child. Hence
the importance of knowing

HOW TO SELECT A WET-MUBS&

The choosing of a yret-nurse is a matter of great mo-
ment and responsibility. She should not be over thirty

years of age, and should, if possible, be one who has pre-

viously suckled and had charge of children. Her own
infant should be under the age of six months, for when
above thbt age the milk sometimes disagrees with her

new-bom charge. One who has had several children

should be preferred, because her milk is richer than after

the first confinement.

The doctor should always examine carefully into the

condition of the nurse's health, and into the quality and
quantity of the milk. YariouA diseases and taints of the

system are so hidden, while yet communicable to tl i

child, that the knowledge and skill of a professional ex-

pert are required for their detection and the protection

of the nursling. In testing the quality of the milk, the

experienced ^ysician allows a little to rest on his finger

nail, and by its examination readily decides as to it?

richness and fitness to nourish the little applicant for

food. It is not necessary that the breasts should be large,

as those of moderate size often furnish a sufficient amount
of milk. But it is important that the nipples should be
well developed. Those wet-nurses should be preferred in

whom large blood-vessels are seen prominently passing

in blue lines over the surface of the breasts. The pos-

session of a vigorous, healthful infant is a good recom-
mendation for a nurse, but care should be taken to as-

certain that it 18 her ovm, as nurses have been known to
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borrow for sach an occasion, and so obtain credit noi

justly their due.

The moral and mental as well as physical characteris-

tics should be considered. Temperance and cleanli-

ness are indispensable in a wet nurse, and the want oi

either should be an imperative reason for rejection.

Equanimity of temper, eheerfulness, and an open, frank,

affectionate disposition are, of couise, greatly to be de-

sired.

li' the nurse becomes "unwell," shall the child be taken
from her ? Should the monthly sickness reappear early,

and both nurse and child be in good health, suckling may
be continued. But when the return happens about the

ninth or tenth month, the child should be weaned or the

nurse changed. There is no physiological reason for pre-

venting the nurse from living matrimonially, but if preg-

nancy occurs, the child should be taken from her.

The same rules that we have laid down for the mother
for the care of her health while nursing, are of course

applicable to the hired wet nurse, and should be insisted

on and enforced.

Changing a Nwrse.—^When it oecomes necessary to

change a nurse, for any of the reasons above mentioned,

it may be done without injury to the child. For fear of

tlie effect of the unwelcome tidings upon the mind of the

nurse, and the possible influence upon the milk, she should

not be informed of the projected change until a successor

has been secure<| to take her place at once. In choosing

the second nurse, the same precautions should be had as

in the selection of the first.

BRINQINO UP BT HAIO).

We have already alluded to the great danger to the

child, particularly )n a city, that is artificially fed from
birth. But as uiere are many mothers who are unable,

on account of the expense, to have a wet nurse for th«
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ehild they cannot sackle themselves, we will give such
directions in regard to the diet as are best calculated to

lessen the risk invariably incurred under such circum-

stances.

The child's food should be of the best quality, and pre-

pared with the most scrupulous attention to cleanliness.

The milk of the cow is preferable to that of the ass or of

the goat, the former of which it is difficult to procure, and
fcho uitter having a disagreeable odour. For a child under
three months of age, cows' milk should be used as the
only food. It should be fresh, and if possible from one
cow. When of the ordinary richness, it is to .be diluted

with an equal quantity of water or thin barley-water. If,

however, the first milking can be obtained, which is more
watery, and bears a closer resemblance in its chemical
composition to human milk, but little dilution will be re-

quired. If green and acrid stools make their appearance,

accompanied by emaciation and vomiting, the milk must
be more diluted and given less frequently. If the symp-
toms of indigestion do not yield, milk containing an excess

of cream should be used. To procure it, allow fresh milk

to stand for two or three hoius, and remove the upper
third, to which add two or three parts of warm water or

barley-water, after having dissolved in it a little sugar of

milk. Should this food also disagree, any of the pre-

parations we are about to mention may be prepared and
fcried.

Professor Falkland recommends the following method
of preparing milk for infants, as a£fbrding a product more
nearly like the natural secretion:

—

** One-tnird of a pint

of pure milk is allowed to stand until the cream has risen.

The latter is removed, and to the blue milk thus obtained,

about a square inch of rennet is to be added, and the milk-

vessel placed in warm water. In about five minutes the

curd will have separated, and the rennet, which may again

be repeatedly used, being removed, the whey is caremll}'

poured off and immediately heated to boiling, to prevent
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.t beoomiiig sour. A further quantity of ourd separate^

and must he removed by straining through calico. In one
quarter of a pint of this hot whey three-eighths ofan ounce
of milk sugar are to be dissolved ; and this solution, along
with the cream removed from the one third of Ajpint oi

milk, must be added to half a pint of new milk. This will

constitute the food for an infant from five to eight months
old for twelve hours ; or more correctly speaking, it will

be one-half of the quantity required for twenty-four hours.

It is absolutely necessary that a fresh quantity should be
prepared every twelve hours ; and it is scarcely necessary

to add that the strictest cleanliness in all the vessels is in-

dispensable.

ur. J. Forsyth Meigs directs the following article of

diet, as one wnicL he has found to agree better with the
digestive system of the infant than any other kind of

food :

—

'* A scruple of gelatine (or a piece two inches square

of the flat cake in which it is sold) is soaked for a short

time in cold water, and then boiled in half a pint of water,

until it dissolves—about ten or fifteen minutes. To this

is added, with constant stirring, and just at the termina-

tion of the boiliug, the milk and arrowroot, the latter be-

ing previously mixed into a paste with a little cold water.

After the addition of the milk and the arrowroot, and iust

before the removal from the fire, the cream is pourea in,

and a moderate quantity of loaf sugar added. The pro-

portions of milk, cream, and arrowroot must depend on
the age and digestive powers of the child. For a healthy
infant, within the month, I usually direct three or four

ounces of milk, half an ounce to an ounce of cream, and a
tea-spoonful of arrowroot to half a pint of water. For
older children the quantity of milk and cream shovld be
gradually increased to a half or two-thirds milk and from
one to two ounces of cream. I seldom increase the quan-
tity of gelatine or arrowroot."

The egg is a valuable article of food for infants and
yvcaifi chudren, especially in conditions of debility. It
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should be given nearly raw, and is best prepared by plac

ing it in boiling water for two minutes. It is then easil}!

digested.

Beef-tea prepared in the manner described already, is

highly nutntious and useful as a food for infants ; if it

produces a laxative effect it should be discontinued. When
the child shows signs of weakness or of "a scrofulous con-

dition, its condition will be improved by mingling with

its food a small piece of butter or mutton suet.

During the first fc ur or five months, the food should be

thin, and taken through a teat, thus preventing the stufi-

ing of the infant.

On attaining the age of twelve or fifteen months, in-

fants are usually able to digest ordinary wholesome solid

food, neatly and well cooked, when mashed or cut into

fine pieces.

An article of food employed for che diarrhoea of infants

is prepared as foUows :
—

" A pound of diy wheat flour, of

the best quality, is packed snugly in a bag and boiled three

or four hours. When it is taken from the bag it is hard,

resembling a piece of chalk, with the exception of the ex-

tenor, which is wet and should be removed. The flout

grated from the mass should be used the same as arrow-

root or rice."

Infants nourished by prepared food thrive weU enough
during cool weather ; but during the warm months of the

year they are exceedingly liable to bowel complaint, of

which it is said one-half of the spoon-fed infants of New
York City die each summer season. Hence the importance
of taking them into the country, and keeping them there

until the return of cooj weather lessens the danger of city

We.

WEMSISQ.

This should take place when the child 15 about twelve

uiontT's of age—sometimes a few months oarlier, ofbunerK
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about twelve

•lier, oftenerft

fow later. If the mother's health be good, and her milk
abundant, it may be deferred until the canine teeth appear
between the fifteenth and twentieth month, llie cnild

vnll then have sixteen teeth, with which it cap properl}'

masticate soft, solid food.

Time of the year for.—^The infant shcold not be taken
fiom the breast during or immediately preceding warm
weather. If the mother, either on account of sic^ess or

failure in her breast-milk, is obliged during the summer to

give up nursing, she should at once procui*e a wet nurse.

If she cannot, the child must bo sent into the cx)untry.

To wean an infant in the city in hot weather is to expose

it to almost certain death.

Proper Method.—^The process of weaning should be a

v^ory slow one. No definite day should be fixed for it.

Little by little, from week to week, the amount of spoon-

food should be increased and the nursing lessened—being

first given up at night. The breast should never be sud-

denly denied to a child unaccustomed to artificial food,

but be displaced by degrees by the bottle and the spoon.

This gradual change will neither fret the child nor annoy
the mother, as sudden weaning always does.

The infant may begin to get accustomed to artificial food

at the age of four months. At first only dilute cows' milk

should be given it occasionally between the times of nurs-

ing. In a tumbler one-third full of water dissolve a tea •

spoonful of sugar of milk ; add to the sweetened water an
equal quantity of fresh cows' milk ; then, if the child's

stools are at all green, mix this with two teanspoonfuls of

dme water. Instead of pure water, barley-water, made in

the usual way, and boiled to the consistency of milk, may
be employed in this preparation, being added while still

warm, to an equal amount of milk. Or, toast water may
be substituted as a diluter of the milk. Cows' milk should

not be boiled if it can be preserved in any other way.
As the infant advances in months, some solid food may be

allowed. After six months, pap, «nade with stale bread

I
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And eraoken, is proper, once or twice a day. Beef-tea^

made according to the recipe we have given, and chicken,

lamb, or mutton broth, may now also be occasionally

taken. As the quantity of milk diminishes towards the
close of the first year, the spoon-food should be resorted to

more frequently to supply the want. Solid food ough^
not to be given before the child is a year old.

The bveasts usually cause little trouble when the wean-
ing is performed in the gradual mauner which has bees

recommended. The mother should during this time drink

an little as possible, refrain from stimulating food, and
take occasionallv a Uttle cream of tartar, citrato of mau-
nesia, or a seidhtz powder. If the breasts continue to fill

with milk, they ahcmd not be drawn. The "drying^ip of

the milk" may be facilitated by gently rubbing the

breasts several times a day with a camphorated oil, made
by dissolving over a fire, in a saucer of sweet oil, as much
camphor as it will take up. Tea made from the marsb
mallow ids also been recommended for this purpose.

THE OABB OF INFANCT.

By infancywe mean that portion of the life of the child

between birth and the completion of teething, about two
and a half years. The care of this period of human life

is entrusted to the mother. It forms an important era in

the physical life of woman. Its discussion is therefore

germane to our subject. In order that the young mother
may fully appreciate the responsibilities of her positio&y

she should Imow something of the liability of infknte to

sickness and death.

Out of one thousand children born, one hundred and
fifty die within the first year, and one himdred and thir-

teen during the next four years. Thus two hundred and
sixty-three, or Tnore than one-fourth die within five years

after birth. Between the ages of five and ten thirty-five

die. During the next five years, eig^tepti more are re-
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eorded <m tlis daatli list. Hence, at fifteen yean of ag«

only BIZ hundred and eighty-five remain out of the one
thousand bom. When these (inures are considered, and
the additional fact that, out of those who Burvive, very
many bear permanent marks of imperfect nourishment,

pr of actual disease, the consequence of maladies con-

tracted in early life, the importance of our present inquiry,

the care of infancy, will be apparent to all mothers.

The younger the infant the greater the danger of death.

One-teiith ojaXl children horn, die 'uuithin the first month
after births and four times as many as during the second

month.
The mortality is much larger in cities than in the coun-

tiT. In Dublin, during 1867, very nearly one-third of

all the persons who died were under five years of age.

In the same year, forty-three per cent, of those who died

in the dight principal towns of Scotland were children

below the age of five. In Philadelphia, during the same
year, forty-five per cent, of aU the deaths were of children

under five years of age. In New York City fifty-three

per cent, of the total number of deaths occur under the

age of five years, and twenty-six per cent under the age
01 one year.

The danger of death lessens as the period of puberty
approaches. Yet, even in the last years of childhood,

there is greater liability of disease and a larger propor-

tionate loss of life than during youth or middle age.

What are the causes of this startling mortality of infant

life ? Why does one child out of ten die in the first month,
and only three out of four live to be five years old? And
what are the means of prevention ?

Some of the causes which are active in producing this

mortality among the little ones cannot be succes^ully

opposed after birtL Such for instance, are imperfect

and vicious developments of internal organs, existing

when bom. These malformations often result from inflam>

mation while in the womb, excited by some taint of the

'HI'il
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mother's blood, or by some agitation of her nerrout

system. Means of prevention in those cases are therefore

to be directed to the mother, in the manner iudicated in

treating of pregnancy. But other causes of death begin

to act only after birth, and are to a ffreaier or less extent

avoidable. These are largely traceable to ignorance, neg-

ligence, and vico.

One cause of death to which infants are peculiarly

liable, and which alone is said to have destroyed forty

thousand children in England between the years 168<i

and 1799, is being overlain by the parents. For this rea-

son, some physicians caution the mother against having

the infant in bed with her while she sleeps.

The frightful waste of life caused by bringing children

"ip by hnn<l has been mentioned, and the importance of

avoiding it when possible.

The natural feeoleness of the system of infants is the

reason why they succumb so easily to any malady. Deaths

from any given disease are more numerous among infantn

than children, and among children than adults. Hence
the importance of timely corrective measures in infantile

affections ; hence, also, tne need that mothers should kno\v

and practice the ijaeans best adapted to preserve the health

of their frail charges.

These means we shall proceed to give in detail, com-
mencing with

THE CLOTHING OF INFANTS AND TOUNO OHILDBIN.

A fertile cause of disease and death is to be found in

the negligence or ignorance displayed in regard to th(^

<ireas of children. And it is not the poorly attired, but in

many case.«» the fashionably robed child which suffers the

most. To parental vanity can be traced the catarrh on the

chest or the inflaniination of the bowels which has resulted

In death. Most mothers appear to be ignorant of the fact

Ahat ohilflT'en :ir»' i'xcucdingly susceptible to the influence

«\ cold.
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«\ «9old. The return*) of the Registnur-Qofieral cf England
show that a very cold week alwavs greatly inci oasea th«

mortality of the very young. While adultA carefully pro-

tect themselves against every change of weather, anU
.igainst currents of air, children, who most need such pro-

tection, are too often neglected.

ll)te warmth of the infant's body is best secured by that

of the nurse and by warm clothing. It is more effectually

And healthfully provided for in this manner than by con-

fining the child to a warm atmosphere. Young children

Bhould never be drensed d^collet6--^in low necks and short

Bleeve<>. That fashion is a dangerous one which leaver

the neck, shoulders, and arms uncovered. To this irra-

tional custom may b<3 traced a vastamount of the suffering,

and many of the deaths of early life ; doubtless, also, in

manv cases it U3ns the foundation of consumption, which
manifests itself a little later. But, it is said, the child will

be " hardened" by bavins its chest and limbs thus ex-

posed. The surest and siuest way to harden a child is to

90 care for it that it shall pass through its first months and
years of life without any ailment. Every mother should

see to it that her charge is so clothed that every part of

the body is effectually protected from dampness and cold.

She C9.n then best secure for it a hardened constitution by
carrying it daily into the sunlight of the open air.

The moiterioL of the clothing should be such as will

unite lightness with warmth. Flannel and calico are

therefore to be preferred. At first, as the skin of the

child is very delicate, a shirt of fine linen may be inter-

posed between it and the flannel. But after the first few
months, the gentle friction of soft flannel next the skin is

desirable, as it stimulates the circulation of the blood on
the surface of the body and promotes health. Flannel un-

der clothing should be continued all the year ; and during
the summer months, a very light texture being usea
When the dress of the child is shortened, care must be
taken that the feet are well covered with soft stockings of

w*r!p- '•
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cotton or woollen (which la winter should extend up
above the knees), and with light leather shoeii.

The night-dresSf at least during cold weather, is best

made of flannel, thin or thick, aceordins^ to the climate.

It has been recommended that after the child is somewhat
advanced the night-clothes be constructed' in the form of

night-pants, so that it may not be exposed if the bed

clothing be thrown oflf. Every article oi dress worn <lur-

ing the day ought to be removed at night.

The rule, in regard to the quantity ofclothingj is that it

should be in sufficient amount to preserve due warmtli.

It must therefore be regulated by the season of the year

and the state of the weather. We have mentioned the

fatal practice of leaving bare at all seasons of the year the

upper part of the chest and arms of the little one, while

the rest of the body is warmly clad. We can scarcely

speak too emphatically nor too often of the danger to

which the mother thus exposes that life which it is her

duty to wisely and safely conduct through the period of

dependent infancy and childhood. It is of course possible

for the child to be too closely enveloped, and the skin

thus rendered highly susceptible to the impressions of

cold. The prevalent error, however, at the present time,

is in the direction of too scanty clothing.

The make of the dreaa should be loose and easy, so as

to permit ofthe free movement of all portions of the body

;

it should be cut high in the neck, and with sleeves to the

wrists ; its construction should be simple, so that it may
be quicldy put off and on ; and the fastenings employed
should be tapes, not pins.

BATHIKO.

Many advantagee attach to the daily use of the bath for

Uifants. It secures cleanliness. It strengthens the ner-

vous system. It preserves from colds and coughs.

We have already ondeavoured to impress upon the
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Lpress upon the

mind of the reader the great susceptibility to cold which
exists in early life. On this account the water for the

bath should be warm (96** or 98**) for the first few weeks
of infancy, especially during the winter season. Qradu-
ally the temperature may be reduced to that of the apart-

ment, never to actual coldness. It is as foolish and
hazardous to attempt to " harden " infants by plunging
them into cold water, as it is by carrying them with un-

covered necks, chests, and limbs, into the keen and damp
air. Knowledge of these facts would bring safety to

many children who now suffer because of the dangerous
Ignorance of mothers in regard to the susceptibility oi

the infant organization.

An infant should be immersed in its tub every morn-
ing. Besides the regular morning bath, it is often advis-

able to put the child for a few minutes in tepid water in

the evening. This will quiet the nervous system and in-

duce sleep. The bath should not be too long a one, for

fear of exciting perspiration; nor, for the same reason,

should the water be too warm. If the child be of a deli-

cate constitution, the evening bath will be especially use-

ful, and can be made more so by the addition of two
tablespoonfuls of salt to the water necessary for the bath.

The time immediately after the nursing or feeding is not

proper for bathing. An hour or two after a meal shouL 1

be allowed to elapse. Neither should a bath ever oe

given in a cold room. Even in a warm atmospere, care

should be taken, both after and during the ablution, that

the wet skin of the infant be not exposed to the air. \U\

body should be completely immersed ; it should not b(;

held up out of the water, nor, if it be old enough, allowed

to stand or sit in the tub. It is well also to have a warm
blanket in which to receive the child as it cometi dripping

bom the bath. It should be wrapped up in this for a few
minutes to absorb a part of the moisture. Then a portion

of the bod^ should be uncovered at a time, and dried be-

fore exposing the rest
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Drying the »kin,—For this purpose a piece of soft flan-

nel '^1 be found servicable. By gently rubbing the sur-

face of the body with it the skin will be warmed and
stimulated, and the resulting glow will be as agreeable to

the child as is that in the adult which follows the Turk-
ish bath. The actual grooming of the humanbody is very
useful to improve the health of scrofulous children.

At first from three to five minutes will be a sufficiently

long immersion. In a little while, however, this period

may be lengthened, all the precautions mentioned against

injurious exposure being observed.

The lukewami daily bath, taken either in the morning
or evening, ought to be continued until at least the age of

four years, if after the fourth or fifth year, ablutions of

the entire body be resorted to only every second or third

day, the practice should be commenced of sponging the

chest every morning with cold, or alternately with cold

and hot water, followed by brisk frictions.

Soap is to be used but sparingly in the bath of young
children. It must be of the blandest and purest quality.

Various eruptions are caused by the employment of im-

pure soaps, and even by the excessive application of the

best kind. In illustration of the importance of our pre-

sent subject, we may state that Dr. Hufeland, to whose
admirable work on the art of prolonging life we have be-

fore alluded, lays down, as one of the means which
lengthen life, the care of the skin. . He dwells upon the

benefit of paying such attention to it from infancy that

it may. be kept in a lively, active, and useful condition.

The power of the bath to ward off disease in childhood

is not appreciated by parents. Properly managed, it

soothes but never increases any internal irritation which
may exist, and often does away with the necessity of re

sorting to the administration of drugs. If due attention

were paid to the condition of the skin in early life, many
of the most common ailments of childhood would be

ayerted. The daily employment of the bath, and scrupu
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loQH attention to cleanliness of the person and clothing

would materially lessen the demand both for purgative

medicines and for soothing S3nrups.

One word more in rega^ to the washing of the infant

The mother herself, if she be in health, should always
perform this office, and not entrust it to the child's nurse.

Plutarch awards high praise to Cato, the causer, for his

mvariable cuL^tom of being present when his child was
washed. Every mother, at least, would do well to follow

the example of this old Roman. It will give her the op-

portunity to detect many incipient affections which would
for a long while escape her attention if she saw the child

Oiily when dressed. The mother will also take pains to

engage the miad of the litt.S one, and render tL*^ bath a

riource of amm^ement to it.

After the fourth or fifth year, two or three baths a week
(luring the colder seasons of the year will be sufficient to

keep the skin clean and properly active. During the

summer, however, a daily bath is of great advantage to

children, and ought not to be neglected.

Swimming is very useful and very invigorating to the

health of both sexes. It is desirable that children be
taught this art.

The importance of the culture of the skin to the well-

being of infancy and childhood cannot be brought too

fjTominently to the notice of all mothers. We have, there-

lore, endeavoured to give some useful hints in regard both
to the preservation of its cleanliness and to the prevention,

by means of garments and warming, of its exposure to too

great changes of temperature.

By proper attention to the skin, in the manner pointed

out, many of the eruptions with which children are

afflicted might be prevented. The appearance of these the

mother ou^t.to regard as a great calamitv, for they are

often difficult of cure and render the child an object of

disgust She ought also to look upon them as the mis-

chievous consequences of the neglect of those laws of

health w}4ch it is her dut^ to le^ii^ ai^d observe.
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THB FOOD OF INFANTB A2n> CHILDBIir.

The diet of children is frequently improper either in

regard to quantity, quality, or variety. In 1867, a com-
mittee, of which. Professor Austin Flint, Jr., was chair-

man, was appointed in New York City to revise the
" Dietary Table of the Children's ^Nurseries on Randall's

Island." In the record rendered, attention was forcibly

called to the fact that in childhood " the demands of the

system for nourishment are in excess of the waste, the

extra quantity being required for growth and development.

If the proper quantity and variety of food be not pro-

vided, full development cannot take place, and the chil-

dren grow up, if they survive, into youngmen and women,
incapable of the ordinary amount of labour, and liable to

diseases of various kinds. This is frequently illustrated

in the higher walks of life, particularly in females, for

many sufier through life from improper diet in boarding

schools, due to false and artificial notions of delicacy oi

refinement. After a certain period of improper and de-

ficient diet in children, the appetite becomes permanently
impaired, and the system is rendered incapable of appro-

priating the amount of matter necessary to proper develop-

ment and growth." ;

Charlotte Bronte has drawn, in "Jane Eyre," a graphic

and physiologically true picture of the effects upon young
ffirls of long-continued insufficiency of food. Let mothers
bear in mind that proper food cannot be too abundantly
eaten by children, and that the greatest danger to which
they are exposed arises from defective nutrition. We
would again urge the value of a large amount of milk in

the dietary of young people. The disorders of the bowels

which are not uncommon in infancy and childhood, are

due to errors in diet by which improper food is supplied

and not to an excess of simple and proper nourishment.

We have already given some directions for the pre^

par^tioo of infants' food in tr^ting of " bringing up by
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hand." In addition to the various substitites for the mo-
other's milk there mentioned we wish to note that known
as Liehig'a soup. This great chemist thus describes the

method of making it.

* Half an ounce of wheat flour, half an ounce of mslt-
meal, and seven and a half grains of bicarbonate of potassss

are weighed off. They are first mixed by themselves,

then with the addition of one ounce of water, and lastly

of five ounces of milk. The mixture is then heated upon
a slow fire, being constantly stirred until it begins to get

thick. At this period, the vessel is removed from the hre

and the mixture is stirred for five minutes, is again

heated and again removed, when it ^ts thick, and lastly,

it is heated till it boils. The soup is purified from bran
by passing it through a fine sieve (a piece of fine linen)

and now it is ready for use."

Barley-malt can be obtained at any brewery. First, it

is separated from the impuiities, ana then ground in an
ordinary coffee-mill to a coarse meaL Care should be
taken to get the common fresh wheat flour, not the finest,

because the former is richest in starch.

In practice, the troublesome weighing of the materials

may be dispensed with, as a heaped tablespoonful of wheat
flour weighs pretty nearly half an ounce, and a like

tablcspoomiU of malt-meal not quite as heaped, weighs
also half an ounce. The bicarbonate of potassa can be
obtained from the druggist, put up in powders of seven

and a half grains each, ready for use. The amount of wa-
ter and of milk prescribed can be attained with sufficient

accuracy by means of the tablespoon ; two tablespoonfuls

will give the quantity of water (one ounce), and ten

tablesp(X)nfuls the quantity of milk (five ounces). These
directions will enable any mother to make the preparation

without difficulty. The soup tastes tolerably sweet, and,

when diluted with water, may be given to very young
infants.

Although the method of preparing Liebig's soup is a

'
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\

somewhat tedious one, yet as it is a combination s(» highly
recommended by physicians of the largest experience for

having visibly saved the life of many wasting children, it

deserves a trial in all cases in which the ordinary kinds of

food disagree.

Else vehere are recorded the directions given by Dr. J.

B^orsyth Meigs, for an article of diet, consisting of gelatinff

and arrowroot, which he prefers to all other kinds of arti-

ficial infant food. Another method of preparing a useful

arrowroot mixture is as follows :

—

Place a teaspoonful of arrowroot into a porcelain vessel

with as much cold water as will make it intoa fine doug^h.

Then add a cupful of boiling milk or of beef tea, stir Uie

mixture a little and allow it to boil for a few minutes
until the whole acquires the consistency of a fine lighl

The manner in which nutriment is administered to in-

fants is not immaterial. The custom of feeding them frcn?

a small spoon or from a cup with a snout is objectionable.

The use of a sucking-bottle most nearly imitates the

way i]\ which nature designed the nursling to obtain

its nourishment. By the act of sucking, the muscles of

the fac^ are exercised in an equal manner, and the saliva

is mixed with the food to an extent which is not possible

if any other mode of feeding be resorted to. The bottle

may be provided with mouth pieces of gold, silver, tip,

ivory, bone, a prepared cow's teat, a piece of washed cha-

mois leather, or a few folds of fine soft linen. Children

drink very readily out of the perforated rubber nipples,

which are now so popular for this purpose. They are

made to fit over the mouth of any bottle, and are especi-

ally to be recommeiided on account of their cleanliness.

The bottle should never be refilled until both it and the

rabber cap have been thoroughly cleansed in hot water.

A white glass bottle only should be employed, in order

that kny want of cleanliness may readily be detected. It

bould be recollected that milk very quickly sours whci)
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kept in this way in a warm room ; it is therulore better

always to empty the bottle and fQl it afresh each time
it is given to tne child, rather than wait until its contentft

are exhausted before replenishing it.

We have hitherto been treating mainly of the diet pro-

per for the first year of life. In the second year children

may be permitted to have soft, finely-cut meat. Fresh
ripe fruit in season ordinarily agrees excellently well.

But boiled green vegetables and husk fruits are very apt
to cause indigestion and diarrh<£a. Fruit for the children

should be freed from the seeds and skins, which are indi-

gestible and often do haim.
As an example of a diet svitable for a child two years

of age, we append the foUowing :—In the mornings, be-

tween six and seven o'clock in the summer, or between
seven and eight in winter, milk gruel ; between nine and
ten o'clock, a piece of wheat bread with a little butter on
it. ' At twelve o'clock, well prepared beef-tea, or chicken,

lamb, mutton, or oyster brotn, or meat with a little gravy,

or in place of the moat a meal broth prepared with eggs
but with very littl«5 fat

;
green vegetables to be allowec

very rarely, and in very small quantities. At this noon
meal, a mealy, well-mashed potatoe is unobjectionable;

so, also, is rice pudding, for a change. In the afternoon
between three and four, bread and milk, with tlie addition

in summer of fresh ripe fruit. In the evening, at seven,

bread and milk«
It will be observed that this dietetic table calls for five

meals a day. Should the child eat so frequently ? W«
answer, yes. But the meals should be at regular inter-

vals. A child, in order to replace the waste oi the system
and to furnish over and above sufficient material to build

up the growingbody, requires a much larger proportionate

amjunt of food than an adult. It also requires its food

at shorter intervals. By observing the hours for meals'

stated above, regularity^ which is of so much importance
to th<^ health of the digestive organs, will be secured If
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a young child be allowed only the threeoitnnary meals for

the family, it will crave for Bomethins between times

and too often have its cravings mot wiJi a piece of cake
or other improper food Its appetite for dinner or sup-

per will in tnis manner be destroyed, and the stomach
and the general health suffer.

After the third or fourth year children are able to ea^

all kinds of vegetables. They may then vevy appropri>

ately be allowed to eat at the table with the family. It

is only necessary to refuse them very salt, sour, and highly

spiced victuals. Of all others they may partake in mode
ration. Neither wine nor any malt liquor should be

given them. Tea and coffee are also unnecessary. Thev
should have a regular luncheon between the meals which
are &rthest apart. This must be at a regular hour, and
consist of bread and butter with milk or water.

Fains should be taken to see that children do not fall

into the habit of eating too rapidly. Too often this per«

nicious habit, so destructive to nealthy digestion, is formed
in early life, and becomes the source of that dyspepsia

which IS the bane of so many lives. Food that is eulped
down enters the stomach unmasticated and unmixed with
the secretions of the mouth. A dog may bolt his food

without injury, but a human being cannot.

A child should be taught to eat ever3rthing that is whole-
some, and not permitted to become miical or fastidious in

his appetite. It ought not, however, to be forced to eat

any particular article for which it is found that there is an
invincible dislike. Variety of diet is good for a child,

after the second or third year.

The position of the child when fed.—An infant, no
matter how young, should not receive its meals when
lying. Its head uiould always be raised in the nurse's

arm, if it be too young to support itself. The Lractice

of joltvng and dandmigiiie imant aftereating is a wrong
one. Rest of the body should be secured by placing the

child on a bed or holding it on the mothe/s snee for a
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TBK 8LBEP OF INFANCY.

half hour ot no. Observe the inclination which all ani-

mals show for repose and sleep after a full repast, and
respect the same inclination in the infant.

ni our remarks upon bathin&r we pointed out the im-
portance of the mother herself performing for her child

this office. So again in connection with diildren's food,

we must notice the necessity of the mother being always
present at their meals, in order that they may be taught

to take them quietly, with cleanliness and without hurry.

Stish advice is not needed by the poor, nor by women of

moderate fortune, who, ordinarily, constantly have their

children under their eyes. But affluence brings with it

many occupations which are frequently deemed of more
moment than presiding over a child's dinner.

CONCERNING SLEEP IN EAfiLT LIFE.

There is a natural desire for much sleep during infancy,

childhood, and youth, and there is reason for ito free in-

dulgence Infants pass the greater portion of both day
and night in sleep. Children up to the age of six years
require, as a rule, twelve hours of repose at night, besides

an hour or more in the middle of the day. About the

tfixth year the noon nap may be discontinued, but the
idght sleep ought not to be abridged before the tenth

"j ear, and then only to a moderate extent until the age of

puberty. From this tims the period of slumber may be
gradually reduced to nine or ten hours. No further dimi-

nution should be attempted until the completion of

^wth, when another hour or two may be taken away,
leaving about eight hours of daily sleep as the propei

amount during middle life.

It is wrong, therefore, to wake a child in the morning.
It should be allo^v^ed to sleep as long as it will, which will

be until the wants of the system are satisfied, if it be not
iiroused by noise or light.

When after i^ few months the infant is awake a oon*
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siderable portion of the day, it should be brought into tlie

habit of taking its second sleep near the mmdle of the

day, say from eleven to one o'clock, and again from half

an hour to an hour about three o'clock. It should not
be permitted a nap later than this ir. the afternoon, as it

would be very apt to cause a disturbed night. Although
some ] physicians recommend that the sleep during the day
be discontinued after the infant has attained the age of

fifteen months, the -wisdom of such advice may well be
doubted. As soon as the child begins to walk, not only

are its movements very constr nt and active, but its mind
is busily employed and its nervous system excited. It

therefore thrives better if its day be divided into two by
sleep for an hour or two.

Should the infant sleep alone? We have mentioned
the danger of being overlain, to which it is exposed when
in bed with its mother or nurse. On the other hand, it

must be remembered that an infant keeps warm with
difficulty, even when well covered, and that contact with
the mother's body is the best way of securing its own
warmth. Hence, during the first months, the child had
better be allowed to sleep with its mother. How, then,

can the risk of being sufibcated, which is no imaginary
one, be lessened ? The following rules are those given
by an English physician of reputation to prevent an in-

fant from being accidentally overlain

:

''

" Let the baby while asleep have plenty of room in the

bed. Do not allow him to be too near; or, if this be un-

avoidable .from the small size of the bed, let his face be

turned to the opposite side. Let him lie fairly either on
his side or on his back. Be careful to ascertain that hii

mouth be not covered with the bedclothes. Do not

smother his face with the dothes, as a plentiful supply of

pure air is as necessary as when he is awake. Never let

him lie low in the bed. Let there be no pillow near the

one his head is resting on, lest he roll to it and buryhis head

in it Kemember » young chUd hi^ either the strengtli
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nor the seDie to get out of danser; and, if he unfortu-

nately either turn on Lis face or bury his head in a pillow

that 18 near, the chances are that he will be suflbcated,

more especially as these accidents usually occur at night,

when the mother or the nurse is fast asleep. NeTer
entrust him at night to a young, giddy, and thoughtless

servant. A foolish mother sometimes goes to sleep while
allowiuj^ her child to continue sucking. The unconscious

babe, auer a time, loses the nipple and buries his head in

the bedclothes. She awakes in the morning, finding to

her horror a corpse by her side ! A mother ought, there-

fore, never to go to sleep until her child has ceased

sucking.
" When a couple of months have elapsed, the child, if a

healthy one, may sleep alone. What the child sleeps in is

not a matter of great moment, provided it has a sufficiency

of clothing and not be exposed to currents of air. A large

clothes basket will sei-ve all the purposes of a crib. The
mistake is often made of burying the child under too

heavy a mass of bedclothes in a warm room when asleep.

And this inconsistency is committed by the very mothers
who scantily clad the child during the day in order to

inure it u> the cold. The great transition m>m its wrap-
pings by night to those by day is injurious to the health

and CQiofort of the infant.

" In arranging night coverings, the soft feather-bed is

very often estimated as nothing ; or, in other words, the

srme provision of blankets is considered indispensable,

whether we lie upon a hard mattress or immersed in

down. The mother, looking only to the covering laid

over the child, forget? those on which ft lies, although, in

icality, th<» latter wxy be the wanner of Uie two. An
Infant deposited in a downy bed has at least two-thirds

of its body in contact with the feathers, and may thus

be perspiring at every pore, when, from its having only a

tinglA covering thrown over it, the mother may imagine

it to bf et^or/iaig the restorative infiuence of agrecaMr

.( I
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iilumber. In hot weather, much mischief might be dont
by &n oversight of this kind."

It is of course essential to the health ana comfort of

the infant, that its bed and bedclothing be kept perfectly

dry and sweet. They should frequently be taken out and
exposed to the air.

A child should be accustomed eai-ly to sleep in a
darkened room. Plutarch praises the women of Sparta,

for, among other things, teaching their children not to be
afraid in the dark. He says " tney were so careful and
expert that without swaddling-bands, their children were
all straight and well-proportioned ; and they brought
them up not to be afraid in the dark, or of being alone,

and never indulged them in crving, fretfulness, and ill-

humour ; upon which account Spartao nurses were often

bought by people of other countries."

Position in sleeping.—It has longbeen apopular opiniojo

that the position of our bodies at night, with reference tc

the cardinal points of the compass, has some influence oo

the health. This belief has recently been corroborated

by some observations made by a prominent physician

Henry Kennedy, A.B., M.B. In an essay on the "Acuto
Affections of Children," published in the Vublin Quarterly

Journal of MedAoal Science, he states that for several

years he has put in force in his practice a plan of treat-

ment by means of the position of the patient, and often

with very marked results. He asserts that in order to

insure the soundest sleep the head should lie to the north.

Strange as this idea may at first sight appear, it has moro
in it than might be supposed. There are known to be
great electrical cm'rents always coursing in one direction

around the globe. In the mind of Dr. K. there is no doubt
that our nervous systems are in some mysterious way
connected with this universal agent, as it may be called,

electricity. He relates several cases of acute diseases in

children in whidi, by altering the position of the body
10 that the patient should lie from north to south, instead

of from
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of from east to west, quibt sleep was induced. Thib plan

of invoking sleep is often successful, but not always so,

for all are not equally susceptible. It applies likewise to

adults. It is not so striking in its effects on the poorer

as on the richer classes of society. This is what might be
expected, for it cannot be doubted that the nervous system
in the middle and upper ranks is alwa3rs in a much more
sensitive state than with their poorer brethren. It is

worth noting that even in healthy persons sleep will often

be abceut or of a broken kind from the cause of which
we are now speaking. It is very common to hear people

saying they can never sleep in a strange bed. Although
many causes may conspire to this, Dr. Kennedy cannot

doubt that amongst these ought to be placed the one to

which we are now drawing attention.

VACCINATION.

This operation, to which every infant should be sub-

jected, is one of Uie greatest practical importance. The
attempt has been made of late to shake the public faith in

its efficacy, and to revive the old fabulous stories and
fooHsh notions as to the production of serious affections

of the blood and skin in this manner. At the same time

the increasing frequency and virulence of small-pox in this

country are becoming only too evident We therefore

consider it our duty, in treating of the maternal manage-
ment of infancy, to lay some stress upon the necessity lor

vaccination as a preservation of life and health. K obser-

vation and experience ever taught anything, they have
taught the protective power of this operation against the

most loathsome and one of the most fatal diseases that
ever afflicted the human race. And that mother who is

careless ana indifferent in this matter, neglects for her
children a means of preventing disfigurement and saving
life, compared with which all other means are scarcely

\yorthy of laention.
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In order to approtdate the value of vaccination it is

only necessary to consider what small-pox was before its

discovery—^to look at that disease through the eyes of

our fathers and (^ndfathers. Until the close of the last

century it was the most terrible of all the ministers of

death. It filled the churchyards with corpses. When
•Tenner published his great discovery, about seventy years
ago, the annual death-rate from small-pox in England was
estimated at three thousand in the million of population
In other countries of Europe the rate reached as high as

four thousand in the million. And these fatal cases must
be multiplied by five or six to give the entire number of

persons annually attacked by the disease. It spared
neither high nor low. Macaulay informs us that Mary,
the wife of William III., fell a victim to it. Those in

whom the disease did not prove fatal, carried about with
them the hideous traces of its malignity, for it " turned
the babe into a changeling at which the mother shuddered
and made the eyes and cheeks of the betrothed maiden
objects of horror t-o the lover." Few escaped being
attacked by this fell disease. Nearly one-tenth of aU
the persons who died in London during the last century,

died of this one cause. Children were peculiarly its vic-

tims. In some of the great cities of England more than
one-third of all the deaths among children under ten

years of age arose from small-pox. Two-thirds o^ all the

applicants for relief at the Hospital for the Indigent Blind

had lost their sight by small-pox. The number of hope-

lessly deafened ears, crippled joints and broken down
constitutions from the same cause cannot be accurately

somputed, but was certainly very large. Vaccynation is

%ll that now stands between 'jls a/nd all these horrors oj

(he last centv/ry. To the mothers in the land is entrusted

the care of this only barrier against their return.

Is the strength of this barrier doubted ? Its efficacy is

readily proved. In England, during the twelve years

(1854-1865) in which vaooinatton has been, to a certain
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sxtent, comptdflory, the average annual rate of deaths by
small-pox has been two hundred and two in the million of

population. Contrast this with the annual death-rate of

three thousand to the million, which was the average of

thirty years previous to the introduction of vaccination.

John Simon, medical officer of Her Majesty's Privy Coun-
cil, one of the best statisticians in England, has collected

a formidable array of figures, ** to doubt which would be
to fly in the face of the multiplication table." From this

mountain height of statistics Mr. Simon says :
" Whereso-

ever vaccination falls into neglect, small-pox tends to be-

come again the same fruitful pestilence as it was in the

days before Jenner's discovery, and wherever it is univer-

sally and properly performed, small-pox tends to be of

as Uttle enect as any extinct epidemic of the Middle
Ages."

Are other diseases ever produced by vaccination ? The
popular belief would answer the question in the affirma-

tive. All aifections of the skin and swellings of the

glands noticed in children soon after vaccination, are at-

tributed by parents in many cases to this operation.

They forget that such diseases are met with constantly in

infancy i^d childhood, as often among the unvaccinated

as the vaccinated. Observation does not show that they
occur with greater frequency among the vaccinated. Ajq

EInglish physician has been at the trouble to examine and
record a thousand cases of skin disease in children ; he
found no evidence whatever that vaccination disposes the

constitution to such affections. It has been stated with
apparent justness, that parental complaints of this kind
frequently arise from their unwillingness to believe there

is anything wrong in their of&pring. Hence, when other

diseases follow, vaccination gets blamed for what is really

and truly due to other causes. So far from doing any
harm to the system, it has been observed in those countries

where vaccination has been most thoroughly practised,

(hat leaving imall-pox out of question, there have been

ii '
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fewer deaths from other maladies. This is eepeciallv

tine of two of the most important classes of diseases

namely, scrofulous affections and low fever. For this

reason some medical statisticians have attributed to

vaccination an indirect protective influence against these

disorders.

At what age should a child be vaccinated ? If the

health permit, the operation should always be performeil

in very early infancy. The cliief sufferers from small-

pox are young children. One-fourth of all who die from
this fatal disease in Kngland are children under the age of

one year. In Scotland, where, until recently, vaccination

has been much more neglected than in England, the pro-

portion even amounted nearly to one-third ; and of these

one-fourth were under the ago of three months. The
great risk, particularly in large towns where small-pox is

seldom absent, of delaying vaccination, is obvious. City

children, if healthy, snomd be vaccinated when a month
or six weeks old. Rarely or never ought it to be delayed

beyond two or three months. This early period of life is

also particularly suitable to vaccin8..tion, because the ac-

companying fever will then be over before the disturbing

influence oi teething begins.

Rev^iA^i'ination.—If the first vaccination be found im-

perfect in character, that is, if it )\as not properly " taken/
the operation should be repeated at the earliest oppor-

tunity. It has been recommended in all cases, to perfonn

a second vaccination not later than the sixth or eighth

year. If small-pox be prevailing, it is proper to vaccinate

all who have not been vaccinated within three or foui

years. In any event, revaccination at or after the period

of puberty is of extreme importance. It will give addi-

tional security even to those whose original vaccination

WAS perfect. In some cases, th^ susceptibility to small-

pox is not wholly exhausted by one %uccination. Inas-

oiQch AS it id desirable for every one to escape this disease

v^en in its vnosi modified form, revaccination should a)-
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meant ox such escape. After successful revaccination,

small-pox eren in its mildest shape is rarely met with. In
girls especially, in whom the changes which occur at

puberty are most marked, revaccination should be per-

formed about the age of fourteea

AIB llTD YENTILATION. ' .

Freah air is necessary for the robust development of

infancy and childhood. Infants bom in the summer sea-

son should be carried out daily when the weather is

pleasant, from the second or third day after birth. Those
bom in the winter should be kept in the house for two
or three months before being introduced to the outer

world on some sunny noonday. Older children can

scarcely pass too much time in the open air.

A change in the dress, must, of course, be made before

exposing the child to the out-door air. The head should

be covered, and the chest and limbs well protected from
the cold.

As a rule, a child ought to be carried out, or per-

mitted, when old enough, to walk out at Idast once every

piensant day during the year. The time of the day is to

oe varied with the season. In the winter the middle of the

day is to be chosen; in summer, the early portion of the

forenoon, a few hours after sunrise.

Children show very quickly, even when in ill-health,

the beneficial effect of a ride or walk. It quiets the irri-

tability to which they are liable, more effectually than
any o&er procedure. For a delicate child, or one recover-

mg from sickness, fresh air and sunshine are vhe best

tonics that can be administered. A fretful, peevish

child will soon leam to look forward to its daily jaunt
on the street or road, and will be quieted by it for the

rest of tha day.

At all times of the year regard must be had to the state

i^'i
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of the weather. The infant on^ht never to be taken ont

on a wet day. Exposure to a OAmp atmosphere is one of

the most powerful causes of catarrh on the chest and in-

ilammation of the lungs, to which young children are so

subject. A very high wind, even though the day be

bright and dry, is injurious to a young infant, as it

has been known to suspend his breathing for a time,

which accident might, if not at once observed, bring

about a fatal result.

Besides fresh air. light is an indispensable requisite to

the health of children. Nothing can compensate for the

absence of its beneficial effects. It is to be remembered,
however, that during the first week or two the eyes of

the new-born bal>e are not strong enough to bear the full

glare of light. The first eight days of its existence

sLould be spent in a half-darkened room. Gradually the

apartme'nt may be brightened, until finally, after about

two weeks, the young eyes become entirely accustomed

to the light, and may be exposed to it without injury. A
neglect of this precaution is one of the most common
causes of the bad inflammation of the eyes so frequently

met with among young infants. After the sight has be-

come quite strong, a bright room will strengthen the eyes,

not weaken them, j6r light is the natural stimulant of

the eye, as exercise is of the muscles, or food . of the

Rtomach.

Scrofulous diseases are the heritage of those children

who are deprived of a plentiful supply of pure air and

light. A distinguished English writer upon the laws oi

health ascribes to the careful avoidance of the salutary

influence of air and light by so many youn^ girls, who
are fearful of walking out while the sun is powerful,

much of their sickly appearance, the loss of consistency of

their bones, and their being able to afford but a deformed

temple to the immortal sord. .

Humboldt states tha^ during a five years* residence in

South America^ he any natural deformity
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Amongst the men or women belonging to the Cariff, Mu^>
seas, Indian, Mexican, or Peruvian races. If parents in

our own country were to accustom their daughters from
an early age to daily exercise in the open air and sunlight,

there would be fewer weak backs requiring the support

of apparatus from the surgical instrument maker,and less

pallor in lips and cheeks, to be remedied by iron, from
the shop of the apothecary.

*

EXERCISE.

The first exercise which a child obtains is had, of

course, in its nurse's arm& Are there any directions, then,

to be noticed in regajrd to the marwier of carrying cm
infant f Dr. Ebene gives the following useful advice

upon this subject ;
** The spine and its muscles seldom ac-

quire sufficient strength and firmness before the end of

the third month, to enable the child tc* support its body
in an upright position, without inconvenience or risk of

injury. Until tWis power is manifestly acquired, the in-

fant should not be carried or sufiered to sit \9ith its body
erect, without supporting it in such a manner as to lighten

the pressure made on the spine, and aid it in maintaining

the upright posture of its nead and trunk ; therefore, at

^t (a fe^ days after birth), the infant should be taken
from its crr^dle or bed two or three times daily and laid

on its back upon a pillow, and carried gently about the

chamber. After the third or fourth week, the child

may be carried in a reclining posture on the arms of a
careful nurse, in such a manner as to afibrd entire support

both to body and head. This may be done by reclining

the infant upon the forearm, the hand embracing the up-
per and posterior part of the thighs, whilst its body and
head are supported by resting against the breast and arm
of the nurse. When held in this way, it may be gently

moved from side to side, or up and down, while it is care-

fully carried through a well-ventilated room."

1 l*«n
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After the child is three months old, it will probablj
have become strong enough to maintain itself in a sitting

position. It may then Be carried about in this upright
posture, with the spine and head carefully supported by
the nurs3, wL'ch aid ought not to be withdrawn until the
age of six or seven months.

" In lifting young children," as has been well observed
by Dr. Barlow, " the nurse should be very careful never to

lay hold of them by the arms, as is sometimes thought-
lessly done ; but always to place the hands, one on each
side of the chest, immediately below the arm-pits. In in-

fancy, the sockets of the joints are so shallow, and the

bones so feebly bound down and connected with each
other,that dislocation, and even fracture of the collar bon«
may easily be produced by neglecting this rule. For tbn

same reason, it is a bad custom to support a child by oii»

or even by both arms, when he makes his first attempt to

walk. The grand aim which the child has in view, is to

preserve his equilibrium. If he is partially supported by
one arm, the body inclines to one side, and the attitude is

rendered most unfavourable to the preservation of his

natural balance ; and consequently, the moment the sup-

port is in the least relaxed, the child faUs over and is

caught up with a jerk. Even when held by both arms,

the attitude is unnatural and unfavourable to the speedy
attainment of the object. To assist the child, we ought
to place one hand on each side of the chest, in such a way
as to give the slightest possible support, and to be ready

instantly to give more if he lose his oalance. When this

plan i^ followed, all the attitudes and efforts of the child

are in a natural direction ; and success is attained not

only sooner, but more gracefully than by any ill-judged

support given to one side.

" There is one very common mode of exercising infants,

which, we think, deserves particular notice—we mean the

practice of hoisting or raising them aloft in the air. This

practice is of such venerable antiquity, and so universal
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Uiat it woald be VLin to impngn it. The pleasure, too,

which most children evince under it, seems to show that

it cannot be so objectionable as a cursory ohierver would
bA disposed to consider it. Still, there are hazards which
ought not to be overlooked. The risk of accident is one
of some amount ; children have slipped from the hand
and sustained serious injury. Some people are so ener-

getic as to throw up children and eaten them in descend-

ing. This rashness there can be no hesitation in reproba-

ting ; for, however confident the person may be of not
missing his hold, there must ever be risks of injury from
the concussion suffered in the descent, and even from the

firmness of the grasp necessary for recoveiing and main-
taining the hold. The motion of the body, too, has a
direct tendency to induce vertigo ; and when the liability

of the infant brain to congestion and its consequences is

considered,whenthe frequencyof hydrocephalus in infants

is borne in mind, an exercise which impels blood to the

brain will not be regarded as wholly insigniScant. There
is one more objection which seems not to have attracted

attention. The hold taken of a child in the act of hoist-

ing him, is by the hand grasping the chest. The fingers

and thumb placed on each side of the breast bone, com-
press the ribs, and any one with the hand so placed will

at once porceiva that if the pressure were strong and the

resistance from the elasticity of the ribs weak, the iixipres-

sion on the cLest resulting would correspotid exactly with
the deformity named chicken-breast. That any force is

ever used, capable of inducing speedily such a change, is

in the highest degree improbable ; but that reiterated

pressure of this kind, however slight, would, in a weakly
child, have power to impress and distort the chest, few,

we imagine, wiU doubt."

When two or three months old, the infant may be placed

on a soft mattrass upon the floor or on the car]»et llo

can then toss his limbs about 'without danger, auU dcvel

th» powers of his musc«lar systeio.
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"The best mode of teaching a child how to walk," saya

Dr. Bull, *' 18 to let it teach itself, and this it will do lead-

ily enouffh. It will first learn to cra\v? ; this exercises every
muscle m the body, does not fatigue the child, throws no
weight upon the bones, but imparts vigour and strength,

and is thus highly useful. Mi t a while, having the

power, it will wish to do more ; it will endeavour to lift

itself upon its feet by the aid of a chair, and though it

fail agam and again in its attempts, it will still persevere

until it accomplish it. By this it learns, first, to raise

ItGelf from the floor ; and secondly, to stand, but not with-

out keeping hold of the olject on which it ha8 seized.

Next 'i will balance itself without holding, and will

proudly ani laughingly show that it can stand alone.

Fearful, however, as yet of moving ifcs limbs, without sup-

port, it will seize a chair or anything els3 near it, when it

will dare to advance as far as the b mits of its support will

Sermit. This little adventure will be repeated day after

ay with increased exultation; when, after numerous
trials, he will feel confident of his power to balance him-
self, and he will run alone. Now, time is required for

this gradual self-teaching, during which the muscles and
bones become strengthened ; and, when at last called upon
to sastain the weight of the body, are fully capable of

doing so."

It is not merely want of strength which prevents an in

fant from walking at first. The natural shape of the legs

renders it impossible. The feet are turned in so that the

inner sides look upwards. When placed upon its feet<,

therefore, the soles will not rest upon the ground. In a

short time the position of the feet changes, ard they be-

come fitted for the purposea of support and locomotion,

^lien he begins to walk, the child should have shoes with
tolerably broad soles, which ought to be at least half an

inch longer than the foot.

The first efforts of the little one to support and pit)p8l

itself are to be carefi^lly watched, but aot uniiecessarjly

interfere
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interfered with, neither frightened by expresnona of fear

nor rendered timid by too freauent wammgs.
The first seven years of life should be one grand holiday

for all sports and amusements which will brin^ into play

the muscles, and divert at the same time the nund. Time
cannot be more usefully employed than in thus laying the
foundation of health, upon which alone can rest the phy-
sical, mental, and moral well-being of after life.

TBETHOTG.

Tlie period at which the teeth first make their appear-

ance is not a fixed one. It varies considerably even within
the limits of perfect health. It may be said, as a rule,

that the babe begins to cut his teeth at the age of six or

seven months. Quite frequently, however, the first teeth

appear as early as the fourth month, or are delayed until

the eighth. In some instances children come into the

world with their teeth already cut. This is said to have
been the case with Louis XI V., and with Mirabeau. King
Richard the Third is another example. Shakespeare makes
the Duke of York refer to this circumstance in these

wards ^—
*' Marry, thej my my vnde grew so fast.

That he could gnaw a crust at two houzy old %

Twaa fall two yean «re I could gat a tooth.*'

It does not follow that children whose teeth show them-
selves early will have therefore a quicker general devel-

•pment. Such cases are merely instances of irregularity

in the time of dentition, and carry with them no particular

significance. Irregularities, in regard to the ordei in

which the teeth are cut, are iUso of frequent occurrence.

While therefore it cannot be maintained that ail healthy

children cut their teeth in a certain regular order and
time, yet it is certain that those children who follow th»

general T*A<b whish prevails in this respect, suffer least from
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the difficulties and effects of dentition Ai all mothen
desire to kno:^ at what time they may expect the teeth,

we will state the rule of their development in the great

majority of cases.

The lower teeth generally precede those of the upper
jaw by two or three months.
The twenty milk teeth usually appear in the five fol-

lowing groups :

—

First.—Between the fourth and eighth months of life

the two lower middle front teeth appear almost simultane-

ously. Then a pause of from three to nine weeks ensues.

Second.—Between the eighth and tenth months of life

the five upper front teeth appear, following shortly upon
each other, the two central preceding the two on each

side of them. Another pause of from six to twelve weeks
succeeds.

Third.—^Between the twelfth and sixteenth months of

life, six teeth appear nearly at once. They are, first, the

two first grinding teeth in the upper jaw, leaving a space

between Uiem and the front teeth which before appeared;

next, the two lower front teeth situated one on each side

of the central ones, which were the fixst to appear $ and,

lastlv, the two front grinders of the lower jaw. A pause
until the eighteenth month now ensues.

Fourth.—Between the eighteenth and twenty-fourth

months of life the canine teeth cut through (the upper
ones are called eye teeth). Aindn a pause until the

thirtieth month.
' '^ V

Fifth.—Between the thirtieth and thirty-sixth months
the second four grinders finally make their appearance.

This concludes the first teething. The clmd has now
twenty milk teeth.

We have mentioned that children are sometimes bom
with teeth. It is also true sometimes they never ac-

quire any. Instances are on record of adults who have
never cut their teeth. Dentition has been known to take

place very late in life. A ca.* a is related, on excellent
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authority, of an c Id lady aged eighty-five who cut several

teeth after attaining that age.

APPKARANGB OF THB PIBXAKENT TEETH.

Between the fifth and sixth years of life the second
ieni>ition begins. The front grinders are the ones first

«ut throuffh. Between the sii^ and tenth years all the
front teeth appear, followed by the canines before the
twelfth year. At this time the second ffrinders show
themselves; and,finally,between the sixteenw and twenty-
fourth year,—^the wisdom teeth complete the dental furni-

ture of the mouth.

\i

^sixth months

GROWTH AND DEYBLOPMXNT.

During infancy the body grows with ereat rapidity.

About the end of the third year, one-haUT of the adult

height of the bodv is attained. After this period growth
is more gradual, £>r in order to reach the remaining half,

about eighteen vears more are required. At twenty years

of age, the heignt is somewhat more than three and a half

times that at birth, and the weight about twenty times.

Development does not go on at an equal rate in all parts

of the body. The lower limbs, small at birth, increase

proportionately more rapidly, while the head, relatively

large at birth, develops more slowly. The muscular
system is gradually strengthened. At the end of the third

month, the infant is able, if in good health, readily to

support its head ; at the fourth month it can be held up-
right ; at the ninth month it crawls about the floor ; be-

fore the end of the year it is able with assistance to step

;

and between one and two vears, at different times, accord-

ing to its vigour and activity, it acq^uires the power of

standing and walking; alone. The periods of greatest and
least growth of the <£ild are, on the one hand, spring and
iummer ; on the other, autumn and winter. It has long

i;
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been known that ftnimalu grow more rapidly in the spring

than at any other season of the year. This has been
attributed to the abundance of herbage they are then

abl/B to obtain. It has been ascertoined by actual

ou^asureinent that children grow chiefly in the spring.

At six months of age the child begins to lisp, and at

twelve months it is usually able to utter distinct and in-

telligible sounds of one or two syllablefl. The develop-

ment of the senses and of the mind proceeds gradually.

The sense of hearing is more active and further advanced
than that of sight. Sounds are appreciated sooner than
light or bright-coloured objects. The next sense which
is developed is, perhaps, that of taste ; then follow smell

and tcuoh.

m THE BACK DEQENERATINO 1

This is a question which perplexes some minds in our
times. A German author of note has recently written a
volume to prove that each generation is feebler than the
preceding. Old physicians say that in their youth diseases

of exhaustion were rarer than nowadays. For this out
habits of life, the pressure on our nervous systems, the
prevalence of hereditarv diseases, and the excessive use
of narcotics and stimulants are held responsible. ** The
fathers," say these crokers, " have eaten sour grapes, and
the children's teeth are set on edge."

We attach little weight to these ffloomy views. There
are plenty of facts on the other side. The fuits of old

armour still preserved in Europe prove that, as a rule,

we have slightly gained in weight and size. Tables of

life insurance companies and reports of statistics show
that the average length of human life is greater than it

ever was. Dr. Charles D. Meigs used to state in his leo-

tures that tt>e size of the head of our American infants at

hirth is somewhat greater than in the Old World.
That there are more numerous diseases than formerly
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ia uot inie ; Irat it ii trae that we know more, fbr we
have leftmed to detect them more readily and to examine
diem more minutely. This ia eapeoially true of suoh as

are peculiar to women. Within the last ten or twenty
years so much that is of sovereiffn importance has been
contributed to this department or medical science that it

is hardly possible for one to become an expert in it unless

heffives it his whole atteotion.

To ayoid the tendency to debilitated frames and ehronio

diseases, woman should, therefore, learn not only the laws
of her own physical life, but the relations in which she

stands to the other sex. Thus she can guard her own
health, and preserve from degeneracy her offspring. It is

only by enlightenment and the extension of knowledge
on the topics relating to soundness of body and mind, that

we can found rational hopes of a permanent and wide-
spread improvement of the race.

Some have maintained, not understanding the bearing
at the facts, that such degeneracy is more conspicuous in

the frame of woman than anywhere else. They quote the
narratives of travellers who describe with what fortitude,

we might almost say with what indifference, the Indian
women, and those of other savage races, bear the pangs
of childbirth, and how little the ordeal weakens them.

A squaw will turn aside for an hour or two when on the
march, bear a child, wash it in some stream, bind it on
the top of her load, and shouldering both, quietly reiohi

the vagrant troop. Our artificial life seems, indeed, in

this respect to be to blame; but if we look closer, we
can learn that these wild women often perish alone, that

they are rarely fertile, that unnatural lieibours are not

unknown, and that the average duration of their life is

decidedly less than among the females in civilized States.

i
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iti68 to show that those women who choose sb ^ e life u
their portion, do not escape the ills of existekM>«), nor do
they protract their days, but, on the oontraiy, m shown
by extensive statistics, are more prone to affeoUons of the
mind, and die earlier. While, therefore. Nature thus re-

wards those who fulfil the functions of their being, by
taking part in the mysterious processes of leprodudaon.
and perpetuating the drama of existence, it is true, also,

that she associates these privileges with cercain depriva-

tions and suffering. We do not wish to throw aroimd
the married state any charms which are not its own.
Rather is it our aim to portray with absolute, and there-

fore instructive, fidelity, all that this condition offers of

unfavourable as well as favourable aspects.

Let us say at once, maternity has its perils apart firom

those of pregnioicv and child-birth—^perils aspeculiar and
as inevitable as those which pertain to single life. Our
present purpose is to mention these, and by stating their

nature and what are their causes, so far as Known, to put
married women on their guard against them. Some
are almost trifling, at least not involving danger to life

;

others harassing to the sufferer and to her friends. /

Of the latter character is that deplorable condition

called by physicians puerperal mania. This is a variety

of insanity which attacks some women shortly aftex

child-birth, or at the period of weaning a chila. The
period of attack is uncertain, as it may maniiest itself first

m a very few days, or not for some months, after the con-

finement. Its duration is likewise very variable. In
most instances a few weeks restore the patient to herself,

but there are many cases where judicious treatment for

months is required, and there are a few where the mental
alienation is permanent, and the wife and mother is never
restored to hor sanity.

The question has been much disciitoed whether such a
eondition is to be imputed to a hereditary tendency to

insanity in the fiamily, and also whether a mother wlio
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has had subh an attack is liable to transmit to her children,

male or female, any greater liability to mental disease.

We are well aware what deep importance the answers to

these inquiries have to many a parent, and in forming
our replies we are guided not only by our own experience
but by the recorded opinion of those members of our pro-

fession who had given the subject close and earnest at-

tention. To the first query the reply must be made
that in one-half, or nearly one-half, of the cases of this

variety of insanity there is traceable a hereditary tendency
to aberration of mind. Usually one or more of the direct

progenitors, or of the near relatives of the patient, will be
found to have manifested unmistakable marks of unsound-
ness of mind. In the remaining one-half cases no such
tendency can be traced, and in these it must be presumed
that the mania is a purely local and temporary disorder of

the brain. The incurable cases are usually found in the

first class of patients, as we might naturally expect.

The likelihood of the children in turn mheriting any
such predisposition depends on the answer to the inquiry

we first put. If the mania itself is the appearance of a
family malady, then the chances are that it will pass

downward with their transmissible qualities. But ifthe
mania arises from causes which are transitory, then there

is no ground for alarm.

An inquiry still more frequently put to the physician

by the husband and tfy the patient herself after recovery
is, whether an attack at one confinement predisposes her
to a similar attack at a subsequent similar period. There
is considerable divei^ence of opinion on this point. Dr.

Gooch, an English physician of wide experience, is very
strenuous in denying any such increased likelihood, while
an American obstetrician of note is quite as positive in

taking the opposite view. The truth of the matter un-
doubtedly is, that where ^e mania is the exhibition of a
hereditary tendency, it is apt to recur; but where it

arises from transient causes, then it will only oooor agab
'fsuoh
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Here, therefore, we perceive the importanct of erer^
woman who has had, or who feats to have, one of these
distressing experiences, heins put on her guard against
disregarding tnose rules of health the neglect of which
may result so disastrously. One of the most powerful of

these causes is exhomstion. We mean this in its widest
sense, mental or physical. In those instances where
mania appears at weaning, it is invariably where the
child has been nursed too long, or where the mother has

not had sufficient strength to nouriMh it without prostrat-

ing herself. It should be observed as a hygienic law
that no mother should nurse her children after she has
had one attack of mania. The mere nervous excitement

is altogether too much for her. She must once and for

ever renounce this tender pleasure. We even go so far as

to recommend that no woman in whose family a mental
taint is hereditary shall nurse her children.

Anxiety, low spirits, unusual weakness from any cause,

are powerful predisposing causes, and therefore in all

cases, especially in those where the family or personal

history leads one to fear such an attack, they should be

avoided. The diet should be nourishiug and abundant^
but not stimul&.ting. Cheerful society and surroundings

should be courted, and indulgence in any single tirain of

ideas avoided. As for directions during the attack they
are unnecessary, as to combat it successfully often tasks

the utmost skill ofJ the physician, and it will be for him to

give these directions.

Many, we may say most, married women whose health

is broken down by some disease peculiar to their sex,

refer the commencement of their suffering to some con-

finement or premature birth. This, therefore, we must
also take into account in estimating the perils of maternity.

Perhaps, in four cases out of five, this breaking down is

one of the symptoms of a displacement of the internal

organs, a malposition, in other words, of the uterus.

'7!^ IB familiacly known as an " viwavd weakness," and
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many a woman drags through years of misery caused hy
ft trouble of this sort.

It is true that these mal-positions oocor in unmarried
women, and occasionally in young girls. But it is also

true that their most frequent causes are associated with

the condition of maternity. The relaxation of the li^-

oiests or bands which hold the uterus in its place, which
bakes place during pregnancy and parturition, predisposes

to such troubles. It requires time and care for these

ligaments to resume their natural strength and elasticity

aner child-birth. Then, too, the widls of the abdomen
Are one of the supports provided by nature to keep all

the organs they contsfin in proper place by a constant

elastic pressure. When, as in pregnancy, these walls are

distended and put on the strain, suddenly to be relaxed

after confinement, the organs miss their support, and aire

liable to take positions which interfere with the perform-

ance of their natural functions. Therefore we may rightly

class the greater tendency of married women to this class

of diseases among the perils of maternity.

Within the last fifteen years, probably no one branch
of medical science has received greater attention at the

hand of physicians than^ this of diseases of women.
Many hitheito inexplicable cases of disease, much suffer-

ing referred to other parts of the system, have been traced

to local misfortunes of the character we have just des-

cribed. Medical works are replete with cases of the

highest interest illustrative o^ this. We are afraid to

state some of the estimates which have been given of the

number of women in this country who sufier from these

maladies. Nor do we intend to give in detail the long

train of symptoms which characterize them. Such a sad

rehearsal would avail little or nothing to the non-medical
reader. It is enough to say that the woman who finds

herself afflicted by manifold aches and pains without ob-

vious cause; who suffers with her head, and her stomach,

Mid her nerves ; who discovers that, in spite of the pre-

('!
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cepts cl religion And the efforte of will, she if beeoming
irritable, impatieiit, dissatisfied with her friends, her

family, and herself ; who is, in short, unable any longer to

perceive anything of beauty and of pleasure in this world,

and hardly anything to hope for in the next; this woman,
in aU probability, is suffering from a displacement or an
ulceration of the uterus. I^t this be relieved, and her

sufferings are ended. Often a very simple procedure can

do this. We recall to mind a case described in touching

language by a distinguished teacher of medicine. It is

of an interesting young married lady who came from the

Southern States to consult him in hei condition. She
could not walk aoross the room without support, and was
forced to wear, at great inconvenience to herself, an
abdominal supporter. Her mind was confused and she

"vas the victim of apparently causeless unpleasant sensa-

tions. She w»a convinced that she had been and still

was deranged.

The physician could discover nothing wrong about her

system other tnan a slight falling of the womb. This was
easily relieved. She at once improved in body and mind,

soon was able to walk with ease and freedom, and once
more enjoyed the pleasures <^f life. In a letter written

soon after her return home, she said, "This beautiful

world, which at one time I could not look upon without
disgust, has become once more a source of delight/' How
strongly do these deeply-felt words reveal the difference

between her two conditionA.

There is one source of great comfort in considering

these afflictions. It is, that they are in the great majority

of cases traceable to causes which are avoidable. Most oi

them are the penalties inflicted by stem nature on fnfrac-

tions of her laws. Hence the great, the unspeakable im-

portance of women being made aware of the dangers to

which they are exposed, and being fully informed how to

avoid them. This task we now assume.

There is, we concede, a tendency in the changes which
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take plaoft daring pre|;nancy and parturition, to expose

the system to sudi accidents. But this tendency can be

counteracted by care, and by the avoidance of certain

notorious and familiar infractions of the laws of health. It

is not usually until she gets up and commences to go about
the house that the woman feels any pain referable to a

misplaced womb. Yeiy frequently the origin of it is

leaving the bed too soon, or attempting to do some work
too much for her strength, shortly after a premature birth

or confinement. Not only should a woman keep her bed,

as a rule, for nineteen days after eveiy abortion, and every

confinement, but for weeks after she ci ..mences to move
about she dbould avoid any severe muscular exertion,

especially lifting, long walks, straining, or working a sew-
ing machine. Straining at stool is one of the commonest
causes. Many women nave a tendency to constipation

for weeks or months after childbirth. They are aware
that it is unfavourable to health, and they seek to aid na-

ture by violent muscular effort. They cannot possibly do
a more unwise act. Necessarily, the efforts they make
press the womb forcibly down, and its ligaments bein^

relaxed, it assumes either suddenly, on some one weil-

remembered occasion, or gradually, after a succession of

efforts, some unnatural position. The same reasoning ap-

plies to relieving the bladder, which is connected, in some
persons, with undue effort

Constipation, if present, must, and almost always can,

^
be relieved hy a judicious diet, and the moderate use of

'^

injections. 'Hiese simple methods are much to be pre-

ferred to purgative medicines, which are rarely satisfac-

tory, if they are conunuea tor much tune. When anything
more is needed, we recommend a glass of some laxative

mineral water, that, for instance from the Bedford or

Congress Springs. This should be taken before breakfast.

For the difficulty wilii the bladder we mentioned; diet

is also efficacious. It is familiarly known that several

popular aiiicleB of food have a dedided action in stimulating

i! I" i
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the kidnevB; for instance, asparagus and water-melon
Such articles should be freely partaken, and their effect can

be ii^creased by some vegetable infusion, taken warm, as

juniper tea» or broom tea. The application to the parts

of a cloth wrung out in water, as hot as it can conveniently

be borne, is also a most excellent assistant to nature.

Similar strains on the muscles of the abdomen are con-

sequent on violent coughing and vomiting. Therefore

these should be alleviated, as they always can be, by some
anodyne taken internally. Any physician is familiar

with many such preparations, so that it seems unnecessary

to give any formula, particularly as it would have to be

altered more or less to suit any given case.

Women of a languid disposition, and relaxed muscles,

are frequently urged to " take exercise," and to " go to

wosk." Their condition sometimes excites censure rather

than commiseration, because it is thought that they do

not exert and thus strengthen themselves as much as thej

should. We are quite as much in favour of work and
vigorous muscles as an^ one. , But often it were thb

foolishest advice possible to give a woman to tell her to

seek active exercise. It is just what she should avoid, at

it may ultimately give rise to that very trouble which,

not only threatening, is the cause of her listlessness.

Many instances are familiar to every physician of exten-

sive experience, where a long walk, a hard day's work,
a vigorous dance in the evening, or a horseback ride,

has left behind it a uterine weakness which has caused

years of misery. Especially after confinement or prema-
ture delivery, it is prudent for a woman to avoid any such

exertion for months and months. Moderate employment
of her muscles in any light avocation, short walks and
drives, fresh air, witn judiciods exercise, these are well

enough in every instance, but beyond them there is

danger. We know too well that advice like this wiU
sound Uke mockery to some who read these lines. They
hav« to work, and work hard ; uiey have no opportunity
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U> spwe themselves ; the iron hand of necessity is upon
them, and they musi obey. We can but sympathize with
them, and cheer them with the consolation that many a
woman has borne tvU this and lived to a healthy and a
happy old age. Nature has surrounded the infinitely deli-

cate machinery of woman's organization with a thousand
safeguards, but for all that, the delicacy remains, and it is

because so many women are forced to neglect their duties

to their own selves that so many thousands walk the

streets of our great cities, living martyrs.

But no. We must modify wnat we have just written.

In justice to our own sex, and in all truthfulness, we can-

not allow the blame to be removed altogether from women
themselves. They alone are responsible for one of the

most fruitful causes of their wretchedness. The theme is

I threadbare one. We approach it with hardly an}' hope
chat we shall do good by repeating warring utterly

monotonous and tiresome. But still less (*An we feel

/omfortable in mind to pass it over in silence. We refei

to tLe foolish and injurious pressure which is exerted on
the lower part of the chest and the abdomen by tight cor-

sets, belts, and bands tc support the underclothing : in

other words, tight lac'mg. Why it is, by what strange

freak of fashion and blindness to artistic ruletf, women of

the present day think that a deformed and ill-proportioned

waist is a requisite of beauty, we do not know. Certainly

they never derived such an idea from a contemplation of

those monuments of perfect beauty bequeathed to pos-

terity by the chisels of Attic artists, nor from those ex-

quisite figures which lend to the canvas of Titian and
Raphael such immortal fame. Look, for instance, at that

work of the former artist, now rendered so familiar by the

ehromo-lithographic process, called "Titian's Daughter."
It is the portrait of a blonde-haired maiden holding aloft

a trencher heaped with fruits. She turns her face to the

beholder, leaning slightly backward to keep her equili-

Hum. Hot waist is encircled by a sone of pearlf, and it
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18 this waist we would have our readers observe witL
Bometbing more tiban any sestbetic eye. It is tbe waist oi

bealth as well as beauty. Narrower tban eitber tbe
Bboulders or tbe bips, it is yet anything but tbat
" wasp-like waist" wnicb is so fashionable a deformity.

With such a waist, a woman is fitted to pass through her
married state with bealth and pleasure. There is little

fear that she will 1 tbe ^ na it of doctors' chairs, and the

.ictim of d ugj i: i.i iihlni^.euts. Let women aim at

beauty, let them r'^.tttl ii, s a matter of very high im-

portance, worth monej , and *'
Tie, and trouble, and we will

applaud them to the echo. Bui let them not mistake de-

formity, vicious shapes, unnatural and injurious attitudes,

and hurtful distortions for beauty. That not on^ de-

grades their physical nature, but it lowers their taste,

and places them in sesthetics on a level with the Indian

squaw who flattens her head and bores her nose, and
with the Chinese woman who gilds her teeth, and com-
presses her foot into a shapeless mass. True beauty is

ever synonymous with health, and the woman who, out

of subservience to the demands of fashion, for years

squeezes her waist and flattens her breast, will live to rue

it when she becomes a mother. Away, then, with tight

corsets and all similar contrivances.

Of a similar objectional character are many of the de-

vices which ignorant men connected with tbe medical

profession urge upon tbe public for the sake of remedying
curvature of the spine, restoring tbe figure, or supporting

the abdomen. Not a few of such braces and supportera

are seriously dangerous. A good brace, well-fitting, care-

fully adjusted, suited to the particular case, is often of

excellent service, but the majority of them do- not answer
this description. Our advice is, that no girl, and still more

no mother, should wear one of these without it is fitted

upon her by an experienced baud. We have known more
than one instance where the binder put on after childbirth

bas been wrongly placed, and pinned so firmly that it
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' U these are cauEes v hich are dtriotly under the oonirol

oi <ie woman herseif. They are therefore such as she
dioidd have Sn mind and be on l.jr guard acainst There
art others, hut thjy are less frequent, whidi are beyond
bv. power, and it would be labour lost, therefore, for us
to mention th' m.

Equally vain would it be for us to speak of the various

means by which difficulties of this nature are removed
Probably no one branch of medical surgery has been more
assiduously cultiva^ :d than this, and uie number of ^ t>-

porters, pessaries, braces, and levers which have beet Tk^

cently brought before the medical profession for th^ pu^

pose is simply appalling. There are women and w^ ^ \\o
make it their business to carry them through the cou. liy

and sell them on commission. We distinctly wm our
readers against the class. They are almost in\ liibly

ignorant and unscrupulous, rich in promises and regard-

less of performances. She who patronizes them will be
sure to lose her money, and will be lucky if she does not
forfeit her healtl

The most we shall do is to ^ve some advice how to

treat such complaints on principles of hygiene. And in-

deed this means nearly on -half the battle. For without
these simple cases, treatn sni of any kind is useless and
sure to fail ; and with ihe i, many complaints are remedied
as well aa avoided.

The first point we would urge is, that the woman who
finds herself thus afflicted should seek to have such a posi-

tien that she can rest. If she is burdened with family

cares, let her, if possible, diminish or escape them for a
time. A rest of a month or two, not at a fashionable

watering-place nor at a first-class hotel in some noisy city,

but in quiet lodgings, or with some sympathizing friend,

wiU be of great advantage. This she should obtain with-

out travelling too far Prolonged motion in railway cars

miSr
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or carriages is in every instance injurious. If it must be
undertaken, for instance, in order to consult a qualifiod

physician, or to reach some friends, the modem appliances

of comfort, such as air-cushions, foot-rests, and head-sup*

ports, should be provided. They cost but little, and to

the invalid their value is great. No such journey should

be undertaken at or near the time when tne monthly ill-

ness might come on, as the suffering is always greater at

these periods.

The pleasant associations which group themselves

around a happy home are an important element in the

treatment of diseases which, like these, are so intimately

connected with the mind and nervous systiem. It will

not do heedlessly to throw such advantages away. When
the home is pleasant, and rest can there be had, the

patient, in the majority- of instances, will do well to abide

there. But when, for any reason, be it domestic infelicities

in which the husband has a share, be it disagreeable rela-

tives, or importunate and tedious visitors, then the sooner

such a mental weight is removed or avoided the better.

The diet is a very common subject of error. It is

popularly supposed that everybody who is weak should
eat a ** strengtnening " diet, meat three times a day, eggs,

ale, and beef-tea to any extent. This is a great error.

Frequently such a diet has just the contrary effect from
what is expected. The patient becomes dyspeptic, ner-

vous, and more debilitated than ever. The rule is that

onlythat diet is strengthening whichisthoroughly digested

and taken up in the system. Frequently, we maysaym the

majority of cases, a small amount of animal food, especially

game, fowls, fish, and soups, with fresh vegetables, and
ripe fruits, will be far more invigorating than heavier

foods. Pastry, cakes, and confectionery should be dis-

carded, and great regularity in the hours of meals ob-

served. Stimulants of all kinds are, as a rule, unnecessary,

and highly-spiced food is to be avoided. There is an old

<>r|ria.r proverl) which s;iy.<*. " Popj)er helps a man on hU

horse,
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horee, and a woman to her {jprave." This is much too

ntroug, but we may avail ourselves in this connection ol

the ^rain of truth that it contains.

Cleanliness in its widest sense is an important element

in the treatment. Not only should the whole surface of

the body be thoroughly washed several times a week, but

the whole person should be soaked by remaining in the

water for an hour or more. This has an excellent effect,

and is far from unpleasant. It was regarded in the days
of ancient Rome as such a delightful luxury and such a

necessity, indeed, that every municipality erected public

bathing establishments, with furnaces to heat the water
to such a temf>erature that persons could remain in it for

several hours without inconvenience. The use of public

baths is almost unknown in this country, but in place of

them, eve ry house of even moderate dimensions has its

ownbatt-room, so that the custom of cleanliness might
5i|)pear U be hardly less general among the better classes

than in old Rome. *"

The djfticulty is that so few people appreciate that to

thoroughly cleanse the skin, still more for tne bath to have
a medicinal effect, it must be prolonged far bevond the

usual time we ailow it. The European physicians, who
as a rule attach much greater imporUince to this than our-

selves, require their patients to remain immersed two,

three, four, i^nd even ten or twelve hours daily ! This is

said to have most beneficial results ; but who would at-

tempt to introduce it in this country ?

liocal cleanliness is of equal importance. This is ob-

tained by means of injections or irrigations of simple

water, or of some infusion or solution. The use of the

syringe, as an article of essential service in preserving the

health of married women, should never be overlooked.

Even when the^ ai*e aware of no tendency to weakness
or^inusual discharge, it should be employed once or twice

a week, and when there is debility or disease of the parts

actually present, it is often of the greatest service.

m
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There Aie many Tarieties of female syrlogee now manii*

factured and sold, some of which are quite wort bless.

Much the most convenient, cleanly, and effioiert is the

self-injeotinff rubber syringe, which is worked by means
of a ball held in the hand, and which throws a constant

and powerful stream. They come neatly packed in boxes
occupying small space, and readily transported from place

to place. Much aepends on knowing how to apply tnem.

The patient should be seated on the edge of a low chair

or stool vdth a hard seat, immediately over a basin. The
tube should then be introduced as far as possible without
causing pain, and the liquid should be thrown up for five

or ten mmutes. About one or two quarts may be used,

of a temperature in ordinary cases a little lower than that

of the apartment. Water actually cold is by no means o

be recommended, in spite of what some physicians say to

the contrary. It unquestionably occasionally leads to

those very evils which the judicious use of the syringe is

intended to avoid.

No fluid but wate. should be used in ordinary cases.

When, however, here is much discharge, a pinch of pow-
dered alum can be dissolved in the water ; and when there

is an unpleasant odour present^a suffidentamount ofa solu-

tion of permanganate of potash may be added to the

water to change it to a licht pink colour. This latter sub-

stance is most admirable in removing all unpleasant

odours ; but it will stain the clothing, and must^ on that

account^ be employed with caution.

We will add a few vamings to what we have just said

about injections. There are times when they should be
omitted, as for instance during the periodical ulness, when
the body is either chilled or neated, and generally when
their a<uninistration gives pain. There are also some
women in whom the mouth of the womb remains open,

especially those who have borne many children. In such
cases the liquid used is liable to be thrown into the womb
Itself, and may give rise to serious troubles. These should
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either omit the use of the syringe altogether, or obtain

one of those which throw the water biuskward and not
forward. This variety is manufactured and sold by
various dealers.

Irrigations are more convenient in some respects than
injections. They are administered in the following man-
ner: A jar holding about a gallon of water, simple or

medicated, as may be advisable, is placed upon a table or

high stand. A long rubber tube is attached to the bottom
of the jar, ending in a metallic tube, and furnished with a
stopcock. The patient seats herself on the edge of a chair

over a basin, introduces the tube« and turns the stopcock.

The liquid is thus thrown up in a gentle, equable stream,

without any exertion on her part No assistance is re-

quired, and the force and amount of the liquid can be
exactly graduated by elevating or lowering the jar, or by
turning the stopcock. When there is much debility, or

when it is desirable to apply the liquid for a long time,

this method is much preferable to syrincing. The neces-

sary apparatus can readily be obtained m any large dty.

It has, however, the drawback that tlie jar is Iai^, and
nol donvenient to oany on ]0iuiM!y&
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THE SINGLE LIFE.

. FKW words, ere we pass to another branch of 'Mi

abject, in the physical relations of her who by choice or

ilher reason never marries. It is a common observation

^mong physicians who have devoted themselves to the

study 01 woman's physical nature, that in spite of these
" perils of maternity,' which wo have taken no pains to

conceal, the health of single women during the child-bear-

ing period is, as a general rule, not better, nor even so good
as tnat of their married sisters. Those insurance com-
panies who take female risks, do not ask any higher pre-

mium for the married than the unmarried.

Various suggestions have been made to account for this

unexpected fact. Some writers have pointed oui, that in

many diseases marriage exerts a decidedly curative in-

fluence, especially in dironic nervous ailments. Chorea,

for instance, or St. Vitus' dance, as it is popularly termed,

has been repeatedly cured by marriage. As a rule, pain-

ful menstruation, which always arises from some defect

or disease of the ovaries or adjacent organs, is improved
and often completely removed by the same act. There
are, as is well Icnown, a whole series of emotional dis-

orders, hysteria, and various kinds of mania and halluci'

nation, which are almost exclusively confined to single

persons, and only occur in the married under exceptional

circumstances. An instance has lately been detailed in

Hift mediciil journals by a Prussian physician of a case of

.utjoubted hereditary insanity which wan ^rreatly hsn#
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fitad, indeed temporarily cured, by a fortunate nuntial

relation. Few who have watched a large circle of lady
acquaintances, but will have observed that many of them
mcreased in flesh and improved in health when they had
been married some months. An English writer of distinc-

tion accounts for these favourable results in a peculiar

manner. " Success," he says, ** is always tonic, and the

beat of tonics. Now, to women, marriage is success. It

is their aim in social life, and this accomplished, health

and strength follow." We are not quite ready to subscribe

to such a sweepinff assertion, but no doubt it is applicable

in a limited number of cases. Our own opinion is that

nature gave to each sex certain functions, and that the

whole system is in better health when all parts and
powers ndfil their destiny.

Oommon proverbs portray the character of the spinster

as peevish, selfish, given to queer fancies and unpleasant
eccentricities. In many a case we are glad to say ^his is

untrue. Instances of noble devotion, broad and generous
sympathy, and distinguished self-sacrifice, are by no
means rare in single women. But take the whole class,

the popular opinion, aa it often is, must be granted to be
correct. Deprived of the natural objects of interest, the

sentiments are apt to fix themselves on parrots or poodle^i,

or to be confined within the breast or wither for want of

nourishment. Too often the history of those sisterhoods

who assume vows of singleness in the interest of religion

presents to the physician the sad spectacle of prolonged

nervous maladies, and to the Christian that of a sicuy
sensibility.

In this connection, we may answer a question not

unfrequently put to the medical attendant. Are those

women who marry late in their sexual life, more or less

apt to bear living children than the married of the same
age, and are they more or less likely to prolong the bear
ing period by their deferred nuptials f To both these

inqmries we answer, no. On the contrary, the woman

p
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who marries a few yean only before her ehaDse of life, la

almost sure to hare no children who will survive. She is

decidedly less apt to have any than the woman of the

same age who marries young. If, therefore, love of chil-

dren and a desire for offspring form, as ihey rightly

should, one of the inducements to marry, let not the act

be postponed too long, o^ it will probably iail ofAny soeb

\
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After a certain number of yean, woman lays aside

t.iOBe functioiQS with which she has been endowed for the

perpetuation of the spetite, and resumes once more that

exdusiyely individual life which had been hers when a
chUd. The evecing of her days approaches, and if she

has observed the precepts ofwisdom, she may look forward

to a long and placid period of rest, blessed with health,

honoured, yes, loved with a purer flame than any which
she inspired in the bloom of youth and beauty. Those
who are familiar with the delightful Memoirs of Madame
Swetchine or Madame Racamier will not dispute even so

bold an assertion as this.

But ere this haven of rest is reached, there is a crisis to

pass which is ever the subject of anxious solicitude. Un-
scientific people, in their vivid language, call it the chomge

of life; physicians know it as the mev^opa/use— the

period of the cessation of the monthly flow. It is the

epoch when the ovaries cease producing any more ova,

and the woman becomes, therefore, incapable of bearing

any more children.

The r^e at which it occurs is very variable. In this

country, from forty to forty-six is the most common. In-

stances are not at all unusual when it does not appear
until the half century has been turned, and we have
known instances where women past sixty still continued
to have their periodical illness.

Examples of very early cessation are more rare. We
do not remember to have met any, in our experience,

earlier than thirty years, but others have observed
>« 4
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healthy women as young as twenty-eight in whom Uit

flow had ceased.

The physical change which is most apparent at this

time is the tendencyJ& grow stout The fat increafies as

the power of reproduction decreases. And here a curious

observation comes in. We have said that when the giil

changes to a woman, a similar deposit of fat takes place

(though less in amount), which commences at the loins.

This IS the flrst sign of puberty. In the change of life

the first sign is visible at the lower part of the back of

the neck, on a level with the bones Known as the two
lowest cervical vertebrae. Here commences &n accumula-
tion of fat which often grows to form two distinct prom-
inences, and is an infallible index of the period of a

woman's life.

The breasts do not partake of this increase, LAit become
flat and hard, the substance of the gland losing its spongy
structure. The legs and arms lose their roundness of

outline, and where they do not grow fat, dry up, and r

semble those of the other sex. The abdomen enlarg

even to the extent occasionally of leading the wife to

believe she is to be a mother—a delusion sometimes
strengthened by the absence of the monthly sickness.

FinaUy, a perceptible tendency to a beard often manifests

itself, the voice grows harder, and the characteristics of

the female sex become less and less distinct.

Some who are iv ore fortunate than their neighbours do
not experience the least discomfort at the change of life.

They simply note that at the expected time the illness

does not appear, and forever after they are free from it.

These are the exceptions. More commonly marked alter-

ations in the health accompany this important crisis, and
call for sedulous hygienic care. It is gratifying to know
nearly all these threatening afiections can be avoided by
such ^':.xi\ as they depend upon causes under the control

of the in«ijLYiilr.ai. Another fact, to which we have already

referred, \tk iui o! consolation. It ui an unexpected fact^
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one tLat we should hardly credit, did it not rest on itati

tical evidence of the most indisputable character The
popular opinion, every one knows, is that the period of

the change of life is one peculiarly dangerous to womea
If this is so, we mi^ht expect that if the number of deaths

between the ages of forty and fifty years in the two sexes

be compared, we should find that those of females far ex-

ceed those of males. This is, however, not the case. On
the contrary, the deaths of the males exceed in number
those of the females.

Hasty readers may draw a false conclusion from this

statement. They may at once infer that the change of

life merits little or no attention, if it thus in nowise
increases the bills of mortality. This is a serious error.

All intelligent physicians know that there are in veiy
many cases a most unpleasant train of symptoms which
characterize this epocn in the physical life of woman.
They are alarming, painful, often entailing sad conse-

quences, though rarely fatal All ph3r8icians are, however,
not intelligent, and there are too many who are inclined to

ridicule such complaints, to impute them to fancy, and to

think that they have done their full duty when they tell

the sufierer that such sensations are merely indicative of

her age, and thai in a year or two they will all pass away.
Such medicttl attendants do not appreciate the gravity of

the sufierings they have been caUed to relieve. Says a

distinguished writer on the subject, after entering int

4ome details in the matter :
" I would not dwell on thin^

ipparently so trivial as these, had I not seen some of the

^orst misery this world witnesses induced thereby
*

Such a conviction should be in the mind of the physiciH^
and lead him to attach theii full weight to tne va ae,

transitoiy, unstable, but most distressing symptoms
liescribed by him.

We diall speak of the various signs and sjrmptoma
which occur at and mark the change, and in commencing

to do, we call attention to an interesting illustration of

13
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the rhythm which controls the laws of life. Am in old age,

when we draw near the last scene of |l11, we re-entoi

childhood, and otow into second infancy, so the woman,
finishing her pUgrimage of sexual life, encounters the

same landmarks and stations which greeted her when she

first set out She obeys at eve the voice of her own
nature which she obeyed at her prime. The same
diseases and disorders, the same nervous and mental sen-

sations, the same pains and weaknesses which preceded

the first appearance of her monthly illness will, in aU
probability, precede its cessation. Even those affections

of the skin or of the brain, as epilepsy, which were suffered

in childhood, and which disappear as soon as the periodical

function was established, m%y be expected to re-appeax

when the function has reached its natural termination.

Therefore, if a woman, past the change, notices that she

suffers from bleediug at the nose, headache, boils, or some
skin disease, let her bethink herself whether it is not a
repetition of some similar trouble with which she was
plagued before the eventful period which metamorphosed
her from a girl L*. ^ a woman.
So true is what we Lave just said, that in detailing the

symptoms which frequently occur at the change of life,

we could turn back to the previous pages where we dis'

cussed the dangers of puberty, and repeat much that we
there said as of equal application here. For instance, the
green-sickness, chloroatSf is by no means exclusively a
disease of girls. It may occur at any period of child-bear*

in,Q^ life, but is much moid frequent at the beginning and
the end of this term. Hardly any one has watched
woman closely without having observed the peculiar tint

of skin, the debility, the dislike of society, the change of

temper, the fitful appetite, the paleness of the eye, and the

other traits that show the presence of such a condition of

the nervous system in those about renouncing their powers
of reproduction. The precautions and ruleswhichwe before

laid down can be read with equal profit in this connection
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In addition to these symptomi, which in a measure be-

long to the individual's own history, there are others of a
general character which betoken the approaching chan^.
One of them is an increasinfr irregulant^ in the monthly
appearance. This is frequenuyaccompamed with a sinking
Hensation, a ** feeling of goneness/' as the sufferer says, at

the pit of the stomach, often accompanied by flushes of

heat, commencing at the stomach and extending over the

whole surface of the body. The face, neck, and hands are

suffused at inopportune moments, and gnatly to the an-
noyance of the sufferer. This is sometimes accompanied
by a sense of fulness in the head, a giddiness, and a dul-

ness of the brain, sometimes going so far as to cause an
uncertainty in the step, a slowness of comprehension, and
feeling as if one might fall at any moment in some sort

of a fit.

This is not the worst of it. The»e physical troubles re-

act upon the mind. An inward nervousness intensely

painful to bear, is very sure to be developed. :4dc fears

she will be thought to have taken liquor, and to ue over-

come with wine ; she grows Liore comused, and imagines
that she is watched with suspicious and unkind eyes, and
often she worries herself by such unfounded fancies into

a most harassing state of mental distress. Society loses

its attractions, and solitude does but allow her opportunity

to indulge to a still more injurious extent such brooding
phantasms. Every ache and pain is magnified. Does
her heart palpitate, as it is very apt to do ? Straightway
she is certain that she has some terrible disease of that

organ, and that she will drop down dead some day in the

street Is one of her breasts somewhere sore, which, too,

is not unusual ? She knows at once it is t cancer, and
suffers an agony of terror from a cause wholly imaginary.

Vibrating between a distressing excitement and a
gloomy depression, her temper gives way, and even the
words of the Divine Master lose their influence over her.

8h« becomes firetful, asd yet full of remorse for yielding

^ m
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to her peeTiahness ; she seeks for sympathy without being

able to give reasons for needing it ; she annovs those

around her by groundless fears, and is angered when they
show their annoyance. In fine, she is utterly wretchea,

without any obvious cause of wretchedness.

This is a dark picture, but it is a true one, inexorably

true. Let us hasten to add that such a mental condition

is, however, neither a necessary nor a frequent concomi-

tant of the change. We depict it, so .'hat friends and re-

latives may better appreciate the sufferings of a class so

little understood, and so that women themselves, by know-
ing the cause of such complaints and the sad results which
flow from them, may make the more earnest efforts to

avoid them.
Other symptoms ake a sense of choking, a feeling ot

faintness, shooting pains in the back and loins, creepings,

and chilliness, a feeling as fi a hand were applied to the

b?ck or the cheek, a fidgety restlessness, inability to fix

uie mind on reading or in following a discourse, and a loss

of conii . over the emotions, so that she is easily affected

to tears or to laughter. All these merely indicate that

Nature is employing all her powers to bring about that

mysterious transformation in the economy by which ahe

deprives the one h<.: for ever of partaking in the creative

act after a certain age, while she only diminishes the

power of the other.

Those women especially may anticipate serious trouble

at this epoch in whom the change at puberty was accom-
panied by distressful and obstinate disorders, those in

whom the menstrual periods have usually been attended
^

with considerable paia and prostration, and those in whose
married life several abortions or several tedious and un-

natural labours have occurred. Also those who from some
temporary cause are reduced in health and strength, as

from repeated attacks of intermittent fever or disorders of

tiie lieer and digestive organs. Still more predisposed are

ibey who are suqiect to some of those displacements or

local
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local uloerations which we have mentioned Among the
" perils of maternity.** It becomes of CTeat conseauence
that any such deviation from the healthy standara shall

be corrected before a woman reaches this trying passage

in her career.

In rather more than one out of every four cases the

change of life is either ushered in or accompanied by con-

Riderable flooding. Wlien this occurs at the regular

period, is not in sufficient quantity to cause debility, and
IS not associated with much pain, it need not give rise to

any alarm. It is an effort of nature to relieve the im-

pending plethora of the system, to drain away the exces-

sive amount of blood which would otherwise accumulate
by the cessation of the flow. When it is remembered that

every month for some thirty years of life the woman of

forty-five has been moderately bled, we need not wonder
that suddenly to break off this long habit would bring

about plethora, which would in turn be the source of

manifold inconveniences to the whole system. Therefore,

this flooding may be regarded as a wise act of nature, and
as such, allowed to take its course so long as it is not at-

tended with the symptoms mentioned above. Wh(in this

is the case, however, the physician should be consulted as

then the bleeding may be froa inflammation, o?.- ulcera-

tion, or even from that dreaded foe to life, cance?.

Instead of finding this exit, the blood occaaionally is

thrown off by bleedmg at the nose, or is spit up from the

•ungs, or is passed from bleeding piles. Due caution must
be used about stopping such discharges too promptly.

Elest, cool drinks, and the application of cold to the parts,

are generally all that is needed.

We have just spoken of can6er. This is a subject of

terror to many women, and their fears are often increased

and deliberately played upon by base knaves who journey

about the country calling themselves ** cancer doctors,"

and professing to have some secret remedy with which
they work infallible cuj*es. It should be generally known

'•11.)
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thai all AQch pretensions are false. It is often a matter of

DO little difficulty, requiring an experienced eye, to pro-

nounce positiyely whether a tumour or ulcer is cancerous.

These cnarlatans have no such ability, but they pronounce

every sore they see a cancer, ana all their pretended

cures are of innocent, non-maliffnant disorders. Cancers

are more apt to develop themselves at this period. Their

Heat is most frequently in the womb or the breast, and

they are said to be especially liable to arise in those

women who have suffered several abortions or unnatural

labours. Undoubtedly they are more frequent in the mar-

ried life than in the unmarried, and they evidently bear

nnme relation to the amount of disturbance which the

system has suffered during childbirth, and the grief and

mental pain experienced. For this reason a celebrated

teacher of obstetrics insists upon classing them amon^
nervous diseases. The sui^eon alone can cure them, and

he but rarely. Medicine is of no avail, however long and

painstaking have been its researches in this direction. A
touching story is related in this connection of Raymond
Sully, the celebrated philosopher. When a young man he

was deeply impressed with the beauty of a lady, and re-

peatedly urged his suit, which she as persistently repelled

though it was evident she loved him. One day, when he

insisted with more than usual fervour that she eiiould ex-

plain her myBterious hesitation, she drew aside the fold»

of her dress and exposed her breast partly destroyed by a

cancer. Shocked and horrified, but unmoved in nis affec-

tion, he rushed to the physicians and demanded their aid.

They replied they could give none. He determined to find

a cure if he had to seek in all parts of the earth. He
visited the learned doctors of Africa and Asia, and learned

many wonderful things, even it was said, the composition

of the philosopher's stone itself, but what he did not find

and what has never yet been found, was what he went
(brih to seek—a cure for cancer.
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are apt to commence. They are nearly always preceded

by scanty or painful menstruation, and this, therefore, it

is the duty ot ever^'^ woman, as she values the preservation

of her future health, to remedy by every means in her
power.

Generally, from the commencement of the change of life^

commences also a steady diminution of the sexual pas-

sions, and soon after this period they quite disappear.

Sometimes, however, the reverse takes place, and the sen>

sations increase in intensity, occasionally exceeding what
they even were before. This should be regarded with
alann. It is contrary to the design of nature, and can but
mean that something is wrong. Deep-seated disease of

the uterus or ovaries is likely to be present, or an unnatural
nervous excitability is there, which, if indulged, will bring

about dangerous consequences. Gratitication, therefore,

should b« temperate, and at rare intervals, or wholly
denied.

To guard against the dangers of this epoch, those gene-

ral rmes of health which we have throughout insisted

upon should be rigidly observed. If during the whole of

her sexual life the woman has been diligent in observing

the laws of health, she has little to fear at this period.

Some simple reoaedies will suffice to allay the disagreeable

symptoms, and the knowledge that most of them are tem-
porary, common to her sex, and not significant of any pe-

culiar malady, will aid her in opposing; their attacKs on
her peace of mind. When plethora, flooding, or congestion

is apparent, the food should be light, chiefly vegetable, and
moderate in quantity. Liquors, wines, strong tea, cofiee^

and chocolate should be avoided ; an occasional purgative

or a glass of some laxative mineral water should oe taken,

and cool bathing regularly observed. Exercise should be
indulged in with caution, and care taken to avoid excite-

ment, severe mental or bodily effort, and exhaustion. If

the system is debilitated, and the danger is rather from a
want, of blood than too much blood, nouriahine food, tonio
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medieinefl, and perhaps some stimulant are called for.

When the perspiration is excessive, flannel should be worn
next to the skm in the daytime, and a flannel night-dress

at night. A tepid bath before retiring is also useful.

The " goneness " and other unpleasant sensations referred

to the pit of the stomach may be much relieved by wear-
ing a well-made spice-plaster over the stomach, or binding

there a bag of gum camphor, or if these fail, an opium plas-

ter will hardly fail to be of service. Internally, we think

nothing at all is needed; but as something must betaken,
let it not be spirits or wine, but half a teaspoonful of aro-

matic spirits of ammonia in a few tablespoonfuls of water.

There is too much of a tendency among some women to seek

alleviation in intoxicating compounds, "bitters," "tonics,"

and so forth, at such times. They can only result in in-

jury, and should be shunned. The pains in the back and
loins often experienced can be removed by rubbing the

parts with hot mustard-water, and taking a gentle purga-

tive, or by placing against the lower part of the spine a
hot brick wrapped in a flannel cloth wrung out in warm
water or laudanum and water.

Once safely through this critical period, the woman has

a better chance for long life and a green old age than the

man of equal years. Tables of human life show this con-

clusively, with the sweet consciousness of duty per-

formed, she is now prepared to assist others by intelligent

advice, cheerful counsel, and tender offices; she can now
surround herself with that saintly halo of kind words and
good works which wins a worthier love than passion

offers ; and, passing onward to the silence of eternal rest,

she will leave in Uie memory of all who knew her pleasant

imprearioni and AffBotionate reminisceiicef.
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NOTES.

§» U, flxsicAPHBODiTBa AND Abbxuaihii.—BoMtaiifll^deddM
ttohnauu. to be a case of herriMph/rodiUx vera laUraXiB^ and all whc

examine her say the same. See Wxeiur Medeciny WockeMchrift,

October, 1868, and the Medical and Surgical Reporter, voL xix. p.

487. A marked case of asezuaUam, proven so by a post-mortem ex-

amination, is reported in the Buffalo Medical and Surgical Journal

for April, 1869, p. 338 ; and another in the London Medical Times

and Gazette of about the wme date. We might refer to many leai

recent but less authentic

P. 23. Aos OF PuBEKiT.—See cMe by Dr. T. H. Twiner, in the

RiefMnond and Louisville Medical Journal^ March, 1869 ; Raciborski,

De la Menstmation et de VAge Critique chez la Feimme, p. 130.

The quotation is from Dr. Edward Smith, CyclAcal Changes in HeaMi

and Diseau—a profound worik. Raciborski is the principal author-

ity for this and the following section. Our own inquiries fully con-

firm his statements.
•

P. 29. iNVLUxNcn or ths Moon on Msnstbuatioh.—On this

question, see the researches of M. Parchappe, Comptes Rendus de

VAcadtmie des Sciences, torn. xvi. p. 660. See also Dr. Shrye,

TractaMu de Fhueu Menstro in the Acta Lipsiensia for 1686, p. 1 11

;

Dr.W Oharleton, Inquisiiio Physica de Causis Catamenioruim, p. 78 ;

and Galen, De Diehus DeoretoriiSf lib. iii, for other curious partioa-

lars.

P. 32. Chlobosis.—For the pathology of this disease, see Dr.

Gaillard Thomas, Diseases of Women, p. 626 ; and Dr. 0. H. Baner,

in the Winw.r .\Tedicin Zeitwng, No. 33, 1868. Oooariowally the

His



m ifofm.

ohange at puberty badi to «n affection retj eloiely fwembllng

typhoid fev«r, but which is strictly due to the sexual crisis, and

often goitre oommenoes at this period. See a reyiew of Raciborsk*

in the BulUtin de TMrapeutique^ June, 1869.

P. 34. lilABTUBBATiONnrGiitLB.—See Miss Catherine E.Beecher,

Litten to ihe People on Health and HappineUf p. 159. The laiei

medical literature on the subject is abundant. See Uher die B*

handiung der Masturbation hei Jdein«n MUdchenf JournalfUr Kindt*

hranktieiten, Bd. 11. p. 360 ; H. B. Storer, Western Journal o/Medi

cine, July, 1868 ; and Jowmal of the Gynecological Society, vol. »

No. 1.

Pp. 38| 89. Prvmatubb Makriaobs.—See Dr. Duacan, Fecun-

dity, Fertilityf etc., p. 241 ; Reich, Natuir und OcawndheitiUhrc d»

SkMchsn Ltibenct p. 618.

P. 41. Holt Lovb.—^The distinction between a^crirr/ and cpon^is

too familiar to all scholars to need extended mention. See Trend^i

Synonyvtu of the Netw Tedameht, $ub voce.

Pp. 44, 46. SiNOLit lawm nr its Relation to Sahitt and Mo&-

TALiTT.—^The extraordinary statements in the text are vouched for

by Dr. Casper, Medidnisehe Statistik, voL ii. p. 164 ; and Dr. Reich,

Oeschichte Natur, wnd Oeeimdheitdehirc da Eheliehen Ltbcns, pp. 510,

611. We hare compared the reports of a number of American

asylums for the insane, and find the proportions very nearly a»

great as seated by these authorities.

Pp. 65, 66. Intsbmauriaoi of Rblatitss.—The view we advo'

eate on this point, we know, is neither the received nor the popular

one. In the middle ages it was forbidden to intermarry within the

seventh degree of consanguinity. But this and all other regulations

were based on theological and political, not physiological, grounds.

Quite recently, Dr. Nathan AUen, of Massachusetts, has insisted on

of consanguineous marriages {Journal of Paychological
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Msdicilw, April, iSfHH). But other Tery careful aad recent students

adopt the view of our text ; for instance, D. F. J. Behrend, Jow-

ntU fiir Kinderkrankheiten, December, 1868, p. 316 ; Dr. A. Yoisin,

in the reports of the Paris Acaditnu d« Mideeine 1864, 1865, and

1868 ; and Dr. H. Gaillard, in the last edition (1868) of the

Dietionnaire de Midecinc et de Chirurgie Pratique, All the state-

ments in the text are supported with incontrovertible evidence by

these writers. If we are asked how we meet the seemingly alarm-

ing array of allegations by Dr. Bemiss, the Kentucky physician re-

ferred to, in the Tranaactioiu of the Ameriean Medical Aeaodatiork,

for 1859, we beg to refer to Dr. Behrend's articles, where the re-

searches of Bemiss are severely, and, to our mind, justly criticised.

For Dr. Edward Smith's assertion, see his Bsaay on Conmmptionf

p. 244. (Phikdelphia, 1865.)

Pp. 63, 64. CoMBnJNiOATioN OF ysNBBHAL DiBBASXS.—Many /
fflstanoes are recorded where a drinking-glass, a spoon, a fork, or a

Iiandkerchief has infected innocent persons with these terrible dis-

eases ; see Oullerier, AtUu of Venereal DisecueSf p. 43. They are

communicated from the male to the female, or from the female to

the male with equal facility, and either parent can transmit them to

the children. The physician in Pennsylvania referred to ii Dr.

Sigmond, in the Hwnboldt Medical Arehive»f 1868.

P. 65. STMBOunL—See Dr. Carus, SymboUk d&r MenaeMiehen

OeetaUf the most scientific work ever written on physiognomy,

phrenology, and allied subjects.

Pp. 71, 72. Vide Badborski, De la Puberti ei de VAge Critique

thee la Femme, p. 188 ; Tilt, Uterine TherofieuUee, p. 815 (Am.

ed., 1869.)

P. 74. See Dr. William A. Hammond's TreaHee on Hygiene^ p.

438, for air-space required by a healthy person. The contagion of

phthisis is maintained by many authorities, among others Dr. W.

tierhard of this eity ; vide Pennsylvania Hospital Reports faff

i
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1868, p. 906. Rrofeiaor Oastan ham reoenilj oolleoted, In the ifont-

pelier MMiof^f a Tariety of facts which seem to ihow that tubercn-

losii may be communioated from a diseased to a healthy person by

transpiration, breathed air, and living together (Londc*> Freu and

dreular, March 10, 1869). In regard to the inoculation of tubercle

e have reference to the well-known experiments of M. VQlemin,

of the Hdpital Yal-de-Or&ce, Paris. In this connectiot 719 may

record an instance of recent medical heroism. M. Le8]^>r&;id, at-

tached to the surgical department of the Yal-de-GrAce, in presence

of several of his colleagues, extracted granular matter from tht body

of a phthisical subject, and introduced it under his own integument.

This zealous investigator into the etiology of tuberculosis has aus

exposed himself, in a courageous way, for the benefit of science \o

the effects of a most dangerous and merciless disease. See Utri"

OrUaru Journal of Medicine for January, 1869, quoted from th-

London Lancet.

111

P. 76. Ths Diontti Aim Propbiett or v^a Sexual iNsmror.

—

Dr. Edward John Tilt, of London, is the Medical writer referred

to ; vide Uterine Therapeutiaif pp. 95, 313. See also Bosquet, Nou-

teau Tableau de VAmour Conjugal, vol. iL p. 2, etc. ; Roussel,

SysUme Physique et Moral de la Femmtf p. 211 ; Menville, Hittoire

Midicaie et Philoa<^hique de la FimnKe^ vol v p. 36 et seg.; Baci-

borski, De la Fubertif eta, p. 46.

P. 78. On the Iitduloenob atd VLMtrtRAm of Sexual Desibe.

—^Menville, voL ii p. 91 ; Bosquet, voL iL p. 280 ; Economy oj

Life ; or Food, Repoee and £ove, by George Miles (London, 1868).

Dr. Edward Smith, in his valuable work on CycUeal Changes in

Health and Disecue, has collected extensive statistics showing tlie

affect of the time of conception on the viability of the foetus. The

quotation ia from Carpenter's Human Physiology
, p. 753. (Am. ed.)

P. 81. See London Lancet tor March 6, 1869, p. 337, for report

ol dlnnarfoB in tha Pathologioal Society of London upon thfO phyai-
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m the phyai-

eal degeneracy reralting from proereation during intozioation.

Authorities could be cited at length upon thia subject, but it is not

necessary. See Hufeland's Art of Prolonging L\f4f p. 207. (Am.

ed., 1870.)

P. 82. Quotation from Dr. T. Oaillard Thomas's excellent work

on DiuoMS of WorMUf p. 66.

Pp. 83-89. Stbbiltty.—^For statistics referred to, see Dr. Mat-

thews Duncan, Feoundityf FerHUty and Stermty (Edinburgh, 1866),

p. 181 et seq. ; Dr. Tilt, UUrine Therapeutics, p. 291 ; Dr. Edward

Rpeich, GesundheitaUhre des Ehtlichen Lebens, Th. ii.

Dr. J. Marion Sims, On 1M Microscope as an Aid in t?^e Diagnosis

and Treatment of Sterility, New York Medical Journal, January,

1869, p. 406 ; Oharles Darwin, The Variation ofAnimals and Plants

under Dom^tication, vol. ii. p. 198 (Am. ed.) ; Philadelphia Medi-

cal and Surgical Beporter, November 2, 1867, p. 384 ; A. Debay,

Hygiine et Physiologic du Mariage, p. 228 (Paris, Quarante-qua-

tri^me edition) ; Baciborski, De la PuberU, etc., p. 461 ; Virey,

De la Femme sous ses Rapports Phys., etc., p. 332 ; Dr. Gunning S.

Bedford, The Principles and Practice of Obstetrics, p. 107.

P. 90. Ths Limitation of Offsprdto.—We have taken great

pains to avoid giving false or dangerous impressions in this section.

The references in the order of quotation are :—Dr. Tilt, Hand-Book

of Uterine Therapeutics, p. 317 (Am. ed.) ; Dr. Duncan, Fecundity,

Fertility and Sterility and Allied Topics, pp 289, 290 ; Dr. Hillier,

Diseases of Children, p. 114 ; John Stuart Mill, Principles of Politi-

eal Economy, p. 691 (Eng. ed. , 1866) ; Dr. Drysdale, London Medi-

eal Press and Circular, December, 1868, p. 478 ; Baciborski, De
VAge Critujue che» la Femme, p. 484 ; Th^ Nation, June, 1869 ; Dr.

Ed. Beich, Natur wnd Qesundheitslehre desEhdichen Lebens, p. 493 ;

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, February, 1867 ; Philadel-

phia Medical one' Surgical Beporter, voV xix. p. 306 ; Sismondi,

Prinoipks of Political Economy, book vli. chap. v. ; Dr. MaeCormac,

«r
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in LondoB AfadtMl PrMt amd drculctr, March, 1809, p. 2(«4 ; Dr.

GftillMd ThomM, DiMOMt of Womm, p. 68 ; LeaTenw<»rth Mtdwi^

Serdld, April, 1867 ; Dr. N. K, Bowling, in the Nashville iAmmuii

of Mtdicine and 8urg0ryf October, 1868. We have rather let othen

peak than ipoken onrselvea, and have collected the opiniona of

many moat diatinguiahed phyaiciana and statesmen, who thus pro-

nounce againat excessive child-bearing. Any intelligent phyaician

will acknowledge the weight to be assigned to such names.

P. 103. Qaotation from Philadelphia Medical and Surgical B»-

porter, August 8, 1868, p. 106.

P. 103. SiONB ov Fbititful Oonjvnotiom.—Carpenter, Human
Phyaiohgy, p. 772 ; Dr. Qunning S. Bedford, FrincipUs and Prae-

^iee of ObsMrie$t p. 304 ; Menville, voL i p. 295 ; Montgomery,

SignM and Symptomi of Pregnancy, p. 90.

P. 105. Inhibitanoi.—^Darwin, Animait emd PlanU wnder Do

muticaiion, pp. 42, 473 (Am. ed.) ; Sir Henry Holland's Medicai

Notea and E^fleetione, p. 30 ; Pritohard, Besearehe$ into (he Phyneal

Hi$tory of Mofnkvnd, voL it p. 661 ; Oarpenter, Hwnan Physiology,

p. 779; A. Debay, Hygiine et Phyaiologie du Mortage, p. 173;

Flourena, De la LongevitS Htunaine et de la qwmtiti de Vie »w U

Globe, p. 266 (Paria, 1860) ; Hufeland, Art of Prolonging Life, pp.

91, 206 ; Hatnmond^s Hygiine, p. 116 ; American Journal of Medi-

cal Seierue, July, 1865, p. 82 ; Franda Galton on Hereditary Talent

and Character, in MacmiUan*» MagoMne, vol. ziL pp. 167 and 318 ;

Madden, The Infirmities of Oeniua, voL ii p. 107; London

Lancet, December, 22, 1868, p. 826 ; the British Medical Journal^

January 11, 1868, p. 26 ; Dr. Prosper Lucas, Traiti de VHMdiU
Naturelle; Victor Hugo, L'Homme Qui Bit, le second chapitre

prtfliminaire ; Watson's Practice, p. 1163 ; Dr. Daniel G. Brinton,

Guids Book to Florida and ihe Souih, Pt iiL

Dr. J. V. 0. Smith, Pkyeieal IndieaMons of Longevity in Man,

P. 129. BottCA Msdiml and aurgtealJ»wmal,Apni 2, VU^
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P. 199. Dr. ArUiiiriakhdl,Iioiid<»iricNMlXSM««i4tif«MMs

{^oyember 16, 1863.

P. 130. Dnnoan, Feewndity, FerHlity, and SUrUityt p. 99 ; lUnu-

botham, System of OhtUtrieif p. 461 (Am, Ed.) ; Philadelphia M$di-

9(U and Surgical ReportWf toL xiz. p. 608 : xx. p. 98.

P. 132. London Mtdical Prtn and Ciroukw, Augnit 38, 1867

;

Journal de BruxeUes, July, 1867| p. 48.

P. 133. Menville i. p. 299 ; Dr. Qunning S. Bedford, 8yttem oj

Ohstetricif p. 144 et »eq. ; Montgomery, Sigm and SympUmu o/

?regnancy ; Dr. Edward Rigby, System of Midwiferyf p. 47.

P. 143. MoTHEBs' Ma&ks.—See a rery interesting article by

Professor Wm. A. Hammond in The Quarterly Journal of Psycho-

iogical Medicine and Medical Jurisprudencef January, 1868, p. 1,

in which he says, in regard to the influence of the maternal mind

over the foetus in utsro, " The chances of these inatances, and others

w^hich I have mentioned, being due to coincidence, are infinitesimally

small ; and though I am careful not to reason apon the principle of

post hoe ergo propter hoCf I cannot, nor do I think any other person

can, no matter how logical may be his mind, reason fairly against

the connection between cause and effect in such cases. The cor-

rectness of the facts only can be questioned ; if these be accepted,

the probabilities are thousands of millions to one that the relation

between the phenomena is direct." See also Dr. J. Lewis Smith,

Diseases of Infancy and Childhood^ 1869, p 27 ; Philadelphia Afedi*

tal and Surgical Reporter, vol. xix. p. 359.

Pp. 153-157. Raciborski, DeLaPuberti, etc., p. 491 ; Dr. Gunning

S. Bedford, System of Obstetrics, p. 442 ; Diet, des Sciences MidicaUs,

t. L. iii.
1^
London Lancet, August, 1856, p. 131 ; Carpenter, Human

Physiology, p. 779 ; Beek*s Elements of Medieai Jurisprudence, Art.

Superfoetation ; Bokitansky, Pathological- Anatomy ; Philadelphia

Medieai ami Surgical Reporter, May 1, 18£9| p. 836; ProfeiM*

4
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Panooti ramored 10010 jean ainoe from tha dhaok ol • ddl4

Bome months old, a rudimentary aaoond child.

P. 168. Dr. Bedford, Ob$Mrie$, p. 264 ; London Laihed, January

28,1869.

P. 168. Is XT Sow OK A Dauohtbb T—^Philadelphia Medical aiul

Suryicai Reporter^ vol. zvii. p. 495; Dr. Frankenhauser, in the

Monatachrift fur Oeburtahmde ; Dr. Packman on ImpregnatioTif

London Xoneee, July 18, 1863.

P. 162. Dr. Bedford, SygUm of ObsUtria, p. 299.

P. 162. Taylor, Medical Jwriaprudeneej p. 586 ; Report of Pro

eeedinga agairut the Rev. Fergus Jardine^ Edinburgh, 1839.

P. 155. Ohurohill, On Women, p. 451 (Am. ed.) ; Menville, ii.

114 ; Tilt's ElemenU of HeaUh, p. 271.

P. 189. To HAYH Labous WITHOUT Pain.—ProfessorT. (laillard

Thomas says, " The rule should be to employ an ansBsthetic in

every case of labour, diuring the aeeond ttagef unless some contra-in-

dication exists. After a delivery under its influence, patients recover

more rapidly, are freer from complioationB, and show fewer signs of

prostration." Vide Lecture on the management of Women after

Pa/rturUionf in the Richmond and Loui$mlU Medical Journal. Feb-

roary, 1869, p. 145.

P. 190. Philadelphia Medical and Surgical Reporter, vol. xix. p.

888 ; Carpenter, Human FhyncAogy, p. 810 ; BamsboiJiam, Obrietrice,

p. Ill ; Detroit Review of Medicvne and Pharmacy, March, 1869, p.

150.

P. 195. Thb M0TES&.—^Dr. J. Lewia Smith, A Treatiee on the

Diaeaeee of Iftfcmoy (ntd Childhood, 1869, pw 28 et wg. ; Dr. Thomas

Hillier, CUnieal Treaiiseon tA« Dieeaeee of Children, p. 17 (Am. ed.,

1868) ; Dr. Edward Smith, Cyclical Changu in HeaUh and Diaeaee

;

iPr. .Jolkp Jifyitf^^iijl, OutUnee of Pkyaithgy, Human and ComparaUw.

:U'
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lauser, in the
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1839.

] ; Menville, ii

pp. 761, 765, 998 (Am. ed., 1868) ; Dr. Oharle* k, Cameron, lActurf-*

vii the Preservation of Healthy London, 1868, p. 17'^ ; Dr. Charles

J. B. Williaras, Principles of MedieinSj p, 480 (Am. ed., 1808) ; Dr.

J. Foraythe Meigs, Diseases of Children ; Dr. E. J. Tilt, Elements of

Health and Principals of Hygiene^ p. 60 et seq. (Am. ed. , 1853) ;

Dr. Andrew Coombe, The Management of Infaney^ p. 73 et seq.

(Ninth ed., Edinburgh, 1860) ; Report of Board of Health of PhUa-

delphia, for 1868, p. 43 ; British and Foreign Medica-Chirurgical

BevieWf April, 1868, pp. 382, 454 ; Southern Journal of the Medical

SdeneeSf November, 1865, p. 655 ; Dr. Thomas Hawkes Tanner,

Practice ofMedicine, p. 108,(Am. ed., 1866 ; Dr. Wm. A. Hammond,
Treatise on Hygiene, p, 95 et seq, ; Philadelphia Medical and Surgical

Utfort^r, yoL XTi p. 630 ; xijL pp. 36, 69, U9, 134, 38X
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PREFAOm

ORianrALiTT hie not been loai^t Im tbii work. All

that has been attempted Is, to set forth briefly and clearly

the nature and importance of child-bearing, the slightness

of its real dangers, and the best methods of aUeyiating its

discomforts and sufferings.

The subject is itself extensive, and an immense range of

related topics have a direct and important bearing on it

The difficulty has accordingly been, not to find what to say,

but to decide what to omit

Itisbelievedthat a healthful regimen has beendescribed;

a constructiye, preparatoiy, and preventive training, ra>

ther than a course of remedies, medications, and drugs.

The cooling, soothing, and nutritious Fruit Diet system is

Uie central idea of the book, and it is believed that eveiy

recommendation in it is in harmony with that system.

Among the authorities who have been eonsiilted and

quoted or used, are the following : Bull, Dewees, Duncan,

Gleason, Loaer, Montgomery, Napheys, Pendleton, Shew,

Storar. Tilt and YerdL
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HEAT.THFULNBSS OF CHILD-BKABIKa

Children are a good and not an eviL A human being
tvho is not to some extent fond of children, who does not
to some extent desire to have children, is defective

—

' maimed
;
just as a person is who is unable to take plen-

sure in music, or who is incapable of distinguishing be-

tween right and wrong, or cannot feel sympathy with the

pleasure or pain of other people.

Accordingly, the cases of men, and still more of women,
who do not desire children, are comparatively few, and
are exceptions. They have always been, and still are,

recognized as unfortunate instances of sickly or deformed
natural constitution, or of the harmful influence of un
healthy social condition.

The whole range of history, the whole range ofto-day's

unperverted human nature, shows a profound love for off-

dpring in the human race. A long series of cases might
be cited, it is true, where infanticide has been practised.

Yet the number, though great in itself, shrinks out of

sight in comparison with the number of cases where it

has not been practised. And, furthermore, it would be
easy to show that this seeming ferocity is very often the

perverted or rather inverted manifestation of the natiiral

aflectioo itself. That ^. for instance, vast numbers of

n";Ui

'L-
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the infanttcides practised by hoathens upon their female

children are perpetrated on the theory—either conscious

or implied—that it is a kindness to put the little unfor-

tunate things quickly out of a world where they have
only unhappiness and servitude to expect.

Except such violations of natural law as this, it will be
found that no more powerful motives, unless it be the in-

stinct of preserving one's own life, shape the lives and
govern the conduct of human beings than those which
impel us to have children. Dr. S. G. Howe, the eminent
physician and philanthropist, places but one motive above
that of desire for reproducing our species in point of power
over liuman beings. He says, in a discussion upon the

treatment of feminine wrong-doers ;
" As with the first

great instinct of nature—to support and prolong our in-

divitlual life atwhatever cost to others—even so with the

SECOND, which loads us to renew and extend our existence

by transmitting it to others."

The Bible, unerringly true in its psychology, ib full of

this motive. It may even be said that the powerful pro-

tection of this profound instinct was usedby the Almighty
as the impregnable hiding-place in which the plan of hu-
man redemption was slowly evolved and human thought
habituated to it. Every thoughtful student of Bible

psychology will perceive that the twoinseparable motives

—

love of ofispring, and hope of motherhood of the Messiah
—lay in the very heart of hearts of the Jewish national

lilc.

But the point needsno argument. Few indeed are those

who will seriously deny that children are a source oi

happiness. Helpless as an infant is, troublesome as are

the fjuitastic tricks and naughtinesses of childliocd, pain-

ful as are parental anxieties over the critical eras or

youth—in spite of all, a home without children is inex
prossibly dreary ; a heart witho^o children is sad and
ionest>fne beyond expression ; a liSe withoui children ib

felt by one of the deepest of iuacincts to be a» lio^jrfect
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life, shorn of one of the broisidest and most vital and vivid

portions of emotion and enjoyment.
The money value of a ciiild has been calculated by

one philosophical observer. He concludes, in a manner
that reminds one somewhat of a slavetrader's compu-
tations, that, on an average, a healthy boy fifteen years

old, is equivalent to fifteen hundred dollars cash. This
is no doubt a sum not to be despised. But it |becomf>s

invisible when we compare it with an estimate of the

affectional, social, and ethical value of children. The
exercise of so much patience, forbearance, kindness and
love, as their training requires, reacts with infinite

power upon the heart of the parent. Constant thought-
fulness, prudence, foresight, and contrivance are indis-

pensable in managing them ; and this discipline in like

manner reacts upon the character of the manager. The
future of children is one of the most powerful con-

siderations in restraining parents from carelessness or

indiscretion in economical matters, in their ordinary

walk and conversation, in the whole conduct of life.

Many a man or woman has been held back from folly

or fiom shame by the recollection of what the children

would know of it, or would hear of it.

In truth, the whole fabric ofsociety is keyed upon these

feeblest and most imperfect of its members. Remove
their influences, and the chief bond of matrimony disap-

pears ; and with it disappear the home, the family, and a

whole vast circle of forces indispensable to individual self-

control, to general morality, to the very existence of

society and of nations. The individual, thus loosed,

stands without ties to any of his kind, without recollec-

tions of ancestors, responsibilities to his fellows, or ex-

pectations towards a future generation. Our civilized and
organized frame of socivjty, a body instinct with healthy

life, would drop at once into a mere collection of ultimate

atoms, by putnd decomposition.

Truths inosculate. It is in accordscnce with what has

'.\
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been said of the inestimable imfoitance of children in

society and as [instruments for the development of char-

acter, that the office of bearing children should be not
merely a natural but a positively healthful office.

As in all other respects whateveii, a compliance with
the natural laws of human existence in this particular,

promotes the total significance

—

i. e., the extent, the

efficiency, the enjoyableness—of that existence. To sup-

pose the case otherwise is to suppose the Creator other

than wise. But it is an old paradox, that it is an ab-

surdity which is the " thing impossible to God."

No doubt there are exceptions to the rule. But unless

there are special reasons to the contrary, married persons

live longer than unmarried ; and as a general rule it is

absolutely true that long life is happy life. This is the

case with both men and women; and writers on longevity

accordingly habitually prescribe matrimony as one im-

portant means. But the mother's office in the production
of ofispring is beyond all comparison a greater element

in her life—it occupies an infinitely greater proportion of

her time, her head, her heart, her physical strength and
vitality, than in the case of the father. And as might
be supposed, the influence of marriage and child-bearing

upon the duration of women's lives is decidedly more dis-

tinct and easy to determine than the influence of marriage
and paternity upon men.
Among the numerous elaborate statiutical tables which

have been prepared diiring the last half century, are

many which show that of the women who die between
the ages of twenty and forty-five, more are single than
married. History affi^rds no instance of a single woman
who has lived to a remarkably great age. Of women
who commit suicide, from two-thirds to three-fourths are

single. Of women confined in lunatic asylums, from
three-fourths to four-fifths are single. There is a start-

ling list of diseases which either actually originate from
celibacy strictly observed by persons possessing the aver*
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age qualities of humanity, or which are very greatly de
veloped and intensified by it. The proverbial eccentricities

of "old maids" are no mere imaginations. They are

neither more nor less than the unavoidable consequences

of an unnatural way of living. So immediate and im
portant is the influence of celibacy or marriage on health,

that we find medical authorities of the highest rank
treating it as a matter of hygienic importance, as obvious
and as weighty as food or exercise or climate. Thus the

great French physician, Pinel, says that med'cine is help-

less in cases where " the immutable necessities offecundity

and reproduction are perverted. When therefore a young
marriageable maiden exhibits symptoms of the approach
of any disease, she should if possible be united to the ob-

ject of her aflections." And the physician who quotes
this language adds, "this treatment has often prn^/od

very successful in averting diseases that would have * jn-

dered her life one of misery."

Thus it appears that the process of child-bearing is es-

sentially necessaiy to the physical health and long life, the

mental happiness, the development of the afiections and
whole character of women individually (of men also), and
to the very existence, not only of the huujui rs^oe but of

dviliied aooiaij.
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DAKGEB OF PREVENTIONS.

i

In like maimer as it was shown that the healthfbbieM

of child-bearing accords with natural indications, so does

the doctrinethat frustrations of child-bearing areunhealth-

ful accord with the same indications. The invasion and
devastation of a great province of life cannot but weaken
the whole. The function of child-bearing diverts to its

purposes and absorbs in its offices such a vast share of the

physical frame, of the blood, of the nervous system, of the

whcAe vitality of the mother, that to meddle with it med-
dles with her very existence.

The vast importance of the maternal office is strikingly

shown in estimates of the influence of the female repro-

ductive system upon the whole life which have been made
by distinguished medical writers. " Propter uterum eat

rn/ulier," asserts one of them—" Woman exists for the sake
of the womb." And Professor Hubbard, of New Haven,
in an annual discourse before a medical society during
1 870, spoke as follows :

" The sympathies of the uterus

with every other part of the female organism are so evi-

dent, and the sympathetic relations of all the organs of

woman with the uterus ire so numerous and complicated,

so intimate and often so distant, yet pervading her entire,

being, that it would almost seem, to use the expression of

another, ' as if the Almighty, in creating the female sex,

had taken the uterus and buUt up a woman around it.*"

And again, he calls this organ " the great central pivotal

or^n of her existence."

Even when brought on without special violence

—

«ven
when merely resulting from general or local imperfections

previously existing, miscarriaires are recognised as perilous
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t) an exoeptional and even mysterious degree. All the

standard writers on the suhject are as strenuous as lan-

guage will permit in their warnings against causing mis-

carnages, in requiring the extremest delicacy of precau
tion for avoiding them, and in depicting not only their

temporary and immediate consequences, but the terrible

danger that they will cause—the utter ruin of all health

and happiness during whatever is left of life. Thus Dr.

Thomas Bull observes :
" There is no accident befalling

female health which forms a greater source of dread, anx-

iety, and subsequent regret to a married woman than
miscarriage. When this occurrence becomes habitual,

there is no circumstance the consequences of which are

productive of more serious injury to the constitution,

blasting the fairest promises of health, and oftimes laving

the seeds of fatal disease,"

This intrinsic danger is frightfully increased when diAigs

or violence are used in order to break up the natural

course of gestation by the destruction of the unborn child.

Much attention has, especially of late years, been callec^

to the wide prevalence of such practices, and the assertion

has been extensively and often made that American
(vomen are peculiarly addicted to it, and those of New
England more than any other. Whatever may be the

exact statistics of the subject, and while the practice it-

self is t\s bad as it can be called, yet it is extremely pro-

bable that in this case, as in many others, publicity and
prevalence are confounded. No evil can be exposed by
thorough local investigation without apparent proof that

the locality best investigated was worst conditioned

—

which is a fallacious mode of reasoning.

However, the practice of deliberately procuring abor-

sions is no doubt quite frequent, awfully dang-erous, and
awfully wicked. Kecent publications on the sutgect, by Dr.

Storer, Dr. Todd, Bishop Coxe, and others, have so power-
fully attacked this wicked practice, from physiologicali

mond, and religious considerations, that no extended dis'

ii>' '
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cuBsion of it is necessary here, eTen did space permit ii

A. summary of considerations must suffice.

It is hardly necessary to remiqd the reader that the

common sense of mankind has been expressed in numer-
ous laws inflicting fine, imprisonment, or death, upon the

principals and accessories in procuring an abortion, as upon
those guilty of a felony. In like manner, a stigma of hor-

ror and contempt is always set upon a known abortionist

like that which used to brand the slave-trader. If he be

a physican, his bretliren reject him ; if a quack, all so-

ciity rejects him. Neither hundreds of thousands of dol-

* lars, limitless magnificence, a fine house on Fifth Avenue,
the possession of the most dangerous secrets, eager ambi-
tion, nor unfailing energy, has been able to secure a res-

pectable social position to the best known female abor-

tionist in New i ork.

For this shame and horror there is overwhelming cause.

The procuring of an abortion is putting to death a human
being—that is, it is murder—unless there exist reasons as

wei^ty and as urgent as those which prevent the taking

of adult life from being murder.

It is, morever, self-murder also in many cases, for the

number of deaths resulting directly and quickly from it is

very great, and still greater is the destruction of life by
shortening and sickening the subsequent existence of the

mother. ** Miscarriages, ' says Dr. Storer, " are often a

thousand-fold more dangerous in their immediate conse-

quenv'ies than the average of natural labours. . • . They are

not only frequently much more hazardous to life at the

time, but to subsequent health ; their results in some in-

stances remaining latent for many vears, at times not

showing themselves until the so-called turn of life, and
then giving rise to uncontrollable and fatal hemorrhage, or

to the development of cancer or other iucxirable disease."

Among the results to the mother other than death,

from what may be called natural, still more from artificial

miacarriage, are all the numetous and varied miseriaa ot
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diapUcement and falling of the womb; leucorrhoea;

ovarian disorders, liable to end in tumour or dropsy ; dan-
gerous intlainmations of the reproductive organs and of

others from sympathy with them ; fistulas, perhaps the
most horrible of surgical diseases; adhesions, degenera-
tions, and numerous other peimanentlv distressing results

of these inflammations ; subsequent inability to produce
amy but sickly or deformed children ; total barrenness

;

and last, but not least, insanity.

Besides that it is murder to the child-victim, frequently

suicide, murder, or physiological ruin to the mother, and
a felony in all engaged in perpetrating it, the habitual

practice of procuring abortions, like the habitual prac-

tice of any crime, saps the life and strength of the

community, as well as of tho individuals who compose it;

and Storer aptly quotes from Granville on Sudden Death,
the impressive warning: "Let the legislator and moral-

ist look to it ; for as sure as there is in any nation a hid-

den tampering with infant life, whether frequent or occa-

sional, systematic or accidental, so surely will the chastise-

ment of the Almighty fall upon such a nation."

Both celibacy and frustrated fruitfulness are unnatural
and perilous. There are, however, as has been observed,

exceptional cases when the enforcement of both one and
the other may be justified. There may be cases where a
miscarriage ought to be produced, just as there are cases

where a Uving child must be put to death in the very act

of delivering the mother. It is, however, the physician's

duty to pass and execute such judgments; and he is

bound, in doing so, to act from the motives of his profes'

sion, and not to consult the patient's fear of shame, nor
her desire to avoid the care of maternity. There are cases

where peculiarities of organization or disposition indis-

pose or unfit individuals for matrimony; and such persons

do rightly to live single. But such cases do not at all

inteifere with the principles above set forth as generally
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A more difficult question is that sometimes raised,

whether inheritable disease should prevent the person in-

fected with it from marriage ? On tnis point, it is believed

that most opinions can be ranked in two groups: one
starting from the belief that the requisite self-denial for

such avoidance of marriage is practicable ; and the other

that it is not The truth is, that in the present state of

our knowledge about the real nature of diseases and of

transmissibility of qualities from parent to offspring, the

materials for an authoritative decision of this question do

not exist ; and no such, applicable to all cases, can be

given. At the same time it is clear that to a high-mind-

ed person the fact of being tainted with a disorder likeh

to ruin the health and happiness of offspring would be a

very powerful motive for refraining from marriage. And
yet, on the other hand, the recuperative energies of the

numan organism, both individually and as a succession

of generations, are so indo^nite and so wonderful, that

great excuse could be found for almost any one who should

marrj^ and have children, notwithstanding such an objec-

tion. It is an obvious suggestion, that when persons hav-

ing inheritable disease become parents, mere justice as

well as natural affection, require that they should bestow
special and untiring pains and care to counteract the evil

tendency in the chUdren by the healthiest possible train-

ing, in ordei' that the natural forces may be helped as far

as may be to eject oi overcome the malignant influences
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The accounts given by travellers of the marvellous ease^

quietness, painlessness, and freedom from disablement,

with which many savage women bring forth children, ai'e

well known. There is great reason for believing that

among some savage races neither pregnancy nor labour

interrupts the usual avocations and movements of the

mother, except, perhaps, for an hour or two at the birth

itself. It is not, however, so generally known that the

records of medical observation contain accounts of a num-
ber of cases of almost equally complete contradictions of

what is commonly considered a primal and universal curse

upon humanity.
Dr. Tuke, a high authority, says :

" Parturition itself,

iccording to the general testimony of travellers, interferes

diuch less, and for a shorter period, with the healthy action

of the body and mind than axLong the luxurious daughters

of artificial life."

Dr. Dewees, one of the best authorities in obstetrics,

has argued in one of his publications, that " paim, in chUd-
hirth 18 a morbid symptom ; that it is a perversion of

nature caused by modes of living not consistent with the

most healthy condition of the system ; and that such a
ngimen as should insure such a completely healthy con-

dition might be counted on with certainty to*do away
with such pain." The account of the Fruit Diet system,

dven in our subsequent Chapter VII., demonstrates, it is

believed, an entire fulfilment of this prediction of the emi-

nent Philadelphia physician.

In like manner we find the great English scientist, Pro-

fessor Huxley, saying in his paper on "Emancipation.

I f
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Black and White,** ''We are, indeed, fully prepared to

belieye that the hearing of children may, and ought to

become, as free from danger and long disability to the

civilized woman as it ia to the savage.

The following paragraphs, from one of the essays in

Dr. Montgomery s classical work on Pregnancy, are inter-

esting as giving circumstantial details of cases in illustra-

tion of the belief in the practicability of painless parturi

tion:

•*ln a letter to me, dat^ 6th November, 1832, Dr
Douglas states that he was called about six o'clock A. M.,

on the 26th of September, 1832, to attend Mrs. D., of th«

County of W , but then residing in Eccles Street. On
his arrival he found the " h(^use in the utmost confusion

and was told that the child had been born before ilie mes-

senger was despatched for the doctor ; and from the lady

herself he learned that, about half an hour previously,

she had been awakened from a natural sleep by the alarm

of a daughter about five years old, who had slept with

her for some nights before, and this alarm had been oc-

casioned by the little girl feeling the movements and
hearing the crying of an infant in the bed. To the

mother's great surprise, she found that she had brought

forth her child without any consciousness of the fact. . .

In the London Practice of Midwifery^ a work generally

ascribed to a late ver^ distinguished practitioner, we find

the following account

:

** * A lady in great respectability, the wife of a peer of

the realm, was actually deUvered once in her sleep : she

immediately awaked her husband, being a little alarmed

at finding one more in bed than was before.' ....
" I have elsewhere mentioned the case of a patient of

mine who bore eight children without ever having labour

pain ; and her deliveries were so sudden and void of sen-

sible effort, that in more than one instance they took place

under most awkward circumstances, but without any
Buffering. . . Dr Wharrie relates the case of a primipara
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(i 4., A wooQAn bearing child .^n for the firBt time), aged

twenty-one, who had oeen m labour about lix hours ; ehe

complained of no pain, and the child was bom without
effort or consciousness."

A case is known of a lady in New England who had
five children, and who, unless at her first deliveiy, ex-

perienced no pain ; and another case is known of a lady

whose reputation is high as a writer and speaker, who
asserted that it was her own experience that the so-called

pains of childbirth were no more entitled to the name
than the sensations attendant upon other natural pro-

cesses which are ordinarily entirely painless.

All these cases, it should be noted, were of women in

good health ; and the two latter, at any rate, were persons

of exceptionally fine and strong constitutions. In like

manner, those women of savage nations who bear children

vithout pain, live much in the open air, take much ex-

ercise, and are physically active and healthy to a degree

greatly beyond their more civilized sisters.

These instances tend directly to prove that parturition

is likely to be painless in proportion as the mother is

physically perfect and in a perfect condition of health.

They certainly tend even more strongly to prove that

paui is not an absolute necessary attendant of par-

turition.

As for the announcement of Genesis iii. 16, " In sorrow

thou shalt bring forth children," it may judiciously be
compared with the accompanyii)g announcement to the

man, that he should earn his bread by the sweat of his

brow. This latter does not prohibit the ameliorations of

associated effort, or of labour-saving machinery ; not even
if at some future time these should, as seems not im-
probable, elevate mankind above the necessity of yield-

mg the greater part of life to mere drudgery. Nor does

the former prediction prohibit the use of means to dim-
inish the suffering which•it foretells. It would be a

misrepresentation of the Almighty, indeed, to assert tliat

III
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in prophesying evil He had meant to refuse escape from it

Q06. is good, and does not do so. If He prophesies evil,

it is not in order to perpetuate it, hut if possihle to pre<

ent or cure it. Indeed, the language may properly he

considered as a prediction merely. As such it nas already

heen ahundantly fulfilled. There has heen suffering

enough in chiidbirth to satisfy, not merely a God, but a
devil There is enough within every day that passes

over our heads. For the great majority of women in

civilized nations, parturition is a period of intense pain.

Doubtless the total of its sufferings' are the greatest single

item of every-day human misery. Dr. Storer says

:

" There is probably no suffering ever experienced which
will compare, in proportion to its extent in time, with the

throes of pai-turition." And he quotes from Dr. Meigs,

who says :
" Men cannot suffer the same pain as women.

Wliat do you call the pains of parturition ? There is no
name for them but Agony." -

The course of modfem scientific investigation, however,

has gone far to justify a belief that this terrific burden
upon humanity can be almost entii*ely removed ; tliat the

pain of parturition can be as completely done away
with as the danger and disfigurement of small-pox, for

instance. It is the object of the following chapters to set

forth briefly the substance of the best principles and rules

that have been arrived at for this purpose, up to the pre-

sent time.

At the same time, this immeasurable benefit to hu-

manity cannot be obtained without the proper use of

means, and the continuance of such use for a considerable

period. The doctrines of the ablest thinkers on the sub-

lect will be found to agree in this ; that it is the previous

life of the mother

—

the whole of it^ from her own birth

to the birth ofher child—^whicli almost entirely determines

what her danger, her difficulty, and herpam during child-

birth shall be. Her easy or difficult labour, in fact, is al-

^most entirely hfiT own work. Her conduct during ges
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CHAPTER iT.

nUBPlRATION FOR UATKHUCtt,

It is not too much to say that the life cf woman before

marriage ought to be adjusted with more reference to their

duties as mothers than to any other one earthly object. It

is the continuance of the race which is the chiefpurpose of

marriage. The passion of amativeness is probably, on the

whole, the most powerful of all human impulses. Its pu**

pose, however, is rather to subserve the object of continu-

ing the species, than merely its own gratification.

As, however, this little treatise does not discuss either

physiology, hygiene, education, or social ethics, what is to

oe said on the general subject of this chapter is only a

series of reminders or hints, each of them meant to be re-

inforced hy & special reference to their importance in the

preparation for maternity.

The mother needs to be strong, healthy, sensible, well-

informed, well-mannered, refined, accomplished, kind, pure,

and good. The girl,accordingly,needs to be brought up to

be such.

Girls should be brought up to live much in the open air,

always with abimdant clothing against, wet and cold.

They should be encouraged to take much active exercise

,

UB much, if they want to, as boys. It is as good for littk

girls to run and jump, to ramble in the woods, +o go boat-

ing, to ride and drive, to play and ** have fun " generally,

as for little boya.

All their physiological and hygienic habits should be

watched and formed a3 early in life as possible. It is next

to impossible to change after adult years are reached; it

•my requires steady care to form the habits of a child ao

tfhat they shall need no cliange.
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FRBPARATION FOR MATERNITY.

Sleep shoald be regular and plentiful ; in airy rooms

;

at early hour ; each child in a separate bed. After-life

will afford all that is necessary in the way of late hours^

bad air, and broken rest. As for habitually sleeping two
in a bed^ while no absolute rule can be lai.' down on the

subject, it is coming to be believed by many sensible think-

ers, that even among married people it is by no means
always the most healthful practice.

Children should be carefully prevented from using their

eyes to read or write, or in any equivalent exertion, either

before breakfast, by dim daylight, or by artificial light.

Even school studies should usuiuly be such that they can

be (^' lalt with by dayligh^ Lessons that cannot be learned

without lamp-light study are almost certainly excessive.

This precaution should ordinarily be maintained until the

age of puberty is reached. When the girl begins to study

with the sense of a self-conducting intellect,she has reached

an age when her physical as well as mental training should

by right be intrusted as far as possible to her own guid-

ance ; and she must, in a great measure, take charge of

her own eyes as well as her own thoughts and conduct.

The food should be healthful, plain, cooked with as

much care as if the process were chemical, and almost al-

ways nutritious merely, and cooling, rather than stimu-

lant, in quality. Coffee and tea, alcoholic fluids and spices,

rich cake and pastry, had better be put off until adult age.

If they are used then, it is on the recipient's own respon-

sibility. Abundance of luxuries for the palate may be al-

lowed not only without harm^ but with advantage, by se-

lecting among good, fresh, and preserved fnits and nuts

;

by dioo&ing confectionary made only of clean good sugar

and clean good flavours, and by giving it exclusively as a
desaert^m moderate quantities. Thus associat'^d with other

foud, it will be founa as harmless as the brown sugar or

molasses eaten with buckwheat cakes.

Bathing should be enforced according to constitutions,

mot by an invariable rule, except the invariable rule of
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SM PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN

keeping clean. Not necessarily every day, nor neces

sarily in cold water ; though those conditions are doubt-

less often right in case of abundant physical health and
irength.

The teeth should be closely watched, and the irksome
task of brushing them should be personally supervised by
the parent every day. It will often be the case that no
less watchfulness than this will assure the performance ot

the duty up to the time when the girl begins to care for

her own personal attractions.

The habit of daily natural evacuations should be solici-

tously formed and maintained. Words or figures could

never express the discomforts and wretchedness which
wrong habits in this particular have locked down upoD
innumerable women for years and even for life.

Attitude should be regarded, so far as not merely to

cultivate habitually deeorous manners in sitting and mov-
ing, but as to firmly establish habitually healthy postures

of body. It is seldom necessary to use such deformity-

cures aa back-boards, braces, &c. They usually follow

upon previous neglect. Few, indeed, are the girls who,
if brought up with sufficient open-air exercise, good food,

C
roper sleep, healthful costume, and correct hygienic ba-

its, will poke out their chins, round their shoulders, or

develop a curvature of the spine. As in mind, so in body—^human beings arc a pretty fair average, after all, if we
let nature have a fair chance.

Dress should be warm, loose, comely, and modest ra-

ther than showy; but it should be good enough to satisf;y

a child's desires after a good appeftrance, ifthey are reason-

able. Children, indeed, should have all their reasonable

desires granted as far as possible; for nothing makes
them reasonable sc rapidly and so surely as to treat them
reasonably.

The requisites just named for children's dress are quite

as important during youth and married life. Dr. Verdi.

fa his work on Maternity, traces in a very striking way
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the influence of dress upon the children of the fiext eene»
ration. What he says exhibits the following chain of

causes and effects, and is worthy to be set forth in whole
discourses and volumes by itself, tliough it must here be
compressed—like a misdressed young lady—perhaps too
much for the greatest utility. It is thus

:

Children and young persons should be dressed with
equal warmth throughout, so that shoulders, arms, lower
body, legs, and feet should be as well defended against

cold and wet as the body from waist to shoulders. That
exposure of legs and lower body, which is so extremely
common for children, chills the skin. This clogs and im-
pedes the circulation, and especially drives away the blood

from the abdomen. This obstructs digestion, even causes

the bowels to almost cease their functions, and causes a
habitually constipated condition. This condition is one of

the most usual causes of subsequent displacements of the

womb, leucoiThaea, ulceration, and other local disorders

extremely painful and wearing. These, lastly, are well-

nigh fatal to the prospect of healthy children, and in

many cases leave the mother who has grown up thus dis-

ordered actually incapable of carrying a child of full term,

and condenined to miscarriages at the sixth or eighth week,
with all their miserable concomitants.

At school, girls should not be forced to excessive study.

Great harm is every year done in such forcing-houses as

Miss Mary Lyon's famous school, and even in such com-
paratively low-pressure machines as Vassar College, by
over -stimulation of girls* minds and deficient hygienic

physical training, exactly at the delicate, critical period

when they are changing from girls to women. The pro-

portion between book-work and mental labour on the one
hand, and physical training on the other, should be ad-

justed, that if either mental or physical progress must \>q

tempomrilyneglected, it sfmll not he the latter ; for at the

Bchool-girl age, a few months of ill-health or neglected

symptoroA may seriously compromise all the rest of life.

ij
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and life's happiness. This consideration is of ereatar im
portance than a hundred years of " schooling.'

The young ladv period—as perhaps that season may be
called, between the close of school years and the time of

marriage—^has also its peculiar needs. However, what has
been said of yoimg girls is true, with the requisite quali-

fications, of marriageable maidens also. They must be
allowed more elaborateness and adornment of attire

They range, with more or less of freedom, through somt
circuit of entertainments and company. They read novels;

they are out late ; they swallow solid or liquid trash;

they dance, they flirt, they court—until marriage comet
to close the last scene of this strange, eventful history—
and then to re-open it, as soon as the birth-cry of the
first-born thrills the mother's heart.

Great harm is often done to maidens for want of know-
ledge in them, or wisdom and care in their parents. Tho
extremes of fashions are very prone to violate not only

taste, but physiology. Such cases are, tight lacing, low
necked dresses, thin shoes, heavy skirts. And yet, if the

l&dies only knew it, the most attractive costumes are not
the extremes of fashions, but those which conform to

fashion enough to avoid oddity, which preserve decorum
and healthfulness, whether or no ; and here is the great

secret of successful dress—vary the fashion so as to suit

the style of the individual.

A sensible girl and her sensible mother can accomplish
all this. Indeed, let such a pair as that consult confiden-

tially and unreservedly, and that girl is safe every way.
She will dress beautifully, and yet comfortably ; she will

enjoy herself completely, and yet without disordering her

stomach, killing the roses in her cheeks, or draining her
life out in fatigues and sleeplessness ; she will read exten-

sively and abundantly, yet without slip-slopping her
mind away with novels of the foolish sort, or inflaming

and disorganizing it with such printed erysipelas as

Braddon's and Ouida's books.
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Last of all, parental care is the use oi whatever m
Huence can be exerted in the matter of courttthip and mar-
riage. Maidens, as well as youths, must, after all, choose

for themselves. It is their own lives which they take in

their hands as they enter the marriage state, and not their

parents' ; and as the consequences affect them primarily

it is the plainest justice that with the responsibility should

be joinea the right of choice.

The parental influence, then, must be indirect and ad-

visory. Indirect, through the whole bringing up of her

daughter ; for if they have trained her aright, she will be
incapable of enduring a fool, still more a knave; her

feminine instincts and irtuitions, cultivated and sancti-

fied by the purity and the intelligent thought of a refined

home, will have become capable of giving great light upon
any question of liking or disliking that may arise, and the

truthful unreserve of a good daughter with a good mother
will usually supply all the further guidance that is neces-

sary. If a sensible matron and a sensible maiden together

cannot conclude pretty safely in any case where a young
man is concerned, the question may about as well be de-

cided by tossing up a cent.

Yet there are some points respecting the intercourse of

young women with young men that are worth referring

to. They come pretty much within one general rule

:

A young woman and a young vnan had better not he

alone together very much until they are married.
This vnll be found to prevent a good many troubles. It

is not meant to imply that either sex, or any member of

it, is worse than another, or bad at all, or anything but
human. It is simply the prescription of a safe general

rule. It is no more an imputation than the rule that peo-

f)le
had better not be left without oversight in presence of

arge sums of other folks* money. This docs not mean
that people are thieves—it means only that they are hu-
man; and it will be found in practice that the more
iboroughly honest a man is, the rpore careful he is to
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avoid any pecuniary temptation himself, uid to providt

for constant and stringent oversight upon himself.

It is not good for a young man and a younc woman tc

be left much alone together either in a dimly-lighted room
or a brightly-lighted one ; nor anywhere, except where
they are liable to the ordinary interruptions of the house-

hold. The close personal proximity oi the sexes is greatly

undesirable before marriage. Kisses and caresses are m )st

properly the monopoly of wives. Such indulgences ha\re

a direct and powerful physiological effect. Nay, they
often lead to the most fe,tal results.

At some time before marriage, those who are to entei

into it ought to be made acquainted with some of the

plainest common-sense limitations which should goveri
their new relations to each ot^ier. Ignorance in such mv*t-

ters has caused an infinite amount of disgust, pain, aad
unhappiness. It is not necessary to specify particulars hei e

;

but if the mother of every bride would instruct hei

daughter in what a woman should comply with her hus-

band, and when and how she ought to seek to decline

compliance ; and if the father of every bridegroom woulo
instruct his son as to the just limits of indulgence, as to i

gentleman's duty of self-control and respect toward a lady,

and as to the proper occasions for exercising such self-con-

trol in the marital relations, this is all thai could lie done
and it would be a great deal



CHAPTER T.

BXSRGISE DUAINO PPEONAnA.

Ik considering how the mother can adjust her ways of

hving during pregnancy in such a manner as to insure the

termination of the process in the safest and easiest man-
ner possible, the question of bodily exercise may be first

discussed.

It is, no doubt, almost needless to argue that some iiyeh

efflneral preparation, by careful living during pregnancy,

IS best. But much more than such a mere general careful

living is best. The period of gestation should be solici-

tously em[>loyed for the purpose in question, on system,

regu larly, and under the best accessible instructions.

I< may not be generally known that before the perfor-

inanoe of many important surgical operations, it is the

practice to carry patients through a course of training on
purpose to prepare their bodies to endure the expected

strain upon them. This training differs, of course, from
that by which pugilists prepare their bodies for the ini-

rnenne exertion of a fight; but its purpose is just the same
—to prepare the body to endure, witn the least possiVih>

pain and injury, an unusual and violent exertion or strain.

br. Storer {Oyncecological Journal, ii. 19), thus refers to

this training for surgical purposes:

"Preparation of the patient before an operation, by
ti^eeks or months of careful general regimen, or of special

^•Are depuration of the blood and its enrichment
preparatory to the tax upon it—these were matters of

cardinal importance."

There are, undoubtedly, cases in which great care need
to bo taken to avoid motion during pregnancy. These
nasft-s are, whei % there is danger of miscarriage. This in

;((/
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a misfortune which, for ome unknown reason, grows intu

what may be called a constitutional habit more quickly,

and becomes confirmed more surely and permanently, than
almost any other. Where it has once taken place, the

danger of its happening again is greatly increased ; and
the utmost car^s usually necessary to bring the system
back again to its natural condition. One of the most im-

portant precautions for this purpose is to be as nearly

motionless as possible; for the local weakness which exists

in such cases seems to depend greatly upon an inability to

resist wLat may be called the mechanical results even of

the ordinary exertions of every-day life ; and the restor-

ation of the healthy local conditions seems to depend
greatly upon the avoidance of such exertion.

Leaving out, however, such exceptions, the general rule

is, not that indolence promotes the health and the easy

parturition of the mother, and the health and safety of

her oflfepring, but exactly the contrary. From the begin-

ning of pregnancy, even more care than usual should be

taken to use regular, abundant, and healthful (N.B., not

excessive nor violent) exercise, particularly during the

first months of the period. As its termination approaches,

more and more repose may be sought, as circumstances

shall indicate.

Dr. Thomas Bull, an experienced and sensible English

obstetrical practitioner, gives the following clear and useful

directions on this point:
" During the fii^t six or seven months, frequent and

gentle exercise in the open air and domestic occupations

which require moderate exertion^ are exceedingly (iiejir-

able ; both have a beneficial influence on the health of the

mother, and, through her, upon the child. The former in-

vigorates health, the latter contributes, by its regular re-

turn and succession of duties, to employ her time, and thus

insures that ease and serenity of mind so essential to her

happiness. On the other hand, excessive efieminacy ia

oighly injurioiia The female whose time is spent in Vii-
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Jolence, continually reclining on a softly-cushioned sofa,

in the unwholesome atmosphere of an over-heated apart-

ment, who never breathes tne fresh and pure air of heaven,
but is fearful of even putting her foot to the ground, a^d
who yet, perhaps, at the same time indulges pretty freely

an immoderate appetite, under such circumstances, is not
likely to preserve her health, much less to improve it ; in

fact, it must suffer serious injury. Unfortunately the evil

will not stop here ; for by such improper and injudicious

conduct the nutrition and growth of the child must, as a
natural consequence, be much interfered with, and when
bom, it will be feeble,perhaps emaciated, and wiU be reared

with difficulty.

" During the last few weeks exercise should still be
taken in the open air ; but as walking, with some, is now
attended with inconvenience, and so quickly with fatigue,

that it is injurious instead of useful, exercise in a conve-

nient and easy carriage becomes indispensable. Domestic
duties must be almost altogether given up ; and the re-

cumbent position ought to be resorted to for at least two
or three hours in the course of the day ; and it should

never be forgotten that throughout the whole period of

pregnancy, every kind of agitating exercise, such as riding

in a carriage with rapidity on uneven roads, dancing much
and frequently, lifting or carrying heavy weights, ought
to be avoided ; in short, all masculine and fatiguing em-
ployments whatever."

Dr. Verdi, in his Maternity, devotes but little space to

general hygiene, as his work is a detailed enumeration of

maladies and their remedies. The half-dozen lines in

which he condense;- his recommendations on this question

of exercise are very solid sense. He says

:

" Take daily exercise in the open air ; do not lace ; do
not run ; do not jump ; do not drive unsafe horses

;
give

up dancing and riding " [i. c, on horseback] ;
" do not

plunge into cold water. Many women in your condition

will tell you they have done these things, and no harm

u

l1

'*i^
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befell them; still, do none of them. Sponging y9ur bodj^

will audwer for cleanliness, and a bappy heart for the

dancing and riding."
** A gently active life," is the still briefer and very judi-

cious phrase used by another autlioriiy, who adds that

even the strongest must be careful to practise moderation
in this activity.

Moderate, gentle, agreeable exercise daily, then, i« the

rule ; some of it in the open air always, if possible ; and
to include, w*here it is otherwise expedient, a share

of the housework. This exercise to be tal'.sn more es-

pecially during the first seven months or thereaboutu

of pregnancy, and to be gradually diminished as health

and comfort require, until confinement. Good ejser-

cises are : walking, but not to fatigue; driving, but

over smooth roads, at a moderate speed, and with safe

horses.

The things to be avoided are : fatigue,aud sudden f/Viains

and exertions ; and things that ought not to be doue, as

liable to produce those results, are : riding on hor(-,obaok

;

driving rapidly, or so as to be jolted, in a carriage • riding

in railway cars; dancing; running; jumping ; reaching a.'ol't

(as in hanging out clothes, or putting up curtalnf/, • carry-

ing weights (as a pail of water, a heavy basket, etc.)

;

standing or kneeling for a lontjtime; singing much while

in either of these })ostures.

In all this, moreover, it should be rememberfid that the

forenoon is the best part of the day for exercise; the after-

noon the second best only ; the evening the worst ; and
early going to bed highly expedient. Exercising in the

morning, and avoiding it in the latter part of the afternoon

and evening, will secure two advantages : firaty iJie use

of the best physical strength, and thus avoicdng the addi-

tional risks from exertion when the body is more or less

fatigued with the results of the day's occupation ; and sec-

ond, the use of the best of the sunshine and air, which are

lUways more vital and inspiring in the foreuoon ; wliiU
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toward evening there is rink of harm from dampnesH, dew,

and cold.

One caution should here be added, which has liocome

neceasary only of late years. During pregrtancy, even more
care than usual should be observed to avoid doing treadU

workf either on a sewing-machine or on b melodeon or

other similarly operated musical instrumenl This is a

point of mufih importanot^

:H^
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J

The usual bathing for cleanimew, )t is taken for granted,

irill be kept up oruring pre^ancy, of course. That use of

eold or tepid water which has beep found suitable for this

purpose will not be less agreeable, healthful, or restful, at

this period than at others.

Of the use of the sitz-bath in particular, Dr. Shew
speaks as follows

:

" Pregnant women receive much benefit from a con-

stant use of this bath. A small tub of sufficient size, set

upon a very low stool, or anything by which it may b*^

raised a few inches, is quite sufficient. Unpainted wood
is the best material, metal being unpleasant and cold.

The water is used from one to five or six inches deep.

The length of time this bath is used varies from a few
minutes to two hours or more. To avoid exposure to cold

it is best to uncover only the part of the person to be

exposed to the water. This bath has the effiBct of strength

-

eniug the nerves, or drawing the blood and humours
from the head, chest, and abdomen, and of relieving pain

and flatulency ; and is of the utmost value to those of

sedentary habits. It is sometimes well to take a foot-bath,

tepid or cold, at the same time. If a large quantity of

cold water were used in this bath, it would remain cold

too long, and thus drive the blood to the head and upper

parts of the body, which might be very mjurious ; but the

small quantity of water used at once becomes warm, and
thus admits of speedy reaction. In some local diseases of

the lower parts, where there is inflamsrtation, and the cold

water feels most agreeable, the water is frequently

changed. If there is any inclination to headache, or too

much hept in the head, a cold bandage upon the forehead

cxr teipples is good. It is often well to rub the abdomen
briskly during this bath. The sitz-bath may be used by
any person, wnether in health or otherwise, without the

slightest fear of taking cold. Let those subject to giddi-

ness, headaches, or congestion of blood in the upper regioiis

try this, and they will at once perceive its utility." m accor<
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nn SITZ-BATH, AND BATHING GENERALLY, IN PRKNANCT.

Bathing, like eating, should be agreeable. For healthy

people, and properly managed, it is agreeable. It is an
error to insist upon one particixlar raode of applying wa-
ter to everybody alike. Strength, constitution, present

physical condition, previously acquired habits, should all

f>e considered. It would be inconsiderate if not quackish,

for instance, to prescribe a full bath in cold water imme-
diately upon getting out of bed, for everybody, men,
w(»men, and children, sick or well, all alike. Some personj^

of abundant vitality and great and prompt reactive power,

would find a daily thorough plunge and swim agreeable,

even if they had to cut in the ice to make room enough
to swim in ; while others, of weaker physique, fmight be

so chilled by the process as to experience dangerous inter-

nal congestions or other affections of the circulation and
vital processes.

Accordingly, the bath should be cold, tepid, warm, or

hot ; full or partial ; by plunge, sponge, douche, sitz., 9»tc;

at rising, before meals, or at bed-time, and so on, as the

condition and characteristics of the individual require.

These suggestions are especially important, of course, in

regulating the xm of the bath during pregnancy. As in

the case of physical exercise, a proper allowance of it ib of

great importance and advantage, while excess or error in

employing it may do much harm.
The milder of the modem methods of hydropathic prac-

tice afford very sensible directions for managing the ap-

plication of baths for medical or physiological purpoa«»

;

and such suggestions as are here offered are belie'^ed to be
in accordance with those mild methods.

r;
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The tab or bath used for this purpose ahould be larco

inough to admit of rubbing the person, if desirable, r
will be found a great convenience to raise it a few inches

from the floor. Cture shouid be taken not to use the sitz-

bath while the stomach is fully occupied in digestion, as

the effect made upon the skin and circulation by the bath

diverts too much of the vital power from the stomach
In his Water Cure Manual, Dr. Shew thus sums up the

uses of the sitz-bath

:

" As a tonic to the stomach, liver, bowels, womb, spine,

etc., this bath is highlv usefol. In constipation and other

irregularities it is fanious. Those of sedentary habits will

find its use of rare service. For the tonic efiect, it is taken
for from ten to twenty-five minutes or more. If it is con-

tinued some length of time, the water is to be changed
once or mort,, as it would otherwise become too warm.

" In pregnancy, besides general ablutions, the semi-daily

use of this hath is productive of great good. In those

troublesome itchings (pruritus pvdendi), this application

should be made as often as the symptoms occur, and the

remedy will be found a sovereign one.
" In piles and hemorrhoids the cold hip bath is used, and

in all acute diseases of the genital organs."

The best time in the day lor the sitz-bath is just before

retiring for the night. Probably the best temperature for

the water is dO^ F. No shock should be given to the sys-

tem, and the bath should be so arranged as to be entirely
* comfortable. It is well, while in the bath, to have an at-

tendant rub thoroughly but gently the back, from the

shoulders down to the hips, with the bare hand, and alBo

the sides and abdomen. Besides the general tonic effect

upon the whole sjistem, this practice, strengthens all the

muscles of those parts greatly, and relieves any congestion

that may have been caused by clothing or other mean*.
We have never known a woman who used the sitz-batk

properly during pregnancy but found great benefit from



CHAPTER YH

PARTURITION BY FRUIT DIKl

In 1841, there was privately printed in England, u smaQ
pamphlet of twenty-two pages, in which a gentleman,
WHO was a chemist, gave an account of an experiment h%
hunself tried in the case of his wife, whose lahour6 had
been so excessively painful that there was much reason to
fear she would not survive the next one. The result wai
so lavourable that he felt it his duty to publish it with
his name and residence, and a reference to '' the ladies,

No. 27 Charlotte Street, Portland Place, London," where
inquiries might be. made by others wishing to verify the
experiment ; and where, it was requested, might be left

accoxints of other successful results of the plan of action.

A few experiments were made in Boston and vicinity

with distinguished success ; when the discovery of ether

rather threw it into the shade. As, however, there are

persons, especially out of New England, who do not use

ether, the folloAving extracts are made from the pamphlet
in question, which has now become veiy scarce, and, in-

deed, practically inaccessiblb. It will be best to begin by
stating the principle of the system, with which the experi-

menter ends his account, viz. :
" In proportion as a woman

subsiftts during pregnancy upon alunent which is free

from earthy and bony matter, will she tivoid pain and
danger in delivery ; hence the more ripe fruit, acid fruit

in fMurticular, and the less of other kinds of food, but par-

ticularly of bread or pastry of any kind, is consumed, the

less will be the danger and sufferings of childbirth."

Thp subject of this experiment had within three yeiwps

given birth to twb children; and not only suffered ax-

lii if^>

I I i
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Lieinely in the parturition* but for two or three months
previous to delivery her general health waa very indiffer-

ent ; her lower extremities exceedingly swelled and pain-

ful ; the veins so full and prominent as to be almost burst-

ing ; in fact, to prevent such *a catastrophe, bandages had
to be applied ; and for the few last weeks of gestation, hei

size and weight were such as to prevent her from attend-

ing to her usual duties. She had on this occasion, two
years and a half after her last delivery, advanced full

seven months in pregnancy before she commenced the ex-

periment at her husband's earnest instance ; her legs and
feet were, as before, cc>nsiderably swelled ; the veins dis-

tended and knotty, and her health diminishing.

She began the experiment in the first week of Januar}*

1841. She commenced by eating an apple and an orange

the first thing in the morning and again at night. This

was continued for about four days, when she took just

before breakfast, in addition to the apple and orange, the

juice of a lemon mixed with sugar, and at breakfast cwo
or three roasted apples, taking a very small quantity of

her usual food, viz., wheaten bread and butter. During
the forenoon sb.e took an orange or two and an apple. Foi

dinner took fish or tiesh in a small quantity, and potatoea

greens and apples—the apples sometimes peeled and cui

into pieces ; sometimes boiled whole, along with the pot.a

toes ; sometimes roasted before the fire, and afterwarri

mixed with sugar. In the afternoon she sucked an orange

or ate an apple or some grapes, and always took some
lemon-juice mixed with sugar or treacle. At first the

fruits acted strongly on the stomach and intestines, but

this soon ceased and she' could take several lemons with-

out inconvenience. For supper she had again roasted

apples or a few oranges, and rice or sago boiled in milk
;

iometimes the apples, peeled and cored, were boiled along

with the rice and sago On several occasions she took for

supper apples and raisins, or figs withan orange cut among
them, ivnd sorpotim**p all stewed ^^^jr^ther Two or thre*
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times & week she took a teaspoonful of a mixture made oi

the juice of two oranges, one lemon, half a pound of grapes,

and a quarter of a poimd of sugar or treacle. The sugar or

treacle served mainly to cover the taste of the acids, but
all saccharine matter is very nutritious. The object in

giving these acids was to dissolve as much as possible the

earthy or bony matter which she had taken with her

food in the first seven months of her pregnancy.

She continued in this course for six weeks, when, to her

surprise and satisfaction, the swelled and prominent state

of the veins, which existed before she began, had entirely

subsided ; her legs and feet, which were also swelled con-

siderably, had returned to their former state ; and she be-

came so light and active, she could run up and down a
flight of more than twenty stairs with more ease than usual

w hen she was perfectly well. Her health became unwont-
edly excellent, and scarcely an ache or a pain affected her

up to the night of her delivery. Even her breasts, which
at the time she commenced the experiment, as well as

dunng her former pregnancies, were sore and tender, be-

came entirely free fiom pain, and remained in the very

best condition after her delivery also, and during her

nursing.

At nine o'clock on the evening of March 3rd, after hav-

ing cleaned her apartments, she was in the adjoining yard

shaking her own carpets, which she did with as much
ease as any one else could have done. At half- past ten

she said she believed her " time was come," and the ac-

coucheur was sent for. At one o'clock the surgeon had
left the room. He knew nothing of the experiments being

made, bu^ on being asked, on paper, by the husband two
days afterward, if he "could pronounce it as safe and as easy

a delivery as he generally met with," he replied, on paper,

"I hereby testify that I attended Mrs. Rowbotham,^on
the 3rd instant, and that she had a safe labour, and more
easy than I generally meet with." On his asking the fe-

male midwife if she thought it as easy as usual, she re>

I.

<•»
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plied, "Why ! I should say that a more easy labour I nevei
witnessed—I never saw such a thing, and I have been at

a ^eat many labours in my time."

The child, a boy, waj finely proportioned and exceed-

ingly soft, his hones being all in gristle^ but he became
c«f large size and very graceful, athletic, and strong, as be
g7*ew up. The diet of his mother was immediately
changed on his birth, and she eat bread and milk and all

Eirticles of food in which phosphate of lime is to be found,

and which had been left out before. She also got up
from her confinement immediately and well. After her

last delivery, July, 1838, full ten days elapsed before she

could leave her bed, and then she swooned at the first at

tempt ; on this occasion, March, 184)1, she left her bed the

fourth day, and not only washed but partly dressed her-

self. Had she not been influenced by custom, and some-
what timid, she might have done so sooner. To be as-

sisted appeared like a burlesque to her, not to say annoy-
ance. She had no assistance from medicine; only one

bottle had been sent by the surgeon, and this she refused

to take.

In the foimer pregnancy she had subsisted very much
on bread, puddings, pies, and all kinds of pastry, having
an idea that solid food of this kind was necessary to sup-

port and nourish the foetus—and it is quite right to sup-

pose that nutritious food is necessary for this purpose

;

out nutritious food can be had without that hard and
bony matter, which is so large an ingredient in wheaten
flour, for instance. The West Indian ^ains—sago, tapioca,

rice, etc.—have little of it; and Mr.Rowbotbam made a

table of substances, with the proportion of phosphate of

lime in each, so that it may be avoided in the food dur-

ing pregnancy, and used afterwards in nursing, when the

bones and teeth of the child are made. Wheat contains

most earthy matter. [In Parke's GhemiccU Catechism,

page 194, he quotes La Orange as saying that a persoo

who eats a pound of furina a day, swal&WB in a year
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b he became

she refused

uroe ounces, four dracbm<«, and forty-four grains of phos
phate of lime.]

Beans, rye, oats, barley, have not ao Tn/uch earthy matter
as wheat. Potatoes and peas not more than half as

rrmch; flesh of fowls and young animals one- tenth;

lice, sago, fish, eggs, etc., still less ; cheec9. one-twentieth ;

cabbage, savory, broccoli, artichokes, coleworts, asparagus,

endives, rhubai-b, cauliflower, celery, and fresh vegetables

generally ; turnips, carrots, onions, radishes, garlic, parsley,

spinage, small salad, lettuce, cucumbers, leeks, beet-root,

parsnips, mangel-wurzel, mushrooms, vegetable marrows,
and all kinds of herbs and flowers, average less than

one-fifth ; apples pears, plums, cherries, strawberries,

gooseberries, raspberries, cranberries, blackberries, huckle-

berries, currants, melons, olives, peaches, apricots, pine-

apples, nectarines,pomegranates,dates, primes, raisins, figs,

lemons, limes, oranges, and grapes, on the average are

t'luo hundred tvmes leas ossifying than bread or anything
else prepared of wheaten flour.

Some articles, as honey, treacle,sugar,butter, oil, vinegar

and alcohol, if unadulterated, are quite free from earthy

matter. But still worse than wheaten flour is common
salt, and nearly as bad are pepper, cinnamon, nutmeg,
cloves, ginger, cofiee, cocoa, Turkey rhubarb, liquorice,

lentils, cinchona or Peruvian bark, cascarilla, sarsaparilla

and gentian.

With regard to drinks, no water except rain and snow
as it falls, and distilled water, is free from earthy matt^^^r,

and every family should have a distilling apparatus ; and
perhaps it would pay capitalists to form a company for

the purpose of distilling water on a large scale. Filtering

water is not sufficient' to purify it of earthy matter, be-

cause a filter can only remove such particles as are me-
chanically mixed, and mere boiling produces no beneficial

change. Spring water, pure BJid lunpid as it appears to

the eye, is found, upon chemical examination, to contain

a very large proportion of oaicAreous earthy matter ; m

ii

ii'
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much indeed that it has been calculated that a [>e. »oh

drinking an average quantity of water per day for forty

years, will, in that time, take into his body as much as

would form a pillar of marble aa, larg-^ as an average-sized

man. As it evaporates from the body, it leaves behind

the earthy matter which it holds in solution, and thu5»

tends to choke up or incrust the blood-vessels and nerves •

in short, to harden and petrify the whole system, in the

same manner as we find it incrust vessels from which
water is evaporated (for this incrusting only takes place

where the water goes oft* in the form of steam or vapour).

Water from rivers and pits, in addition to calcareous

earthy matter, generally contains putrid or vegetable

substances.

But drink of any kind is forjign to human nature in

its original (capacity. If men ato every day as much fruit

iis they ou^ht, they would never be thirsty, and so need

no drink at all.

Before adding to the above account of the experiment
others made in consequence of it, by well-known persons

in England and America, we may copy ^h\ Rowbotham'.«
account of the origin of his idea. It was from reading,

in the Penny CyclopecUa, the following paragraph :

"When first the human embryo becomes distinctly

visible it is almost wholly fluid, consisting only ofa soft

gelatinous pulp. In this gelatinous pulp solid substances

are formed, which gradually increase and are fashioned

in organs. These organs in their rudimentary state are

soft and tender ; but in the progress of their development
constantly acquiring a .'p'eater numb t of solid particles,

the cohesion of which progressively increases, the organs

at length become dense and firm. As the soft solids aug-

ment in bulk and density, bony particles are deposited,

sparin-jly at first and in detached ir asses, but accumulated

by degrees ; these too are at length fashioned into dis

tinct osseous structures, which, extending in every direc-

tion uintil they touch at every point, ultimately form th«
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connected bony framework of the system. This bony
fabnc, although soft, solid, and tender at first, become:!

by degrees firm and resisting.

'

XJpon the above remarks lie reasoned thus

:

• If the first visible state of the human being is that of

a fluid, or soft gelatinous pulp ; and if .the embryo or

fcetus gradually consolidates, or increases in firmness and
density by the accumulation of bony particles, will it not,

at any given period of its existence, be mor?) or less firm

according' to the bony matter which has bet^ deposited ?

" And is not the mother's blood the soarce of this bony
matter, since it builds, supports, anrl nourishes the foetus ?

" And is not the mother's blood derived from her food

and drink ? and, according to the proportion of b^ny mat-
ter existing in them, will not the fcetus become niore or

less firm and resisting ?

"

Moreover, he knew that it made all the difference

whether the fcetus were in gristle or not, at birth, with
respect to the pain of labour ; and that it was better for

the future size and beauty of the child, and even its

strength, that it should be born with gristle, and not with
the bones hardened, but that the latter process should be
the consequence of its own food taken after birth. Hence
he very philosophhcally concluded to try the experiment
of having his wife feed during gestation on substances

which did not hold a large proportion of phosphate of

lime, which is the hard ingredient of bone, but take those

substances during her peuod of nursing, and feed the

child upon them during its growth.

The experiment succeeded in a partial trial in this mor-
bid case, and it has succeeded in every normal case in

Trhich it has been tried, as far as is now known. The
firib case that is reported personally, was that of an
English lady who had learned from the pamphlet.

She brought to America a most beautiful child, which
attracted everybody's attention ; looking, as one person

•aid, ** like a young god." S^e fuud that from the Ursi
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moment she thought she was pregnant, she lived ^thout
eating any bread, potatoes, or milk; but subsisted on
sago, tapioca, rice, young meat—when she took meat

—

fruits of all kinds and vegetables ; and drank tea and
lemonade made with distilled water. She said she never

had an hour of nausea or discomfort during her pregnancy;

had so easy a labour that she thought it not worth dread-

ing ; and her boy, small and soft at birth, became un-

usually large, hard, and strong at six months. When
bom, ne, like Mr. Rowbotham's, was covered from head
to foot with a downy substance that could only be seen

when held against the light, superior to the finest velvet,

and of a beautiful feathery appearance.

An American lady, who usually su^'ered terribly in

labour, immediately procured the pamphlet and governed
her diet by it partially, and had the easiest labour she had
ever had. Another, who governed herself wholly by it,

from the first moment she was aware of being pregnant,

like the English lady, never experienced a moment s dis-

comfort before delivery. She had taken nothing made of

our grains, but confined herself to the West Indian ones

—rice, sago, tapioca ; and taking a disgust to our summe3f
fruits, subsisted largely on oranges, tanmrinds, marmalade,
and also took a great many lemons. At first, the fruits

made her bowels too loose, but she did not abandon them
on that account, but took mutton broth with rice in it, to

correct this effect. She also took fish and sardines, and
the young of meats ; for the older animals are, the greater

quantity of earthy matter is contained in their secretions,

and so it is even with milk. She had so little thirst that

she drank nothing but a little tea made with distilled

water. This lady and her husband were neither of them
very young—she was thirty-five and he forty at the birth

of their eldest child ; and she had been an invalid in her

chamber from fifteen ix> thirty yeai's of her life, though
veiy well at the time of her pregnancy, and for the first

time of her life taking much exercise in the open air.
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Conseauently, and becaiifle of her extreme Dervous delicacy,

tshe did not escape pain in the labour the first time, and the

process was sevend hours. But in the two succeeding

times, at the last of which she waa forty, the labours were
very short and not at all severe. In all the cases she

rigidly adhered to the diet, without a single day's excep-

tion ; and her three children were perfecfly splendid in-

stances of large, healthy, strong, and beautiful physique.

The youngest of them is now eighteen years of age

Only one ever had any important illness, and that from
extraneous cause, surmounted, as the physician said, by
her perfect constitution. The teeih of all these children

are very hard, like rocks.

No other case is now known of such exact compliance
with the conditions as this one, but in very many cases of

partial compliance, with corresponding success ; and it is

woithy of observation that in all those countries where
tropical grains, rather than those of tho temperate zones,

are the food, and where vegetables and fxiiits predominate
in the diet, as in the south of Europe, an ong the negroes

of the Southern United States, among the Hindoos, and
tropical nations generaUy, parturition is nearly painless.

Combe says ;
" The very easy labours of native American

negresses are not explicable by any preroaative of physical

formation, for the pelvis is rather smaller in these dark-

coloured races than in the European ani other white
people."

Nor is it to be referred to habits of greater exercise :

" The Hindoo and other females, whose habits are any-

thing but laborious, have always very easy labours."

In short, the diet is the only cause to which easy or

difficult labour may be referred in general. In twenty-five

years there has been known no mother who tried this

experiment who has not blessed the knowlec^e of it ; and
it has saved many a young mother needless terror.

Thus far the pamphlet of Mr. Rowbotham.
A few additional observations on the subject of diet,

I i

H
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appetite, and the stomach during pregnancy, may not r«

out of place.

Derangement of the stomach, to greater or less extent,

is one of the most common and trustworthy signs of preg^

nancy. The extent and troublesomeness of this ailment

will, however, be found very greatly diminished by th*

vegetable and fruit regimen above described, by the use

of the bath, judicious, open-air exercise, etc. ; in short by
living in a wise, active, cheerful and healthful manner.
A common error is that during gestation, the mothei

needs to " eat for two ;

" that is, that moire food is neces-

sary to support properly herself and her growing infant

than nt otner times. This is a thorough delusion. On
this point, and on diet during pregnancy generally, Dr.

Bull, the very sensible and experienced English physician

who has been already referred to, says

:

" We habitually take more food than is strictly required

for the demands of ihe body ; we therefore daily make
more blood than is really wanted for its support. A super-

fluity amply sufficient for the nourishment of the child is

thus furnished—for a very small quantity is requisite

—

without the mother, on the one h«^d feeling the demand
to be oppressive, and, on the other, without a freer indul-

gence 01 food being necessary to provide it. Nature herself

corroborates this opinion ; indeed, she solicits a reduction

in the quantity of support rather than asks an increase of

it ; for almost the very first evidence of preffnancy is the

morning sickness, wmch would seem to declare that the

system requires reduction rather than increase, or why
should this subduing process be instituted ? The conse-

quences, too, which Inevitably follow the free indulgence

of a capricious, and what will afterward grow into a vora-

cious, appetite, decidedly favour this opinion ; for the

severest and most trying cases of indigestion are by these

means induced, the general health of the female disturbed

And more or less impaired, and through it the growtli and
vigour of the child. . . •
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" If the appetite in the earlier months, from the pre*

sence of morning sickness, is variable and capricious, lef

her not be persuaded to humour and food its waywardness
from the belief tliat it is necessary so to do ; for if she

does, she may depend upon it, from such indulgence, i\

will soon require a larger and more ample supply than is

compatible with her own health or that of her little one.
*' if the general health, before pregnancy, was delicate

and feeble, and, as a consequence oi this state, becomes
invigorated, and the powers of digestion increase, a larger

supply of nourishment is demanded, and may be met in

such case without fear; for instead of being injurious

it will be usefuL . • .

" Lastly, a female, toward the conclusion of pregnancy,

should be particularly careful not to be persuaded to eat

in the proportion of two persons, for it may not only

bring on vomiting, heartburn, constipation, etc., but will

contribute, from the accumulation of impurities in the

\ow6r bowel, to the difficulties of labour."

A few figures given by Dr. Dewees, whose discuasiou

i)f this subject is exactly in harmony with Dr. Bull's, t'how

very clearly the absurdity of the idea that it is necessary

to " eat for two." They are in substance as toilowd

:

On an average, a new-bom child, together with all the

accompan3dng materials expelled at birth, weighs not

more than ten pounds, viz., eight pounds for the child

itself, and two pounds for the placenta, etc. A table of

7077 births in Paris gave an average of about two pounds
less than this, beinsr for the child itself.just over sixpounds.

Now, a daily supply of less than three-quarters of an
ounce, during the average two hundred and eighty days
of pregnancy, will amount to this ten pounds ; and this

daily supply is decidedly less iiian the average quantity

of biiaecessary food which is usually eaten. Since, there-

fore, we almost always eat too much, and since the ordi-

nary overplus is more than enough to supply the requ-ire-

mentd of pregnancy, and particularly since the natural

Sii- i ;1

ll!-;
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aymptoms of that state usually indicate less food rath^
than more, it is mere common sense to conclude that

pregnant women neither want nor Tieed to " eat for two."

The fact is more likely to be the seeming paradox that

enough for one is too much for two ; i.e.^ that less food

than usual, rather than more, is best during pregnaacy.
Regularity in hours of eating is advantageous to the

health ; and more care even than usual should be taken
during pregnancy to observe this practice. Another al-

most or quite equally important rule is, to eat nothing
for four hours, or at least for three hours, before going to

bed.

Eating should also be—as, indeed, it should always be—^in moderation. It should be deliberate, and it should

be cheerful. Deliberation is almost indispensable to

moderation ; for it is the sense of satisfaction of hunger
that tells us when to stop eating, and this sense is blunted
and almost useless when the food is swallowed rapidly

and without thorough chewing. And the appetiziiig

eifect and healthful stimulus of cheerfulness at meals is

too well known to require any detailed enforoemeat in thii

plaoew
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Tmc process of gestation produces a kind of revocation

in the organism of the mother, froquently of a very

isarked character. This is sometimes the case to such a

degree, that she may almost be said to live two lives

;

one while she is pregnant, and one while she is not.

Some women experience a greatly improved state of

health during pregnancy, both bodily and mentally.

They feel uncommonly active, strong, gay, and happy.

This is, however, not common. It is much more usual

for the mother to be subject to loss of appetite, nausea,

and to other disturbances of the stoniach and other in-

ternal organs ; to be annoyed by low spirits, fancies, and
** longings ;" to be nervous and irritable ; and sometimes

to be seriously disordered in mind for the time being.

Many women experience a good 'deal of discomfort

from their fears of tne pain of diildbirth, and even from
an apprehension that they will not survive it. Such ap-

prehensions are, of course, not wholly to be avoided

;

yet, unless the assertions and reasoning of the present

work are thoroughly wrong, it is true uiat both the ail-

ments of pregnancy and the danger and pain of par-

turition can be, in all ordinary cases, almost entirely

done away with. And as for the danger, even in the

present ordinary condition of affairs, where no efficient

means are used to prepare the patient for labour or to

carry her comfortably through it—even now, the actual

dancer of childbirth is so small, that there is no more
need of being terrified about it than about any common
•tiack of illnew. How trifling is the real risk from child-

s
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beariug is forcibly shown in some laboriously compiled
tables in Duncan's Mortality of Childbed Hospitals, which
show that it is one hundred and twenty to one, even in

hospital, that the child-bearing woman will recover. Her
chances are better than this in pri^'ato practice, because

health, attendance, and comfort average better in private

families.

Indeed, it would be a strange self-contradiction of the

divinely established order of things, if child-bearing were
such as to be actually a danger to the mother. It is

hardly possible to conceive of a wise and kind Creator

ordaining death or danger as constant companions in the

individual to a process which is the very life of the

species—to suppose him regularly imperilling the life of

that very mother whose existence is all but indispensable

to her helpless infant.

There is no more need of apprehension about a pain-

ful or difficult labour than of the loss of life ; for even
under the ordinary regimen such cases are really un-
common, and almost ever/ one passes through the ordeal

without more suffering than she can well endure. More-
over, it is a well-known fact that even where the pain of

childbirth is great al the immediate occasion, yet, owing
to some wisely bestowed provision of nature, the im-

f)ression of it vanishes almost with the pain itself, not
eaving the nervous weakness and dread which often

make the memory of physical suffering a serious burden
long after the reality is over.

Further, setting aside these general considerations^

others, which it is a principal object of this book to ex-

plain, are additional reasons for conscience. One 'jf «,hose

is, the extraordinary facilitation of the process of labour

by the Fruit Diet system explained in the prev*eding

chapter ; and another, the hardly less assistance whic^
can be derived, where it is deemed necessary by the med-
ical adviser, from the use of ansesthetics, as will bt
«hown in a following chapter.

wayvnam
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These brief suggestions must suffice for the topic of an-

ticipated sufferings.

Happiness, or at least content, or if not, at any rate

good humour, is, it may almost be said, a duty during preg-

nancy. At any rate, all the best authorities, ancient and
modem, agree in saying that the cheerful or sorrowful

state of the mother is often gradually, quietly, and indel-

ibly transferred to the' disposition of the child while yet
unborn. Thus Mrs. Gleason, in her Tables to My Patients,

observes :
" Many times, in the care of chronic invalids, J

find some peculiar tendency to irritability or mental de-

pression which I cannot explain, and ask if there was any-
thing unfortunate in their mother's constitution previous

to their birth, and often receive for reply, * I was an un-

welcome child, and my mother ws^s very unhappy in the

prospect of anothor baby, and I, too, wish I had never

oeen born.*
"

A moderately active and hygienic^ly correct way of

living, Piccording to the directions in this book, will v^jry

greatly promote mental ease and comfort, and additional

help can be derived from sensible self-control. This, how-
ever, must be a habit previously acquired. It cannot be

taken up at a moment's notice by one previously in habits

of peevishness, or anger, or grief ; and this fact lends ad-,

ditional force to tke considerations suggested in Chapter
IV., as to the influence of the whole previoua life on the

maternal funqtions.

In discussing this point, Dr. Dewees says, " The physi-

cal treatmant of children should begin, as far as may be
practicable, with the earliest formation of the embryo ; it

T7ill therefore necessarily involve the conduct of the

mother, even before her marriage, as well as during the

period of pregnancy." Again, the same high authority

remarks :
" How especially essential and proper are cer-

tain observances of the mother during pr^^ancy, that sh*

Hkay inawr€ desi't'oble disposUiona to her vafomXT

t
' HsJ
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Dr. Dewees thus enumenttes the possible evili of indulge

ing a bad temper during pre^ancy

:

" The immediate evils which may result from yielding

to temper are convulsions, nervous inquietudes, uterine

haemorrhage, and perhaps abortion. Should this last not

occur, the foetus may yet receive such injury as shall im-

pair its natural stamina, and thus entail upon it a feeble-

ness of constitution so long as it may live. It is a remark
long since made, and we believe it to be in perfect con-

formity with fact, that passionate and irritable women are

more prone to abort::>n than those of an opposite temper-

ament
" Nothing contributes more certainly to the safety and

future good health of the child than cheerfulness of mind,
vv at least equanimity on the part of the mother."

A well-known belief respecting both the mental and
physical condition of women during gestation is, that they

ftre subject to what is called " longings," viz., desires for

some article, usually of diet, which desires must be grati-

fied, or else the child when bom will be found " marked "

with a spot in the similitude of the things longed for.

This notion is mostly nonsense. Considering that the

process of gestation renders the mother peculiarly liable

to both bodily and mental disturbances, she is justly en-

titled to additional care and kindness, exactly as any per-

son is who is similarly affected from whatever cause.

Therefore, her wishes should be gratified, as far as practi-

cable, even though they may seem unreasonable. Where
they are obviously wrong they should not be gratified

;

and there need be no, fear of any really dangerous conse-

quences from a refusal. "Ungratified longings," observea

Dewees, "may cause sickness at the stomach, temporary
loss of appetite, sometimes vomiting; htU here the evU
ceases, so far as i.ve have observed."

On these same points of self-control, of reasonable in-

dulgencep and ejects of temper and of " lons^ng," Dr. Verdi
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It will do no harm to avoid what is repugnant to you
r^ut it may be detrimental to your health to satisfy the
longing for slate-pencil, chalk, or other deleterious sub-
stances which sometimes women in your condition crave.

** But above all, keep a cheerful mind and do not yield
to grief, jealousy, hatred, discontent, or any perversion of

disposition. It is true that your veiy condition makes
you more sensitive and irritable ; still, knowing this, con-<-

trol your feelings with all your moral strength,
** Your husband should be aware also, that this unusual

nervous irritablitj' ^s a physical consequence of your con-

dition, and would ^nerefore be more indulgent and patient,

unless he is a brute.
'' If you believe that strong impressions upon the mo-

ther's mind may communicate themselves to the foetus, pro-

ducing marks, deformity, etc., how much more should yoa
believe that irritability, anger, repinings, spiritual disor-

ders, may be impressed upon your child s moral and men-
ial nature, rendering it weakly or nervous, passionate or

morose, or in some sad w&y a reproduction of your own
evil feelings. And, indeed, this is more frequently found
to be the case than is physical marking of a child by its

mother's impressions." '

With regard to the bdlief that sudden frights or pain-

ful, or startling impressions of any kind upon the mother
produce corresponding results upon her unborn child, there

is a conflict of evidence, but it is believed, with a decided
preponderance against the existence of such liability. The
isase stands somewhat thus

:

There are many accounts, very detailed and circum>

itantial, of the birth of children with marks corresponding

to the painful impressions upon the mother during preg-

nancy. These cases are to the same extent proved as are

eases of modem miracles by images of the v irgin Mary,

many spiritualist phenomena, etc. That is, many perfectly

honest and respectable people have Mievod in thttur occui*

MDoe.
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But, in the first place, there in no nervous connectioi

between the mother and her unborn child ; and, therefore,

the only means known to physiology by which sudden
impressions can be tzansmitted are absent. Gradual
viodification, derived from the continued circulation oi

the same supply of blood through both bodies, are on a
very different footing. Moreover, there are many record-

ed cases of the occurrence of terrible experiences during

pregnancy without any ill results on the child. Cases

even are recorded of the death of the mother and the

subsequent birth (though of course in a very short period)

of a healthy child. Aiid again, physicians have more
than once instituted systematic and extensive inquiries

tor authentic instances of " mother'smarks " without find-

ing even one. Such was the well-known investigation

of the celebrated English surgeon, Mr. William Hunter,

who can-ied his observations through two thousand
consecutive cases of childbirth at a lying-in hospital to

which he was attached. In every one of these, as soon as

the woman was delivered, he asked if she had been dis-

appointed of anything she had' longed for, if so, what
it was ; also, if she had been suddenly shocked or sur-

prised in any way, and how ; or frightened by any un-

sightly or horrid object, and what. The answer in each

case he regularly noted down, and he then inspected the

child ; and he never in any single instance met with a

coincidence. He found blemishes where no cause wai
acknowledged, and found none where some cause was
given ; but absolutely nothing to support the belief.

Di. Dewees, who quotes Mr. Hunter's experiments and
othei' authorities, states his conclusion thus

:

" Nor do we believe in the influence of the ' imagina-

tion ' upon either the form, colour, or future destiny of

the child, however powerfully this faculty may have been

exerted during gestation. We entirely reject all the rea-

Boning, as well as the appeals to facts supposed to be il-

lustrative of this wondwful influence. We have, ever
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since our uommeQceiTierit In business, been attentive tu

this subject, and we can most conscientiously declare we
i:ave never, in % single instance, had reason to beLeve the

imagination had exerted the slightest control, ^.^ti^Acort-

trary to our early belief upon this subject
"

It is comfortable, where there is evidence on both sides,

to find that the most agreeable doctiine is at any rate

well enough supported to justify a belief in it by anybody
who prefers it.

The most extreme views thus far put forth respecting

the mental perversions resulting from preffnancy are those

of Dr. Storer, in his Reflex Insanity in Women. In this

work Dr. Storer shows the well-known, intimate, and
powerfully sympathetic connection between the uterus

an<l its associated organs, and the brain ; and he proceeds

to arrange many of the phenomena of pregnancy in *

manner admitting of a scale of intensity or importance,

from headache, irritability, low spirits, and difficulty of

self-control, through such phenomena as a morbidly ex-

travagant love of pets, longings, etc., up to such mani-
festations as an irresistible impulse to steal (kleptomania),

and even to actual temporary insanity; and he even ar-

gues that women ought not to be punished for crimes

committed during pregnancy. This may be just, but if

so, it is equally unavoidable that women during pregnancy
nmst be so kept that they cannot commit crimes.

Dr. Storer's discussion is even painfully interesting,

though the limitations which would be applied by a full

handling of the question would remove the first unquali-

fied impression of terror; for to argue that insanity, or

at least irresistible immoral impulse, is a condition of

pT -ignancy, is little better than arguing that death is a
condition of it. No such consequences ensue except in

exceptional cases; and those where real and important
danger exists !u*e still fewer.

Yet the undoubted existence of such extreme cases, not-

withstanding their fewness, lends great foroa to the views

'*
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expressed in this chapter upon the existence of a di8>

turbed condition of the mind) or at least of a liability to

such disturbance, during gestation, and to tlie su ^^estions

made for controlling such disturbance.

To recapitulate and complete the suggestiuns of thia

chapter:

Be even-tempered and good-natured ; remeriuer that

the trarisfer of your habitual staie^ '2 miiid or body to

voir; 'bi d is substantially certain.

.e uiJ horrid and uncomfortable sights and stories. It

iiftm i harm to avoid them, and it avoids discomfort if

nul daiit "^. If they aro encountered, however, remember
that they have millions of times been encountered with-

out harm ; that there is not the least certainty of theii

doing harm; that there is much more evidence, indeed,

that they cannot do harm than that they can.

Have whatever you can get that is harmless, that you
want. If it is harmful, go without it; if yru cannot

get it, do the same, and think of something else.

Understand that your unreasonable fancies and im-

pulses are temporary ; superficial, so to speak, and not

real ; and use the same good sense and seli-control about

them that you should do in managing your temper and
impulses at times. It is a received truth that even actual

lunatics are capable of a great degree of self-control, and
that its exercise is an important element in their cure.

Much more will it be found efficient in the government of

such mental irregularities as arise from a condition which
is in iis own nature perfectly natural and perfectly

healthful

Enlist the sympathy and aid of your hiisband, of yoiir

physician, and of such other close and confidential friend?

as you may possess.

Let your love for your own baby reinforce your reso-

lution to adhere to such a line of behavicnir as is beat.

Lastly, reflect that philosophy may teach you that it is

useless and foolish to torment yourself ovev whatever
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VOQ find you cannot help ; that not only selfishness, but
]U8tlce and decency and love call on you to act as is p vi-

sible and rigLt, for your own sake, for the sake of y xt

husband and vour friends, and for the sake of your >v/n

baby ; and ?f you are so happy aa to possess a living i«-

ligious faith, use that. It is ^ven yoil for the express

purpose of helping out your lower motives where they
avQ feeble, and, where they disappear, of affording you a
clear and practical path for thought and action.

Make a proper use of that set of motived, and no place

is left for the mental disturbances of pregnancy to do any
f;^oat baniL

i



CHAPTER TX.

TKK AILMSNTS OF PBEGNANOT.

Those ailments to which pregnant women are liable

are, most of them, inconveniences rather than diseases,

although they may sometimes be aggravated to a degree

of real danger. Arising as they do from the temporaly
physical condition of the organism, what they require is

not such medical treatment as may be needed for a true

disease, but rather a general hygienic regimen ; and for

a similar reason, while on one hand it may not be possible

to remove them entirely, yet on the other they can almof t

always be greatly alleviated.

In general, therefore, it may be first observed that such

a way of living as shall maintain and elevate the standard

of general physical and mental health will of course in-

crease the power of resisting and surmounting all ailments

whatever. Accordingly, the two chief instrumentalities

toward that end which are urged in this book, namely
the judicious use of baths, and tne fruit diet system, may
be confidently relied upon to mreatly diminish the discom-

forts incident to the period of pregnancy.

It may, however, be useful to briefly enumerate the

difiiculties, not which every pregnant woman must have^

by any means, but one or more of which difierent women
are liable to experience. What has been before recom-

mended on general principles in the previous chapters

is here implied of course. The suggestions in this chapter

are not intended to furnish a substitute for the advice of

a physician, but to give directions for cases that do not

require his attendance. As b repeatedly remarked under
the various heads that follow, he should be called io
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promptlj where the case is at all serious ; and, under the

peculiar circumstances of precnancy, it is probably good
sense to ch\l him too often rather than too seldom. By a

good understanding with your physician you can almost
always induce himto prescribe for you only hygienic reme-
dioM rather than poisonous drugs. There are multitudes

of doctors who would ^ve very few medicines did not

their patients demand tnem.
SicJcneas at the stomach at rising in {he morning or at

eating.—This is usually most annoying in the first months
of pregnancy. After quickening, it usually disappears or

diminishes. Sometimes it only nappens during the latter

months, or reappears at that time, and then continues

until delivery or a few days before it. In this last case,

viz., of the latter months, it will be best to consult a
physician if there be vomiting to such an extent as to be
troublesome.

In the first case, much is to be expected from the gene-
ral regimen herein prescribed for body and mind. In case

of nausea on getting out of bed, the evil mav sometimes
be cheated by Ivin^ comfortably in bed while yoa eat

bresckfast. Swallowmg a very little pounded ice will

sometimes give relief, and so will a cold wet compress over
the stomach. If these fail, try hot fomentations over the
same remon, continue for ten or fifteen minutes, and to be
followed by wearing a wet girdle.

If any particular kind offood is " longed" for, it is more
likely to be retained. So is an wneaypeoted article of food.

Where the retention of food is particularly difficult, some
concentrated form of nourishment may be used, as beef-

tea, calfs-foot jelly, etc., as its small bulk is less liable to

excite the irritability of the stomach.
There is much reason for believing that this " morning-

sickness" is not a necessary accompaniment of healthful

pregnancv, but due, in great measure at least, to such con-

ditions 01 modem civilized life as may be effectively varied

in suoh a w»y ts to escape it. I( however, the dedaive

,1 •!
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change of re^men which would happen to most women
by the adoption of the fruit diet and bath method be not
adopted, the nausea must be put up with.

Deranged appetite.—" Lon^^ings" have been discussed

Where the appetite fails, let the patient go without eating

for a little wmie, say for two or tnree meals. If, however
the strength begins to go, try the offering of some unex-
pected delicacy; or give smnll quantities of nourishing

rood, as directed in ease of nausMii

Flatulence and colic.—Eat in small quantities and
often, instead of rarely and largely ; and eat nothing for

three or tour hours before bedtime. Chew thoroughly-.

These directions are because these ailments usually come
from bad digestion. Sometimes drinking a tumoler o)

warm water will bring on vomiting and relief from wind
if in the lower bowo^, an injection of warm water mn}
relieve.

Hearthwm.—To be prevented by right living. In par
ticular, let magnesia, chalk, or other alkalies oe avoided
and try a day's fasting, and another day's very small eat

ing. A very severe heartburn will often be relieved by
drinking rapidly several tumblers of blood-warm soft

water, so as to vomit easily. Those, however, who adopt a

proper regimen are not likely to have heartburn.

Constipation.—For this common and troublesome dis-

order of pregnancy, the fruit diet and healthy exercise are

the best preventives. Injections of tepid water will often

facilitate evacuation. A physician should always be

consulted before the casls becomes serious. The fruit diet

and exercising regimen may sometimes be reinforced by
drinking a glass of water just before going to bed, or by
eating an orange before breakfast. The difficulty is much
more easily prevented than cured ; and it is the more in-

dispensable to provide against it, since it tends directlyand
powerfully to bringon a train of painful and dangerous con-

sequences, resulting in headache, paipitation, and perhaps

piles, inflammation of the bowels, and even misoarriagt.
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DiarrhoM.—This may be a result of constipntion, the

watery discharge being secreted by tho lining of the bowelr-

'n the effort to diacharce the compacted wasto matter

The tepid sitz-bath, with injections of small quantitieb ol

cool water, together with lying quietly on the back, will

generally remove the difficulty. This, with a proper re-

gimen, will in all probability either prevent it or cure it.

C!ir«> should be taken to keep the abdomen warm by

I

roper clothing.

Plica.—For cases of significance eonsult a physiciaa

As with constipation, so with piles, its frequent result

:

fruit diet, exercise, and sitz-bath regimen will do much
to prevent the trouble. Frequent local applications of a

cold compress, and even of ice, and tepid water injections,

are of CTeat service. Walking or standing aggravate this

complaint; lying down alleviates it. Dr. Shew says,
" There is nothing in the world that will produce so great

relief in piles as fasting. If the fit is severe, live a whole
day, or even two, if necessary, upon pure, soft cold water
alone. Give then very lightly of vegetable food."

Toothaehs.—^There is a sort of proverb that a woman
loses one tooth ever}' time she has a child. Neuralgic

toothache during pregnancy is, at any rate, extremely
common, and often has to be endured. It is generally

thought not best to haveteeth extracted duriig pregnancy,

as the shock to the nervous system has some'^'mes caused
miscarriage. To wash out the mouth morning and night

with cold or lukewarm water and salt is often of use. If

the teeth are decayed, consult a good dentist in the early

stages of pregnancy, and have the offending teeth properly

dressed. Uood dentists, in the present state of the science,

extract very few teeth, but save them.

SaUvcUion,—Excessive secretion of the saliva has

usually been reckoned substantially iiicural»le. Fasting,

cold water treatment, exercise and fruit diet may he

relied on to prevent, cure, or aUevi^'^te it, where this is

possible, as it frequently is.

11
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Eeadaofve.—^This is, perhaps, almost as common in casci

of pregnancy as " morning sickness." It may be from de-

tennination of blood to the head, from constipation oi

indigestion, constitutional '* sick headache, ' from neural-

gia, from a cold, from rheumatism. Correct living will

pievent much headache trouble ; and where this does not

answer the purpose, rubbing and making magnetic parses

over the head by the hand of some heal^y magnetic per>

4on will often prove of great service.

Jaundice.—^See the doctor.
" Liver spots."—These, on the fsuce, must probably be

endured, as no trustworthy way of driving them off is

known.
Itching.—^A wash, or injection, of castile soap and

water, of borax and wate. , or of water containing aromatic

spirits of ammonia, at two teaspoonfiils to a tumbler, or of

water containing say fifteen ^^ins of benzoic acid to

half-a-pint, will commonly be enective. Solicitous clean-

liness is the first requisite, and this, with no other treat-

n-3nt except cold hip-baths, and if necessary even ice,

would probably answer the purpose.

Fain on tJoe right 8ii.^3.—This is liable to occur from
about the fifth to the eighth month, and is attributed to

the pressure of the enlarging womb upon the liver.

Proper living is most likely to alleviate it Wearing a

wet girdle in daytime or a wet compress at night, sitz-

baths, and friction with the wet hand, may also be tried.

If the pain is severe a mustard poultice may be used.

Exercise should be carefully moderated if found to increase

the pain. If there is fever and inflammation with it, con-

sult a physician. It is usually not dangerous, but uncom*
fortabie only.

Palpitation of the Jieart.
—

^To be prevented by b^tliy
living and calm good humour. Lying down will of\ ia

gradually relieve it, so will a compress wet with w«.tei 4s

not as can be borne placed over the he^rt and renewed ^
often as it gets cool
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Fainting.—Most likely to be caused by " quickening/'

or else by tight dress, bad air, over-exertion, or other un-
healthy living. It is not often dangerous. Lay the
patient in an easy posture, the head rather low than high,

and where cool air may blow across the fa/ie ; loosen

the dress if tight ; sprinkle cold water on the face and
hands.

Sleepleasneas.—Most likely to be caused by incorrect

living, and to be prevented and cured by the opposite. A
flass or two of cold water drank deliberately on going to

ed often helps one to go to sleep ; so does bathing the face

ind hands and the feet in cold water. A short nap in the

utter part of the forenoon can sometimes be had, and is of

r tse. Such a nap ought not to be too long, or it leaves a
heavy feeling ; it should be sought with the mind in a
calm state, in a well-ventilated though darkened room,
and with the clothing removed, as at night. A similar

nap in the afternoon is not so good, but is better than
nothing. The tepid sitz-bath on going to bed will often

produce sleep, and so will gentle percussion given by an
attendant with the palms oi the hand over the back for a
few minutes on retiring. To secure sound sleep do not
read, write, or severely tax the mi^ud in the evening.

Abortion.—This has been discussed, as far as space per-

mitted, in Chapter II.

Swelled feet omd Ivands.—Correct living, washing with
cold water, and frequent lying down, are palliatives for

this difficulty. It is not dangerous, and it usually ceases

with childbirth. If there are symptoms of its spreading
to the whole system, consult a physician. Friction upon
tho limbs, applied upward, while they are lifted upon a
chair or couch, is sometimes of use, and the skin may be
rubbed with sweet-oil or glycerine if it becomes painfully

distended. Relief has been given by the use of a roller

or broad bandage round the limbs affected.

SwtUing or pain in the (/reast.—See that the dress is

UxMe 80 88 to allow the natural enlargement of the bosom.

I

i

i|4 fi
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Wear a wet bandage ; if there be pain of a spas oooic kind
foment with warm water.

Cramps.—If in the legs, to rise and walk about will

often quickly remove them. Friction with the hand h
of use.

Varicose Vei/ns.—^Wear a lace^ or elastic stocking. L
this is not to be had, apply carefut*;' and snugly a roller

or broad bandage of cotton cloth, from the toes upward,
swathing and compressing the leg to a point above the

distended veins. Keep the legs horizontal as much as

possible. Cold water, wet bandages, and hand friction

may be tried.

Rigidity of the skin,—This sometimes occasions a good
deal of distress in the region of the abdomen. Ixulrbing

with Bweet-oil or glycerine is useful. If the pkin over

the abdomen is made tough and healthy by proper gentle

friction before pregnancy has far advanced, most of the

suffering will be avoided.

Mental disturbances.—These include nervous irrita-

bility, despondency, hysteria, and, in rare and extreme
cases, loss of mental balance, and even actual temporary
insanity. Enough has been said on these subjects in

Chapter VIII. It is believed that the suggestions there

given afford satisfactory means of preventing any avoid-

able trouble from this source.

Leixorrhoea.—Frequent washings, and injections of

blood-warm suds of castile soap are useful. Allay itching

by washing with water in which one grain of carbolic

acid to an ounce of water has been dissolved.

Miscarriage.—See Chapter II. on this subject.

False pains, neuralgic and other pains.—Pains some*
what like labour-pains sometimes occur duiing the last one
or two months of pregnancy. They may be distinguished

from the real ones, however, by laying the hand on the

abdomen. In the false pain, the womb does not con-

tract and grow hard under the hand.

Similar pains may occur from rheumatism of the womb.
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ThiB may be known by the excessive sensitiveness of the

abdomen, which becomes unable to endure the least pres-

sure of the hand, or even the weight of the clothes. Con-
sult a physician in this case. A silk wrapper next the
body is often a great relief.

Various temporary or wandering pains are often felt in

the back, abdomen, or legs. These are the result of ner-

vous irritability, or perhaps of colic, and are only trouble-

some, not dangerous.

Wor*h displacements.—For such occurrences, and in

case of the discharge known as " false waters," be quiet,

and send for your physician.

Paralysis, a/ma/urosis, deafness.—Pregnant women are

sometimes seized with partial paralysis, with amaurosis,

or loss of sight from paralytic affection of tke optic nerve,

and with deafness oi a similar kind. As the physician

will say, they ajre temporary affections, and may be ex-

pected to disappear after childbirth.

Convulsions.—Call your physician. In the mean tiiae,

the application of cold water to the head, and of hot water
to the legs, is all that need be tried.

Mechanical inconvenienms.—The inconvenience arising

from the enlargement of the abdominal region may some-
times be eased to some extent by wearing a broad belt

with an adjustable lacing behind. It should be next the

skin, and taken off at flight.

Retention or incontinence of urine will be guarded
against as far as possible by a correct way of living. Con-
sult a physician at once, especially in case of retention,

which quickly becomes dangerous. Qreai care should be

takon to secure the natural evacuations regularly, and at

«a/ other iune when the desire is felt

i
.1



CHAPTER X.

y^CSTHETICS; FEMALE PHTBICIANS.

On the question of preventing the pains of cftjId birth

by the administration of anaesthetics, there is a conDict of

evidence, but it is believed, with a great preponderance
in favour of the practice where the pain is likely to do
more harm to the nervous system than the anaesthetic

could possibly do. In cases where the patient is robust,

the labour likely to be short, and the suffering light, it

is of course advisable to avoid the use of ansesttietics.

The chief objection urged is in substance that the effect

of chloroform (the only anfest'ietic which is meant in this

chapter ; as the others, mixtures of chloroform with ether

or other substances, and also nitrous oxide, hydrate of

chloral, etc., are not recommended in the present state of

medical experience of them) is to so modify the constitu-

ents of the blood as to impede recovery and increase the

liability to various bad sequences of labour. A theological

objection has been maae, viz., that God meant childbirth

to be painful, and that it is wicked to try to ease it. To
this it is sufficient to reply that no woman is known to

have made this objection, and that any man who chooses

to undergo the agony that has heretofore too often accom-
panied childbirth without anaesthetics, should be made
welcome to do so.

In the mean while, all that it is necessary to remark
hero is, that Sir James Y. Simpson, the celebrated Edin-
burgh surgeon who discovered the anaesthetic use of

chloroform, and many other eminent surgeons after him,
have used it literally in hundreds of thousands of cases

of surgical operations and childbirth, with at le^Mit' ai

u-ri
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fittle harm as for instance attends a similar number of

cases of travelling by railroad and steamboat. A few
quotations from medical authorities will serve to show
what conclusions physicians come to from their own ex-
perience and observation o»' the use of chloroform.

As regards the safety of its administration in surgical

mses, the following remarks by Dr. J. A. Otis embody
itatistics of inmiense significance

:

" You know well the history of the use of chloroform
in the Crimean and Italian campaigns, where it was em-
ployed without a single disaster ; and I am informed bj

Langenbeck and Stromeyer that a similar result attended
the seven weeks* Austro-Prussian war. In our own un-
happy struggle chloroform was administered in more than
one himdred and twenty thousand cases, and I am unable
to learn of more than eight cases in which a fatal result

can be fairly traceable to its use."

Dr. Tilt saj's, of the use of chloroform in labour :

" In our own time the sting has been taken from the

curse (of pain) by the discovery cf chloroform, for which
one of our greatest men will ever rank next to, if not be-

fore, the discoverer of vaccination."

Dr. W. P. Johnston says, in speaking of Sir J. Y.

Simpson :

"Throughout the length and breadth of this greal

American Union there is not singls wel)-educatod

physician, I will venture to ass , who is not prcpr.red

to unite with me in the decl tion that this branch
(obstetrics) of the healing art i-

that great discoverer oi the

chloroform, for the evidence b

beneficial effects in many ca is

especially for its inestimable value in obstetrical opera-

tions."

Dr. H. R. Storer, until he relinquished midwifery
practice, " made it his rule always to administer chJoro-

lorm to parturient patients, and this, no matter whether

immensely indebted to

isesthetic properties of

ifforded of its safety and
of natural labour, but

I
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the labour was a rapid one or no, or whether th«

patient had or had not organic diw^^ase of the heart oi

lungs ; believing, as he did. that not only was it the

physician's duty to relieve pain, here ordinarily so ex-

quisite, and to lessen the lisK both to mother and child.,

as was done by the relaxation of voluntary muscles

effected by the an898thetic, but that for certain manifest

reasons chloroform was preferable for obstetric use to

ether/'

Dr. Beatty, in his GoriJl/rihUions to Medicine cmd Mid-
wifery says

:

" Its employment, when properly conducted " (Dr.

Beatty^s italics), ** is not attended with any injurious

effecti) upon either mother or child. I have never seen

any unpleasant result from it, and I believe that out of

the many thousand cases in which this agent has been
employed in parturition, not a single case of death has

occurred from its use."

In a subsequ't^nt paper, two years afterward, Dr. R
said, referring to the above statement

:

" Since that time I have continued to use cliloroform

very extensively, and with the happiest results. I have
given it to every patient who desired to have it, unless I

saw some good reason to refuse. I have not pressed it

upon any, and rejoice, at the end of two years' additional

experience, toP)e able to state that in all cases its use has
been productive of the greatest relief and happiness, and
that in no case has anything unpleasant occurred to either

mother or child during its administration, or subsequent
to deliviiry. ... It will be easily imagined that my
confidence K the power of the agent has increased with
my experience, and I now feol distressed when obliged to

witness the sufferings of a patient, prolonged, perhaps, in

a first case for hovi's, when I have the power to alleviate

her agony, and (without for a moment interfering with
her consciousness) to render her labour a 'pleasure,'
* happiness/ or ' heaven'—phrases which have Men fire-
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The following details, given by Dr. Beatty of a case

where the patient was during four hours under the influ-

ence of chloroform, will be found interesting

:

"The nurse (the deUveiy being accomplished) was sit-

ting at the fire with the infant in her arms, without the

mother being in the slightest degree conscious of what had
taken place; and in about five minutes afterward the lady

(umed round in bed and said to me ' Do you tliink that it

will soon be over f ^ I replied :
' Don't you know that the

child is bom ?
' and I will never forget the expression of

her countenance when she said : ' Now, don't aeceive me,
but tell me truly, shall I soon be well ?

' In short, it was
not until the cluld was placed in the bed with her that

she could be made to believe that her dalivery had been
accomplished, and she then declared most solemnly that

she had not Uie slightest ides tiU that moment of what
had taken place."

It is true that thorough precautions must be employed
in the use of this medical agent. Dr. Beatty insists em-
phatically upon the necessity of using a pure article, of

its being taken upon an empty stomMh, and in a horizon-

tal attitude. He doubtless thought it superfluous to add
what is the chief requisite of all for non-professional per-

sons—^it should never be taken except when a Uioroughly
competent physician superintends the whole administra-
tion and all the effects of it.

Lastly, the fruit diet and the accompanying regimen
recommended in this book will be found in most cases to

do away with the necessity of any anaesthetic, by the
prevention of the pain.

As regards the employment of female physicians, it is

apprehended that few will deny that, other thiTiga being
equbai, a female physician should deal with female patients.

There can be no doubt that the introduction of the em-
ployment of professional obstetric surgeons instead of un-

i\

i

i

i
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educated midwives, between two and three centuries agt
was a great advance in the medical art. But the employ-
ment of skilled female assistance is another great advance

j

and reason and public opinion both point toward the con-

clusion here stated. Only, it should be remeriibered, other

things sfiould be equal. The female physician should be
as thoroughly trained, as skilful, and as competent, as the

male physician. That being the case, it is impossible not

to perceive bow immense a relief to the feelings it must
be

—

and tfierefore to the physical cond/ytion—to be able to

depend upon a person of the patiMii'i own

•\
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SUlOIABy.

Painubs parhirition may be secured by attention to

the following pointa during pregnancy (besidee correct

pievious bringing up, mon^ mental, and phyucal)

:

Moderate healthful exercise, and avoidanoe of Bhock%
fatigue, and over-exertion.

Comfortable/or at least quiet and patient, mental condi*

tion, avoiding all bad tempeia.

Amusement and agreeable occupation as far as posnibleii

Judicious use of bathing, particularly of the sitz-bath.

The Fruit Diet, and avoidanoe of unsuitable food, and
of alcoholic, narcotic, ind other stimulants.

Watchfulness and prompt treatment of the various ail-

ments of the situation, should they appear.

KmdneM aad indulf^eno. by the patient's hubuid and
fnenda.

The use of chloroform, if required, at deliveiy ; but
only If administered and watched by a profesuonal at-

t«ct(.iant.

i
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APPENDIX.

Tax Uusband'8 Dutt.—It is very necessary that tli»

wife, who is pregnant, should have the co-operation and
sympathy of her husband in canring out allme details of

tae mode of life laid down in this book. Few women are

stronff enough to go alone through the months and years

of child-bearing without the moral help of him on whom
she looks for support Indeed, it will oiten fall to the hus-

band to decide K)r the wife what course it is best to pursue.

He should see that she has such books to read as will be
of service to her; should often read them to her. He
should see Ihat she is properly informed on all those topics

that are essential to her well-being and that of the child

;

that proper food is provided ; that means for bathing, re-

creation, etc., are not wanting; that care and perplexity

are not bearing her down, ^e wise stock-breeder ten-

derly looks after the wants of pregnant animals. The wise
man should not do less for the wife whom he has sacredly

Eromised to love and protect. H« ought rather to do for

er a great deal more.

Small Families.—^It is the fashion of thoee who many
nowadays to have few children,often none. Ofcourse this is

a matter which married people must decide for themselves.

As was stated in an early chapter, sometimes this policy

is the wisest that can be pursued. Diseased people,

who are likely to beget only sickly ofi&pring, may follow

this course, and so may thieves, rascals, vagabonds, insane

and drunken persons, and all*those who are likely to bring

into the world beings that ought not to be hers. But why
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•o many well-to-do folks should pursue a policy adapted
only to paupers and criminals, is not so easy to explaia
Why marry at all if not to found a family that shall live

to bless and make glad the earth after father and mother
are gone ? It is not wise to rear too many children, nor
is it wise to have too few. Properly brought up, they will

make home a delight and parents happy.
Galton, in his great work on hereditary genius, observes

that " The time may hereafter arrive, in far distant years,

when the population of the earth shall be kept as strictly

within bounds of number and suitability of race, as the
sheep of a well-ordered moor, or the plants in an orchard-

house ; in the meantime, let us do what we can to en
courage the multiplication of the races best fitted to invent
and conform to a high and generous civilization, and not,

out of a mistaken instinct of givinc; support to the weak,
prevent the incoming of strong and hearty individuals."

Best Age for Procreation.—The best age for beget-

ting children is those years in which there is the highest

vigour and maturity of body and mind. These are, for man,
from twenty-five to forty or forty-five, and for woman
from twenty to forty. Even healthy women lose the

power of procreation between forty and forty-five. Men
who take proper care of their bodies retain it much longer,

though dissipated men become impotent very early in life.

There are thousands of men who are i/mpotent before forty.

It is a shame to them that it is so, but nature u. inexora-

ble in her laws, and punishes all her children for disobey-

ing them.

Shall Sickly People Raise Ghildrbn ?—The c^ues-

tion whether sickly people should many and propagate
their kind, is briefly alluded to in an early chapter of this

work. Where father and mother are both consumptive,
the chances are that the children will inherit physical

weakness, which will result in |the same disease unless

^\

i
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great pains ai« taken to give them a good physical educa-

tion, and even then the probabilities are that they will

find life a burden hardly worth having. Where one parent

is consumptive and the other vigorous, the chances are

just half as ^eat. If there is a scrofulous or consumptive
taint in the blood beware ! Sickly children are no com-
fort to their parents, no real blessing. If such people

marry, they had better, in most cases, avoid parentage.

Importance of Physiological Adaptation.—Before

two persons " fall in love " with each other they should try

and decide if the union is the best one bv which to produce
healthy, well-bred offspring. People should never marry
without love ; but all who love should not marry. The
object of marriage is not lovt, but to carry out the family

relation, especially to rear and educate children, and while

love is absolutely essential to a true marriage, so also i«

physiological adaptation. There are those who think il

two persons love each other they are justified in marrying,

but no marriage is a ^cod one that takes this alone into

account.

Mr. Darwin, in hib great work on The Descent of Man,
says :

" Man scans wiui scrupulous care the character and
pedigree of his horses, cattle, and dogs before he matches
them ; but when it comes to his own marriage, he rarely

or never takes such care. He is impelled b^' nearly the

same motives as are the lower animals when left to their

own free choice, though he is in so far superior to them
that he highly values mental charms and virtues. On the

othei* hand, he is strongly attracted by mere wealth or

rank. Yet he might by selection do something not only
for the bodily constitution and frame of his ofispring,but

for their intellectual and moral qualities. Both sexes

ought to refrain from marriage if in any marked degree
inferior in body or mind ; but such hopes are Utopian, and
will never even be partially realized until the laws of in-

heritanoB am thoroughly known. All dri«K>od fiervice who

Hid

ing

hea
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ttid toward Uiis end. When the principles of goo<l breed-

ing and of inheritance are better understood, we sliall not

hear ignorant members of our legislature rejecting with
scorn a plan for ascertaining by an easy method whether
or not consanguineous marriages are injurious to man.

" The advancement of the welfare of mankind is a
most intricate problem : all ought to refrain from mar-
riage who cannot avoid abject ^poverty for tlieir children

;

for poverty is not only a great evil, but tends to its own
increase by leading to recklessness in marriage. On the

other hand, as Mr. Galton has remarked, if the pnident
avoid marriage, while the reckless marry, the inferior

members will tend to supplant the better members of

society. Man, like every other animal, has no doubt
advanced to his present high condition through a struggle

for existence consequent en his rapid multiplication;

and, if he is to advance still higher, he must remain sub-

ject to a severe stniggle. Otherwise, he would soon sink

into indolence, and the more highly-gifted men would not

be more successful in the battle of life than the less-gifted.

Hence our natural rate of increase, though leading to

many and obvious ^vils, must not be greatly diminished

by any means. Inhere should be open competition for all

men; and the most able should not be prevented by law
or customs from succeeding best and rearing the largest

number of offspring."

Celibact.—^The following paragraph from Mr. Galton
is very significant, and, though the same policy is not
likely to be again repeated, in the same way, it may be
in other forms which will be quite as unfortunate. He
says: " The long period of the dark ages under which
Europe has lain, is due, I believe, in a very considerable

degi'ee to the celibacy enjoined by religious orders on
their votaries. Whenever a man or woman was possessed

of a gentle nature, that fitted him or her to deeds of

charity, to meditation, to literature, or to art, the soditl
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condition of the time was such that they had no refuge

elsewhere thpn in the bosom of the Church. But tho

Church chose to preach and exact celibacy. The conse-

quence was, that these gentle natures had no continuance,

and thus, by a policy so singularly unwise and suicidal

that I am hardly able to speak of it without impatience^

the Church (Catholic) brutalized the breed of our fore-

fathers. She practised the arts which breeders would use

who aimed at creating ferocious, currish, and stupid

natures. No wonder that club-law prevailed for centuries

over Europe. The wonder rather is, that good enough
remained m the veins of Europeans to enable their race

to rise to its present very moderate level of natural

morality.''

Tobacco and Alcohol.—^The effects of tobacco on off-

spring are now known to be serious. Of course those

who use but little of it may not see the direful con-

sequences in their children, but it hardly needs the eye of

a physiologist to trace many serious cases of nervous dis-

orders, including idiocy, to the direct excessive use of this

loathsome and disgusting weed. Dr. Pidduck, a London
surgeon of extensive operation, says :

" In no instance is

the sin of the father more directly visited on the children

than in tobacco-using. It produces in the offspring an
enervated and unsound constitution, deformities, and often

an early death." The writer of these lines has seen the

most fearful effects produced upon children begotten by
those whose nervous svstems had been shattered by i^
use. A potent cause of impotency is found in the use of

tobacco. Let women beware how they mate themselves

with those addicted either to smoking or chewing. Not
less disastrous is the use of alcoholic beverages. Dr.

Napheys says :
" Not only does the abuse of alcoholic

beverages shorten virility, but it transmits the same ten-

dency to the male descendants, even when no intemperance
OBO be charged, yet the peculiarly American habit of

I)
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taking strong liquors on an empt^y stomach is most des-

tructive to nervous force, and most certain to prevent
healthy children." Darwin, than whom there are few
higher authorities, tells us that intemperance, persisted

in for a few generations by any family, is likely to lead

to its extinction. Nature does not find it profitable to

keep them on the earth—they cannot contend with the

more temperate in the struggle for existence. Morel
mentions a family where the father was a drunkard, the

son inherited his father's habits, the grandson had suicidal

tendencies, and the great-grandson, the last of the race,

was stupid and idiotic.

Detebmining the Sex of Children.—^There are

many persons who would give a great deal to know the

law for determining the sex of offspring at will, and there

are many respectable physiologists who, no doubt honestly,

believe that they have discovered this law. Surely efibrt

enough has been made in this field of inquiry ; but with
what success ? The theory now more generally accepted

than any other is that of Prof. Thury, of the Academy,
Geneva, and his experiments seem to have been perfectly

satisfactory. His theory is, that if ia\pregnation takes

place immediately or very soon after menstruation, the

child will be a female ; but if impregnation does not take

place until some days after, the child will be a male.

Darwin, however, states in his latest works that recent

experiments discountenance Thury's theory as incorrect.

If this be true, our men of science will turn their atten-

tion in other directions to discover this law. Certain it

U, that every false theory disproved, by negation at least,

brings us one nearer the true ona

Father's vs. Mother's Influence.—It has been a
question of much interest and no little importance, to decide

whether the father or mother influences the character of

ihe offspring moat. Many have contended that the
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mother's influence b^ far exceeds the father's, tor th«

reason that the child is for months nourished bv her blood,

and made better or worse by her state of mind. Some
writers have gone so far as to maintain, that a woman,
by living right during the months of pregnancy, can make
the unborn child bear almost any character she pleases,

and many facts bearing on this point have been adduced.

Mrs. Famham believed this, and maintained it strongly in

her " Woman and her Era." " To the masculine," said

this thoughtful writer, " parentage is an incident; " and
then she adds, ** To the feminine it is being set apart by
nature to a sacred trust which can be violated only at

tremendous peril
;
peril to the moral and physical welfare,

both of herself and the coming life
;
peril proportioned

to the awful magnitude of the responsibility, and to the

divine demands it makes upon nature in whose innermost
depths of soul and body, a life is deposited, .to draw
thence support, form, and expression." Galton has prob-

ably done more to settle this question than any other man;
and, as his views are the most recent and not generally

known, a brief statement of them will not be out of

place. He carefully traced the biographies of a large

number of illustrious men in different walks of life, and
found that among judges, statesmen, commanders, men of

literature, and men of science, in one hundred cases 70
of them would be found to have derived their talent

mainly from their fathers, and 30 mainly from their

mothers. In the case of poets and artists, the influence

of the female line is enormously less than the male, be>

ing 94 to 6 in the former, and 85 to 15 in the latter.

Eminent divines, however, he finds inherit their talent

very largely from their mothers, the relation being 73 to

27 in their favour. Mi. Galton, however, admits that the

apparent incapacity of the female line for transmitting

peculiar forms of ability may be due to the fact that the

daughters of eminent men do not marry so frequently as

uther women. He makes an exception in the case of the
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daughters of eminent divines, they being auite as likely

to marry as the women of any class. If we aamit the truth

of these investigations, the conclusions we must arrive at

are, that the inbeUectual faculties are most likely to be
inherited from the father, and the moral nature from the

mother. And this is no doubt near the truth. Each sex

gives to the offspring what it has the most of.

In regard to bodily conformation, the same general

principle seems to hold good, the male transmitting the

bony frame-work and the muscular system, lungs and
heart, and the female the vital organs, especially the

organs of digestion and assimilation. It is well to bear

tliese points m m ind, as they may often aid in deciding

the physiological adaptation of two persons who may
wish to marry.
On the whole we may infer that the infiuence of the

different sexes on offspring is about equal, ard it is prob-

ably well that this is so. It gives to each an equal right

in them, and imposes, if not the same, at least equal

duties, and this is what all children need. A child should

never be brought up under the exclusive influence of

either sex ; there are many things a mother only can do
for it. and quite as many things a father only c^n do.

Shai.l Pregnant Women work ?—Some years ago, a
thoughtful mother wrote an article for a leading American
magazine, from which the following sentence is taken :

—

" Children born of over-worked mothers, are liable to be
a dwarfed and puny race. I am inclined to think, how-
ever, that their chances are better than those of the child-

ren of inactive, dependent, indolent mothers who have
neither brain nor muscle to transmit to son or daughter.

The truth seems to be that excessive labour, with either

body or mind, is alike injurious to both man and woman

;

and herein lies the sting of that old curse." This par-

agraph suggests all that need be said on the question

whether pregnant women shou]'^ hould not labour. A<i
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least it is certain they should not be foolishly idle ; and
on the other hand, it is equally certain that they should

be relieved from painful laborious occupations that ex-

haust and unfit them for happiness. Pleasant and useful

physical and intellectual occupation, however, will not
only not do harm, but positive good.

Intellectual Activity and Parentage.—Another
question of interest is, whether great intellectual activity

is favourable to maternity, or the reverse. There is prob-

ably but one answer to this question, and that is
—

" the

more personal expenditure of nervous energy, the less

maternal vigour." If all the life-force is used up on the

brain and nerves, little is left for the processes of pro-

creation. Great and constant nervous exertion involves

a costly outlay of life.

E. Ray Lankester, in his excellent Prize Essay on Com-
parative Longevity, says :

" It is noteworthy that the
generative expenditure is lessened in women when the

personal expenditure is increased, as is distinctly observed
in the United States of America, where the women are

intellectually far more active than elsewhere, and suffer,

so far, from the relatively enormous costliness of nervous
outlay. Thus the material of generation serves as a store

which is drawn upon before the general powers involving

longevity are' afiected in women. ' The reader, however,
must not misunderstand this quotation. It does not teach

that women may not become cultivated and intellectual

^rithout loss of procreative power, but they must not use

up too much of their energy in intellectual activity if

they wish to become mothers. Engrossing literary pur-

suits, no less than anxiety, care, and an overtaxed physical

system, interferes with procreation. There are those who
spurn child-bearing as ignoble compared with intellectual

labour,but the successful rearing of noble boys and girls,iB

the greatest work that has evei been accomplished on this

planet. Literature, art, science, all pale before it In it

man
boy
othei
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All culture And diaeiplio6b all g^oodnesB and beauty combine.
" The woman's womanliness and the man's manliness find

full expression here in the quality of offspring." James
Parton bajb :

" The best man is he who can rear the best

child, ana the best woman is she who can rear the best

child." We very properly extol to the skies Harriet

Hosmer, the artist, for cutting in marble the statue of a
Zenobia ; how much more should we sing praises to the

man and the woman who bring into the world a noble

boy or girL The one is a piece of lifeless beauty, the

other a piece of life including all beauty, all possibilities.

Mrs. Stanton's Testimony.

Elizabeth Oadt Stanton, in a lecture to ladies, deliv-

ered after most of this work was in print, thus strongly

states her views regarding maternity, and painless par-

curition :

—

'*We must educate our daughters to think that mother-
hood is ^rand, and that Qod never cursed it. And the

curse, if it be a curse, may be rolled off, as man has rolled

away the curse of labour ; as the curse has been rolled

from the descendants of Ham. My mission among women
Is to preach this new gospel If you suffer, it is not be-

cause you are cursed of God, but because you violate His
laws. What an incubus it would take from woman could

she be educated to know that the pains of maternity are

no curse upon her kind. We know that among Indi.ms

the squaws do not suffer in dhildbirth. They will step

aside from the ranks, even on the march, and return in a
short time bearing with them the new-bom child. What
an absurdity, then, to suppose that only enlightened Chris-

tian women are cursed. But one word of Fact is worth a
volume of philosophy : let me give yon some of my own
experience. I am the mother of seven children. My cnrl-

hood was spent mostly in the open air. I early imbibed
tbe idea that a girl was just as good as a boy, and I
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ried it out. I would walk fiye miles before breakfast or ride

ten on horseback. Afler I was married I wore my clothing

sensibly. Their weight hung entirely on my shoulders. I

never compressed my body out of its natural shape. When
my first four children were bom, I suffered very little. I

then made up my mind that it was totally unnecessary
for me to suffer at all ; so I dressed lightly, walked every
day, lived as much as possible in the open air, eat no con-

diments or ijpices, kept quiet, listened to music, looked at

pictures, and took proper care of myself The night before

the birth of the child I walked three miles. The child

was bom without a particle of pain. I bathed it and
dressed it, and it weighed ten and one-half pounds. That
same day I dined with the family. Everybody said I would
surely ale, but I never had a relapse or a moment's incon^

venience from ii I know this is not being delicate and
refined, but if you would be vigorous and healthy, in ppite

of the diseases of your ancestors, and j<mT own diaregaitd

of naturs's Ukwi, icj ii"
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